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Preface

The DCABES is a community working in the area of Distributed Computing and Applications in
Business, Engineering, and Sciences, and is responsible for organizing meetings and symposia
related to the field. DCABES intends to bring together researchers and developers in the
academic field and industry from around the world to share their research experience and to
explore research collaboration in the areas of distributed parallel processing and applications.
The annual DCABES conference is now becoming an important international event covering not
only traditional high performance computing topics but also emerging fields such as service
orientation and cloud computing.
The Twelfth International Symposium on Distributed Computing and Applications to Business,
Engineering and Science (DCABES2013) will be held at Kingston University – London, UK.
DCABES2013 conference had received a large number of papers covering a wide range of
topics, such as Parallel/Distributed Computing Applications and Algorithms, Cloud/Grid
Computing, System Architecture, Network Technology and Information Security, Image
Processing, E-Commerce and E-Business, Information Processing, Internet of Things, Swarm
Intelligence, and so forth. All papers contained in this proceeding are peer-reviewed and
carefully chosen by members of the scientific committee and external reviewers.
The conference programme required the dedicated support and tireless effort of many people.
Firstly, we are pleased to thank the authors, for creating and submitting their work whose papers
are recorded here. Secondly, we are grateful to the programme committee members and the
external reviewers for their time, expert and prompt reviewing. Thirdly, we thank the invited
speakers for their participation and priceless contribution to the conference. Fourthly, we thank
the workshop participants, chairs and the special session chairs for their contribution to the
conference. Fifthly, special thanks to all the local and general organising committee, especially
the organising chairs. Finally, we would like to thank the BCS - The Chartered Institute for IT
and the LMS - The London Mathematical Society for their financial support.
We wish you all a pleasant stay in Kingston and enjoyable and exiting conference.
Souheil Khaddaj, Kingston University, United Kingdom
DCABES 2013 Conference Chair
Choi-Hong Lai, University of Greenwich, United Kingdom
DCABES 2013 Conference Chair
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Iterative Splitting Methods for Multiscale Problems
Jürgen Geiser

Ernst-Moritz-Arntz University of Greifswald
Institute of Physics
Felix-Hausdorff-Str. 6
D-17489 Greifswald, Germany
Email: juergen.geiser@uni-greifswald.de
equations and a further operator, the equilibration operators
of the scales, is then used to balance the different scales, see
[2]. We analyse the convergence of such a novel multiscale
iterative splitting scheme (MISS) and its algorithmical implementation in different application cases. We obtain a higher
order scheme for linearized equations, in such a way that we
attain a convergence order one higher in one iterative step, see
[4].
The applications are given along with a benchmark example
and an application to a stochastic problem. A simple fluid
dynamics (CFD) problem is discussed.
The outline of the paper follows.
Section II presents the multiscale problem with two different scales. Section III discusses the novel iterative splitting
schemes, and their convergence analysis is presented in Section IV, where the iterative scheme is adapted to the multiscale
problems. The applications are presented in Section V and we
summarize our results in Section VI.

Abstract—One motivation to solve multiscale problems arises
from dynamical problems in fluids and plasmas. For numerical
methods to be suitable for such problems it is important that
one consider the coupling involved in the multiscale problems.
We consider the coupling of two different scales, e.g., the microand macro-scales, and accelerate the standard splitting schemes
via novel schemes based on the idea of embedding the microscales into the macro-scale or by reconstructing the macro-scale
with partially micro-scale computations. We concentrate on a
recent modification of a standard iterative splitting scheme with
respect to the micro–macro coupling (interpolation) and macro–
micro coupling (restriction) and the equilibration of the scales.
The convergence of the novel multiscale iterative splitting scheme
(MISS) is discussed, as well as its algorithmical implementation.
Applications of such splitting schemes in space and time are presented, at first for simple fluid dynamic problems and stochastic
problems. At the end of the paper, we summarize our results and
present some ideas for future research.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, decomposition methods for multiphysics
and multiscale problems have begun to play an increasingly
important role in the numerical solution of spatial- and timedependent partial differential equations, see [4], [5]. Decomposition strategies are particularly important for reducing the
amount of computation in large scale and multidimensional
problems. Based on the ideas of the conserved physical
quantities involved in the problems, the methods have taken
into account the numerical and physical errors of the problems.
Splitting schemes are important and, historically, were
developped to save computation time, see [7] and [8], by
decoupling the problem into simpler parts.
We will treat multiscale problems for which we can separate
the scales into two categories:
• Microscopic scale and an underlying microscopic equation,
• Macroscopic scale and an underlying macroscopic equation,
where both scales are coupled in the full equations. We
concentrate on an iterative splitting scheme that allows separating the overall system into microscopic and macroscopic
parts, which are coupled together via the iterative steps. The
important coupling operators are given by
• Interpolation: Micro–macro coupling,
• Restriction: Macro–micro coupling,
which are important for coupling the different scales. Often
one can also rescale the different parts of the system of
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.7

II. M ATHEMATICAL M ODEL OF

THE

P ROBLEM

We are motivated to study spatially discretized differential
equations, e.g., convection–diffusion–reaction equations [5]
and stochastic differential equations, e.g., characteristics of the
transport equations in collision problems [1].
For the deterministic problems, we concentrate on spatially
discretized differential equations, given by
∂c
= A(c(t)) + B(c(t)), in (0, T ) ,
∂t
c(0) = c0 (Initial-Condition) .
The unknown c(t) = (c1 , . . . , cm )t is a vector of dimension
m and we assume A and B are known linear or nonlinear
operators. They are given as matrices, for example as spatiallydiscretized diffusion operators or as reaction operators of a
transport–reaction process, see [4].
For the stochastic problems, we concentrate on stochastic
differential equations, given by
dc = Ac dt + Bc dW (t), in (0, T ) ,
c(0) = c0 (Initial Condition) .
The unknown c(t) = (c1 , . . . , cm )t is a vector of dimension
m and A and B are matrices. Furthermore, W is a onedimensional Wiener process, see [6].
3
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III. M ULTISCALE I TERATIVE S PLITTING S CHEME
The multiscale iterative splitting scheme is based on embedding the multiscale methods of coupling the micro and macro
scales, see [4]. The iteration scheme is given with a coarse
time-step τ and a fine time-step δτ ≤ τ /M , while M is the
number of intermediate time-steps between the fine and coarse
scale, see the illustration of the scheme in Figure 1. On the
macroscopic time interval [tn , tn+1 ] we solve the following
two sub-problems, which are coupled by iterative steps:
•

•

Initialisation: c0 (tn ) = cn , c−1 = 0 and cn is the known
split approximation at t = tn . We apply i = 0, 2, . . . , 2I+
2 iterative steps in each cycle, over n = 1, . . . , N timesteps.
One time-step (τ ) in the macroscopic equation:
∂ci (t)
= A(ci (t)) + R(B(ci−1 (t)),
∂t
with ci (tn ) = cn , τ = tn − tn−1 ,

•

The following algorithm is based on embedding the multiscale problem into the splitting method. The iteration is with
a fixed splitting discretisation step-size τ of the macroscopic
scale, while δτ ≤ τ /M is the microscopic scale. We concentrate on the embedding into the macrosopic scale. The
microscopic scale will be similar, mutatis mutandis.
The time interval is [tn , tn+1 ] and we solve the following subproblems consecutively for i = 0, 2, . . . 2m, see [4].
∂ci (t)
= Aci (t) + RBci−1 (t),
∂t
with ci (tn ) = cn
∂ci+1 (t)
= IAci (t) + Bci+1 (t),
∂t
with ci+1 (tn ) = cn ,

(1)
(2)

M time-steps (δτ ) in the microscopic equation:

(8)
(9)

Amacro→micro = Iτ →δτ A,
Bmicro→macro = Rδτ →τ B,

m = 1, . . . , M,

Restriction: Coupling operator B to the macroscale
R(B(cj )(tn+1 )) =

(7)

where c0 (tn ) = cn , c−1 = 0, and cn is the known split
approximation at the time level t = tn . We assume A is the
macroscopic discretised operator on the time-step τ and B is
the microscopic discretised operator on the time-step δτ .
The coupling operators are given as

∂ci+1 (t)
(3)
= I(A(ci (t))) + B(ci+1 (t)),
∂t
n,m
n,m
n,m
n,m−1
−t
,
with ci (t ) = ci (t ) , δτ = t
•

(6)

where I is the interpoation and R the restriction operator.
Theorem IV.1. Given the linearized operator equation (1),
we treat the abstract Cauchy problem in a Banach space X

M
1 !
B(cj,k (tn+1 )), (4)
M
k=1

•

∂t c(t) = Ac(t) + RBc(t),

where M is the number of the fine scale time-steps.
Interpolation: Coupling operator A to the microscale
I(A(ci )(t)) = A(c(tn ))
"
#
+ A(ci (tn+1 )) − A(c(tn ))

c(0) = c0

c(t) − c(tn )
,(5)
ci (tn+1 ) − c(tn )

Proof. The ideas are given in [4]. Assuming that the generators generate a uniformly continuous semi-group, the problem
(10) has a unique solution c(t) = exp((A + RB)t)c0 .

Multiscale Iterative Splitting Scheme

Interpolation

(10)

where A, RB, A + RB : X → X are given linear operators
which are generators of a C0 -semigroup and c0 ∈ X is a given
element. Then the iteration process (7)–(8) is convergent and
the rate of convergence is of higher order.

We assume A is the macroscopic operator on the time-scale
τ and B is the microscopic operator on the time-scale δτ .

We consider the macroscopic iteration (7)–(8) process on the
macroscopic sub-interval [tn , tn+1 ]. For the local macroscopic
error function ei (t) = c(t) − ci (t), we have

Macroscale equation
t macro

∆t

0<t≤T

Restriction

∂t ei (t) = Aei (t) + RBei−1 (t),

Microscale equation
t micro

ei (tn ) = 0,

δt
(black microsteps are needed to reconstruct the macrostep
and red microsteps are not necessary for the reconstruction.)

t ∈ (tn , tn+1 ],

(11)

and
∂t ei+1 (t) = IAei (t) + Bei+1 (t),

Fig. 1. Illustration of the Multiscale Scheme.

ei+1 (tn ) = 0,
Remark III.1. For higher order schemes, we can also apply
higher order restriction operators or higher order interpolation operators, e.g., spline interpolations, see [3] and [4].

t ∈ (tn , tn+1 ],

(12)

for m = 0, 2, 4, . . . , with e0 (0) = 0 and e−1 (t) = c(t). We
employ the notation X2 to mean the product space with the
norm %(u, v)% = max{%u%, %v%} (u, v ∈ X).

4
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We iteratively define vectors Ei (t), Fi (t) ∈ X2 and the
linear operator A : X2 → X2 by
%
$
$
%
ei (t)
RBei−1 (t)
,(13)
Ei (t) =
, Fi (t) =
ei+1 (t)
0
$
%
A 0
A=
.
(14)
IA B

A. First test example
In the first test example, we test the improvement due to
the use of a finer partition on the microscopic scale. We treat
a test example, see also [3].
(
'
∂u(t)
−λ1 λ2
u
(24)
=
λ1 −λ2
∂t

We rewrite in the Cauchy problem in the form
∂t Ei (t) = AEi (t) + Fi (t),
n

Ei (t ) = 0.

n

n+1

t ∈ (t , t

],

with initial condition u0 = (1, 1) on the interval [0, 1] and
the analytical solutions is given, see also [?]. We deal with
different scales:
Macroscale with λ1 = 1 ≈ τ1 and
1
microscale with λ2 = 104 ≈ δτ
, where the scaling factor is
4
10 .
The macro- and micro-operators are
'
(
(
'
−1 104
0
0
A=
, (25)
,B =
0
0
1 −104
'
(
104 −108
[A, B] =
(26)
1 −104

(15)

By assumption, A is a generator of the one-parameter C0
semi-group (exp At)t≥0 . We apply the variations of constants
formula and obtain
& t
Ei (t) =
exp(A(t − s))Fi (s)ds, t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ]. (16)
tn

We estimate with the maximum norm
%Ei %∞ = supt∈[tn ,tn+1 ] %Ei (t)% ,

where the matrix norm of the commutator is given as
||[A, B]||2 = 108 , so we obtain a delicately coupled problem
with scale differences.
We apply different partitions of M to resolve the microscale
into the macroscale. For a time-solver, we apply a third order
BDF (Backward differentiation formula), see [3].

(17)

and we have
%Ei %(t) ≤ %Fi %∞
= %B%%ei−1 %

&

&

t

tn

%exp(A(t − s))%ds

t

tn

TABLE I
N UMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE MULTISCALE ITERATIVE SPLITTING WITH
TIME DISCRETIZATION BDF3 AND TIME - STEP SIZE τ = 10−2 .

t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ].

%exp(A(t − s))%ds,

(18)
Because of our assumption that (A(t))t≥0 is a semi-group, we
apply the growth estimation:
% exp(At)% ≤ K exp(ωt),

t ≥ 0,

Iterative
Steps
5
5
10
10
20
20
20

(19)

holds for some numbers K ≥ 0 and ω ∈ IR, see [4].
We assume that (A(t))t≥0 is a bounded or an exponentially
stable semi-group, and then we have the estimation:
% exp(At)% ≤ K,

t ≥ 0,

(20)

t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ].

(21)

The estimation is given by
%ei % = K%R%%B%τn%ei−1 % + O(τn2 ),

8.0230e+002
1.5452e+000
3.6515e+001
7.6975e-004
1.1048e-003
1.9442e-010
2.6675e-011

B. Stochastic Differential Equation
(22)

The next problem is related to a stochastic problem, while
we deal with different deterministic and stochastic scales. The
differential equation is

where we apply the notation of the %Ei %∞ operator. In the
next step we obtain a resolution one higher, given by
%ei+1 % = K1 τn2 %ei−1 % + O(τn3 ),

err = ||unum − uana ||

We obtain the optimal results with at least M = 10 time
partitions at the finer scale and 10 − 15 iterative steps. Here,
we could save computation time, while we did not resolve the
full M = 104 partitions. So higher order schemes and iterative
splitting can reduce the amount of computation.

holds, and hence, on the basis of (18), we have the relation
%Ei %(t) ≤ K%RB%τn %ei−1 %,

Number of
time partitions M
τ
δτ = M
1
10
1
10
1
5
10

dX = aXdt + bXdW, in [0, 1],
X(0) = X0 = 1,

(23)

(27)
(28)

where W is a Wiener process. We have the following scale
dependencies: we apply a = −1, b = 10.0, which means we

and we are done.

5

use M = 10.
The analytical solution is
X(t)

= X(0) exp((a −

The exact solution can be given, see [3]. We apply central
finite difference schemes for the spatial discretization, with
∆x = 1/10, see [3], and apply BDF3 for the time discretization. Based on the spatially and temporally dependent
reaction part, given by exp(x+y 2 )|x∈[−1,0],y∈[−1,1] < exp(x+
y 2 )|x∈[0,1],y∈[−1,1], with the scaling factor M ≈ 7.4, we have
different scales on the spatial domain and separate it into the
following operators:

M
√ !
b2
Ni ), (29)
)t + b δt
2
i=1

where Ni are independent Gaussian random numbers i =
1, . . . M , with )Ni * = 0 and )Ni2 * = δt = ∆t/M . The
different scales are
1
Macroscale with a = ∆t
and
1
microscale with b = 10 ≈ δt
, where the scaling factor is 104 .
In the following, the Euler–Maruyama scheme is used:

A1 = A|Ω1 + f |Ω1 , A2 = A|Ω2 + f |Ω2 ,

where Ω1 = [−1, 0] × [−1, 1], Ω2 = [0, 1] × [−1, 1].
We obtain more accurate results by carrying out more
iterative steps to embed the microscale of the right half-plane
to the macroscale of the left half-plane, see Figure 3.

Xn+1 = Xn − Xn ∆t + Xn (Wtn+1 − Wtn ), (30)
√
where (Wtn+1 −Wtn ) = randn· ∆t, for n = 0, 1, . . . , N −1,
X0 = Xt0 . Furthermore, randn is a Gaussian random number.
The splitting approach is carried out by decoupling the
micro- and macro-scales and coupling via a first iteration. The
splitting method is
b2
X̃n = Xn−1 exp((a − )(∆t)),
2
)
M
!
∆t
Wi ),
Xn = X̃n exp(b
M i=1

(31)
(32)
Fig. 3. The upper figures present the results after three iteration steps (strong
differences between the micro- and macro-scale). The lower figures present
the results after ten iterative steps (small differences between the micro- and
macro-scale and the solution is nearly smooth.).

√
where (Wi = randn · δt, i = 1, . . . , M , and for the timesteps n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 with the initial condition X0 = Xt0 .
We apply the splitting scheme with the improved method
of interpolating the microscale time-steps. Based on the summative results of the smaller resolved time-partitions and their
embedding in the macroscale, we could improve the solutions,
see Figure 2.
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We have presented an iterative splitting method to deal with
multiscale problems. The idea is to embed the micro-scale into
the macro-scale equation via a multiscale iterative splitting
scheme (MISS). We discussed its higher order results and
presented its algorithmic implementation in order to apply it
to test problems and to CFD problems. In the future, we will
generalize our scheme to nonlinear and multi-stochastic real
life problems.
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Fig. 2. The left figures present the results of the EM-scheme and the splitting
scheme. The right figures present the mean values (weak convergence) and
the variance of the schemes.

C. Diffusion equation with spatially and temporally dependent
reactions
Consider the following diffusion equation with space- and
time-dependent reactions:
(33)

∂t u(x, y, t) = Au + f (x, y, t)
2

A = ∂xx + ∂yy , f = −4(1 + y 2 )e−t ex+y ,
u(x, y, 0) = e

x+y 2

u(x, y, t) = e e

(34)

in Ω = [−1, 1] × [−1, 1], (35)

−t x+y 2

(37)

on ∂Ω.

(36)
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and energy variables, but can be designed to converge in
relatively few iterations. Stochastic, or Monte Carlo (MC),
methods have the advantage that they are free troublesome
discretization error, but it can be prohibitively expensive to
reduce the variance (and subsequently, the error) in the simulation to the desired tolerance. For this reason, we consider
the intersection of these methods. Hybrid methods attempt to
attain the fast convergence of deterministic methods without
the discretization error.
In the remainder of the paper we briefly describe the
hybrid NDA formulation of the problem in § II. We refer
to [1]–[4], [6] for details and descriptions of discretizations
and boundary conditions. Our interest here is parallel performance, and in § III we report on new scalablity for a
problem in two space dimensions.

Abstract—In this paper we discuss a parallel hybrid deterministic/Monte Carlo (MC) method for the solution of the
neutron transport equation in two space dimensions. The
algorithm uses an NDA formulation of the transport equation,
with a MC solver for the high-order equation. The scalability
arises from the concentration of work in the MC phase of the
algorithm, while the overall run-time is a consequence of the
deterministic phase.
Keywords-Neutron Transport, Jacobian-Free Newton-Krylov,
NDA, Monte Carlo

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper we report new scalability results for a hybrid
deterministic/MC algorithm for the multigroup k-eigenvalue
problem in neutron transport in two space dimensions. Our
hybrid deterministic/MC solver [1], [2] is based on the
Nonlinear Diffusion Acceleration (NDA) formulation of the
problem [3]. The new features of the solver, as described
in [1], [2] are faster and more accurate Jacobian-vector
products and the use of MC simulation for the transport
sweeps.
The equation is
Ω̂ ·∇ψg (Ω̂, "r) + Σt,g ψg (Ω̂, "r)
!G
1
g ! →g
= 4π
φg! ("r)
g ! =1 Σs
!
χg
G
+ 4πkef f g! =1 νΣf,g! φg! ("r),

II. A LGORITHMS
The Nonlinear Diffusion Acceleration (NDA) algorithm
reformulates the problem as a nonlinear equation for the
group scalar fluxes [9]. In NDA, as with other nonlinear
accelerators, [9]–[13], we express the fixed point problem for
the flux into a “low-order” nonlinear diffusion equation. The
low-order equation is coupled to the “high-order” transport
equation to enforce consistency. The high-order equation is
a fixed-source problem with no scattering, and is therefore
easier to solve with a MC approach than the original
transport equation [1], [2], [14]–[17].
As is standard, we will express (1) in operator notation
as
$
#
1
F Φ.
(2)
LΨ = M S +
kef f

(1)

with appropriate boundary conditions. This is a generalized
eigenvalue problem. We are interested in the dominant
(largest) eigenvalue kef f and corresponding eigenfunction.
3
" In (1), "r ∈ D ⊂ R , ψg is the group angular flux and φg =
ψ dΩ is the group scalar flux for groups g = 1, · · · , G.
4π g !
Σt,g , Σsg →g , and Σf,g are the total, inscattering and fission
cross-sections for group g. χg is the fission spectrum, and
ν is the mean number of neutrons emitted per fission event.
There has been much recent work on Jacobian-free
Newton-Krylov and hybrid deterministic/MC algorithms for
the k-eigenvalue problem [1]–[8]. This paper is part of that
activity.
Traditional methods for solving the neutron transport keigenvalue problem have been either purely deterministic
or purely stochastic. Deterministic methods often suffer
from noticeable discretization error in the spatial, angular
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.8

In (2), L = Ω̂ · ∇ + Σt , M =

1
4π ,

S = Σs , and

F = χνΣf .
Ψ is the vector of group angular fluxes, and Φ is the vector
of group scalar fluxes. A simple power method iteration can
converge very slowly. The NDA formulation will converge
more rapidly.
NDA splits the transport problem into a ”high-order”
transport problem with no scattering in the right side of
the equation and a ”low-order” diffusion equation. The
7

resulting system of equations is nonlinear, but iterative
methods converge more rapidly for the NDA system than
for the original problem [3], [9]. We will express the NDA
formulation as a eigenvalue problem for the low-order flux
Φ.
Given Φ and kef f , we compute a high-order angular flux
ΨHO , scalar flux ΦHO , and current J HO by
%
&
ΨHO = L−1 M S + kef1 f F Φ,
"
"
ΦHO = ΨHO dΩ̂, and J"HO = Ω̂ΨHO dΩ̂.
Define

D̂g =

J"gHO +

1
HO
3Σt,g ∇φg
.
φHO
g

be insufficient at times. The diamond difference method is
second-order accurate, however, if the mesh is too coarse,
this differencing technique can lead to negative fluxes. The
step-characteristics method guarantees positive solutions everywhere in the domain, however is only first order accurate
[18] The Sn angular discretization can yield “ray effects” or
biasing along the discrete angles in our quadrature set [18],
[19]. These ray effects can only be remedied by increasing
the number of angles in the quadrature set, however this is
limited as beyond a certain point the Sn quadrature contains
negative weights, leading to instability.
Each of these issues can be avoided entirely by opting to
use the MC method. The MC method allows for a continuous
treatment of both the spatial and angular variables (and
energy, too). While MC simulations have stochastic noise,
they have the potential to provide more physically accurate
solutions than deterministic methods. Furthermore, these
methods are highly parallelizable and their implementation
lends itself to emerging computing architectures.
In a pure MC k-eigenvalue calculation, one realizes the
power method by simulating a sequences of “batches” of
particles. The computation begins with an approximation
to the fission source, Fφ. Each batch takes as an input a
fission source distribution and outputs a new fission source
distribution. Once the eigenvector has begun to converge, we
begin to average the fission source distributions from each
iteration to damp MC noise. The eigenvalue is the ratio of
the number of particles born out of fission events from one
neutron generation to the next.
In the hybrid method, in which the MC simulation only
takes place in order to approximate the inversion of L, we
only need to simulate the streaming of particles. All absorption, scattering and fission events are controlled through
the low-order system. This allows for a highly simplified
implementation of the MC algorithm. The logic is removed
almost entirely and particle histories are significantly shorter
than traditional MC particle histories.

(3)

Note that D̂ depends on Φ through the high order flux and
current. The low-order eigenvalue problem is
%
&
∇· − 3Σ1t,g ∇φg + D̂g φg + (Σt,g − Σg→g
)φg
s
(4)

=

!

g ! →g
φg !
g ! #=g Σs

+

χg
kef f

!G

g ! =1

νΣf,g! φg!

If the function Φ and scalar kef f we used to solve the highorder problem also solve the low-order problem, then we
have solved the k-eigenvalue problem.
We write (4) as
DΦ − SΦ −

1
kef f

χFΦ = 0,

(5)

where D is the differential operator and S the scattering
terms. The method proposed in [1]–[3] formulates the eigenproblem as nonlinear equation for Φ by using
'
kef f = FΦ dV
to obtain the equation
F (Φ) = DΦ − SΦ − "

A. Hybrid NDA

χFΦ
= 0.
FΦ dV

III. R ESULTS
We report results on the LRA-BWR test problem from [3],
[20], [21]. This is a two group, six region problem with five
different materials. The system is a 165cm square. We use
1cm square cells in both directions. Figure 1 illustrates the
grid and the material distribution. The LRA-BWR problem
is a standard benchmark in the field.
The lower-left corner of the domain has a reflective
boundary, whereas the remaining boundaries are all vacuum.
Our MC implementation uses Continuous Energy Deposition
(CED) tallies [22], which we found to be very efficient in our
previous studies [1], [14]. We solve the low-order equation
with at Newton iteration. This approach was refered to NDANCA in [1], [3], [14].
The code has Matlab and C++ components. The Matlab
driver takes the material and domain data and creates the

In the results we report in § III, we use the hybrid
approach proposed in [1], where a MC simulation is used
to solve the scattering-free fixed source high order problem,
and thereby compute D̂. We motivate this approach in this
section.
Traditional methods for computing the dominant eigenvalue of neutron transport equation are deterministic; we
employ discretization in space, angle, and energy and solve
the eigenvalue problem in discrete space. The discretization
of each of these variables can lead to errors which may result
in non-physical solutions. Currently, we only concern ourselves with addressing the spatial and angular discretization
errors.
The standard spatial discretizations, the diamond difference method or the step-characteristics method, can both
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Figure 1.
Material Layout
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time (secs)
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speedup
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In Figure 2 we plot the results of a strong scaling study
for the entire eigensolve, using 10 nodes as the base case.
The plot clearly shows that the strong scaling is excellent.
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Figure 2.

160

x position

Strong Scaling for Eigensolve
Strong Scaling for Eigensolve

Observed Timings
Perfect Scaling

Time (minutes)

NDA-NCA-MC initial iteration with enough power method
iterations to drive the eigen-residual for the lower-order
problem to 10−3 (no more than five). At each NDA-NCAMC iteration, the driver calls the C++ parallel MC code
to simulate particle histories. The C++ code tallies and
averages the scalar flux and current which are used to provide a closure for the LO problem. The Matlab driver then
reads the scalar flux and current from text files, computes
the boundary conditions and builds the discrete low-order
problem. At this point, the driver executes a single Newton
iteration to update the scalar flux for the next iteration.
The communication between the Matlab driver and the
C++ MC code is via file I/O. The driver builds the source
term for the MC code from its computed scalar flux and
writes it and the domain parameters to a file. The C++ code
reads the domain parameters and distributes these to each
node. On each node, the source term is read in from the
text file and the source, domain parameters and number of
histories per thread are distributed to each core via OpenMP.
Each core stores an entire copy of the domain configuration
and simulates its share of the neutron histories. Each core
tallies a copy of the scalar flux and current before collapsing
this data to a total, on-node scalar flux and current. We then
use a call to MPI Reduce to compute an average scalar flux
and current across cores. Finally, the C++ code writes these
data to a file for the driver.
The computations were done on an HP DL585G7 Server
running CentOS 6.3 and gcc 4.7.2. Each node has four 1.9
GHZ AMD 6168 twelve-core processors per node with a
512KB cache and 64GB of memory.
In Table I we tabulate weak scaling results, where the
problem size increases proportionally to the number of
nodes, of a single transport sweep. This is an accurate
surrogate for the full eigensolve, for which the results with
fewer nodes require an excessive amount of time.

3

10

3

10

Number of Cores

Finally, we plot the results of the solve in Figure 3.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we describe a parallel nonlinear solver for
the NDA formulation of the k-eigenvalue problem in neutron
transport. The solver is a hybrid deterministic/MC method.
We demonstrate the method’s good scalability properties for
a two-dimensional benchmark problem.
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high quality service, get the best combination of services for
solving path.

Abstract—Because of the flexibility of Web Services and
dynamical network, QoS is difficult to be assured of reliability,
often causing the Web Service selected and invoked by users
are often not working properly, not result in high performance
Web service composition. In the composition of services for
service selection, in order to improve the reliability and
performance of composite services need to consider the
services of non-functional factors, the paper apply of
knowledge of probability and statistics predicting Web
service’s dynamic QoS property values, propose a objective
evaluation of the credibility of Web Service and a improved
K-MCSP QoS global optimization algorithm of service
composition for improving the reliability of service
composition.

II.

Web service QoS attributes describe
the
different
performance aspects of Web service, so different types
of user groups have different needs, and focus on different
QoS attributes. To address different user preferences for
Web services, this article refers to the concept of key QoS
properties.
Concept 1 Key QoS Property (KQP) is the most
important QoS attributes focused by different user group in
the service composition for different user groups. The key
QoS properties in the different user groups are different.
This property presented by the user when the service
request is given, or automatically set in service composition
for special user group. The weight of KQP in all the
QoS properties should be the maximum, set by user or
automatically set the default value during the service
composition, so as to ensure KQP importance. For example,
the service WS, its failure rate is a key QoS property. Then
the weight of the failure rate set between 0.25 and 0.5.
Service QoS prediction before service selection is very
important. This paper predicts four basic services QoS
properties-- running time, transfer time, failure rate and
credibility.

Keywords: Global optimization method of QoS, QoS
prediction, Service composition.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the significant increase of Web services on the net
work, in the face of the same or similar functional
Web services, previously based on "functional properties"
service selection can not meet the needs of users, so
also take into account the "non-functional properties", QoS
(Quality of Service). However, some service providers for
their own benefit provide false QoS information, or because
of the aging hardware and the increasing number of user
requests than the server processing capacity, so that the
quality of services can not reach the extent of his
previous release, therefore it is difficult to guarantee QoS
Information released is real and reliable.
At present, many researchers focus on predicting a
particular
Web service QoS attributes, to
predict the
performance of one aspect of service as the basis of service
selection, such as paper[1] predict the similarity of services,
paper[2] predict availability, paper[3] predict the credibility
of services, while there are some researchers in the
academic community using mathematical model to predict
QoS. However, due to too much service to predict in global
optimization service selection, service composition QoS
prediction algorithm is not efficient in performance and
execution time.
In order to improve the performance of service
composition, this paper gives three prediction methods of
dynamic QoS information and a service credit evaluation
mechanism, and proposed the based-on MCSP Web service
composition QOS prediction algorithm K-MCSP, choose the

978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.9

SINGLE WEB SERVICE QOS PREDICTION

A

Running Time Prediction
As the impact of software and hardware, running time of
service is fluctuations and dramatic, can not be constant.
Exponential distribution has no memory, meaning that
some components worked for a period of time, life
distribution is the same as the original life distribution when
it has been not working. So running time of service can be
described by Exponential distribution. This article before
the service composition predict the running time, distributed
by exponential continuous probability distribution, the
distribution density function:
!λ e − λ t , t > 0
f (t ) = "
#0, t ≤ o

(1)

Use Maximum likelihood estimation method to estimate
the parameters, get λ . Likelihood function is obtained:
n

n

L(λ ) = ∏ f (ti , λ ) = ∏ λ e
i =1

i =1

− λ ti

=λ e
n

−λ

n

$ ti
i =1

(2)

Logarithm on both sides of the equation ( ti as running
11

probability matrix P can be drawn on the transfer rate,
written in matrix from:

time in the past, n as number of collection services in the
past), so the log-likelihood function is:
n

−

InL (λ ) = nInλ − λ $ ti = n( Inλ − λ t )
i =1

Make d InL(λ ) = n( 1 − t−) = 0
dλ
λ

So the maximum likelihood estimation of λ is:
∧
n
λ= n
$ ti
i =1

A=

(3)

F (t ) = 1 − e

,t > 0

(8)
The paper , through the different equations to be solved
on the availability of services, solve out the probability of
the two station at someone time. If the initial station is
available, the probability of availability at the moment of t
is:

(4)

(5)

probability of the running time falling in the interval of
[time − x, time + x] (x is the acceptable range radius of running time)
is F (time + x) − F (time − x) .

µ
λ − ( λ + µ )t
+
e
λ+µ λ+µ

A' (t ) = P0 (t ) =

µ
λ − ( λ + µ )t
−
e
λ+µ λ+µ

(10)

To be able to predict the final state of the system, also
need to be steady-state distribution of availability, may
be on the Limit of two formulas:

B

Transmission Time Prediction
Due to network status transmission speed is changing,
affecting service request transmission time. Paper [4,5] shows
that service data transmission time can be predicted
according to the following formula:
pinglatencywsi = 0.4 + 0.3 × distancewsi 0.735 wsi

distancewsi

A(t ) = P0 (t ) =

(9)
If the initial station is failure, the probability of
availability at the moment of t is:

time is running time released by service provider, then the

Transtimewsi = (0.02 × size0.51 + 1) × pinglatencywsi

µ −µ

[6]

Therefore, the execution time distribution function is:
− λt

−λ λ

lim A(t ) = lim A' (t ) =
t →∞

t →∞

µ
λ+µ

(11)

Steady-state availability of Web services is independent
of the initial state. According to historical data we can use
maximum likelihood estimation method to estimate the
parameters λ and µ for the available time and the failure
time distribution function of service.
Because of limited processing capacity and server
request cache content of the services, under normal
conditions in the server, the user's request may not be
processed, resulting in a service request to fail. In paper
[6]
, the user visits of server can be described as the number
of random events per unit time, in line with the Poisson
distribution parameter:

(6)

(7)

is the distance of Web Service wsi , size is

the size of the packet.

C

Failure Rate Prediction
Web services can use a Markov process to describe, and
can be based on Markov methods to determine the services
the state transition probability (Figure -1), forecasting
service availability.

p{ X = k } =

λ k e− λ

, k = 0,1, 2, !

(11)
For different time to collect the data over each past
time period we predict parameter values λ of the Poisson
distribution , the maximum likelihood estimator of λ is
user’s average visit amount for the unit time. Server's
cache volume ( b ) and throughput (!) can be given when
the service providers register the service. When the service
visit amount is reached to b , the service cache is
full; again the service can not be processed. By the queuing
theory, we can draw the amount of saturated rate of service
access:

Figure-1 Station Transition Probability Graph
For Web services, on the one hand, if the current service
is available, after ∆t time it will have λ ∆t probability to
transfer to failure or have (1 − λ∆t ) probability to transfer to
maintain available; In the other hand, if the current service
is failure, after ∆t time it will have µ∆t probability to
transfer to be available or have (1 − µ∆t ) probability to
transfer to maintain failure[6].
So, Web service system for station transition matrix is:

k!

! i 1− ρ
%% ρ 1 − ρ b + 1 , λ ≠ µ  0 ≤ i ≤ b
pi = "
% 1 ,λ = µ 0 ≤ i ≤ b
#% 1 + b

(12)
Assuming ρ = λ , pi is the probability to have i requests in
µ
the queue, when visit amount i reach to b , service cache is full,
again denied the request to pay. So the probability of saturation for
service visit is:

Pfull = pb

Derivation of each component on the transition

12

.

(13)

service performance though compare the performance of
services with released QoS information, it is truly and
reliable. Therefore, key QoS property selected by user and
reputation as the constraint of service selection, while using
the true quality of service calculate the service objective
function, apply MCSP algorithm, topological sort order to
traverse each node of the Web service composition graph, in
turn record the path of the maximum of the target utility
function meeting the user's constraints from the source to
each task node. if the task node reach the terminal node,
indicating that the algorithm successfully found a best path
of service composition, return the optimal path from the
source to the end with constraints, circularly execute to
generate the K best path of service composition;
2) In the second stage, as the first phase of the service
selection is based on information released by service
provider, the reliability of QoS calculated is not high. So the
screening of candidates down the predicted QoS services,
using upper prediction methods predict filtered candidate
service. All the proposed prediction method to predict QoS
attribute values of each web service in the k optimal path of
service composition, re-computing QoS property values and
objective utility function of path, and also meet the user's
QoS constraints, solve the optimal path of service
composition.
After user submits a request, QoS agent center of service
composition manager selects one or more task nodes to
compose scheme. Combination of all scheme together
form a functional graph, then selection manager correspond
all task nodes to the respective service group, finally
connecting all possible candidate paths, and each path can
execute the user's request. In the graph only considering
the functional
properties of
each Web service, without
taking into account QoS requirements, as shown in
Figure -2, the arrows indicate the transfer process between
the two services.

Combination of the above analysis, we can predict the
overall failure rate out of service:
Pfailure = 1 − A(t ) + Pfull =

λ
+ Pfull
λ+µ

(14)

D

Reputation Evaluation
Current evaluation of services is too subjective, can
only feel the performance of services from view of the user.
Due to some network failure, and service composition in the
poor performance of individual services, as well as poor
performance service composition caused by fault of service
composition engine, not truly reflect the performance of
individual services, so performance of service composition
can not evaluate the reputation of a single Web service.
In one hand the paper compare the execution time and
the failure rate of each call-off services with the information
distributed by service providers, in the other hand the
performance of services response from a user perspective,
both should multiply the corresponding right to the final
reputation value, usually the right value to the former than
the latter in order to ensure the objectivity of reputation, for
example, 70% of the former, the user evaluation 30%.
By Standard & Poor's rating methodology, the reputation
level from low to high order:
[0, T ],[T , T +

1− T
1− T 1−T
1−T
1−T
], ! ,[1 − L − L −1 ,1 − L ],[1 − L ,1]
2
2
2
2
2

T is the threshold level of credibility, so the service
below a sign does not advocate calling; L is the reputation
level. Fall in different intervals, corresponding to different
levels of reputation. The reputation of this method reflects
the slow rise and rapid decline in reputation rating of poor
performance characteristics. The credibility of new service
had not previously called for is the average of the total
reputation of service provider.
III.

SERVICE COMPOSITION QOS PREDICTION

Because the MCSP[7] algorithm is based on the
information released by service providers in the UDDI , can
not guarantee the reliability of QoS information; Therefore,
the paper propose improved global optimization algorithm
of service composition QoS prediction-- K-MCSP, through
objective reputation computing the real QoS property values
of services, cycle operation select the maximum target
function of the path, and predict each QoS attribute values
for services in path, finally solve the optimal path of service
composition.

Figure-2 Web Service Composition Functional Graph
B. Date Structure
Web service composition functions graph G (S, E),
S means that all tasks set of nodes, E represents all edges of
two task node set, and each task node Si in S corresponds
to the service group. Each node Vi in the service group
represents a candidate service, with benefits value and
the QoS property values; if the service Si connect to the
other service S j , then the all candidate services Vi in

A.

Basic Ideas
In
this paper, service composition QoS prediction
algorithm K-MCSP, is based on the MCSP service
selection algorithm to
solve
01 multi-choice
multidimensional knapsack problem. Idea of the algorithm
is that the user selects a key QoS property, the selection
strategy is divided into two stages:
1) In the first stage of service composition, due to the
select service space is too much, this time predicting each
Web service lower the efficiency of the service composition.
Service QoS information is not reliable, but the reputation
of the service objectively reflects the performance of the

service group

Si are connected to all candidate V j
services in service group S j ; adding a virtual source node
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Vs without linking in and a virtual end source Vd without
linking out, their QoS attributes are always 0; C represents
the user's QoS constraints ; Q, said the service quality
vector of path; F is objective utility function of the path, the
corresponding comprehensive
quality
of
service
composition path. In Figure -2, service selection problem of
QoS global
optimization in
dynamic Web service
composition can be converted to find the optimal path from
source node to the destination node with constraints.

if ( Q >CKOP) return˗
else { if ( F < F(Si) ) return˗
else remove P from P˄Si)˗}
add Vi to P˄Si˅
˗

C. Implementation
Based on QoS prediction the optimal path problem with
constraints can be formally described as: in the service
composition function graph finding a path P from the source
node to the end node, make the maximum utility objective
function F, and satisfies the user's QoS property constraints.
In the first phase, in addition to credibility and
transmission time, the main QoS information of Web
service is distributed from service provider, but the
service's QoS information is dynamic, QoS can not be
guaranteed the reliability of information, not accurate
know the performance to complete the requested
service. Except the key QoS property, the paper use
proposed method of the credibility evaluation, and use the
user's credit rating to calculate real QoS property value of
each candidate service. Type (4-4) is QoS property value
through information directly released by the service
provider:

QD = (1 −

}

}

}
if (Si = = Vd)
{ n ++˗
add p(Si) to L˗
PˊV =0˗}
return L˗

IV.

EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Deployed in a lab environment Petium (R) 4 3.00GHz CPU,
1024M RMB's PC, the operating system using Windows
XP, use development tools for the Eclipse3.2, java
(jdk1.6). Because currently there is no relevant standard
platforms and standard test data sets, experimental data
were generated using simulations, and Web service QoS
parameters within a certain range by random method, the
range of parameters is, 0< q price İ100ˈ0s< qtime İ60sˈ
0< q failure <1ˈ 0< qtranstime <60ˈ 0< qreputation İ10.

We compare the K-MCSP algorithm with prediction
algorithm based-on average QoS information into the
experiments, and global optimization of based-on average
QoS information prediction algorithm select ACO for
optimal path, the running time of two algorithms for solving
the optimal service composition are as follows:

L − LP + 1
) • QP
L

 QD is real QoS property value of service. QP is QoS

property value of service released by service provider. L is the
highest lever of reputation. LP is reputation lever of someone
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service.
Pseudo code RI K-MCSP selection algorithm for global
optimization is:
K-MCSP(G=(V,E),Vs,Vd,C):
{L(k) ĕKpath(G=(V,E),Vs,Vd,C)˗
For (each PięL(k))
{ for(each Vj ∈ P[i]ˈV)
{Time=Time+ServiceTime(Vj) +TransmissionTime(Vj)˗
F[i]=F[i] + Prediction(VjgQ)˗
Q=Q + VjgQKOP˗}
If ( Q>C) then F[i]=0˗
}
Retrun Max(F)˗
}
Kpath (G=(V,E),Vs,Vd,C)˖
{ While (n < = k )
{ for(each SięS)
for(each VięSi)
{ if (Vi= =Vs) then
{ QĕQ(Vi)˗
FĕF(Vi)˗}
else {QĕQD(Vi)+Q˗
FĕFD(Vi)+F˗}
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Figure -3 Running time for K-MCSP and average prediction
Figure -3 shows compare of running time between the
algorithm of this paper and the average prediction algorithm.
When the number of candidate service is round 5, and the
task node is not much, running time of K-MCSP algorithm
and the average prediction algorithms do not differ
large, but the execution time with the task nodes increases,
the iteration time and space is too large, the running time of
K-MCSP is averagely superior to 20% than average
prediction algorithm. In summary, processing data
computation K-MCSP algorithm is more than average
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QoS constraints, choose the highest reliability service to
compose service, predict the QoS of service composition
based on MCSP, and solve the optimal service composition
path. The first phase of the service composition we filter out
most web service don’t satisfy the constraint and haven’t
high credibility, leaving the k optimal service composition
path. Although not very precise, but very effective
QoS global optimization Service selection algorithm for
reducing the burden and improve the efficiency of the entire
service composition in the second phase of service
composition. QoS of MCSP is released by service provider,
so the reliability of QoS is difficult to ensure. Compared
with the MCSP, K-MCSP prediction algorithm can
accurately predict the QoS value of Web services, and QoS
information of service composition is also reliable and
effective, so the performance of service after composing is
much higher than the MCSP algorithm, and have objective
evaluation system of services, accurate evaluate Web
services. Compared with similar global optimization
algorithms, such as ACO, PSO and so on, K-MCSP
algorithm computational efficiency and performance of
global optimization, there is a great advantage, because
K-MCSP before service selection have not a lot of Iteration
time and space consumption, can quickly find the best
service composition paths. Meanwhile we can accurately
predict QoS of Web service, can greatly improved the
reliability
of service
composition. Algorithm's
time
complexity can make use of algorithms to analyze the
number of cycles, the algorithm calculated the total time
in O (n2) or less.

prediction algorithm, but the running time of optimal path
using K-MCSP is far below the average forecast of the
ACO.
The purpose of the method predicts the service's ability.
According to forecasted execution time of composition
service and the actual measured value we assess the
accuracy of prediction algorithms, the error rate can be
predicted by the formula
Ve − Va . Ve and Va mean
η=

Va

respectively the predicted execution time and the actual
measured value, then calculated the average prediction error
rate:
n

ηavg =

$η
i =1

i

n
If η avg is than 10%, the prediction is qualified.
Table-1 Comparison of Running time
cases

K-MCSP
predictio
n value
5.0
3.5
4.2
2.0
3.1
1.6
3.8
4.5
4.5
2.9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average
predictio
n value
4.9
3.2
3.4
2.1
3.8
2.5
3.7
6.0
4.9
2.5

Actual
value
4.3
4.1
4
2.5
3.2
2
3.5
5.2
4.3
3.2

Error
rate of
K-MCSP
16%
14%
5%
20%
3%
20%
8%
13%
4%
9%

Error rate
of average
prediction

14%
22%
15%
16%
19%
25%
6%
15%
14%
22%
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Figure-4 the comparison between prediction time and actual time

Can be seen, our proposed service composition QoS
prediction algorithm can help to improve the performance
of composition service.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The K-MCSP algorithm is on the basis of global service
composition of services, within satisfying the user's
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II. G RAVITY EQUATIONS

Abstract—This paper presents the performance of linear
algebra operations together with their uses within iterative
Krylov methods for solving the gravity equations on Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU). Numerical experiments performed on
a set of real gravity matrices arising from the Chicxulub
crater are exposed, showing the performance, robustness and
efficiency of our algorithms, with a speed-up of up to thirty in
double precision arithmetics.

See beneath the Earth or gaz investigation require the
solution of the gravity equation which refines geophysical
exploration. Gravity problem can be used for instance as a
complementary method to seismic imaging in geophyscial
exploration. Gravity allows to more accurately define the
underground’s nature by determining density contrasts that
are then correlated with seismic speeds. By this way, we can
analyze for instance the gravity field in the Chicxulub crater
area located in between the Yucatan region and the Gulf
of Mexico which represents strong magnetic and gravity
magnetic anomalies, which allow an evaluation of the impact
of an asteroid 65 million years ago in the region. The
density of computation suits very well the huge computing
power of GPUs, making the parallel granularity of the
algorithm optimal. Unfortunately, to obtain high speed-up,
several tuning and optimizations of the algorithms should be
carrefully performed, such as data transferts between CPU
and GPU, and data structure. Gravity method is a potential
method that improves velocity-density correlations when
coupled with seismic tomography or ultrasounds acoustic
methods, and above all constrains the density distribution
of the geological structures under study. The composant of
the centrifugal force and the gravitational force describes
the gravity force. The gravitational potential of a spherical
density distribution is expressed as: Φ(r) = Gm/r, with
m the mass of the object, r the distance to the object and
G the universal gravity constant equal to G = 6.672 ×
10−11 m3 kg −1 s−2 . When we consider an arbitrary density
distribution ρ, at a position
x the gravitational potential
!
is equal to Φ(x) = G (ρ(x" )/||x − x" ||)dx" where x" is
one point position within the density distribution. Whether
the effects related to the centrifugal force are neglected,
only regional scale of the gravity equations is taken into
account. The gravitational potential Φ of a density anomaly
distribution δρ is thus formulated as the solution of the
Poisson equation ∆Φ = −4πGδρ.

Keywords-Iterative Krylov methods; SpMV; Parallel computing; GPU; CUDA; Gravity equations;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Computers with high FLoating point Operations Per
Second (Flops), such as Graphics Processing Unit (GPU),
are now common in the computing market. Historicaly,
GPU, were used for calculations associated with graphic
display. After ten years from its apparition, General Purpose
GPU computing (GPGPU) has undergone a revolution in
computational science with the use of graphics hardware.
Over the past ten years, the high computing power has
significantly evolved, allowing modern graphics processing
units to become more attractive for science and engineering.
In order to allow researchers to exploit the computational
power of GPU device, NVIDIA has proposed Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [26], which offers a
high level GPGPU-based programming language. In this
paper, we improve the implementation of Krylov methods
on GPU architecture. To evaluate the performance we use
Alinea [6], [5], our research group library, implemented
in C++. Alinea is intended as a scalable framework for
building efficient linear algebra operations, together with
more advanced operations like iterative Krylov on both CPU
and GPU clusters.
This paper is organized as follows. First, in Section II,
we give a brief presentation of the idea of gravity modeling.
Section III introduces briefly GPU computing for readers
not familar with GPU CUDA programming. Section IV
presents our algorithms and reports numerical results. Details of linear algebra operations needed in iterative Krylov
methods such as dot-product, addition of vectors, element
wise product and sparse matrix-product multiplication are
analyzed. Section VI presents numerical results on iterative
Krylov methods which clearly confirm the robustness, competitiveness and efficiency of the proposed implementation
on GPU for solving the gravity equations.
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.10

III. G ENERAL P URPOSE GPU COMPUTING
This section introduces an overview of GPU programming
model and gives the considered features of the numerical
experiments considered.
Before 2000, most of numerical simulations were performed on Central processing Unit (CPU) cluster. In 2006
16

the migration of GPGPU faces the era of CUDA programming that enables researchers to take advantages of high
computational power of GPU architectures. GPGPU enables
to use graphics card with CPU orchestra to accelerate
general-purpose scientific and engineering computing. More
precisely, GPGPU allows the use of the GPU to offload
the CPU during portions of heavy calculations. Sequential
blocks of the code run on the CPU while parallel parts run
on the GPU. The simplified architecture of a CPU processor
is composed of several memories with multiple levels of
cache memories associated, a basic unit of computation
and a more complex control unit. The idea behind the
architecture of GPU is to have many small floating point
processors exploited on a large amount of data in parallel.
Indeed, many GPU operations perform similar calculations
on a large amount of independent data (Single Instruction
Multiple Data); GPUs are in fact parallel devices of the
SIMD architecture.
In a GPU, multiple processing elements, threads, carry out
the same operations on multiple data simultaneously, which
results a gain in computing time. GPU architecture consists
of hundreds processor cores that work together to massively
perform parallel computing data. This architecture ranges
the GPU as an excellent candidate to perform fast algebra
operations. GPU Computing is much significantly effective
for large size problem compared to CPU. Manufacturers
have developed API such as NVIDIA CUDA that enables
researchers to easily make programs that could be run on
GPU. In order to fully take advantages of this language,
developers need to be close to the hardware, i.e. more
knowledge of the architecture of the GPU and its features.
Because a CPU accesses constantly the Random Access
Memory (RAM), it has a low latency at the detriment of
its raw throughput. On the other side, the memories have
very good rates and quick access to large amounts of data
on GPU. Unfortunately, their accesses are very slow. CUDA
have four main types of memory: global, local, constant and
shared. A thread can be seen as the smallest unit of processing that can be scheduled by an operating system. Threads
are grouped into blocks and executed simultaneously in
parallel. A GPU is associated with a grid, i.e all running or
waiting blocks in the running queue, and a kernel that will
run on many cores. A warp is the smallest executing unit of
the GPU. Its number of threads are always executed together.
Distribution of threads is not an automated process, i.e. that
the developer chooses for each kernel the distribution of the
threads. The configuration of the GPU grid (gridification) is
pointed out as follows: (i) threads are grouped into blocks;
(ii) each block has three dimensions to classify threads; (iii)
blocks are grouped together in a grid of two dimensions.
The threads are then distributed to these levels and become
easily identifiable by their positions in the grid according
to the block they belongs to and their spatial dimensions.
CUDA processing flow. Reference [8] demonstrated that the

gridification, i.e. the grid features and organization, has a
strong impact on the performances of the kernels.
In this paper, the workstation used for the experiments
consists of an Intel Core i7 920 2.67GHz, which has 4
physical cores and 4 logical cores, 5.8 GB RAM and two
Nvidia GTX275 GPU equipped with 896 MB memory. The
workstation is compatible with CUDA 4.0 and supports
double precision arithmetics. Depending on whether the
calculation is carried out, on the host (CPU) or on the device
(GPU), the clock used is not the same. The native clock of
the graphics card has an accuracy of a few nanoseconds
while the host has an accuracy of a few milliseconds. To
overcome this problem, the proposed benchmark consists
in performing the same operation several times, at least 10
times and at least until the total measured time exceeds 100
times the clock accuracy. For the sake of accuracy, in this
paper, we run 100 times each operation and the given time
corresponds to the average time.
IV. BASIC LINEAR ALGEBRA OPERATIONS
In this section, we briefly describe our algorithms and
report the experiments we have performed to evaluate the
speed-up of the GPU version compared to the CPU version.
Table I gives the double precision execution time of our
implementation for the scale operation, where h corresponds
to the size of the vector.
Table I
D OUBLE PRECISION S CALE OF VECTORS
h
89056
181888
450528
848256
1587808

cpu time (ms) gpu time (ms) cpu (Gflops) gpu (Gflops) ratio
0.364
0.729
1.886
3.571
6.666

0.058
0.066
0.096
0.149
0.232

0.244
0.249
0.238
0.237
0.238

1.5
2.7
4.6
5.6
6.8

6
11
19
23
28

Double-precision real Alpha X Plus Y (Daxpy), i.e. y[i] =
α × x[i] + y[i], is a level one (vector) operation between two
vectors in the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS)
package. The addition of the coefficients of each vector
is stored in a vector which overwrites the contents of the
second vector, by a simple GPU kernel of the form:

}

global void Daxpy(double alpha, const double∗ d x,
double∗ d y, int size ) {
unsigned int x = blockIdx .x ∗ blockDim.x + threadIdx .x;
unsigned int y = threadIdx .y + blockIdx .y ∗ blockDim.y;
int pitch = blockDim.x ∗ gridDim.x;
int idx = x + y ∗ pitch ;
if (idx<size) {
d y[idx] = alpha∗d x[idx] + d y[idx ];
}

Table II shows the double precision execution time of our
implementation for the Daxpy operation.
The scalar-vector multiplication or element wise product,
i.e. y[i] = x[i] × y[i], is inherently parallel making it an
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Table IV
D OUBLE PRECISION D OT PRODUCT

Table II
D OUBLE PRECISION A DDITION OF VECTORS (DAXPY )
h
89056
181888
450528
848256
1587808

h

cpu time (ms) gpu time (ms) cpu (Gflops) gpu (Gflops) ratio
0.735
1.538
3.846
7.692
14.285

0.058
0.083
0.119
0.188
0.342

0.363
0.354
0.351
0.330
0.333

4.5
6.5
11.3
13.4
13.9

excellent candidate for implementation on GPU. The multiplication result of the elements of both vectors overwrites
the contents of the first vector by a simple GPU kernel of
the form:

0.495
1.041
2.564
5.263
9.090

void ElementWiseProduct(double alpha, const double∗ d x,
double∗ d y, int size ) {
unsigned int x = blockIdx . x ∗ blockDim.x + threadIdx .x;
unsigned int y = threadIdx .y + blockIdx .y ∗ blockDim.y;
int pitch = blockDim.x ∗ gridDim.x;
int idx = x + y ∗ pitch ;
if (idx<size) {
d y[idx] = d x[idx] ∗ d y[idx ];
}

Table III shows the double precision execution time of our
implementation for the Element wise product operation.

89056
181888
450528
848256
1587808

cpu time (ms) gpu time (ms) cpu (Gflops) gpu (Gflops) ratio
0.680
1.408
3.571
6.666
11.111

0.060
0.083
0.123
0.209
0.341

0.130
0.129
0.126
0.127
0.142

1.4
2.1
3.6
4.0
4.6

0.359
0.349
0.351
0.322
0.349

1.6
2.9
6.0
8.3
9.4

4
8
17
25
27

Table V
S KETCHES OF THE MATRICES

Table III
D OUBLE PRECISION E LEMENT WISE PRODUCT
h

0.110
0.124
0.150
0.204
0.335

crater in the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. It consists of 10
km deep, 180 km diameter and was formed about 65 million
years ago. The properties of these matrices are summarized
in Table V and a pattern example is given in Table VI where
the quantity h, nz, density, bandwidth, max row, nz/h
and nz/h stddev corresponds to the size of the matrix, the
number of nonzero elements, the density, i.e. the number of
nonzero elements divided by the total number of elements,
the upper bandwidth equals to the lower bandwidth for a
symmetric matrix, the maximum row density, the mean row
density and the standard deviation of nz/h. Table VI gives

global

}

cpu time (ms) gpu time (ms) cpu (Gflops) gpu (Gflops) ratio

89056
181888
450528
848256
1587808

12
18
32
40
41

11
16
28
31
32

h

nz

89056
181888
450528
848256
1587808

2010320
4268192
10972752
21073920
40077872

density bandwidth max row
0.025
0.013
0.005
0.003
0.002

5675
9239
17099
26225
40019

27
27
27
27
27

nz/h

nz/h stddev

22.573
23.466
24.355
24.844
25.241

8.805
8.051
7.119
6.504
5.930

the sparse matrix pattern in the second column and the
distribution of the nonzero elements in the third column.

Dot product and norm evaluation can be very expensive on
CPU for large size vectors. The basic dot product algorithm
designed by a simple loop with simultaneous summation
is not effective on GPU. To improve the efficiency of dot
product algorithm, we compute it into two distinct tasks. The
first task consists in multiplying the elements of each vector
one by one and the second task consists in summing each
of these products to obtain the final result. On a sequential
processor, the summation operation would be implemented
by writing a simple loop with a single accumulator variable
to build the sum of all elements in the sequence. One element
of the input data is handled by a thread. The partial sum of
all elements of all threads of a block is stored into the first
thread (thread 0) of this block at the end of the reduction. At
the end, the dot product is computed as a sum of all partial
sums of all the blocks. In Table IV we compare the double
precision execution time of our implementation for the dot
product on both CPU and GPU.

Table VI
E XAMPLE PATTERN OF GRAVITY MATRIX
gravi 1325848
h=1325848
nz = 33321792
density = 0.002
bandwidth = 33389
max row = 27
nz/h = 25.132
nz/h stddev =

One of the most time consuming operation in sparse
matrix computations is the Sparse matrix-vector product
(SpMV). Finite element analysis generally involves extremely large size sparse matrices, which consists of many
zero entries. Data structure, like the Compressed-Sparse
Row format (CSR) [4], [27], is a key point to store efficiently
the matrices on GPU memory. In addition, this paper uses
advanced gridification tuning techniques developped in [5],
[6]. Table VII gives the double precision execution time of
our implementation when using the CSR format.

V. A DVANCED LINEAR ALGEBRA OPERATIONS
Table V sums a set of matrices from the gravity model.
The density anomaly used are inherent from the Chicxulub
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Table VII
D OUBLE PRECISION CSR MATRIX - VECTOR MULTIPLICATION
h
89056
181888
450528
848256
1587808

CSR

cpu time (ms) gpu time (ms) cpu (Gflops) gpu (Gflops) ratio
13.750
27.500
70.000
130.000
260.000

0.523
1.123
2.857
4.166
7.692

0.292
0.310
0.313
0.324
0.308

7.6
7.5
7.6
10.1
10.4

h

26
24
24
31
33

Table VIII
DOUBLE PRECISION

#iter cpu time (s) gpu time (s) ratio
C ONJUGATE G RADIENT

89056
181888
450528
848256
1587808

194
252
351
450
727

3.200
8.720
30.990
76.030
232.980

0.241
0.483
1.366
3.043
8.814

13
18
22
24
26

BIC ONJUGATE G RADIENT STAB ILIZED
89056
181888
544563
848256
1587808

VI. K RYLOV M ETHODS
In order to solve gravity problems, iterative Krylov methods [30], [2] can be considered. Iterative Krylov methods
performance depends on the matrices conditioning, and
effective preconditioning techniques must be used to guarantee fast convergence such as ILU factorization [1], [13],
domain decomposition methods [31], [28], [20], hierarchical
preconditioner, etc. A particular attention should be paid on
domain decomposition methods. These methods consist to
split the global domain to solve into several sub-domains,
each sub-domain beeing solved independently by sharing
information along the interfaces between the neighboring
sub-systems. These interface conditions [16] can be tuned
for the performance of the algorithm either with a continuous
approach [9], [12], [7], [19], [10], [18], [17], [15] or with
a discrete approach [29], [24], [21], [11]. The condensed
problem on the interface is usually solved with an interative
method, each iteration involving the solution of independent
sub-problems in parallel [23], [22]. The solution of each
sub-problem is usually solved through a direct method or
an iterative method, typically through the iterative Krylov
methods now considered.
Following the work of [14], [25], [3], [32], we now present
the manner to implement iterative Krylov methods efficiently
on GPU device. The data transfer (sending and receiving)
between host (CPU) and device (GPU) is one of the most
expensive operations. In our Krylov algorithms, all input
data are sent once from host (CPU) to device (GPU) before
starting the iterative routine. Nevertheless, each iteration of
iterative Krylov algorithm requires more than one calculation
of dot product (or norm) that implies data copy from device
to host. The proposed iterative Krylov algorithm have been
performed on the host but all computing steps (dot, norm,
Daxpy, matrix-vector product) are performed on the device.
Both CPU and GPU implementations are exactly the same.
All experimental results of iterative Krylov methods presented here are obtained from a residual tolerance threshold
1×10−6 and an initial guess equals to zero. Table VIII represents the execution time in seconds of the preconditioned (by
the diagonal) Conjugate Gradient, Bi-Conjugate Gradient
Stabilized, Generalized Conjugate Residual for CSR format.
The results clearly outline the robustness, performance and
efficiency of GPU for double precision computation for
matrices arising from gravity equations.

133
163
223
305
465

4.390
11.290
47.880
105.390
297.970

0.283
0.565
1.926
3.951
11.013

15
19
24
26
27

BIC ONJUGATE G RADIENT C ONJUGATE R ESIDUAL
89056
181888
450528
848256
1587808

179
231
319
409
650

3.270
8.810
30.970
75.760
227.590

0.235
0.462
1.288
2.889
8.260

13
19
24
26
27

VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper illustrates the performance evaluation and
analysis of our algorithms for linear algebra operations
performed on Graphics Processing Unit. Several matrices
arising from a gravity problem are used as a testbed. After
exhibiting and analyzing a comparison of CPU/GPU linear
algebra operations, we consolidate our analyze by using
them within iterative Krylov methods. The results clearly
show the interest of the use of GPU technology to solve the
gravity equations.
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stability, scalability, etc. in the algorithmic space, not to
mention the software engineering complexity involved. This
in turn requires significant investment and validation time.
Such development frequently happens in academia, research
trusts and government laboratories with government funding.
For traditional matured applications this is usually not
practical with the simulation infrastructure and environment
that have taken years to develop as in manufacturing
industries. For example, in applications targeting electronics
design of products such as mobile phones and laptops, the
design and development system typically consists of multiple
software components from multiple vendors mixing with inhouse codes and scripts in a tightly integrated simulation
platform. These platforms cover multiple simulation
disciplines (i.e. thermal cooling, structure mechanics and
electromagnetic). While the key reason for using software
from multiple vendors was that no one vendor could cover
all the analysis fields – now some of the analysis tools have
become industry standard or ‘de facto’ standard. For
corporations, it was common to have separate departments
for each field using different technologies and methods, for
example finite-element for structure analysis and finitevolume for computational fluid dynamics. Supporting tools
such as pre- and post-processing were frequently third party
products. Thus we arrived at the multiple vendors’ situation
where corporations have an integrated in-house CAE
platform for product design and development.
With this challenge in mind we are investigating possible
ways to address the model size question – can existing
software components continue to be used or not? If you
have access to the source code then can it be enhanced or
redesigned. The answer is ‘Yes’ in such case, provided one
can address the challenges highlighted above. However, the
question that we focus on answering is the following: can we
reuse existing components without modification?
In the sections below we present our preliminary concept
and an example case of how tetrahedral mesh generation
software, treated as a black-box, can generate anticipated
mesh sizes on existing computer systems and beyond.

Abstract—Existing analysis software, commonly used in
scientific, engineering and business, is not designed for today
and tomorrow’s model sizes.
Most software has been
developed decades before multi-threads, multi-cores,
heterogeneous systems. In computer-aided engineering (CAE),
some of the codes date back to the 50s and 60s aimed at model
sizes of around 100 elements. They have been enhanced and
developed for each generation of computing systems. Today,
model sizes of million plus elements are common in business
such as manufacturing. The need for accuracy and detail are
driving model size from millions to billions to trillions and
beyond. Can these analysis codes and supporting tools keep up
with the progress or not? If not, what are the alternatives? In
this presentation we investigate this challenge for software
components as ‘Black-Box’ situation.
Keywords: Monolithic Software,
Computer-Aided Engineering

I.

Simulation

Process,

INTRODUCTION

Today we are in the petascale computing (1015) era and
soon we will enter the exascale era (1018). The wealth and
discoveries in the last 50+ years follow the exponential
growth of computer processing power. This vast computing
power means for human society that we can expect further
advancements, from a better understanding of complex
systems such as climate and environment to medical and
brain studies, to social media and big data, and the interrelationships and interactions with planet Earth. Together
with mathematical modelling, simulation is used to study
phenomena otherwise too expensive or impossible to observe
in experiments. Current obstacles to continue the current
rate of progress in computational processing are energy and
the lack of software able to scale to future systems.
In the case of computer-aided engineering (CAE), some
of the analysis codes in production use date back to the 50s
and 60s, when model sizes were around 100 elements or
cells. Today, these codes (enhanced and developed for each
generation of computer systems), are addressing model sizes
in the millions of elements. With accessible petascale
computing, the need for accuracy and detailed models is
driving model sizes from millions to billions to trillions and
beyond. This begs the following question: can these analysis
codes and supporting tools still be used? Obviously the best
approach is to design and develop new software from scratch
with these new requirements in mind. Naturally, such a
development comes with challenges for instance accuracy,
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
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II.

CONCEPT

Software in CAE is designed to solve or handle one
“Monolithic” model. In finite element analysis this means
one continuous mesh. Common models from computeraided design (CAD) are meshed by mesh generation
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software before the solver stage. In the solver, the mesh of
the model is partitioned into subdomain or sub-meshes for
parallel processing by domain decomposition methods [1].
Figure 1 shows a common CAE simulation process chain
where software components are commonly integrated.
Changes to any component will impact others in the chain.

III.

EXAMPLE

Figure 3. Stages needed from CAD model to a mesh model.

The processing stages to mesh a CAD model are shown
in Figure 3. There are two levels of parallelism in the
proposed system: assembly-level and part-level. At partlevel, the part can be partitioned into smaller sub-parts for
decoupled parallel processing. The partition is achieved by
CAD cutting with Boolean operations. In meshing no
domain decomposition method is needed. Instead the cut
surface mesh needs to be consistent between the sub-parts
and a sub-assembly tree created for the partitioned part for
processing and mesh reassembly. A job scheduler is used to
manage the parallel processing tasks at various stages for
performance. Any full 3D tetrahedral mesh generation
software can be used, serial or parallel, for the part and subpart meshing. The proposed system is capable to generate
meshes of any size on any computer platforms; part partition
makes it possible to generate large meshes on small memory
platforms.

Figure 1. CAE simulation process chain.

On the other hand, CAD software handles entire models
such as electronic products and automobile by treating them
as assemblies of parts as shown in Figure 2. This
“Assembly” approach is naturally scalable to any model
sizes where each part can be processed independently.

A full description of the meshing system and software
engineering can be found in a recent paper published by the
authors [6].
IV.

RESULTS

The test case is a CAD assembly model of a laptop with
123 parts as shown in Figure 4. There is a large variation in
part size, shape and complexity, common in these kinds of
electronic products. Between the smallest and largest
dimension there is more than two orders of magnitude
difference.
Figure 2. An assewmbly of parts of a vehicle model.

The idea is to take the assembly approach to address the
model size challenge in analysis software and tools without
the need to access the source code. The strategy is a divideand-conquer approach [2][3] with domain decomposition
methods to bind the necessary elements [4][5]. In the next
section we take the mesh generation example as the first
feasibility case to assess the concept.
Figure 4. A laptop computer model.
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Table I shows the timing of mesh generation results
between the original Monolithic approach (no CAD cutting)
and new proposed Assembly approach (last two rows). The
meshing was conducted on a two nodes Intel cluster system.
Each node with two Xeon X5670 CPUs at 2.93GHz, each
CPU has 6 cores, and 24GB of RAM. The performance
result attained for test model is modest, achieving a speedup
of 3.2 for 1 node and 3.7 for 2 nodes. The CAD model
disassembly is not included in the timing, at present this is a
serial task same for both approaches. Similarly, the mesh
reassembly is serial and included in the meshing time.
Obviously, when these tasks are parallelized the performance
would be better and increase scalability.
TABLE I.

part then for the monolithic approach the best time possible
is the maximum time required for a part. Clearly, more
computing resources will not make any difference to the
time. The assembly approach on the other hand can utilize
more computing resources when available by the divide-andconquer strategy. From the study of these preliminary results
we have identified several areas of improvement to increase
scalability for mesh generation by assembly approach.
Based on this research result we are encouraged to look at
other software components in the simulation process chain.
We anticipate that the hardest challenge will be the solver
component. Based on previous research [4][5] domain
decomposition methods will have a key part to play.
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The complexity of Railway cyber physical systems is
expressing itself the issues of reliability, dependability and
safety, as well as overall system performance. Nonfunctional requirements play very important role in railway
cyber physical design process, and they must be considered
during the system development whole life cycle.
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [1] is a new
software development technique, which is based on the
separation of concerns. Systems could be separated into
different crosscutting concerns and designed independently
by using AOP techniques. Every concern is called an
“aspect”. Aspect-Oriented development method can
decrease the complexity of models by separating its
different concerns. In model-based development of railway
cyber physical systems this separation of concerns is more
important given the non-functional concerns addressed by
railway cyber physical Systems. These concerns can include
timeliness, safety, fault-tolerance, and security. AOP
techniques can s increase comprehensibility, adaptability,
and reusability of the system. AOSD model separates
systems into tow parts: the core component and aspects.
The Architecture Analysis and Design Language
(AADL) [2-3] is a standard architecture description
language to design and evaluate software architectures for
embedded systems. There are some works on the extension
of AADL using aspect-oriented methods to deal with nonfunctional requirements [4-6].
In this paper, we propose an aspect-oriented modeling
method based on AADL. In this paper we present our
current effort to extend AADL to include new features for
separation of concerns, we extend AADL in spatial aspect,
dynamic continuous aspect, formal specification aspect.
Finally, we illustrate aspect-oriented modeling via an
example of railway cyber physical system.

Abstract—The development of railway cyber physical
systems is a challenging process. Railway cyber physical
systems involve interactions between train controllers,
communication networks, and physical world. In railway cyber
physical systems, the behavior of the physical world such as the
velocity, flow and density are dynamic and continuous
changing with time while the process of communication and
calculation in railway cyber system is discrete. Non-functional
requirements address important issues of quality and
restrictions for railway cyber physical systems. The high need
for quality is beyond dispute as human life may be endangered
if a railway controller is malfunctioning. The struggle for highquality software development methods is of highest importance
in railway cyber physical area. Architecture Analysis and
Design Language (AADL) is a standard architecture
description language to design and evaluate software
architectures for embedded systems already in use by a
number of organizations around the world. In this paper we
present our current effort to extend AADL to include new
features for separation of concerns of railway cyber physical
systems, we extend AADL in spatial aspect, dynamic
continuous aspect, formal specification aspect. Finally, we
illustrate the proposed method via an example of railway cyber
physical system.
Keywords-Railway Cyber Physical Systems; Aspect-Oriented;
AADL; Dynamic continous;Non-Functional

I.

INTRODUCTION

The development of railway cyber physical systems
is a challenging process. On the one hand, the railway
domain experts have to make the requirement analysis
for the railway cyber physical systems in such a way
that they are implementable. On the other hand, the
software engineer has to understand these domainspecific requirements to be able to implement them
correctly. The high need for product quality is beyond
dispute as human life may be endangered if a railway
controller is malfunctioning. The struggle for highquality software development methods is of highest
importance in railway cyber physical area. Railway
cyber physical systems aim to reduce avoidable crashes that
cause unnecessary deaths, injuries, and property damage.
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
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II.

ASPECTED-ORIENTED MODELING METHOD
OF RAILWAY CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

AADL supports two main extension mechanisms:
property sets and annexes. Annexes and properties provide
the addition of complex annotations to AADL models that
29

accommodate the needs of multiple concerns. Thus, we can
make the aspect-oriented extension base on AADL property
sets and annexes. We can extend AADL with an aspect
annex, aspects can be specified in a language other than
AADL, and then integrated in AADL models as annexes. In
this paper, we extend AADL by aspect-oriented method in
following aspect:
Dynamic Continuous dynamics Aspect: Railway cyber
physical systems are mixtures of continuous dynamic and
discrete events. These continuous and discrete dynamics not
only coexist, but interact and changes occur both in
response to discrete, instantaneous, events and in response
to dynamics as described differential or difference equations
in time.
Formal Specification Aspect of Data: A formal
specification aspect of data captures the static relation
between the object and data. formal data aspect emphasizes
the static structure of the system using objects, attributes,
operations and relationships based on formal techniques..
Formal Specification aspect of Real-Time constraint
aspect: In order to specify time constants strictly, we
introduce a formal specification aspect that allows for
formal specifications of timing constraints.
Spatial Aspect: The analysis and understanding of
railway cyber physical systems spatial behavior – such as
guiding, approaching, departing, or coordinating movements
is very important.
.

gets and handles the useful data and statue information from
other subsystems to generate the movement authority for the
trains in control zones and update persistently as required.
Then the subsystem transfers the movement authority to the
vehicle
on-board
subsystem
through
the
data
communication subsystem in order to control the train
movement. It also controls the switches, signals, and
platform doors, and acknowledges the request of adjacent
zone controller. The data communication subsystem mainly
contains database storage unit, backbone fie-optical
network, wayside access points, on-board wireless units and
network switches. Data communication subsystem is the
other subsystems communication bridge making normal
communication between the subsystems and ensuring the
safety of train operation. As shown in Fig..1, the
communications between the subsystems are via the data
communication subsystem.

Fig 1. the communication between the subsystems files structure

The above four subsystems can be expressed by the file
structure as shown in Fig. 2.

III. CASE STUDY: ASPECT ORIENTED
SPECIFICATION OF RAILWAY CYBER PHYSICAL
SYTEMS
It is known that railway cyber physical system can be
effectively split into four subsystems[7-10]: automatic train
supervision subsystem
(ATS), zone control subsystem,
vehicle on-board subsystem and data communication
subsystem. The ATS(ATP) subsystem, includes a series of
servers for different purposes, printers, displays, many
workstations and so on. Via the data communication
subsystem, the ATS(ATP) subsystem gets respectively the
information of databases, train position, wayside devices
and movement authority from the database storage unit in
data communication subsystem, vehicle on-board subsystem
and zone control subsystem. After handling them, they are
transferred to the correlated devices and subsystems. The
vehicle on-board subsystem includes the VOBC (vehicle onboard controller), DMI (Driver Machine Interface) and so
on. The subsystems accepts many different types of data in
zone control subsystem and ATS(ATP) subsystemˈthen
calculates the train movement curve, measures the train
speed and movement distance associating with the guide
way databases to protect the safety of train movement. The
zone control subsystem contains zone controller, computer
interlocking(CI) devices, axle counter, signals, platform
doors, switches and other wayside devices. This subsystem

Fig. 2. CBTC system's file structure

The components in the ATS (ATP) subsystem are shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig.3. the components in the ATS subsystem
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Dynamic Continuous dynamics Aspect can be expressed
using the AADL extension on Device with differential
equation. The dynamic continuous features of the train are
specified by AADL annex as follows:

s1: initial state;
s2:return state;
transitions
normal: s1 -[ on accelerate]-> s2 {
if(isTrain){
if(dn-ltrain>dmin){
vn=min(vn+at,vmax);
}else if(dn-ltrain<dmin){
vn=max(vn-bt,0);
}else{
vn=vn;
}
xn=xn+vn;
}else{
if( Dgap>Xc){
vn=min(vn+at,vmax);
}else if( Dgap>Xc){
vn=max(vn-bt,0);
} else{
vn=vn;
}
xn=xn+vn;
}
};
normal: s1 -[on decelerate ]-> s2 {
if(isTrain){
vn=min(vn,dn-ltrain-1);
xn=xn+vn;
}else{
vn=min(vn,Dgap);
xn=xn+vn;
}
};
**};
end space.default;

Device train
Features
In_data :in data port;
Out_data: out data port;
Properties
Equation => {

F = 300 − 0.284vt
W0 = A + B v t +Cv t2 ;

Wi = 1000 tan θ ;
600
;
Wr =
R
Ws = 0.00013 Ls ;

Wf=Wi+Wr+Ws;
W1=Wf*Lt;

B=M ;
F − W0 − W1 − B ;
a=
(1 + γ ) M

};
Const =>{M, !};
Const_value =>{M,!};
Var=>{vt,A,B,C,R,Ls,Lt, "};
End Train;
The spatial aspect can be expressed using the AADL
extension on the behavior annex. We use Cellular
Automaton( CA) [11] to specify spatial aspect, we transform
CA into the behavior annex as follows:

In this paper, we use ZIMOO [12] to specify data aspect.
ZimOO is an extended subset of Object-Z allowing
descriptions of discrete and continuous features of a system
in a common formalism ZimOO supports three different
kinds of classes: discrete as in Object-Z, continuous and
hybrid classes. Thus, the system can be structured better and
the well-known suitable formalisms can be applied to
describe, analyze, and refine the different parts of the
system. The bridge between the continuous and the discrete
world is built by hybrid classes. We use clock theory to
specify real-time constraint aspect formally. e time aspect of
the system.
Clock theory [13] puts forward the possibility to
describe the event in physical world by using a clock, and
can analyze, records the event by clock. To use clock to
specify Cyber Physical Systems, the time description is
clearer to every event and can link continuous world with
discrete world better, the definition and linking mechanism
of clock theory is provided as below.

subprogram space
features
dn: in parameter Types::float;
dmin: in parameter Types::float;
ltrain: in parameter Types::float;
at: in parameter Types::float;
bt: in parameter Types::float;
vmax: in parameter Types::float;
Xc: in parameter Types::float;
Dgap: in parameter Types::float;
vn: in parameter Types::float;
xn: in parameter Types::float;
vn: out parameter Types::float;
xn: out parameter Types::float;
end space;
subprogram implementation space.default
annex space_specification {**
states
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DEFINITION 1. A clock c is an increasing
sequence of real numbers. We define its low and
high rates by
!(c) =df inf{(c[i + 1] "
c[i])|i ęNat}Ш(c) =df
sup{(c[i
+
1]
"
c[i])|ięNat}
The train controller is formally specified as shown in
Fig.4.

Fig.6 Model of Railway Crossing Control

End to End flow latency analysis requires the
specifications of End to End flows. An End to End flow
represents a logical flow of information from a source to
destination passing through various system components. It
is defined in the component implementation (typically in the
top level component in the system hierarchy) and refers to
the specifications of other flows in the system. The End to
End flow specification consists of the flow specification of
the contributing components connected through the AADL
connector.
In ATS, the end to end data flow that is received from
display interface workstations, are processed and then
transferred to display output is specified as follows:

Fig. 4. Formal specification of train controller

Real-time aspect is specified as shown in Fig.5.

device DisplayInterfaceWorkstations
features
DispDataInterface: out data port;
…
flows
flow1:flow source DispDataInterface{
Latency => 20 Ms;
};
end DisplayInterfaceWorkstations;
process DisplayProcess
features
inInterface: in data port;
outInterface: out data port;
flows
disp_flow:flow path inInterface->outInterface{
Latency => 20 Ms;
};
end DisplayProcess;
device Displayer
features
DispDataInterface: in data port;
Power: requires bus access Tools::PowerSupply.Power;

Fig.5 Real-time aspect

Rail crossing control is modeled as shown in Fig.6
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IV.

flows
flow2:flow sink DispDataInterface{
Latency => 20 Ms;
};
end Displayer;
system implementation ATSys.Impl
subcomponents
DispWorkstations: device DisplayInterfaceWorkstations;
Disp: device Displayer;
DispProcess: process DisplayProcess;
…
connections
DataPortAccessConn1: data port
DispWorkstations.DispDataInterface ->
DispProcess.inInterface;
DataPortAccessConn2: data port
DispProcess.outInterface ->
Disp.DispDataInterface;
…
flows
e2eflow:end to end flow DispWorkstations.flow1>DataPortAccessConn1->DispProcess.disp_flow
->DataPortAccessConn2->Disp.flow2{
Latency => 100 Ms;
};

In this paper we present our current effort to extend
AADL to include new features for separation of concerns of
railway cyber physical systems, we extend AADL in spatial
aspect, dynamic continuous aspect, formal specification
aspect. Finally, we illustrate the proposed method via an
example of railway cyber physical system.
Future works will focus the on integrating formal
specification and verification techniques with AADL
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strategies to generate code from high-level Petri-Nets. One of
these strategies is due to its characteristics investigated in
more detail. Several improvements of the basic idea are
introduced and also the impact of these enhancements in terms
of efficient execution of generated code is illustrated with a

Abstract—Automatic generation of code from Petri-Nets is an
important topic. This paper presents a new approach to
automatically translate Petri nets into concurrent program. In
the proposed approach, place in Petri net is viewed as variable
and transition as operating statement which change place
marking according to enable and firing semantics. In order to
conveniently translate Petri net to CC++ program code, sequence
block and independent transition is defined and a graph called
virtual Petri net is constructed. The translation rules of sequence
structure, concurrent structure, select structure and loop
structure of Petri nets are developed. According to these
presented translation rules, an algorithm of concurrent program
code generated automatically for Petri net was proposed. Finally,
through case study, the effectiveness of the developed approach is
illustrated.

benchmark [7] Recently, Dianxiang Xu presents a tool, ISTA
(Integration and System Test Automation), for automated test
generation and execution by using high-level Petri nets as
finite state test models. ISTA has several unique features. It
allows executable test code to be generated automatically from
a MID (Model-Implementation Description) specification including a high-level Petri net as the test model and a
mapping from the Petri net elements to implementation
constructs [8].
In this paper, we present a new approach to automatically
translate Petri nets into CC++. In our approach, place in Petri
net is viewed as variable and transition as operating statement
which change place marking according to enable and firing
semantics. In order to conveniently convert Petri net to CC++
programming code, sequence block and independent transition
is defined and a graph called virtual Petri net is constructed.
The conversion rules of sequence structure, concurrent
structure, select structure and loop structure of Petri nets are
developed. According to these presented conversion rules, an
algorithm of concurrent programming code generated
automatically for Petri net was proposed. Finally, we
demonstrate our automatic generation approach with an
example.

Keywords- Petri nets; automatic; concurrent programming;
CC++

I.

INTRODUCTION

Petri net is well known as a formalism for description and
modeling systems, but their use is largely limited to the earlier
activities of software sys development. To extend the use Petri
nets to the whole software development process, several
researchers explored the code generation techniques for Petri
nets, the selected target languages include XL/l [l], Ada83 [2] ,
OCCAM [3] and C++ [4]. Weili Yao and Xudong He present a
new approach to translate Petri nets into CC++ (a general
purpose concurrent object-oriented programming language)
program skeletons [4]. However, reference [4] only focuses on
the synchronization through share place, and programming
code can’t generate automatically. Reference [5] presents an
approach to translate hierarchical predicate transition nets into
CC++ program skeletons. The approach consists of an overall
translation architecture and a set of translation rules based on
the syntax and semantics of hierarchical predicate transition
nets, But automatic code generation from HPrTNs cannot be
realized easily due to the general nature and complexity of
constraints associated with transitions. E.A. Golenkov presents
first steps in creating intellectual translator from Petri Net
notation to C++, but could not provide how do translate in
detail [6]. Stephan Philippi gives an overview of different
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

II.

A. Petri net
Definition 1 A Petri net is a five-tuple PN = (P, T, F, W,
M0) where
• P is a finite set of places;
• T is a finite set of transitions;
• P∩T=∅ and P∪T≠∅;
• F⊆(P×T)∪(T×P) is a set of arcs;
• W : F→{1,2,3, . . .} is a weight function;
• M0: P→{0,1,2,3, . . .} is the initial marking. Markings are
visually represented by black dots called tokens in
corresponding places.
The dynamic behavior, caused by marking changes, of a Petri
net is defined as follows:

*
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Definition 3 If transition tj is not belong to any sequence
structure of Petri net then transition tj is called an independent
transition.
Algorithm 1 Computing sequence block and independent
transition of Petri net
Input: Petri net
Output: The set of sequence block (SBS) and the set of
independent transition (ITS)
Step1
Initialization:
SSP!{in};ITS!NULL;
SBS!NULL.
Step2 If SSP=∅ then go to Step6 else go to Step3.
Step3 Get a place pifrom SS3
Step4 Construct sequence block Sk with pi as follows˖
Insert place pi and its subsequent transition and place into
Sk until there exit its subsequent transition tj satisfy
|tj•|∈{0,2},or there exit its subsequent place pj satisfy |pj•|≥2 or
|•pj|≥2.
Step5 ITS!{tj},SSP!{tj•} Ĥ {pj, pk},SBS!SBS Ĥ
{Sk},and go to Step2.
Step6 end.
In order to conveniently translate Petri net to CC++
programming code, we construct a graph called virtual Petri
net, which conclude all sequence blocks and independent
transitions of Petri net. The constructing method as follows:
• The node set of virtual Petri net are consisted of sequence
block and independent transition.
• For any sequence block Si: if Si(l_p)•∈ITS then construct
a arc from Si to Si(l_p)• in virtual Petri net.
• For any independent transition tj: if tj•=Si(f_p) then
construct a arc from tj to Si.

• A transition t is said to be enabled under marking M if there
is at least W(p,t) tokens for each place p in the pre-set of t (the
pre-set as l of t is denoted •t).
• An enabled transition t in marking M can fire and result in a
new marking M* according to the following formula:
ķif p∉•t∪t•, then
M*(p)=M(p)
(1)
ĸif p∈•t−t•, then
M*(p)=M(p)−W(p,t)
(2)
Ĺif p∈t•−•t, then
M*(p)=M(p)+W(t,p)
(3)
ĺif p∈t•∩•t, then
M*(p)=M(p)+W(t,p)-W(p,t)
(4)
where t• denotes the post-set of t.
Two enabled transitions can fire concurrently as long as
they are not in conflict (the firing of one of them disables the
other).
B. Par Construct of CC++
CC++ is an extension to C++ for concurrent programming
which includes any valid C or C++ program. The detailed
discussion of CC++ can be found in [9] and visited at
http://www.compbio.caltech.edu/ccpp/. CC++ provides three
concurrent constructs to model concurrency and logical
parallelism, which are par, par for , and, spawn. In this section,
we briefly introduce the par concurrent construct of C++,
which will be used in our automatic translation. The par
construct has the following general structure:
S1˗
par{
S2;
Ă
Sm;
}
Sm+1;˗
Where the statement S1, par{Ă}, and Sm+1 are executed
sequentially, but statement S2, Ă Sm in the par block are
executed concurrently. The execution of the par block finishes
when all statements in the par block finish their executions.
Synchronization at the end of bar block is implicit.
III.

B. translation rule from Petri net to CC++
•

sequence structure

If a subnet of Petri net is a sequence block, the structure
of the subnet is called sequence structure. The translation rule
of a sequence structure as follows:
if there is no any transition in sequence structure, the
program code of the sequence structure is a null statement( i.e.
“;”).
for any transition t in a sequence structure, the
program code of t is: “if(p1>=W(p1,t)) {p1=p1-W(p1,t);
p2=p2+W(t,p2);}”,where p1 is a marking variable for input
place of t (i.e. p1) and p2 is a marking variable for output place
of t(i.e. p2).

AUTOMATIC CC++ PROGRAM GENERATION FROM
PETRI NETS

A. Sequence Block and Independent Transition
In this section, firstly, a sequence block and an
independent transition are defined, which will be used in our
automatic conversion. Secondly, the algorithm of computing
sequence block and independent transition is presented.
Definition 2 A sequence block SB is a subnet of Petri net,
which satisfy the follows condition:
• The place set of SB is not null.
• ∀t∈SB, |•t| |t•| 
Especially, the first place in SB is denoted by SB[f_p], and the
last place in SB is denoted by SB[l_p].

According to the definition 2, the subnet presented in Figure
1 is a sequence block. Thus, the structure of the subnet is
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sequence structure, and the program code of the sequence
block can be obtained as Table 1.

}
According to the translation rule, the program code of t1
in Figure 2 can be obtained (Table 2).

Table 1 code for Figure 1
(6) if(p1>=1)
(1) if(in>=1)
(7) {
(2) {
(8) p1--;
(3) in--;
(9) out++;
(4) p1++;
(10) }
(5) }

•

Table 2 code for t1 in Figure 2
(4) p1++;
(1) if(in>=1)
(5) p1++
(2) {
(6) }
(3) in--;

Where in∈•t1 and p1,p2∈t1•.
If an independent transition t has two or more placesˈ
the translation technique of MSPMRT(Multiple Shared
Places with Multiple Required Tokens) in [4] will be used in
our translation rule. Thus, the program code of independent
transition t2 in Figure 2 can be obtained as follows˖(p3,
p4∈•t2)
atomic void MP(int *K, int label, in *wt)
{
If(*K>=label)
{
*K=*Kˉlabel;
*wt=0;
}
else *wt=1
}
atomic void MV(int *K, int label, in *wt, int sync
*smph)
{
*K=*K+label;
if(*wt==1)
{
*wt=0;
smph=new int;
}
}
class MPV
{
public:
atomic void MP(int K, int label, int *wt);
atomic void MV(int *K, int label, in *wt, int sync
*smph);
};
void fire_t2()
{
MP(&p3, l, &wt1);
if(wt1==1)
{
delete smph1;
fire_t2();
}
else
{
MP(&p4, 1, &wt2);
if(wt2==1)
{
MV(&p3, 1, &wt1, &smph1);
delete smph2;
fire_t2();
}
}

parallel structure

A parallel structure consists of two or more than enabled
transitions can fire concurrently as long as they are not in
conflict. The structure presented in Figure 2 is a typical
parallel structure. There are four sequence block(i.e. S1, S2,
S3 ,S4) and two independent transitions(i.e. t1,t2) in this
parallel structure. The conversion rule of parallel structure as
follows:
S1˗
t1˗
par{
S2;
S3;
}
t2˗
S4˗
Where the statement S1, t1, par, t2 and S4 are executed
sequentially, but statement S2, S3 in the par block are
executed concurrently. The program code of sequence block
S1, S2, S3 and S4 can be obtained according to the translation
rule of sequence structure.

For independent transition t in a parallel structure, if
t={p1} and t•={pi1,pi2,…,pik},then the translation rule of t as
follows:
if(p1>=W(p,t))
{
p1=p1-W(p,t);
pi1=pi1+W(t, pi1);
pi2=pi2+W(t, pi2);
…
pik=pik+W(t, pik);

•
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the virtual Petri net is constructed based on SBS and ITS.
Finally, all nodes of the virtual Petri net are visited and were
translated to CC++ program code with the translation rule of
sequence structure, parallel structure, select structure and loop
structure, respectively.
Algorithm 2 Automatic generation algorithm from Petri
net to CC++ program
Input˖Petri net
Output˖The program code of Petri net
Step1 According to the algorithm 1, compute SBS, ITS.
Construct the virtual Petri net.
Step2 Visit every nodes of the virtual Petri net from the
root node S0 and inserting it into the queue of SEQUENC. Let
REFLECT_SET=∅.
Step3 for any place pi, generating the program code:{int
pi=k;}. /*where k is initial marking of place pi */
Step4 if the queue of SEQUENC is NULL then go to
Step6˗else get the first element (node) of SEQUENC , and
the following steps are operated˖
Step4.1 if node has only one child node (c_node), then
generating the program code for c_node by the translation rule
as mentioned. If the child node of c_node (c_c_node) is
belong to REFLECT_SET then insert label “L” into the first
statement of the program code for c_c_node, and insert the
statement of “go to L” into the last statement of program code
for
c_node
.
Let
REFLECT_SET=REFLECT_SET∪{c_node}.

}
• select structure
In a Petri net, there is an actual conflict among transitions
in a set {ti1, ti2,Ă,tik}, if at least one of them can’t be fired due
to the other transitions in this set. The conflict resolution
consists of choosing the transition which is fired when both
are enabled. The way to tackle conflict resolution in this paper
is priority rule, i.e., the higher priority of transition would be
fired first. Thus, the program code of the higher priority of
transition must be run first. According to the priority rule the
program code of Petri net presented in Figure 3 is described in
Table 3˄Given the priority of t1 is higher than t2, and the
output place of t1,t2,t3, and t4 is p1,p2,p3, and
p4 ,respectively.˅.

Table 3 code for Figure 3
(21) if(p2>=1)
(11) if(in>=1)
(1) if(in>=1)
(22) {
(12) {
(2) {
(23) p2--;
(13) in--;
(3) in--;
(24) p4++;
(14) p2++;
(4) p1++;
(25) }
(15) }
(5) }
(6) if(p1>=1) (16) if(p3>=1) (26) if(p4>=1)
(27) {
(17) {
(7) {
(28) p4--;
(18) p3--;
(8) p1--;
(29) out++;
(19) out++;
(9) p3++;
(30) }
(20) }
(10) }



• loop structure
Let {Si1, Si2,Ă,Sik} is the set of sequence block, it is said
that there exits a loop structure in Petri net if
Sik(l_p)=Si1(f_p).
The
Si1(l_p)=Si2(f_p)=Si3(l_p)= Ă
translation rule for a loop structure as follows:
Generate statement label “Li1” for the first statement
of the program code for Si1;
The program code for Si1, Si2,Ă,Sik are generated
sequentially by the translation rule for sequence structure;
Insert the statement “go to Li1” into the last statement
of program code for Sik.
According to the translation rule for a loop structure we
can obtain the program code of Petri net presented in Figure
4 as Table 4˄Given the priority of t1 is higher than t3, and
the output place of t2 is p1˅.

Table 4 code for Figure 4
(9) in++;
(10) }
(11) go to L1;
(12) if(p1>=1)
(13) {
(14) p1--;
(15) out++;
(16) }

(1) L1᧶if(in>=1)
(2) {
(3)
in--;
(4)
p1++;
(5)
}
(6) if(p1>=1)
(7) {
(8)
p1--;

Step4.2 if node is a sequence block then sequentially
generate program code for all child nodes of node based on the
firing priority of the first transition in child node. If the ith
child node of c_node(c_nodei) is belong to REFLECT_SET
then insert label “Li” into the first statement of program code
for c_nodei, and insert the statement of “go to Li” into the last
statement of program code for c_node. Let REFLECT_SET=
REFLECT_SET∪{c_nodei}.

C. automatic generation algorithm
An algorithm designed to generate the concurrent
program for Petri net will be presented in this section. Firstly,
algorithm 1 was applied to compute SBS and ITS. Secondly,
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Step4.3: if node is an independent transition then
generate program code for all child nodes of node according to
the translation rule for parallel structure. If the ith child node
of c_node(c_nodei) is belong to REFLECT_SET then insert
label “Li” into the first statement of programming code for
c_nodei, and insert the statement of “go to Li” into the last
statement of programming code for c_node. Let
REFLECT_SET= REFLECT_SET∪{c_nodei}.
Step5: delete the element which has been translated from
SEQUENC, go to Step4.
Step6:end.
IV.

{if(p2>=1){p2--;p4++;}};
{if(p3>=1){p3--;p5++;}};
}
void fire_t5()
{
MP(&p4, l, &wt1);
if(wt1==1)
{

CASE STUDY

In this section, an example was presented to show the
applicability of the proposed ways to generate concurrent
program from Petri nets. The Petri net model presented in
Figure 5 is considered. According to algorithm 1, there are 12
sequence blocks, where:
S1: in"t1"p1;
S2: p2"t3"p4;
S3: p3"t4"p5;
S4: p10"t6"out;
S5: p6"t7"p7;
S6: p8"t9"p9;
S7: p11"t10"p12;
S8: p13;
S9: p14;
S10: p15"t13"p16;
S11: p17;
S12: out;
The set of independent transition is equal to
{t2,t5,t8,t11,t12,t14,t15} and the virtual Petri net is illustrated in
Figure 6.
Finally, we can apply automatic generation algorithm to
obtain the main concurrent program code for Petri net as
follows:
int in=1;
int p1=0;
int p2=0;
int p3=0;
int p4=0;
int p5=0;
int p6=0;
int p7=0;
int p8=0;
int p9=0;
int p10=0;
int p11=0;
int p12=0;
int p13=0;
int p14=0;
int p15=0;
int p16=0;
int p17=0;
int out=0;
if(in>=1){in--;p1++;}
if(p1>=1) { p1--;p2++; p3++;}
par {

delete smph1;
fire_t5();
}
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par{

MP(&p16, 1, &wt2);
if(wt2==1)
{
MV(&p13, 1, &wt1, &smph1);
delete smph2;
fire_t14();
}

else
{
MP(&p5, 1, &wt2);
if(wt2==1)
{
MV(&p4, 1, &wt1, &smph1);
delete smph2;
fire_t5();
}
}
}

}
}

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, automated concurrent program code
generation from Petri net has been investigated. The concept of
sequence block and independent transition were defined and a
graph called virtual Petri net is constructed. The translation
rules of sequence structure, concurrent structure, select
structure and loop structure of Petri nets are developed too.
Code generation from Petri net can be realized easily under the
proposed methods. Another major advantage of our translation
approach is its generality.

{if(p10>=1){ p10--;out++;}};
{if(p6>=1){p6--;p7++;}};
}
if(p7>=1) { p7--;p8++; p11++;}
par{
{if(p8>=1){p8--;p9++;}};
S7: {if(p11>=1){p11--;p12++;}};
}
if(p12>=1) { p12--;p13++; p14++;}
void fire_t15()
{
MP(&p9, l, &wt1);
if(wt1==1)
{
delete smph1;
fire_t15();
}
else
{
MP(&p17, 1, &wt2);
if(wt2==1)
{
MV(&p9, 1, &wt1, &smph1);
delete smph2;
fire_t15();
}
}
}
par{
{ ;};
{ ;}
}
if(p14>=1) { p14--;p11++; p15++;}
par{
{ goto S7;};
{ if(p15>=1){ p15--;p16++;};}
}
void fire_t14()
{
MP(&p13, l, &wt1);
if(wt1==1)
{
delete smph1;
fire_t14();
}
else
{

As demonstrated by case study, the translation approach has
been successfully adapted to generate CC++ programs from
Petri net. We can point out some directions for further work:
• Developing a translation system under the PC windows
XP environment to implement the translation approach.
• Application of existed idea to continuous Petri net [10]
and hybrid Petri net [11].
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completely coat the top mask forming a fully enclosed
microstructure. The process has been shown to work on a
scale of a few microns to a few hundred microns, however

Abstract— Electric field Assisted Capillarity (EFAC) is a novel
method for the fabrication of hollow microstructures in
polymers. It involves both electrostatic and multiphase fluid
dynamics modelling with special attention paid to surface
tension due to the large capillary forces involved. This presents
several challenges in the modelling, firstly due to the small
scale involved (Domain sizes of 10-300 micron) and secondly
due to the large electrostatic and dielectric forces involved in
the process. In addition the small scale creates large curvatures
resulting in modelling stability which can be difficult to handle
numerically. This paper considers the phase field technique
for modelling the free surface flows involved in the process and
why the proposed micro-scale technique is numerically more
stable than other commonly used level set techniques.

(a)

Bottom Electrode
Top Electrode

(b)

Keywords-microscale modeling, freesurface flow, phase-field
methods, electrostatics, dielectrics, microstructures

I.

Top Electrode

INTRODUCTION

Electric Field Assisted Capillarity (EFAC) is a novel
method for the fabrication of hollow polymer
microstructures[1].
It in itself is an extension of
Electrohydrodynamic Induced Patterning (EHDIP), which is
known in most literature as Lithographically Induced SelfAssembly (LISA)[2] though as it is neither a lithographic or
self-assembly process this term will not be used here.
EFAC is driven by both dielectric and capillary forces to
create fully enclosed polymer microstructures. The process
works with a molten polymer placed between two electrodes.
(Fig. 1) The two driving forces are concentrated at the
interface between the polymer and the other fluid, usually air
but any dielectric fluid should work, and are balanced
primarily by the pressure caused by encapsulating this fluid
within the polymer.
The process starts out with a bottom electrode spin
coated with a thin film of a molten polymer and a shaped top
electrode (a) when a potential is applied between these two
electrodes the dielectric forces on the surface of the polymer
cause the surface to grow up towards the top electrode under
the lower parts of this electrode (b) Eventually the polymer
reaches the top electrode (c) at this point due to the heavily
wetted top surface, with a contact angle in the range of
approximately ten to thirty degrees causes the polymer to
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.57

Bottom Electrode

(c)

Top Electrode

Bottom Electrode

(d)

Top Electrode

Bottom Electrode

Figure 1. Schematic of the Electric Field Assisted
Capillarity (EFAC) process. The red (darker) region is
the polymer.
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theoretically it should also work on a nanoscale provided that
suitable masks can be produced.
II.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The initial driving force on the polymer is the dielectric
force at the interface between the two fluid. This force,
which is concentrated at the interface between the two fluids,
can be calculated from the equation for the force on a
dielectric[3]:
(1)
The first term in this equation is the electrostatic force
due to a charge density ¬f. The second term is due to
inhomogeneities in the dielectric constant, as both fluids are
considered to have a uniform dielectric constant this only has
a value at the interface. The final term is the electrostriction
force density this comes from changes in the materials mass
density as both fluids are assumed to be incompressible this
only has a value at the interface.
The polymer is assumed to be a perfect dielectric it
therefore has zero free charge in the bulk material however
there will be a charge at the interface due to the change in the
dielectric, this can be calculated as[4]:
(2)
This equation is a surface charge density and is therefore
an area density; f is however a volume density and so to
obtain this the gradient of the free surface variable can be
used in place of the unit normal at the interface.
(3)
This gives the overall equation for the dielectric force
density at the interface as:
(4)
The remainder of the governing equations are the
defaults used in Comsol. Maxwell’s first equation is solved
assuming zero charge to obtain the electric field, Lamina
Navier-Stokes is solved for the motion of the fluid and a
Phase field free surface method is used for the multiphase
flow.
III.
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MODELING DIFICULTIES

Comsol Multiphysics 4.2 has been used for all results
presented here. The model is two dimensional representing
an infinitely long micro channel, the symmetry of the
problem has also been exploited.
The Electrostatics and Incompressible Phase Field
modules were used to model the physics. These were
coupled together using the governing equation for the force
at the interface listed previously. However there was an
issue with implementing this equation directly as for some
reason when used in a variable the components of the
electric field evaluated to zero, therefore the spatial gradient
of the voltage was used in its place.
The electrostatics module was used with zero free
charge as both the air and the polymer were assumed to be
perfect dielectrics. The Boundary conditions were a high
voltage on the top mask, ground on the bottom mask and
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Figure 2. Mesh, Geometry and Boundary Conditions
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symmetry (zero charge) at the sides of the mask these can be
seen in Fig. 2.
Modelling two fluids on a microscale can be difficult
this is due to the large curvatures caused by the small scales,
this can cause conventional level set methods to become
unstable. Often this leads to moving mesh being used in
similar cases as they tend to be more stable, however this
does not allow fluids to recombine which is required in this
case. Therefore in this case it was decided to use a phase
field method to track the polymer interface. The reason for
this is that due to their nature phase field methods are more
stable than level set methods for surface tension
calculations. This is due to the fact that rather than using an
artificial smoothing function such as those used in level set
methods to smooth the interface a function is used that is
based on the surface energy of the fluid. This surface
energy therefore has a direct correlation to the surface
tension in the material so the curvature of the material does
not have to be calculated separately. This gives the phase
field method a more stable calculation method for the
surface tension.
In addition to this the electrostatic forces induced cause
high velocities for the size of the problem this means that
due to the CFL conditions there needs to be a small time
step in order to achieve convergence. This can cause some
issues as though increasing the viscosity decreases these
velocities due to greater viscous drag the timescales
involved increase to a greater degree making simulation
times very long.
The boundary conditions here were a heavily wetted
wall on the top mask, a no slip wall on the bottom mask and
symmetry at the sides these can again be seen in Fig. 2.
A mapped mesh was used for the two Lower regions of
the mask and a free triangular mesh used for the top part of
the mask, this mesh can be seen in Fig. 2. This is the mesh
for the geometry of the results presented here; other meshes
have also been used to simulate different geometries of
different shaped microchannels.
The
material
properties
were
that
of
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with the exception of the
viscosity where an artificially lower viscosity was used to
enable the simulation to run in a lower timescale. This was
necessary as discussed earlier the CFL conditions mean the
time step needed is very small thus the simulation time is
too great with a larger viscosity. The properties used can be
seen in Fig. 3.

(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure 4. Evolution of the polymer surface over
time
(b)
(a)

(c)

(d)
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Dielectric
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Hz)
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(25 )
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1000
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Figure 3. Material Properties of PDMS
The material properties used for air were the properties
from the COMSOL materials library.

Figure 5 Evolution of the Electric field over time
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IV.

further and include a viscoelastic model and three
dimensional model to test whether this is the case.
The model appears to have an agreement with
experiment, however there is currently a lack of quantitive
experimental data available to compare with, though this is
something that is being worked on in order to validate the
model against experiments.

RESULTS

The results for the geometry in Fig. 2 can be seen in Fig.
4. These is for a contact angle of 20 degrees on the wetted
top mask. The force on the fluid is greater under the
profusion of the mask due to the increased electric field, this
causes the polymer to flow upwards at these points (a).
When the polymer reaches the top mask (b) the surface
tension becomes dominant, about an order of magnitude
greater than the dielectric forces, this causes the fluid to
flow up the mask reaching the corner (c) this continues
reaching the middle of the channel and a steady state thus
coating the mask (d). This is the general evolution of the
flow for complete cases.
The evolution of the voltage (colour) and electric field
(streamlines) for the same timesteps as Fig. 4 can be seen in
Fig. 5. The higher electric field at the surface under the
protrusion in the mask can be seen in these images. Also of
note is the changing electric field
The surface is thinner in certain places and this could
potentially cause problems. The electron micrograph image
of the square capsules in Fig. 6 show similar thin areas
though this is for a capsule rather than a channel these areas
of thinness are where these capsules have ‘failed’ and have
holes in them, both at the top and on the side.
V.

Figure 6 Electron Micrograph Image of a
circular array of angled microchannels and
square capsules

CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract—So far, Continuous Petri nets (CPNs) have been a
useful tool not only for approximating discrete-event system but
also for modeling continuous processes. In applications there
exist many continuous dynamic systems which have to deal with
probabilistic behavior. However many CPNs as described in the
literature are not able to model probabilistic continuous systems..
In this paper, the CPN is augmented with firing probability, and
a noel continuous Petri net, i.e., the probabilistic continuous Petri
nets (PCPNs) is defined. The enabling and firing semantics of
transitions of the PCPN are investigated, and the calculation of
IFSs and its firing probability are developed. Some polices and
algorithms to undertake PCPN behavioral analysis are proposed.
Also, a chemical process is illustrated.

transition’s enabling and firing were presented [6,7]. All these
continuous Petri nets can be used to model situations where
the underlying physical processes are continuous nature.
In order to model and analysis system with uncertainty
behavior, related Petri nets were presented. Stochastic timed
Petri nets associate to each transition, a probability distribution
which represents the delay between the enabling and firing of
the transition[8]. Fuzzy Petri nets are used to represent fuzzy
rules between propositions [9]. Probabilistic Petri net is
proposed to model and analysis vision-based systems which
have to deal with ambiguities and inaccuracies in the lowerlevel detection and tracking systems [10]. However, the
aforementioned versions of Petri nets are not suited to deal
with those continuous dynamic systems with probabilistic
behavior.
Owing to the fact that many continuous dynamic systems
which have to deal with probabilistic behavior, the
probabilistic continuous Perti net (PCPN) is proposed here. In
a PCPN, the enabled transition would be fired with
probability. Due to constraints on firing probability, the PCPN
require more subtle and complicated semantics for firing
transition. In order to analyze the dynamic behavior of PCPNs,
the computation of IFSs and its firing probability are
developed. In addition to that, as a novel tool for modeling and
analyzing continuous systems, several illustrative examples
are given.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, the formalism of PCPNs is presented and the
semantics of enabling and firing are discussed. Section 3 deals
with the computation of IFSs and its firing probability, conflict
resolution policies, and related algorithms to undertake PCPN
behavioral analysis are developed. The demonstrated example
of a chemical process is given in Section 4. The paper
concludes in Section 5.

Keywords- Continuous Petri nets; continuous dynamic
systems; probability; instantaneous firing speed

I.

INTRODUCTION

Petri nets, as a graphical and mathematical tool, provides a
powerful and uniform environment for modeling, analysis, and
design of discrete event systems [1]. One of the major
advantages of using Petri nets is that the same methodology
can be used for the modeling, qualitative and quantitative
analysis, supervisory and coordinative control, planning and
scheduling, and system design in system. In order to
efficiently handle discrete event systems in which there exists
considerable states and events, David and Halla defined a
continuous Petri net(CPN)[2,3]. The main differences between
the CPN and the classic Petri nets are nonnegative real number
markings of places and continuous firing of transitions at some
speed. Instantaneous firing speeds (IFSs) of transitions play an
important role in the evolution of a CPN, which is specified
uniquely by either a maximal constant speed or a maximal
variable speed. Due to different ways of calculating IFS of
transitions, various continuous Petri net models, such as the
CCPN[3], the VCPN[4], and the ACPN[5] were developed.
To approximate continuously the dynamics of time Perti nets,
Interval speed CPN’s (ICPN’s) which constraints of maximal
and minimal firing speed was defined and the semantics for

II.

In this section , we define a probabilistic continuous Petri
net as the tuple PCPN=(P, T, W, V, Fprob), where the
common formalism and notion of CPNs and ICPNs are
adopted.
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III.

Definition 1 A Probabilistic Continuous Petri Net is a 5tuple: PCPN=(P, T, W, V, Fprob), where
• P={ p1, p2, p3,…, pn } is a set of continuous places;
• T={ t1, t2, t3,…, tm } is a set of continuous transitions;
• P∩T=∅; i.e. the sets P and T are disjointed;
• W: (P× Td)∪(Td ×P) →Z+ is the weight mapping for
arc˗
• V: TėR+ is the maximum firing speed mapping. The
speed V(ti)=Vj corresponds to the maximum firing speed of
transition ti.

A. conflict resolution
Definition 6 A conflict occurs when pi∈P has at least two
transitions. We denote a conflict by K=<pi,t| t∈pi•>. A conflict

is effective with the probability ∏ Fprob( t j ) (tj∈pi•) if the
following conditions are met:

(2) For any transition tk∈•pi, it satisfy that tk has the firing speed
vk(τ);
(3)0< ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ ) < ! W ( pi ,t j )V j .
j
k

The enabling of continuous transitions in PCPNs depends
not only on the current marking, but also on the feeding flow of
all its input place

Property 4 An effective conflict K=<pi,t| t∈pi•> can be
resolved by one of the following policies:

Definition 2 A place pi∈P is supplied or fed if and only if
there is at least one of its input transitions tj∈pi which is being
fired at a positive speed v(tj)>0.

(1) Priority of policy:

vj(τ)=min(Vj, ( ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ ) – !W ( pi ,t r )Vr )), here r>j
r> j
k

•

Property 1 Given pi={ t j ,…, t j } and the marking of
n1

corresponds to all transitions that are in pi• and have priority
over tj.

1

place pi is zero, then the supplied probability of place pi
(denoted by Supplied_Prob(pi)) is equal to 1–

(2)Proportional policy:

j n1

∏ ( 1 − Fprob( t d )) ,where Fprob( t j1 ) ,…, Fprob( t jn ) is

vj(τ)=min(Vj, (Vj· ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ ) / ! W ( pi ,t r )Vr )).
r
k

1

the firing probability of transition t j ,…, t jn respectively.
1
1

(3) Average policy:

vj(τ)=min(Vj, ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ ) /d), here is d equal to | pi•|.
k

Definition 3 A transition tj∈T is enabled at time τ if all
input places pi∈•tj satisfy that either mi(τ)>0, or pi is supplied,
otherwise, the transition is disabled.

Proposition 1 If there exist feasible IFSs for an effective
K=<pi,t|∈ pi•> by the priority policy, then

Definition 4 A enabled transition tj∈T is called as strongly
enabled at time τ if all input places pi∈•tj satisfy mi(τ)>0.

! W ( pi ,t r
r

Definition 5 A enabled transition tj∈T is called as weakly
enabled at time τ if at least one of its input places pi∈•tj doesn’t
satisfy mi(τ)>0.

0< !W ( pi ,t r )vr (τ)! !W ( pi ,t r )vr , ∀tk∈•pi∀tr∈pi•
r

∏

d =k

•

tj={ p k ,…, p k
1

h1

n1

Supplied _ Pr ob( Pd )

, p kn ,…, p k
1

h2

1

h2

vr(τ)! ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ ) / ! W ( pi ,t r )Vr
r
k

where

}, ∀pi1∈{ p k ,…, p k

satisfy mi1(τ)>0and ∀pi∈{ p kn ,…, p k
1

,

h1

r

Proof. According to the proportional policy, any feasible
instantaneous firing speeds vr(τ) for every tr∈pi• must satisfy

Property 3 Weakly enabled transition tj∈T can be fired at
the instantaneous firing speed vj(τ) with the probability
Fprob(tj)·

)vr (τ)! ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ ) , ∀tk∈•pi∀tr∈pi•
k

Proposition 2 If there exist feasible IFSs for an effective
K=<pi,t|∈ pi•> by the proportional policy, then

Property 2 Strongly enabled transition tj∈T can be fired at
the instantaneous firing speed v(tj)=Vj with the probability
Fprob(tj).

kh
2

j

(1) mi(τ)=0;

• Fprob: Tė[0,1] is the firing probability mapping. The
probability Fprob(tj)=fj corresponds to the firing probability of
enabled transition tj.

d = j1
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Thus
! W ( pi ,t r
r

}

} satisfy mi(τ)=0..

)vr ! !W ( pi ,t j )V j × ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ ) /
j
k
! W ( pi , t r )Vr
r

= ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ )
k
By Definition 6, we have
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ai=max{ej|tj∈•pi}; ej is equal to 1 if •tj=∅, otherwise
ej=min{ai|pi∈•tj}. In order to calculate the set of enabled
transitions, an algorithm is proposed as follows:
Algorithm 1 Calculation of the enabled transitions for PCPN
Step1 Initialization: r=0,(a1r,…, anr), (e1r,…, emr).
Step2 If pi is marked, then air+1=1, else air+1=
max{ejr|tj∈•pi}.
Step3 If •tj=∅, then ejr+1=1, else ejr+1=min{air+1|pi∈•tj}.
Step4 If (a1r+1,…, anr+1)=(a1r,…, anr) and (e1r+1,…, emr+1)=
r
(e1 ,…, emr), then r=r+1 and go to Step2.
Step5 End.

0< ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ )
k
Hence
! W ( pi ,t r
r

)vr (τ)! ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ )
k

If

Vr· ! W ( tk , pi ) ⋅ vk ( τ ) / ! W ( pi ,t r )Vr >0
r
k
Then

(r )

Given the number vk is the value of speed vk obtained
at the iteration step number r. At each step, the following
calculation is performed, where Wki is an element of the
incidence matrix:

vr(τ)>0
Thus
! W ( pi ,t r
r

)vr >0

(1) If ∀pi∈•tj, there satisfy mi>0ˈthen

Let us consider the PCPN presented in Figure 1. A conflict
situation can arise because place p1 have two output transitions
i.e. t2 and t3. If m1>0, there is no effective conflict since
transition t2 can be fired maximal speeds with the probability
Fprob(t2), and t3 can be fired maximal speeds with the
probability Fprob(t3). If m1=0, transition t1 supplies the place p1
with a quantity v1dt during dt (0<v1 !V1) with the probability
Fprob(t1). If v1 is such that 0<v1<V2+V3, there is an effective
conflict with the probability Fprob(t2)·Fprob(t3) since
transitions t2 and t3 can not be fired with its maximal speed at
same time. The behavior of the PCPN is such that v2!V2, v3!V3
and v2+v3= v1. According to the proposed solution policies, the
firing speed is determined as follows:

(2) If pi•={ tj } and mi=0ˈthen transition tj obtains the speed
˄
˅
˄
˅
from place pi at step r+1 is denoted by vji r+1 and vji r+1
=min{Vj,

(a) If

Fprob(t2)
V2

t1

V1

p1

m1

t2

t3

us

!W

⋅ vk( r ) } , where •pi={tu1,Ă, tus}˗

⋅ vk( r ) >=Vj1 + Vj2 +…+ Vjd, then

ki

k = u1

˄r+1˅

vj1i

(b) If 0<

us

˄r+1˅

= Vj1ˈvj2i

!W

ki

k = u1

˄r+1˅

= Vj2ˈ…ˈvjdi

= Vjd

⋅ vk( r ) <Vj1 + Vj2 +…+ Vjd with the average

policyˈthen

(2) Proportional policy:
In this case, we have v2=
v1·V2/(V2+V3), v3= v1·V3/(V2+V3).
(3) Average policy: Since |

us
! Wki
k = u1

(3) If pi•={tj1,Ă,tjd} and mi=0ˈthen transition tj obtains the
speed from place pi at step r+1 is calculated as following˖

(1) Priority of policy: Given the priority of transition t2 is
higher than t3 , we have v2=min(V2, v1), v3= v1–min(V2, v1).

p1•|=2,

v (jr +1) =Vj;

us

˄r+1˅

vj1i

=min{Vj1,

thus v2=v3=v1/2.
˄r+1˅

vj2i

=min{Vj2,

!W

ki

k = u1
us

!W

k = u1

ki

⋅ vk( r ) / d }
⋅ vk( r ) / d }

…

Fprob(t3)
V3

˄r+1˅

vjdi

=min{Vjd,

us

!W

k = u1

(c) If 0<

us

!W

k = u1

Fig.1. A conflict situation

ki

˄r+1˅

vj1i

⋅ vk( r ) / d }

⋅ vk( r ) <Vj1 + Vj2 +…+ Vjd with the

proportional policyˈthen

B. Enabled Transition and Their IFS
We could not know whether or not a transition is enabled from
Definition 5. A feasible method to determine the set of
enabled transitions would be considered in this section first.
We use ai to denote whether or not a place pi is marked or
supplied and ej to denote whether or not a transition tj is
enabled. If a place pi is marked or supplied, ai=1, otherwise
ai=0. If a transition tj is enabled, ej=1, otherwise ej=0. We
finish up with a system of equations of the fixed point: ai is
equal to1 if pi is supplied or marked, otherwise

ki

=min{Vj1,

us
! Wki
k = u1

V j1
⋅ vk( r ) ⋅ d
}
! V jk
k =1

vj2

i˄r+1˅

us
=min{Vj2, ! Wki
k = u1

…
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V j2
⋅ vk( r ) ⋅ d
}
! V jk
k =1

˄r+1˅

vjdi

=min{Vjd,

us
! Wki
k = u1

V jd
⋅ vk( r ) ⋅ d
}
! V jk

possible firing speed vectors and its firing probability were
developed.
Algorithm 3. (Behavioral Analysis of PCPN)
Step1. Initialization: k=1, !k=0, Mk.
Step2. If V(!k+1)=V(!k) then go to Step6. Otherwise, using
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, calculate enabled
transition set E and IFS vector V based on vector Mk.
Step3. Given E=(e1,…, em) and V=(v1,…, vk1, vk2,…,vm), where
v1,…, vk1>0 and vk2=…=vm=0. Calculate all possible
firing speed vectors and its firing probability based on
Mk (denoted by IBS):
IBS( x1 ,! , xk1 )=[(v1*, …, vk1*, vk2*,…,vm*)(prob)]

k =1

(d) If 0<

us

!W

k = u1

ki

⋅ vk( r ) <Vj1 + Vj2 +…+ Vjd with the priority

policyˈthen

us
(r )
! Wki ⋅ vk }
k = u1
us
i˄r+1˅
vj2
=min{Vj2, ! Wki ⋅ vk( r ) −v ij(1r +1 ) }
k = u1
˄r+1˅

vj1i

=min{Vj1,

…

vjd

us
=min{Vjd, ! Wki
k = u1

i˄r+1˅

⋅ vk( r )

where j1>j2>…>jd.
(e) If

us

!W

ki

k = u1

Where ! W ( t j , pi ) ⋅ v*j − ! W ( pi ,t j ) ⋅ v*j ≥ 0 if mi=0, and

d −1
− ! vci( r +1 ) }
c =1

j

⋅ vk( r ) =0ˈthen

vj1i r+1 = vj2i r+1 =,…,=vjdi r+1 = 0
Thus, we have
%
Vj
if∀pi ∈• t j , mi > 0
v (jr +1) = "$
i1(r + 1) i2(r + 1)
+ 1)
,v j
,! ,v ih(r
}
otherwise
"#min{v j
j
Where mi1=0, mi2=0,Ă, mih=0 respectively.
˄

˅

˄

˅

˄

˅

Algorithm 2 Calculation of the IFS of enabled transitions
Step1 Initialization v=0 and r=0.
Step2 Calculation of vr+1 by formula (1).
Step3 If vr+1Įvr, then r=r+1 and go to Step2.
Step4 End.

i

1)/ | ! W ( t j , pi ) ⋅ v( τ k −1 ) − ! W ( pi , t j ) ⋅ v( τ k −1 ) | )

j

mi(!)+( ! W ( t j , pi ) ⋅ v( τ k −1 ) − ! W ( pi ,t j ) ⋅ v( τ k −1 ) )·#
j

j

k,

k=k+1 and go to Step2.
Step6. End.
Let us consider the PCPN of Fig.2(a), there are two
places i.e. p1, p2 and two transitions i.e. t1, t2, where m1=2,
m2=1, V1=1, V1=1/3, Fprob(t1)=0.9 and Fprob(t2)=0.8.At
initial time i.e. !0=0, since m1=2>0, m2=1>0(the initial marking
vector of place is denoted by M0=(2,1)), thus transition t1 can
be fired at maximal speed (i.e. 1) with probability 0.9, and t2
can be fired at maximal speed (i.e. 1/3) with probability 0.8.
So t1 and t2 can be fired with maximal speed at the same time
(!0=0) with probability 0.9×0.8, i.e. 0.72 under M0, denoted by
IBS11=[(1,1/3)(0.72)]. Also, we have the others firing vectors
including IBS00=[(0,0)(0.02)], IBS10=[(1,0)(0.18)] and
IBS01=[(0,1/3)(0.08)] under the marking vector M0. In these
firing
vectors,
we
could
find

i

j

j

Step5. Calculate the marking vector at time !k+1 (Mk+1):
mi(!+#k)=

C. Behavioral Analysis
The marking of a place in probabilistic continuous Petri net is
a time continuous function. A characteristics quantity of the
dynamic evolution of PCPNs is instantaneous firing speeds
vector with probability, which remains constant in a invariant
behavior (IB) state.
Definition 7 An invariant behavior state is defined as (M,
V, prob, [!1,!2]), where M is the marking vector of all places, V
is the instantaneous firing speeds vector of all transitions and
prob is the firing probability with V, which remain unchanged
in time interval [!1,!2].
Similarly to CPNs and ICPNs, the behavioral evolution of
probabilistic continuous Petri net is driven by discrete events
which a continuous place becomes empty. Thus the duration
of time interval [!1,!2] in an invariant behavior state is
determined by the first place whose marking become zero, i.e.,
#k=!k–!k-1 is given by
#k= min (mi(!k1)/ | ! W ( t j , pi

j

xj ∈ {0,1},1!j!k1, v1*= x1 ·v1, …, vk1*= xk1 ·vk1,
vk2*=…vm*=0, and prob is calculated as following:
Initialization: prob=1;
For j=1 to m do
If ej=2 and xj=1 then prob= prob×Fprob(tj);
If ej=2 and xj=0 then prob= prob×(1–Fprob(tj));
If ej=1 and vj can be obtained from (xj1·vj1, …, xjy·vjy) then
If xj=1 then prob= prob×Fprob(tj);
If xj=0 then prob= prob×(1–Fprob(tj));
Where the value of vj is determined by vj1, …, vjy.
Step4. Select the IBS which has the maximal firing probability
from all possible firing speed vectors and Calculate
time interval based on the IBS
#k= min (mi(!k-

) ⋅ v( τ k −1 ) − ! W ( pi ,t j ) ⋅ v( τ k −1 ) | )
j

that

Since an enabled transition in PCPNs has the probabilistic
behavior, there are many possible firing speed vectors at the
same marking vector. In Algorithm 3, a method to calculate all

1
!
i, j =0

prob( IBSij ) =0.72+0.02+0.18+0.08=1 and IBS01 has

the maximal firing probability. Thus, the initial firing vectors
[(1,1/3)(0.72)] is selected to be driven ,the evolution of the
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markings of the two places is governed by the following
equation system in time interval [0, !1):
%m1 ( ! + d! ) = m1 ( ! ) − ( V1 − V2 )d!
$
#m2 ( ! + d! ) = m2 ( ! ) + ( V1 − V2 )d!

According to these equations, from time !1=3, we have v1=
v2=1/3 and m1(!)=0 and m2(!)=3. The dynamic marking
balance of any place is equal to 0. A steady state of the PCPNs
is found to have been reached. Similarly to CPNs, the behavior
of the PCPN can be represented by an evolution tree, given in
Fig.2(b). In this tree, described in the form of PN, each node
represents a constant instantaneous firing speeds vector (v1, v2)
and firing probability of (v1, v2). Each transition is associated
the marking whose occurrence produces a changeover from
one instantaneous firing speeds vector to another. Thus the IFS
vector (1,1/3) and firing probability (0.72) is associated with
the initial marking. When marking vector M1 is reached, the
IFS vector becomes (1/3,1/3) and firing probability becomes
(0.72). The terminal node represents the steady IFS vector.
According to the evolution tree, we can compute the
probability of the steady IFS vector (1/3,1/3) which is reached.
The probability is equal to 0.72×0.72, i.e. 0.5184.

If m1(!)>0 and m2(!)>0, the two equations remain true. At time
!1=m1(0)/(1–1/3)=3, place p1 becomes empty i.e. m1(3)=0. At
time !1=3, we have M1=(0,3), since m2=3>0, t2 can be fired at
maximal speed (i.e. 1/3) with probability 0.8. However, since
m1=0, t1 can’t be fired at maximal speed (i.e. 1) with
probability 0.9. In fact, t1 and t2 can be fired with the speed of
1/3 at the same time (!1=3) with probability 0.9×0.8, i.e. 0.72
under M1, denoted by IBS11=[(1/3,1/3)(0.72)]. Also, we have
the others firing vectors including IBS00= [(0,0)(0.2)] and
IBS01=[(0,1/3)(0.08)] based on M1. Since IBS11 has the
maximal firing probability. Thus, the second firing vectors
[(1/3,1/3)(0.72)] is driven, the evolution of the markings of the
two places is governed by the following equation system in
time interval [3, !2):
%m1 ( ! + d! ) = m1( ! ) − ( 1 / 3 − 1 / 3 )d! = m1 ( ! )
$
#m2 ( ! + d! ) = m2 ( ! ) + ( 1 / 3 − 1 / 3 )d! = m2 ( ! )

IV.

A chemical process with 4 units and 4 machines is shown in
Figure 3(a). Two kinds of materials are processed in unit 1 and
unit 2 respectively, and then fed to units 3. The feed flow from
unit 1 to unit 3 through machine M1 (Operation with
probability 0.9) is limited within [0,3], and the feed from unit
2 to unit 3 through machine M2 (Operation with probability
0.85) within [0,5]. Intermediate product is fed from unit 3 to
unit 4 through machine M3 (Operation with probability 0.9) at
a flow of [0,6]. There are two output flows of unit 4, one is the
final product flow at speed of [0,4] through machine M4
(Operation with probability 1.0), and the other is the recycled
flow to unit 3 through machine M5 (Operation with
probability 0.8) at speed of [0,2]. The capacity of unit 3 is
limited by 30, and its initial volume is 10. We assume that unit
1 and unit 2 have the sufficient materials for machine M1 and
machine M2.
This process can be modeled as the PCPN shown in
Fig.3(b). From the PCPN model, we can analyze the dynamic
as follows:
At initial time, we have M0=(10,20,0), .i.e, m1(0)=10,
m2(0)=20, m3(0)=0. Thus transition t1, t2 and t3 are strongly
enabled transition, and t4, t5 are weakly enabled transition. All
possible firing speed vectors and its firing probability based on
M0 as follows:
IBS00000=[(0,0,0,0,0)(0.0015)],
IBS00110=[(0,0,6,4,0)(0.0027)],
IBS00111=[(0,0,6,4,2)(0.0108)],
IBS01000=[(0,5,0,0,0)(0.0085)],
IBS01110=[(0,5,6,4,0)(0.0153)],
IBS01111=[(0,5,6,4,2)(0.0612)],
IBS10000=[(3,0,0,0,0)(0.0135)],
IBS10110=[(3,0,6,4,0)(0.0243)],
IBS10111=[(3,0,6,4,2)(0.0972)],
IBS11000=[(3,5,0,0,0)(0.0765)],
IBS11110=[(3,5,6,4,0)(0.1377)],
IBS11111=[(3,5,6,4,2)(0.5508)].

Fprob(t2)=0.8
t2
p1
t1
p2

V2=1/3
m1=2
Fprob(t1)=0.9
V1=1
m2=1

Fig.2(a). A PCPN

M0=(2,1)

!0=0

(0,0) (0.02)

(1,0) (0.18)

(0,1/3) (0.08)
(1,1/3) (0.72)
M1=(0,3)

!1=3
(0,1/3) (0.08)

(0,0) (0.2)

CHEMICAL PROCESS EXAMPLE

(1/3,1/3) (0.72)

Fig.2(b). evolution tree
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It means that the dynamic marking balance of any place is
equal to 0 and the steady state of process is reached, and we
have an important conclusion that the probability of steady
state (V=(1.8,3,6,4,1.2),M=(30,0,0)) which the chemical
process reached is 0.3034.

Since the firing probability of IBS11111 is maximal, the PCPNs
would be fired with the firing speed vector (3,5,6,4,2). In this
case, from time !=0, the PCPN’s behavior is governed by the
following equations
%m1 ( ! ) = 10 + 4 !
"
$m2 ( ! ) = 20 − 4!
"m ( ! ) = 0
# 3
At time !=5 we have M1=(30,0,0), i.e. m1(5)=30, m2(5)=0,
m3(5)=0. Transition t3 is still strongly enabled, and the others
transitions are weakly enabled. There exits an effective
conflict K={p2, t1, t2 , t5}. In this example, the conflict solution
is proportionally policy. All possible firing speed vectors and
its firing probability based on M1 as follows:
IBS00000=[(0,0,0,0,0)(0.1)],
IBS00110=[(0,0,6,4,0)(0.0027)],
IBS00111=[(0,0,6,4,1.2)(0.0108)],
IBS01110=[(0,3,6,4,0)(0.0153)],
IBS01111=[(0,3,6,4,1.2)(0.0612)],
IBS10110=[(1.8,0,6,4,0)(0.0243)],
IBS10111=[(1.8,0,6,4,1.2)(0.0972)],
IBS11110=[(1.8,3,6,4,0)(0.1377)],
IBS11111=[(1.8,3,6,4,1.2)(0.5508)].
Since the firing probability of IBS11111 is maximal, the PCPNs
would be fired with the firing speed vector (1.8,3,6,4,1.2). In
this case, from time !=5, the PCPN’s behavior is governed by
the following equations
%m1 ( ! ) = 30
"
$m2 ( ! ) = 0
"m ( ! ) = 0
# 3
[0,3]

1

3

M5

M2
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V.

There has been extensive work in continuous Petri nets (CPNs)
on the problem of modeling and analyzing discrete and
continuous dynamic systems. Numerous CPNs have been
developed. However, the proposed versions of Petri nets are
not suited to deal with those continuous dynamic systems with
probabilistic behavior. In this paper, the concept of a
probabilistic continuous Petri nets is developed. Also, the
behavioral analysis of PCPNs is investigated. As demonstrated
by case study, the continuous dynamic system with
probabilistic behavior has been efficiently modeled and
analyzed by PCPNs.
Future work may focus on two important problems. First,
more theoretical foundation regarding net dynamics and
structural properties of PCPNs are needed to be established.
Second, the control and optimization of continuous and hybrid
processes with probability behavior via PCPNs is under way.

Fpro(t5)=0.8

Fig.3 (b) The PCPN of chemical process
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place invariant parallel technology, which applies to the
subnet there is a positive place, but there are two
deficiencies:
Not given the subnets were all empty place parallelization
conditions; and not give a solution to solve parallel problem
when the Petri nets doesn’t exist place invariants. So, we
search the parallel subnets division condition in process of
parallelization Petri nets model, provide efficient partitioning
strategy for design and implementation of parallel algorithms
in Petri network.

Abstract— In order to solve the parallel algorithm for Petri
nets system with concurrent function, to realize the parallel
control and execution of the Petri nets, the Petri nets parallel
subnets conditions were proposed, that provides the theory
basis for judging P- invariant whether was the parallel subnet.
Firstly, we according to the concurrent character of Petri net
model, to analyze the parallelism of Petri net system, Pinvariants the solving process and it's subnet division were
given; Secondly, the Petri nets parallel subnets conditions were
proposed, gives P- invariant constituted of Petri net parallel
subnets decision theorem , and the theoretical proof and
example verification; Finally, A Petri net parallel subnet
division algorithm based on P- invariants
were given.
Theoretical validate and experimental result shows that Petri
nets parallel subnets conditions set and divided algorithm were
correct and effective.

II.

A. The Petri nets concurrent analysis
Petri nets model can be represented graphically, also
use algebra measures, the basic concept can reference
literature [4 -5].
Used Petri nets model to system set up its model, can
clearly be seen that the initial distribution and movement of
system resources, and seen the various operations internal
logic relationship within system. The behavior of the net
system directly reflects the sequential relationship between
the system transition and concurrent relationships,
network’s elements (transition and place elements)
constitute a partial order set, when in partial order set not
two elements of sequential relationship is concurrently. Petri
nets system concurrency including :( 1) Independent
occurrence of P/T net transitional. If any transitional t in the
net meet |·t|=|t·|=1, that is when the transition has only one
input and one output place. The transitional is a local
behavior or local action, it can occur independently.(2)
Concurrent execution of P/T net transition. If any two
translations of net t1and t2, There is a mark M, let
M[t1>M1!M1[t2> and M[t2>M2!M2[t1>, The two
transitional of t1 and t2 are concurrent, they do not influence
each other.(3) Conflict place of P/T net. If the place of the
net |p•|"2, that is more than two output transitions, so, that
place is a conflict place. Conflict place is a shared resource
of output transitional.(4) Conflict transition of P/T net. If
any two translations of net t1 and t2, There is a mark M let
M[t1>M1!M1[t2> and M[t2>M2!M2[t1>, the transition of
t1and t2 in conflict the mark M. While two transitions have
the conflict in one occurs, another transition will lose

Keywords-Petri nets; P-invariant; parallel subnet; divided
condition; division algorithm

I.

INTRODUCTION

At present, different application areas established a
high-level Petri net, time Petri net, fuzzy and complicated
with hybrid Petri net model in various forms, and the static
analysis and the research on its structure, behavior, function
etc. However, through the simulation, animation or parallel
operation way for the realization of Petri net system
behavior, function, dynamic performance test results lack.
Therefore, research on the parallelization of the Petri net, has
a very important significance. While the in Petri nets parallel
process, division the parallel subnets conditions setting and
determination P-invariants meets the parallelization
condition is the key. When searching Petri nets parallel and
its subnets division problem, the reference [1] provides a
centralized method in P/T network, the method to scan each
transition model, to check the transitions’ trigger, but it can't
keep parallel model; reference [2] proposed decentralized
approach in colored Petri nets. The method fully focus on the
distributed execution, through the process to achieve each
place and change, It maintains parallel models, but when the
network scale becomes large, a large number of color sets of
elements, its efficiency is very low, reference [3] proposed
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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concession. The converse is also true. we can by applying
an external control to solve the conflict problem, add the
place pa and pb, Let pat1pbt to form a control loop, the
conflict of t1and t2 would be eliminated[6][7].(5) Confusion
transition of P/T net. If there is a transition occur in the
network, it will make other two transition conflict, it is
called P/T net confusion that the concurrency and conflict
interaction.

Subnets divided of Petri nets models. From the Pinvariant defined and Example 1 have known four Pinvariants, but only the P-invariant branch set X1 and X2 can
divided Petri nets model into two subnets. Being subnet
{||X1||, T1, M} contains the places and transitions {p1, p2, t1,
t2}, subnet {||X2|| ˈ T2 ˈ M} contains the places and
transitions { p3,p4,t2,t3,t4}, t2 is two subnets sharing
transition. As a result, we can get the Petri nets system is
divided into several subnets, subnets method which is based
on the P-invariant Petri nets. Between subnet is divided
them can execute concurrently, and can also be executed in
parallel. Between the subnet different transition there is
order, concurrency, conflict, parallelism, and other
circumstances.

B. P-invariants and Petri nets division
P-invariant and its branch set of definitions and the
theorems of solving the P-invariants are as follows:
Definition 1[1] Let N= (P,T;F) is a nets, |P|=m, |T|=n, D
is a associated matrix of N. If exist a non-trivial mdimensional non-negative integer vector X satisfies DX=0,
then X is an invariant place of the N net.
Definition 2[1] Take X is an invariant place of net
N=(P,T;F),then ||X||={pi ęP|X(i)>0} is invariable place of
branches set.
Theorem 1 If m-homogeneous linear equations DX = 0
have the zero solutions necessary and sufficient condition is
rank r (D) <m.
Theorem 2 m-homogeneous linear equations DX = 0
only the zero solutions necessary and sufficient conditions is
rank r (D) = m.
According to definition1, theorem1 and theorem2 the
manually calculate P-invariants to steps as follows:
(1) According to the Petri net model get the initial
output matrix D+=[dij+] and input matrix D—=[dij-];
(2) According the formula D=D+ -D— to get the
associated matrix of Petri nets model;
(3) Solution the homogeneous linear equations DX=0;
(4) Calculate P-invariant and its branch sets.
Example 1, Petri nets model Σ show in Figure 1,
solving P-invariant and its invariant branch sets.

III.

From the solving place invariants results can be seen
that maybe have several N net place invariants, and the net
can constitute a collection !. But the basic division
conditions which ! set elements of P-invariant maybe
constitute to a Petri nets model, otherwise, will not become
subnet. Otherwise, P-invariant will not become the subnet of
Petri nets. Likes: ||X4||=#. While the P-invariant branch set
whether constitute the individual functions process (subnet)
of Petri nets, to solving the problem key is division
conditions and principles, below we will discuss how
divided the parallel subnets conditions of Petri nets.
A. The condition of P-invariant branch set transition into
subnet
Assuming Petri net N= (P,T;F,K,W,M), where |P|=mˈ
|T|=nˈ its P-invariants set is =!={ X1ˈX2ˈ…, Xm}ˈthe
branch set is !p={ X1ˈX2ˈ…, Xr}, then the condition of Pinvariant branch set transition into Petri nets subnet as
follows:
(1) For any element Xi in branch set !p of P-invariant
set, if ||Xi||$∅ or ||Xi||$P, then maybe is parallel subnets of
Petri nets. That ∀Xi ę !p ,have ||Xi||$∅ or ||Xi||$P ˈ then
maybe is parallel subnets;
(2) For any element Xi in branch set !p of P-invariant
set, and ||Xi||$∅ or ||Xi||$P, it place pi ę||Xi||={pięP|X(i)>0}
must have the input and output transition, and the input and
output arcs weights are equal to 1. Expressed as: ∀Xię!pˈ
∀pi ę||Xi||,∃(t,t")ępi • % •pi and w(pi,t)= w(t’, pi)=1˗
(3) For any element Xi in branch set !p of P-invariant
set, its subnet all place contains at least one token,
otherwise, the Petri nets can’t run. That ' M ( pi )≥1 ;

Fig.1 Petri net model Σ
Petri nets Σ incidence matrix D1:
!-1
#
#1
D1 = #
#0
#% 0

0"
$
-1 1 -1$
$
0 -1 1 $
0 -1 1 $&
1
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0

pi ∈ X i

(4) If !c is a subnet division which from branch set !p
elements of Petri nets !p, then !c only contains all transition
of the prototype network. Expressed as:

Solution the homogeneous linear equations D1X=0,
X1=[1,1,0,0]T ˈ X2=[0,0,1,1]T ˈ X3=[1,1,1,1]T ˈ
X4=[0,0,0,0]T, their are conform the definition1,is Pinvariant of Σ network; By definition2 known
||X1||={p1,p2},||X2||={p3,p4},||X3||={p1,p2,p3,p4} all is Pinvariant branch sets of Σ network.

Γc
! ( ! ( p• ∪ • p )) =T 䫹
j
j
i =1 j∈ X
i
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(5) In the sub division branch net not exist sharing place,
that: ∀XiˈXję!cˈ|| Xi||%|| Xi||=∅.

IV. BASED P-INVARIANT OF
SUBNETS DIVISION ALGORITHM

B. The judgment theorem of Petri nets parallel subnet
Based on the above analysis, the branch set of Pinvariant divided parallel subnet conditions can be obtained
by theorem 3.
Theorem 3 If !p is a place invariant set in Petri net N=
(P, T; F, K, W, M), o, in !p corresponding element of the
subnet meet the following conditions, follow these subnets
get the having individual functions parallel processes with
Petri nets.
∀Xię!pˈsuch that|| Xi||$∅ or || Xi||$Pˈthen Xi maybe
the parallel subnet
(2.1)
∀Xię!pˈ∀pi ę||Xi||,∃(t,t")ępi • % •pi and w(pi,t)= w(t’,
(2.2)
pi)=1
'
M ( pi ) ≥1䫹  
(2.3)

A. Solving the P-invariant
According If Petri nets structure is relatively simple
and contain places and transitions less, use manual
calculations linear equations DX=0 are relatively easy.
However, if the Petri net model is more complex, the places
and transitions number very large, it is difficult and errorprone when use the manually calculate and verify their meet
to create a parallel process conditions. The following is
through computer to solve P-invariant and several issues,
the steps as follows:

(1) Input the initial data. The initial data includes
output matrix D+=[dij+], input matrix D—-=[dij-] and initial
marking M=(M(p1),M(p2),…,M(pm)) of the Petri nets
model. After output matrix D+= [dij+] and the input
matrix D-= [dij-] was determined, the incidence matrix
D=D+ -D—- of the Petri net model can be automatically
generated by a computer.
(2) Solving homogeneous linear equations group
DX=0 and calculate the P-invariants of Petri nets.
According to the structural characteristics of the Petri net
model, it is assumed that | P | = m, | T | = n, then the
associated matrix D is an n rows and m columns matrix.
n and m denote the number of places and transitions of
Petri nets; X is an m-dimensional vector, the required is
solution the P-invariant, to indicate the state of the places
in the network. There are three cases Petri net P-invariant
homogeneous linear equations as follows:

pi ∈ X i

∀XiˈXję!cˈ|| Xi||%|| Xi||=∅

(2.4)

Γc
! ( ! ( p• ∪ • p )) =T 䫹
j
j
i =1 j∈ X
i

(2.5)

Proof:
(1)If P- invariant branch only one element of net N. and
it satisfy the condition of (3.1) - (3.4), the corresponding
element of the subnet can set a process;
(2)If P- invariant branch set !p of net N have n
(limited) elements. Known that have n-1 elements
corresponding subnet network is N's process, this n-1
elements meets the condition˄2.1˅-˄2.4˅, but it does
not satisfy the condition (2.4). The N element also the
satisfy the condition(3.1) - (3.3), by the condition (2.5)
shows, n-1 elements and n elements constitute the Pinvariant set !p of net N. They satisfy the condition (2.5).
Example 2: shows in Figure 2, according to theorem 3
divided Petri net model & parallel subnet (process).
Solution: By the input matrix D-2 and output matrix D+2 can
get the incidence matrix D2 of Petri nets &:
!−1
#
#1
D2 = #
#0
#% 0

The first case: When m>n, the number of Petri net
place than translation, the number of uncertain variable than
homogeneous linear equations;
The second case: When m=n, the number of place and
translation is equation, the number of uncertain variable
equation the homogeneous linear equations;
The third case: When m<n, the number of Petri net
place less than translation, the number of uncertain variable
less than the homogeneous linear equations;
From the theorem 1-2 we can know when before to
solve equations DX=0, first obtained the rank r of incidence
matrix D. When r<m, then for elementary transformation of
matrix of homogeneous linear equations using basic
solutions iterative method and orthogonal column action
method to solved the non-zero solution of DX=0, these nonzero deconstruction became Petri nets P-invariant set. Then
according definition 2.2 to judgment each vector in the set
of P-invariant, solve and get the P-invariant branch set.
When the rank r = m, DX = 0 only have the zero solution.
By definition 1, DX = 0 there is no P-invariant. In this case,
whether the Petri nets existence concurrent processes, need
specific trips the Petri net model to determine.

0"
$
−1 1 −1 0 $
$
0 −1 0 1 $
0 0 1 −1$&
1

0

PETRI NETS PARALLEL

0

Obtained four P-invariants:
X1=[1,1,0,0,0]T ˈ X2=[0,0,1,1,1]T ˈ X3=[1,1,1,1,1]T ˈ
X4=[0,0,0,0,0]T˗
According to definition 2, X1 ˈ X2 ˈ X3 is a P-invariant
branch set. By theorem 3 formula (2.1) known, ||X3||=P
can’t divide subnets. Therefore, only the|| X1||={p1,p2},||
X2||={p3,p4ˈp5} will the parallel network of & network. ||
X1|| and || X2|| satisfied the conditions (2.2) - (2.5) of theorem
3. So can be according to X1ˈX2 subnet to corresponding
divided and create two parallel processes.
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Step3: By the formula D=D+ - D— solving correlation
matrix D;
Step4: Solution the homogeneous linear equations DX
= 0 and P-invariant set of Petri nets;
Step5: Each element of the P-invariant set, find the
satisfy definition 2 P-invariant branch set collection;
Step6: Divided P/T network in accordance with the Pinvariant set of branch set elements, get the corresponding
subnet;
Step7: Verify all of elements in the P-invariant branch
set collection corresponding to the subnet satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 3 in (2.2) - (2.5). If the condition is
true, then will obtained parallel processes and its subnet.
According to the specific application system with Petri
net, determined by the algorithm to each of the parallel
programming process can be simulated or running Petri net
application system is to give the user satisfaction result.

(3) Judgment the P – invariant branch set collection
elements whether meet the theorem 3 of parallel processes
create conditions.
(a) One by one judgment branch set whether satisfy the
condition of (2.2)-(2.3), as long as meet the conditions, that
consider the branch set corresponding subnet may constitute
a parallel process, otherwise, check the next branch set.
When implementation it, first search for the input matrix (p,t)
and the output matrix (t’,p) corresponding to the value of the
element is equal to 1, if they are equal, then note precursor
and successor translation of the place p, to generate a
translation set Tp of branch set nonzero place (if the same
translation take only one); If not equal, terminate the
execution, return to check the next branch set. Based on the
element values are equal to 1, if in the initial marking M=
(M (p1), M (p2),…, M (pm)) computing the corresponding
place marks and sum value than or equal to 1, then the
branch set satisfy the first condition; Otherwise, search all
the translation of branch set corresponding to the subnet, the
initial sign of its subsequent place is greater than zero. If
greater than zero, the branch set corresponding to subnet
and successor place constitute the expansion of subnet
possible to establish a parallel process; otherwise, go back
check the next branch set. Search all branch set with
corresponding subnet translation need two-step: step1ˈset
Tp of translations for search the element value is equal 1
from the input matrix D-= [dij-], but not belong to the place
of non-zero place; step2, verify of these place flag initial
value.
(b)In all branch set which satisfy the condition of
formula (2.2) - (2.3), and pair wise comparisons according
to the conditions of the formula (2.4). Specific relatively
easy to achieve, as long as it is determined that the two
branch set no common element, that is not shared place.
(c)The all branch set which haven been satisfy the
condition of formula (2.2) - (2.3), their non-zero place
precursor and subsequent translation (if the same translation
takes just one) consisting of a collection of Tp+, if Tp+˙T,
corresponding to the set of these branched subnet can create
a parallel process, output these P-invariant set branch
vector; If Tp+$T, then output information of P-invariant will
not meet the conditions.

V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Taking into account the actual Petri nets larger contains
places, transitions and complexity of the structure, it is quite
difficult to manual calculate and parallelization. So, we
write parallel C program base on P-invariant of Petri nets,
the program consists of data input, P-invariant, verification
of three functions. Where in the data input function is
responsible for the output matrix D+=[dij+], input matrix D=[dij-] and the initial identification M= (M (p1), M (p2),…, M
(pm)), etc. P-invariant function responsible for the solution
of homogeneous linear equations, find the P-invariant and
branch set; validation function is responsible for verifying
the P-invariant branch set collection satisfy the conditions of
theorem 3 in (2.1) - (2.5).
For example Petri net models in figures 3, experiment
in VC++6.0 environment. The output of the input matrix is:
D+[5][8] ˙ {{0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0} ˈ {0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0} ˈ
{0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1}ˈ{0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0},{0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0}};Input
matrices D—[5][8]˙{{1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0}ˈ{0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0}ˈ
{0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0}
ˈ
{0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0},{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1}},initial marking vector is:
M0=(3,0,0,0,2,0,1,0). The experimental results are: Pinvariant, respectively XT1= ˄ 0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0 ˅ ˈ
XT2=(0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0)ˈ XT3=(0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1); X1ǃX2ǃX3
is branch set; X1ǃX2ǃX3 satisfy the conditions of theorem
3, are parallel processes.
The same as the experimental results with theoretical
analysis in section 2.So, we proposed a Petri net system
parallel subnets division based on P - invariant is feasible
and effective, it is suitable for distributed parallel
processing, specific discrete event, such as flexible
manufacturing complex parallelization of Petri net system.
According to this algorithm, divided into Petri net system of
parallel process and its corresponding subnet, then each
process is mapped to a different processor parallel platform,
and behavior of each process, function and programming
operation[8][9], Petri net system can run.

B. Petri nets divided to parallel subnets algorithm
According to the given Petri nets parallel sub netting
divided conditions and the process of solving P-invariant,
we get Petri nets parallel sub netting divided algorithm
based on the P-invariant. The steps are as follows:
Step1˖Let non-P / T model of Petri nets converted
into P / T net model, and let place to translation or
translation to the place have arc weights of 1, not the vector
arc weights is 0;
Step2: Input Petri net model output matrix D+=[dij+],
input matrix D-=[dij-] and the initial identification M= (M
(p1), M (p2),…, M (pm)) and other initial data;
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper given the Petri parallel subnet division
condition, proposing a Petri nets parallel subnet division
algorithm based on P - invariant, determine the Petri nets
parallel subnet division and create the number of parallel
processes. By theory and example to proof and verified
parallel subnet divided condition and algorithm. Theoretical
and experimental result shows that the algorithm is an
effective method of Petri nets realize parallelization,
however, the completeness of division conditions still
insufficient, therefore, Petri nets parallel subnets division
condition of completeness is us next step research work.
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Abstract—Circles

with

we study the circular packing problem with

equilibrium constraints is difficult to solve due to

equilibrium constraints, which requires the

its NP-hard nature. Aiming at this NP-hard

packing system satisfying with constraints of the

problem, three swarm intelligence algorithms are

static non-equilibrium, in addition to the

employed to solve this problem. Particle Swarm

requirement of non-overlapping and high space

Optimization and Ant Colony Optimization has

utility as the general circular packing problem

been used for the circular packing problem with

[10].

packing problem

The

equilibrium constraints. In this paper, Artificial

circular

packing

problem

with

Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC) for equilibrium

equilibrium constraints is a very interesting

constraints circular packing problem is presented.

NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems;

Then we compare the performances of well-known

that is, not exist an algorithm that is both

swarm intelligence algorithms (PSO, ACO, ABC)

rigorous and fast. Hence, in recent years, some

for this problem. The results of experiment show

authors turn to swarm intelligence algorithms, a

that ABC is comparatively satisfying because of its

particular variety of heuristic algorithms, to

stability and applicability.

generate approximate solutions, such as Li et al.

Keywords-

[11] proposed a so-called mutation particle

Circles Packing; Swarm Intelligence

swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, which

Algorithms; Equilibrium Constraints

ĉ. INTRODUCTION
The

packing

optimized

By proposing a constraint handing strategy

arrangement of N arbitrary objects inside a

suitable for PSO, and combining direct local

limited spacing container (e.g., a rectangle or a

search and the PSO algorithm, Zhou et al. [12]

circle) such that no two objects overlap [1]. Its

gave a hybrid algorithm. Lei and Qiu [13] gave a

objective is to increase the space utilization ratio

novel adaptive particle swarm optimizer by

of the container as much as possible. It is

modifying on the traditional PSO algorithm. Xu

encountered

in

problem is

a

variety

an

adds a mutation operator to the PSO algorithm.

world

and Xiao[14] combined heuristic strategies with

applications including the automobile industry,

of

real

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm to

transportation, electronic modules, aerospace,

solve circles packing problems.

etc. Solving this problem can economize on

As mentioned above, PSO and ACO has been

resources, and reduce the cost of produce and the

used for the circular packing problem with

fee of transportation [2-4].

equilibrium constraints, unfortunately, Artificial

The packing problem has a long history in the

Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC), as a new

literature [5-7]. But most published research [8-9]

algorithm, is not yet in-depth study by scholars.

mainly focused on the packing problem without

In addition, there is currently no paper to

additional behavioral constraints (for instance,

compare the performance and their relative

equilibrium, inertia, stability, etc.). In this paper,

efficiency of the different algorithms. In this

978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
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how to pack all n circular objects into the

work, we overcome these drawbacks by a
the

circular container C0 without overlapping so that

performances of well-known swarm intelligence

the radius of C0 is as small as possible. It is also

algorithms for equilibrium constraints circular

the following constrained optimization problem:

comprehensive

comparative

study

on

packing problem.

min R 0 = max
i∈N

Ċ. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF

{

xi2 + yi2 + ri

}

layout design, is in fact a layout optimization for

!
" x − x 2 + y − y 2 ≥ r + r , i ≠ j , i, j ∈ N
( i j) i j
j)
" ( i
" 2
2
s.t. # xi + yi ≤ R0 − ri , i ∈ N
"
2
2
"
$ n
% $ n
%
" J = & + mi xi ' + & + mi yi ' ≤ δ J
( i =1
) ( i =1
)
*

the dishes installed on a rotating table. There is a

where J denotes the static non-equilibrium value

rotating circular table with radius R0 and angle

of the packing system. The physical implication

velocity ! and n circular objects Ci (i ę N={1,

of the static non-equilibrium constraints, i.e., Jİ

2,. . . , n}), which are installed on the circular

"J , is that the static non-equilibrium value J (or

table such that all n circular objects tend to the

magnitude of non-equilibrium centrifugal force)

center of the table as much as possible and

induced by the masses of all circular objects that

satisfy the following constraints:

deviate from the center of the circular container

1) There is no interference (i.e., overlap)

(i.e., the spinning clapboard of satellite module)

between any two different circular objects;

is within a permissible value. The smaller J is,

2) Each circular object does not extend outside

the better the packing system satisfies the static

the table;

equilibrium constraint. When J=0, the whole

3) The static non-equilibrium value of the

system is at a static balance.

THE PROBLEM
The

circular

equilibrium

packing

constraints,

problem
based

on

with
the

background of the man-made satellite module

packing system should not exceed a permissible

ċ. SWARM INTELLIGENCE ALGORITHMS

value "J (>0).

A. Particle swarm optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an
algorithm that follows a collaborative
population based search model. Each
individual of the population, called a ‘particle’,
flies around in a multidimensional search
space looking for the optimal solution.
Particles, then, may adjust their position
according to their own and their neighboring
particles experience, moving toward their best
position or their neighbor’s best position. In
order to achieve this, a particle keeps
previously reached ‘best’ positions in a
cognitive memory. PSO performance is
measured according to a predefined fitness
function (cost function of a problem).
Balancing between global and local
exploration abilities of the flying particles
could be achieved through user defined
parameters. PSO has many advantages over

Figure 1 The schematic diagram of packing of the
circular objects

Cartesian coordinate system is built as Fig. 1.
Given n circular objects Ci with radii ri and
masses mi (i ę N={1, 2,. . . , n}). Let the
coordinates of the center of Ci be (xi, yi). We call
X=(x1, y1, x2, y2,. . . , xn, yn) a solution of layout,
i.e., a configuration. The circular packing
problem with equilibrium constraints is in fact
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TABLE 1

PSO ALGORITHM STEPS FOR CIRCLES PACKING PROBLEM WITH EQUILIBRIUM CONSTRAINTS

Step1(Initialization): For each particle i in the population:
Step1.1: Initialize PSO[i] randomly.
Step1.2: Initialize v[i] randomly.
Step1.3: Evaluate fitness[i].
Step1.4: Initialize Gbest with the index of the particle with the best fitness among the population.
Step 1.5: Initialize Pbest [i] with a copy of PSO[i].
Step 2: Repeat until a stopping criterion is satisfied˖
Step 2.1: Find such Gbest that fitness[Gbest]!Pbest_fitness[i].
Step 2.2: For each particle i: Pbest[i] = PSO[i] if fitness[i]˚Pbest_fitness[i].
Step 2.3: For each particle i: update v[i] and PSO[i].
Step 2.4: Evaluate fitness[i].

other heuristic techniques such that it can be
implemented in a few lines of computer code,

position of a food source represents a possible

it requires only primitive mathematical operators,

solution to the optimization problem and the

and it has great capability of escaping local

nectar amount of a food source corresponds to

optima. The flow chart of PSO algorithms for

the quality (fitness) of the associated solution.

circles

The number of the employed bees or the

Packing

Problem

with

In Artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm, the

equilibrium

onlooker bees is equal to the number of solutions

Constraints is shown in Table 1.
B. Ant colony optimization
Ant

in the population. At the first step, the ABC

colony optimization (ACO),

generates

which

a

randomly

distributed

initial

belongs to heuristic and bionic algorithm based

population P(C=0) of SN solutions (food source

on population, is presented by Italian scholar

positions), where SN denotes the size of

named Dorigo.M in the 1990s. It solves complex

employed bees or onlooker bees. Each solution

problems by simulating the behavior of ants

xi (i=1,2,3ĂSN) is a D-dimensional vector. Here,

searching for food together in the nature. The

D is the number of optimization parameters.

specialty of its probabilistic and random search

After initialization, the population of the

enables

more

positions (solutions) is subject to repeated cycles,

opportunities to get the global optimal solution.

the

C=1,2,3ĂMCN of the search processes of the

In addition, it possesses three main advantages:

employed bees, the onlooker bees and the scout

(1) no requirements of the continuity, the

bees. An employed bee produces a modification

differentiability and convexity of the objective

on the position (solution) in her memory

function; (2) inherent parallelity of algorithm (its

depending on the local information (visual

searching process is not starting from one point

information) and tests the nectar amount (fitness

but multiple points, and its collaboration

value) of the new source (new solution). If the

procedure is asynchronous and parallel); (3)

nectar amount of the new one is higher than that

making use of the positive feedback principle to

of the previous one, the bee memorizes the new

accelerate the evolutionary procedure and search

position and forgets the old one. Otherwise she

the best solution. Numerous research results

keeps the position of the previous one in her

indicate that ACO has stronger ability to find a

memory. After all employed bees complete the

optimal solution of problem. ACO algorithm

search process, they share the nectar information

Steps

of

for

algorithm

Circles

to

Packing

acquire

Problem

with

the

food

sources

and

their

position

equilibrium Constraints is shown in Table 2.

information with the onlooker bees. An onlooker

C. Artificial bee colony

bee evaluates the nectar information taken from
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TABLE 2

ACO ALGORITHM STEPS FOR CIRCLES PACKING PROBLEM WITH EQUILIBRIUM CONSTRAINTS

step1. Initialize Population Size m, Positive Integer renewal, Maximum Iterative Times Ncmax; Initial search step of n circles are
"0; Set t=0ˈNc=0ˈi=1ˈk=0˗
step2. Initialize the trail intensity T=[#ij]n×m;
Step3. Nc= Nc+1;
Step4. The number of ants k=k+1;
Step5. Each ant compute selection probabilistic, and chooses solution element j;
Step6. i=i+1, the new decision point;
Step7. If i = n, then Step8; Otherwise go to Step5;
Step8. If k< m, then Step4; Otherwise go to Step9;
Step9. Updating pheromone of each road;
Step10. If Nc!Ncmax, the iteration stops. Otherwise, go to Step2;
Step11. Output the layout scheme of the best ant, and then algorithm terminates.

TABLE 3

ABC ALGORITHM STEPS FOR CIRCLES PACKING PROBLEM WITH EQUILIBRIUM CONSTRAINTS

Step1. Initializethe population of solutions xi, i=1, 2Ă SN; Evaluate the population;
Step2. Cycle=Cycle+1;
Step3. Produce new solutions vi for the employed bees and evaluate them;
Step4. Calculate the probability values Pi for the solutions x i;
Step5. Produce the new solutions vi for the onlookers from the solutions xi selected depending on Pi and evaluate them;
Step6. Determine the abandoned solution for the scout, if exists, and replace it with a new randomly produced solution xi;
Step7. Memorize the best solution achieved so far;
Step8. If CycleıMCN, then Step9; Otherwise, go to Step2;
Step9. Output the layout scheme of the best solution, and then algorithm terminates.

all employed bees and chooses a food source

variables). The size of the example 3 is relatively

with a probability related to its nectar amount.

large, and its objective function and constraints

As in the case of the employed bee, she produces

are more complex and contain more objects (40

a modification on the position in her memory

cylinders, about 80 design variables). It is

and checks the nectar amount of the candidate

studied for verifying whether and how well

source. If the nectar is higher than that of the

algorithms

previous one, the bee memorizes the new

engineering problems. The radii and masses of

position and forgets the old one. ABC algorithm

circular objects in examples are listed in Table 4.

Steps

for

Circles

Packing

Problem

can

deal

with

the

complex

We implement the ABC algorithm in Matlab

with

language and run it on a PC with Intel Core 2

equilibrium Constraints is shown in Table 3.

Duo, 3.33 GHz processor and 2.0 GB of RAM.

Č. EXPERIMENT
We test three examples which are usually used

The comparison of the results obtained by

as benchmark for the circular packing problem

three different algorithms for three test examples

with equilibrium behavioral constraints by the

is shown in Table 5. ACO finds optimal radii of

current literatures. Example 1 is a further

the circular container for example 1. For

simplified version of the recoverable satellite,

example 2, PSO finds smaller radii (which are

including

design

shown in boldface) of the circular container than

variables). The size of the example is relatively

ACO and ABC. For example 3 with relatively

small and the optimal solutions are known. In

large size, ABC finds optimal radii (which are

example 2 the theoretical optimal solutions are

shown in boldface) of the circular container. In

known, including 9 cylinder objects (18 design

addition, for each of the resulting configurations

7

cylinder

objects

(14
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TABLE 4

THE RADII AND MASSES OF THE CIRCULAR OBJECTS OF EXAMPLE 3

EXAMPLE

DATA

EXAMPLE1

r={10,11,12,11.5,9.5,8.5,10.5}

n=7

m={100,121,144,132.25,90.25,72.25,110.25}

EXAMPLE2

r={12.4264,12.4264,12.4264,12.4264,12.4264,30,30,30,30}

n=9

m={12.4264,12.4264,12.4264,12.4264,12.4264,30,30,30,30}

EXAMPLE3
n=40

r={106,112,98,105,93,103,82,93,117,81,89,92,109,104,115,110,114,89,82,120,108,86,93,100,102,106,111,107,
109,91,111,91,101,91,108,114,118,85,87,98}
m={11,12,9,11,8,10,6,8,13,6,7,8,11,10,13,12,12,7,6,14,11,7,8,10,10,11,12,11,11,8,12,8,10,8,11,12,13,7,7,9}

TABLE 5

THE COMPARISON OF THREE ALGORITHMS PERFORMANCE
Radius of the out wrap

Static equilibrium

Interference

circle (mm)

error (g.mm)

(mm)

PSO

32.308

8.95E-05

0

ACO

32.230

7.04E-05

0

ABC

32.264

0.02

0

PSO

72.688

0

0

ACO

72.861

0

0

ABC

72.993

0

0

PSO

812.311

0.005

0

ACO

811.806

0.002

0

ABC

810.935

0.02

0

Example

Algorithm

1

2

3

(a) example 1

(b) example 2

(c) example 3

Figure 2 Geometric configurations of the optimal solutions obtained by ABC for three examples

of all three examples, the values of interference

constraints. Swarm Intelligence (SI) is a

by three algorithms are zero. As for static

relatively

equilibrium

new

technology

that

takes

its

optimal

inspiration from the behavior of social insects

value(which are shown in boldface) for example

and flocking animals. In this paper, we focus on

1, ACO for example 3. Conclusively, swarm

three main SI algorithms: Particle Swarm

intelligence algorithms are effective, realistic

Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization

and practical for circles packing problem with

(ACO) and Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm

equilibrium constraints.

(ABC), and their applications for circles packing

error,

PSO

finds

problem with equilibrium constraints. In order to

Fig. 2 illustrates the optimal layouts of the
three test examples found by ABC.

compare the performances of SI algorithms for

č. CONCLUSIONS

equilibrium constraints circular packing problem,

The layout problem of circles is a class of

three experiment examples are presented. The

layout optimization problems with behavior

results show that swarm intelligence algorithms
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are effective, realistic and practical for circles

1998.

packing problem with equilibrium constraints,

[7] D. Lubachevsky, R.L. Graham: Curved hexagonal

especially ABC because of its stability and

packing of equal disks in a circle. Discrete & Computational

applicability.

Geometry (1997) pp.1 79–194
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A Beam-Tracing Domain Decomposition Method for Sound Holography in Church
Acoustics
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of the acoustic problems. These very accurate methods requiere a lot of computational power and memory. Opposite,
geometrical methods, like image-source methods [1], [31],
ray-tracing methods [40] and beam-tracing methods [9],
[16], assume that the sound propagates in straight lines.
These methods, valid only for high frequencies relatively
to the size of the problem, requiere less memory and
less computational resources. In this paper, a new domain
decomposition method based on beam-tracing is proposed
for fast church acoustics analysis.
The plan of this paper is the following. The motivation of
this work is presented in Section II. In Section III, an original
method similar to domain decomposition techniques [36],
[32], [38], [14], [24] is introduced to parallelize the beamtracing method and allows us to solve large-scale acoustic
problems. In Section IV, numerical experiments performed
on Royaumont abbey illustrate the performance of this new
parallel domain decomposition method for church acoustics.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

Abstract—In this paper, an original beam-tracing domain
decomposition method is proposed for church acoustics. This
new method allows to analyze large-scale acoustics problems
in a reasonnable time on parallel architectures. Numerical
experiments, for sound holography within the church of the
Royaumont abbey, illustrate the performance of the proposed
beam-tracing domain decomposition method on multi-cores
and multi-processors architectures.
Keywords-Domain decomposition method; Beam-tracing
method; Parallel computing; Acoustics; Church acoustics;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Church acoustics is generally what manages the sound
inside a church (the room itself, and objects within the
room). Church acoustics investigates what happens to the
sound after it has been issued from the clergyman or the
monks, to ensure that the people in the room (who are
supposed to hear the sound) actually get to hear it. Church
acoustics is the purpose to build space, dedicated to getting
the right sound to the right person, from the right direction
and at the right time, by removing echoes and additional
noise. Despite it was not an easy task in middle age, i.e.
without any simulation software, church acoustics was of
major importance, and we can surprisingly note the high
quality acoustics propagation in middle age church. This is
quite impressive indeed, because opposite to architectural
project, church acoustics is not like most projects: it is done
once in the life of the church, and can uneasily be changed.
Over the years, several churches have been destroyed in
Europe, and it is not possible anymore to benefit from the
feeling of the song propagating within these churchs. In
order to come up with effective solutions and virtual reality
rendering, one must be able to simulate and to assess the
effect of architectural configurations. To do this, fast noise
simulation is an invaluable tool. However sound propagates
everywhere and is very sensitive to small scale details of
the architecture, so simulations must be done with accurate
architectural models, and well design methods are a key
point to obtain fast simulations. Numerical methods, like
Finite Difference Methods (FDM) [5], [33], Finite Element
Methods (FEM) [13], [37], [12], Infinite Element Methods
(IFEM) [6], [17], [4], [3], [2], and Boundary Element Methods (BEM) [41], approximate the mathematical equations
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.18

II. ROYAUMONT ABBEY DIGITAL MODELLING
As already mentioned, the goal of this paper is to
design an efficient methodology for sound holography in
church acoustics; the experiments beeing conducted in the
Royaumont abbey. The Royaumont abbey is located about
35 kilometers north of Paris. This is a royal church and
its construction was ordered by King Saint Louis and his
mother, Blanche de Castille, in 1228 and accomplished in
1235. During the reign of Saint Louis, the Royaumont abbey
was one of the most important Cistercian place in Europe,
inhabited by a maximum of a 140 monks. After the death
of Saint Louis, the abbey lost its royal status and began
its progressive decline. Only a few douzen of monks still
lived in Royaumont at the end of the XVIIIth century.
We do not know exactly the evolution of the architecture
of the church during this period. Anyway, according to
the eighteenth-century naturalist Aubert-Louis Millin, many
restorations have been done on the church to repair some
damages. For instance, the roof was restored a first time in
1473 and 1761 after having been damaged by fires. Millin
also described a Gothic portal built around 1650. The last
abbot, M. de Balivire, ordered the construction of an abbey
palace in 1785, just before the French Revolution. After the
61

Figure 1. Illustration of the CAD model of the Royaumont church (exterior
view of the architecture)

French Revolution, in 1792 the church was sold to industry
who transformed the abbey in a cotton manufacture. The
church was destroyed and its stones were reused to build
new buildings . . . Other parts of the abbey were dramatically
modified until 1869, where the site is returned to sisters of
“Sainte-Famille de Bordeaux”. During the XXth the Goüin
family restored some parts of the abbey after buying the site
in 1905, but no restoration concerned the church itself.
Figure 2. Illustration of the CAD model of the Royaumont church (interior
view of the architecture)

This is the reason why only a few elements of the original
building of the church are still visible today, mainly the
basements, some columns, the northern wall of the aisle
closed to the cloister and a tower marking the end of the
southern transept. With so few element, to build a virtual
reality model of the church of Royaumont is not an easy
task. Points cloud acquisition techniques [15], traditionally
used in cultural heritage cannot be considered in our case.
Therefore, our modeling process required the correlation
between two types of data: (i) results of the works of
archeologists who can estimate the general aspect of the
church from its remaining parts; (ii) results of the works
of historians who found several descriptions of the church
made during past centuries in historical archives. The most
complete description of Royaumont abbey is described by
Millin in [29] where a visit inside the church in late 1791
is described; this book serves as the main source for today’s
historians, together with some engravings of the church and
the abbey. Based on these data and with close connections
with historians and archeologists, we have created a threedimensional model of the church of Royaumont abbey.
Illustration of our CAD model is shown in Figure 1 with
an exterior view of the architecture and in Figure 2 with an
interior view of the architecture.

III. PARALLEL GEOMETRICAL DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION
METHODS

A. Geometrical acoustics methods
Geometrical acoustics methods, like the image-source
method, the ray-tracing method, and the beam-tracing
method, are commonly used to design three-dimensional
architectural environments. These methods mainly consist
to compute the multiple paths of the sound from sources to
receivers, and then to collect the acoustic pressure at virtual
microphones placed in the model at the points where the
noise level must be evaluated.
Within these methods, the image-source methods [1],
[31] creates virtual sources for each reflection of a source
by a surface of the model. For each virtual microphone,
the image-source method computes the contribution of the
sources by checking that the path between the source and
the virtual microphone is not blocked by an obstacle. The
ray-tracing method [39], [30] divides the energy of each
source between a huge numbers of elementary particles.
Those particles propagate in straight lines and gradually
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loose energy due to the damping of the air. The beam-tracing
method [9], [35], instead of splitting the energy between
particles, splits the energy between beams. The energy is
distributed to a beam according to the power of the source
in the direction of the beam. In this paper the beam-tracing
method, because of its accuracy and its wide implementation
in industrial acoustics software, is used.

discrete approach [34], [28], [25]. In this paper, the geometry
of the model and the microphones are split into multiple
sub-domains and the domain decomposition method [27],
[26], [18], [21], [20] is considered, where the interface
conditions simply consists of the continuity of the beam
characteristics (i.e. direction, amplitude, angle, etc.) from
each side of the interface, see [22]. Only the analysis of the
beams going through the interface between the sub-domains
is performed. For efficiency purpose, the beams are shot in a
modified model where all the sub-domains except the current
one are replaced by a simplified version of themselve. One
difference with a classical domain decomposition method
is that there is not a one to one correspondence between
the processes and the sub-domains. Indeed, if each process
was associated to one and only one sub-domain, the load
balancing would be very bad. For instance, in the case
where there is only one source. The sub-domain containing
the source would have the most work and the others a lot
less, which would reduce the efficiency. This is why a more
complex load-balancing scheme has to be used. The idea is
that each process starts with one sub-domain, but when it has
few remaining beams to handle; it starts to load one or more
sub-domains having a lot of beams remaining. Complete
details of efficient implementation can be found in [22].

B. Parallel computing
In order to simulate acoustics in a church in a reasonnable
time, parallel computing techniques could be applied to
the beam-tracing method. Several algorithms exist and have
been efficiently used for beam-tracing methods in image
processing for video games for instance. Within these algorithms, we can mention work-sharing algorithms. The simplest idea, static partitioning algorithms, consists to statically
assign some beams to some processes at the beginning of the
program; each process receiving the same number of beams.
A more complex idea, dynamic partitioning algorithms,
consists to have a central process dispatching packets of
beams on demand when the worker processes ask them.
Another way to assign the work is to use work-stealing
algorithms. All beams are assigned at the beginning, but
when a process has nearly finished its assigned beams, it
can steal some beams from other processes. Despite all these
algorithms are parallel, the input, output and result gathering
are not. To be able to use a lot of processes efficiently, the
input, output and result gathering need to be made parallel.

IV. N UMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The numerical experiments are conducted in order to simulate the sound holography in the church of the Royaumont
abbey. A total number of 60 sources are considered; each
source located at 1,60 meters high at each monk’ chair. Each
source is modelled with 1 million beams. The Computer
Aided Design (CAD) model consists of 1.413.602 points
and 2.632.344 polygons, and is shown in Figure 1 with
an exterior view of the architecture and in Figure 2 with
an interior view of the architecture. A total number of 20
millions virtual microphones are placed in a regular grid
in all the volume of the abbey, which corresponds to a
microphone every 10 centimeters in each of the three spatial
directions. The numerical experiments are run on a PCs
cluster composed of 20 nodes; each node is composed of two
quadricore processors, leading to a total number of cores of
160. Figure 3 illustrates the noise level distribution obtained
from the simulation.
Table I collects the speedups obtained with our implementation. Using the proposed domain decomposition method
allows a significant improvment of the performance. This is
particularly true for a large number of threads. With more
than 32 threads, the speedup becomes quite important. Besides, increasing the number of sub-domains still accelerates
the execution of the method. As the first line represents the
standard case where the algorithm is applied without domain
decomposition method, but only with an MPI parallelization
approach, we note that the equivalent performances with

C. Domain decomposition methods
Domain decomposition methods consist to split a global
domain into several small sub-domains, allowing the loading, output and result gathering to be done in parallel; each
sub-domain beeing allocated to a different processor.
A basic idea, microphones partitioning, consists of simply
splitting the set of virtual microphones into multiple sets, one
per sub-domain. In each sub-domain the beams are shot in
the complete geometry. Each sub-domain is totally independent so the program can be run in parallel. If this method is
used with traditional parallelism, some load balancing issues
must be considered since the processing time of each subdomain can vary a lot. Another idea, on demand geometry
and microphones loading, consists to load sub-domains on
demand, i.e. that some hierarchical acceleration structure is
recomputed and only the first levels are loaded at the start.
The original method considered here [22], geometry and
microphones partitioning, matches more closely domain
decomposition techniques [36], [32], [38], [14], [24]. These
methods consist to split the global domain to solve into
several sub-domains, each sub-domain beeing solved independently by sharing information along interface between
neighboring sub-systems. These interface conditions [19]
can be tuned for the performance of the algorithm either
with a continuous approach [8], [11], [7], [23], [10] or with a
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the performance and efficiency of the proposed method on
multi-cores architectures.
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a characteristic, feature or property that describes
part of the software system. Internal software
quality attributes reflect structural properties of a
software system [2].

Abstract—This research proposes an approach for
assessing the impacts of SOA design defects on
SOA quality attributes. Eleven items were selected
to measure SOA Design Defects; fourteen items
were selected to measure SOA Design Attributes;
seventeen items were selected to measure SOA
Quality Attributes and eleven items were selected
to measure SOA Quality Metrics. This work is an
integrated part to previous studies in the field.

A. Quality Attributes of SOA
One of the most important quality models is
the quality model presented by Jim McCall et al.,
1977 [3]. They presented a quality model
focusing on a number of software quality factor
that reflect both the users’ views and the
developers’ priorities. The main quality factors
were correctness, reliability, efficiency and
integrity.

Index Terms— SOA Design Defects, SOA Design
Attributes, SOA Design Attributes; SOA Quality
Attributes, SOA Quality Metrics

I. INTRODUCTION
It is difficult to define what a Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) is. The term is
being used in an increasing number of contexts
with conflicting understandings of implicit
terminology and components. For SOA services
to be successful and reusable, it is important that
the data they expose is of acceptable quality for
all the consumers. Exposing quality data is
necessary in any SOA initiative. Whether it is
application services being exposed or a simple
generated data query service, the resulting data
must be accurate and appropriate to the business
context to be of any value. The main objective of
this research is to propose an approach that can
be used to assess SOA design defects and its
impact on quality attributes.

The second basic quality model is the quality
model presented by Boehm et al. 1978 [4].
Boehm's model is similar to the McCall quality
model in that it also presents a hierarchical
quality model consisted of 7 quality factors
portability, reliability, efficiency, usability,
testability, understandability and flexibility.
In 1998, The International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) had defined a set of ISO
and ISO/IEC standards related to software
quality. The ISO/IEC 9126 is currently one of the
most widespread quality standards. ISO 9126
indicated that component of the software quality
must be described in terms of one or more of six
characteristics defined as a set of attributes [5]:
functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency,
maintainability and portability.

II. QUALITY OF SERVICE ORIENTED
ARCHITECTURE
Quality is currently considered one of the
main assets with which a firm can enhance its
competitive global position. This is one reason
"why quality has become essential for ensuring
that a company’s products and processes meet
customers’ needs" [1]. One of the most
challenging aspects of building SOA applications
is quality assurance. Developers must analyze
every flow path, every condition, and every fault
to ensure that processes are bullet-proof. A
software quality attribute of a software system is

978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.19

Recently, Ortega et al. [1] designed a model
prototype that reflects the essential attributes of
quality. This model pinpointed three working
areas based on McCall’s Quality model as
follows: Product Operation, Product Revision
and Product Transition. Pettersson [6] created a
SOA Quality Evaluation Model that was
applicable to SOA implementations. The model
was based on two perspectives: Technical
Perspective and Business Perspective. In 2007,
O’Brien et al. [7] listed nine SOA quality
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attributes in their article: interoperability,
performance, security, reliability, availability,
modifiability,
testability,
usability,
and
scalability. Peng [8] studied the relationship
between quality attributes and SOA and analyzed
SOA impact on six quality attributes:
availability, modifiability, performance, security,
testability and usability. Erl [9] presented some
SOA design patterns that can be used to satisfy
the following quality attributes: reusability,
performance,
security,
flexibility
and
modifiability.

ambiguity and extraneous information. Whereas,
Gueheneuc [16] classified design defects as:
intra-class, inter-classes and behavioural defects.
Tian [17] classified design defects as: interface
capability, interface specification, interface
description and missing design defects.
IV. QUALITY METRICS
A Software Metric is an algorithm which
computes a numeric value from source code to
measure properties of a software system. The
purpose of software metrics is to make
assessments throughout the software life cycle as
to whether the software quality requirements are
being met [5]. Software metrics are often used to
assess the ability of software to achieve a
predefined goal [18]. Many different metrics
have been proposed for object-oriented systems.
Several prior studies had used metrics to identify
defects' impact on quality attributes, these
metrics are [2], [14], [19 - 27].

More recently, in 2012 Montagud et al. [10]
classified quality attributes and measures for
assessing the quality of software product lines.
These quality attributes were reusability and
efficiency. Galster et al. [11] suggested a
framework for reference architecture design for
variability-intensive service-based systems using
the following quality attributes: variability,
scalability,
interoperability,
performance,
reliability, privacy and security. Marko [12]
suggested a SOA prototype to evaluate the
quality of the architecture resulting from the
combination of EBI and SOA patterns. The
quality is evaluated with respect to: efficiency,
functionality,
maintainability,
portability,
reliability and usability.

• Size Metrics: they are used to evaluate the
ease of understanding of code by
developers and maintainers. Size metrics is
often measured using: Lines-Of-Code
metric (LOC) and Weighted Methods per
Class (WMC).
• Coupling Metrics: they are measure the
relationships between entities. They are
often measured using Depth of Inheritance
Tree (DIT), Response set For a Class (RFC)
and Coupling Between Object classes
(CBO).
• Complexity Metrics: they are measure
complexity in terms of control constructs
and lexical tokens, respectively. They are
often measured using Source Line of Code
(SLOC), Weighted Methods per Class
(WMC), Number Of Children (NOC),
Cyclomatic Complexity (CC), Halstead’s
Complexity (HC), Maintainability Index
(MI) and Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)
• Cohesion Metrics: they are measure the
relationships among the elements within a
single module. They are often measured
using Lack of Cohesion of Methods
(LCOM).
• Inheritance Metrics: they are often
measured using Method Inheritance Factor
(MIF), Attribute Inheritance Factor (AIF),
Number of Children (NOC) and Depth of
Inheritance (DIT).
• Polymorphism Metrics: they are often
measured using Polymorphism Factor (PF).
• Encapsulation Metrics: they are often
measured using Method Hiding Factor
(MHF) and Attribute Hiding Factor (AHF).

III. DESIGN DEFECTS
Design defects are bad solutions to recurring
design problems in object-oriented programming.
Most defect prediction studies are based on size
and complexity metrics.
A. OA Design Attributes
Perepletchikov et al. [13] provided a
comparative study on the impact of object
orientation and service orientation on the
structural attributes of size, complexity, coupling
and cohesion. Whereas Shaik et al. [14] studied
design components that were exclusive and
defined the architecture of an object oriented
design and listed the key terms in object oriented
development environment: class, object, method,
message
instantiation,
inheritance,
polymorphism,
encapsulation,
cohesion,
coupling, design size, hierarchies, abstraction and
complexity. In 2011, Yaser and Suleiman [2]
assessed software quality attributes of ServiceOriented Software Development Paradigms using
four SOA design attribute: size, complexity,
coupling and cohesion.
B. SOA Design Defects
Developing code free of defects is a major
concern for the object-oriented software
community. Basili et al. [15] classified design
defects according User Interface (UI) to:
omission,
incorrect
fact,
inconsistency,
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V. PRPOSED APPROACH

B. Preparation Phase
The intent of these measures is to measure
customer satisfaction by assessing the design
defects and its impacts on deign quality. The
approach tool consists of four parts as shown in
"Fig. 2":

The proposed approach is a comprehensive,
multidimensional framework of SOA defects
detection. The measures used in this work were
adapted primarily from previous researches; the
components of proposed approach are shown in
"Fig. 1". In reality, every study has interpreted
and classified quality system metrics conform to
its context, the proposed approach consists of
eleven items to measure SOA Design Defects,
fourteen items to measure SOA Design
Attributes, seventeen items were selected to
measure SOA Quality Attributes and eleven
items to measure SOA Quality Metrics. The user
can adapt the number of selected items according
to the actual case.

• Part (I) represents SOA design attribute.
Example (but not limited to): size,
complexity, coupling, and cohesion.
• Part (II) represents metrics may be used to
measure defects' impact on quality
attributes. Example (but not limited to):
LOC, CC, ECC, HC, MI, WMC, DIT,
NOC, CBO, RFC & LCOM.
• Part (III) represents SOA design defects.
Example (but not limited to): Algorithmic
and Processing Defects, Control, Logic, and
Sequence Defects, Data Defects and
Functional Description Defects.
• Part (IV) represents SOA quality attributes.
Example (but not limited to): Availability,
Security,
Performance,
Modifiability,
Scalability, Adaptability, Interoperability
and Auditability.

Fig. 1. The proposed approach

A. Design Phase
• Measures of SOA Design Defects: Eleven
items were selected to measure SOA
Design Defects; these items were selected
from the previous studies done by [15, 16 &
17].
• Measures of SOA Design Attributes:
Fourteen items were selected to measure
SOA Design Attributes; these items were
selected from the previous studies done by
[2, 13 & 14].
• Measures of SOA Quality Attributes:
Seventeen items were selected to measure
SOA Quality Attributes from the previous
studies done by [1], [3-10].
• Measures of SOA Quality Metrics:
Eleven items were selected to measure SOA
Quality Metrics from the previous studies
done by [2], [5], [14], [18 - 27].

Fig. 2. Approach Tool

C. Approach Implementation
• The first step in implementing the proposed
approach is to define the most common
design attributes (Part I).
• The second step is to define the suitable
metrics used to describe the selected design
attributes (Part II).
• The third step is to define the most common
design defects (Part III).
• The fourth step is to matching between
design attributes and design defects through
the selected metrics.
• The fifth step is to define the most common
quality attributes (Part IV).
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• The sixth step is to matching between
design defects and quality attributes.
• The last step is to assign the suitable
metrics can be used to measure the impact
of design defects on quality attributes.
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Architectures", MSc. Thesis, University of
Jyväskylä.
[13] Perepletchikov M., Ryan C. and Frampton K.,
(2005), “Comparing the Impact of ServiceOriented and Object-Oriented Paradigms on
the Structural Properties of Software, ”Second
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work summarizes many items the field
of SOA quality that may help the other
researchers to build their own models. This work
also proposes an approach for assessing the
impacts of SOA design defects on SOA quality
attributes. This work is an integrated part to
previous studies in the field.
The next step of this work is to measure the
validity of the proposed approach; actual case
studies can be taken. The Fuzzy techniques can
be used to assess the impacts of SOA design
defects on SOA quality attributes.
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temporal requirements of automotive cyber physical
systems. We propose a method to transform the rule of
Cellular Automata [6] to AADL model for modeling spatialtemporal requirements and we propose an approach to
transform the Modelica [7] model to AADL model. The
proposed method is illustrated by Vehicular Ad-hoc
NETwork [VANET] [8-9].

Abstract—Automotive cyber physical systems (CPSs) involve
interactions between software controllers, communication
networks, and physical devices. These systems are among the
most complex cyber physical systems being designed by
humans. However, automotive cyber physical systems are not a
loose combination of cyber system and physical system, but are
a tight and comprehensive integration, and they are ubiquitous
spatial-temporal and very large-scale complex systems. In
automotive cyber physical systems, the behavior of the physical
world such as the velocity, flow and density are dynamic and
continuous changing with time while the process of
communication and calculation in vehicular cyber system is
discrete. In this paper, we extend the AADL to model the cyber
world and physical world of automotive cyber physical system,
and we propose a method to transform the rule of Cellular
Automata to AADL model for modeling spatial-temporal
requirements. We also propose an approach to transform the
Modelica model to AADL model. The proposed method is
illustrated by Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork (VANET).

II. THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR
SPECIFICATION AND MODELING OF AUTOMOTIVE
CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
AADL [10-11] is an architecture description language
developed to describe embedded systems. AADL which is a
modeling language that supports text and graphics, was
approved as the industrial standard AS5506 in November
2004. Component is the most important concept in AADL.
The main components in AADL are divided into three parts:
software components, hardware components and composite
components. Software components include data, thread,
thread group, process and subprogram. Hardware
components include processor, memory, bus and device.
Composite components include system. AADL defines two
main extension mechanisms [12]: property sets and
sublanguages (known as annexes).Properties are label-value
pairs used to annotate components. These properties can be
grouped into named sets. These sets are then used in
analysis tools that process AADL models to be able to
verify characteristics of the modeled system. Sublanguages,
on the other hand, enable the encoding of complex
statements about components for which syntactic
verification makes sense. The syntax of the language is
defined inside the annex that implements the language.
Annexes and properties allow the addition of complex
annotations to AADL models that accommodate the needs
of multiple concerns. .
AADL cannot model the spatial-temporal features of
automotive cyber physical systems, we must extend AADL
in order to specify and model the spatial-temporal features.
Cellular automata (CA) [13] are models that are discrete in
space, time and state variables. The latter property
distinguishes CA e.g. from discretised differential equations.
Due to the discreteness, CA is extremely efficient in
implementations on a computer. Cellular automata models
are capable of explicitly representing individual vehicle
interactions and relating these interactions to macroscopic

Keywords-VANET;CPS;AADL;Spatial-Temporal;Continuous
Dynamic Features

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are a large number of challenges that must be
overcome for automotive cyber physical system (CPS) to
reach their full potential [1-2]. These systems are softwareintensive while being physical, that is, they are hybrid
systems. Yet, they must be designed so that their physical
and computational parts interoperate correctly. Automotive
cyber physical systems, unlike the real-time systems as we
currently think of them, are spatio-temporal systems that
create computational environments [3]. These systems are
spatio-temporal in the sense that correct behavior will be
defined in terms of both space and time. Automotive cyber
physical systems consist of three parts >@: the dynamics
and control (DC) parts, the communication part and
computation part. The DC part is that of a predominantly
continuous-time system, which is modeled by means of
differential (algebraic) equations, or by means of a set of
trajectories. The evolution of a hybrid system in the
continuous-time domain is considered as a set of piecewise
continuous functions of time. The computation part is that
of a predominantly discrete-event system.
In this paper, we extend the Architecture Analysis and
Design Language (AADL) [5] to model the behavior
characteristic, continuous dynamic features and spatial978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.20
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traffic flow metrics, such as throughput, travel time, and
vehicle speed. By allowing different vehicles to possess
different driving behaviors (acceleration/deceleration, lane
change rules, reaction times, etc.), CA models can more
adequately capture the complexity of real traffic. In this
paper, we build AADL Cellular automata model by the
extension of AADL. The AADL Cellular automata model is
expressed as follows:

2312");
tsfm .setOutputProperty(OutputKeys.INDENT,"yes");
PrintWriter pw =new PrintWriter(NEW
FileOutputStream(filename));
}
}
Physical systems are often complex and span multiple
physical domains, whereas mostly these systems are
computer controlled. Therefore, hierarchical models (i.e.,
models described as connected submodels) using properties
of the physical domains involved should easily be described
in physical modeling language.
Modelica [14]is a new language for hierarchical object
oriented physical modeling which is developed through an
international effort. Modelica is also an object-oriented
equation based programming language, oriented towards
computational applications with high complexity requiring
high performance.
Integrating the descriptive power of AADL models with
the analytic and computational power of Modelica models
provides a capability that is significantly greater than
provided by AADL or Modelica individually. AADL and
Modelica are two complementary languages supported by
two active communities. By integrating AADL and
Modelica, we combine the very expressive, formal language
for differential algebraic equations and discrete events of
Modelica with the very expressive AADL constructs for
requirements, structural decomposition, logical behavior and
corresponding cross-cutting constructs. In addition, the two
communities are expected to benefit from the exchange of
multi-domain model libraries and the potential for improved
and expanded commercial and open-source tool support.•
The profile of integrating Modelica and AADL supports
modeling with all Modelica constructs and properties i.e.
restricted classes, equations, generics, variables, etc. Using
Modelica and AADL,it is possible to describe most of the
aspects of a system being designed and thus support system
development process phases such as requirements analysis,
design, implementation, verification, validation and
integration. The profile of integrating Modelica and AADL
supports mathematical modeling with equations since
equations specify behavior of a system.
Simulation
diagrams are introduced to model and document simulation
parameters and simulation results in a consistent and usable
way.
The models of Modelica can be expressed as follows:
M={Attribute, Extends, Variables, Imports, Components,
Equations, Connects, Annotation }. We transform models of
Modelica into AADL as follows:
class Model{
string Name˗
string FullText˗
string Attribute˗
Vector(string) lmports˗

class CA{
string Name˗
string FullText˗
int dimension˗
Vector<string> states˗
hash_map<stringˈstring> hm_state˗
hash_map< hm_transˈstring> hm_trans˗
……
public˖
Parse()˗
isTrans(String s);
spitTrans(String s);
spitState(String s);
……
}
CreateModels(string CAFile)//
{ CA ca =new CA;
string File=ReadFile(MoFile)˗
Vector(string) Lines= ca.Parse (File)˗
For_each(L in Lines)
{
If(isTrans(L))
{ Vector<string> s=spitTrans(L);
For_each(string str in s)
{if(!find(str)) //
Ca.states.insert(str);//
}
}
Else If(L)
{ Vector<string> s = spitState(L);
For_each(string str in s)
{if(!find(state))
Ca.states.insert();
}
}
Else
private Document dcmt;
private Element roots;
roots=new Element("CA");
dcmt= new Document(roots);
roots.setAttribute();
TransformerFactory
tranf=TransformerFactory.newInstance();
Transformer tsfm=tranf.newTransformer();
DOMSource ds =new DOMSource(dcmt);
tsfm .setOutputProperty(OutputKeys.ENCODING,"gb
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which deploy the ITS applications on respective hardware.
ITS roadside stations (IRSs) are also integrated in the
vehicular network and thus able to communicate with the
vehicles using IEEE 802.11p. An IRS can also be connected
to traffic light switches in order to control traffic signs in
urban scenarios. Moreover, the IRSs are connected to the
infrastructure domain in order to provide connectivity from
vehicles to backend services.

Vector(string) Extends˗
Vector(string)Components˗
Vector(string) equation˗
Vector(string) parameter˗
string Annotation˗
hash_map<stringˈModel*> hm_Extends˗
hash_map<stringˈComponent*>hm_Components˗
hash_map(stringˈConnect*>hm_Connects˗
……
public˖
Parse()˗//
Parse1()˗//
……
}
CreateModels(string MoFileˈTreeNode* node)
{ string File=ReadFile(MoFile)˗
Vector(string) Lines= Split(File)˗
CreateModel(Linesˈnode)˗
}
CreateModel(Vector<string> &Lines,TreeNode* node)
{ string FullText=””;
for_each(L in Lines)
{If(L)
{ node.add(newnode);
Vector<string> Left=Lines. Erase(L);
CreateModel(LeftˈnewNode)˗
}
If(L)
{
Model m = new Model˗
m.FullText= FullText;
}
Else
FullText+=L˗
}
}

Fig.1. The Architecture of VANET

The VANET is expressed by AADL as follows:
system carToXSys
end carToXSys;
system implementation carToXSys.Impl
subcomponents
managementCenter:system
ManagementCenter::MC.Impl;
RoadStation:system RoadStationtem::RS.Impl;
VehicleStation:system ExecutionUnit::VS.Impl;
connections
conn1:bus access
ManagementCenter.Tosend->RoadStation.Receive;
conn2:bus access
RoadStation.Tosend ->VehicleStation.Receive;
Conn3:bus access
ManagementCenter.Tosend ->VehicleStation.Receive;
Conn4:bus access
VehicleStation.Tosend -> ManagementCenter.Receive;
Conn5:bus access
VehicleStation.Tosend ->VehicleStation.Receive;
Conn6:bus access
VehicleStation.Tosend -> ManagementCenter.Receive;
properties
……

III. CASE STUDY: SPECIFICATION AND
MODELING OF VANET USING THE PROPOSED
METHOD
Fig.1 [15] shows the system architecture of Vehicular
Ad-hoc NETwork (VANET) [16-20] from the perspective
of the different components and domains as well as their
interactions. In general, the system architecture is composed
of two domains:
• The vehicle domain, which comprises the hardware and
software for the vehicular subsystem
• The infrastructure domain, comprising the subsystems
relevant for the infrastructure services
The vehicles themselves are able to communicate with
each other using dedicated short range communication
technology based on IEEE 802.11p. Therefore, the vehicles
are equipped with so-called ITS vehicle stations (IVSs),
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Latency => 100 Ms;
};
end road_station.impl;

end carToXSys.Impl;
The AADL model of road station systems is shown in
Fig.2.

The physical Modelica model of traffic lights is
expressed as follows:

Model traffic_light
Parameter real len=L;
Parameter real G=W;
Parameter real v=v0;
Parameter real g’=g;
Parameter real leni=I˗
Real x1˗
Real f˗
Real a˗
Real t1˗
Real t˗
Equation

x1 = I + L ˗
Fig.2. AADL model of road station systems

f = ma =

W ˗
a
g

a = µg ˗

The above model is implemented by AADL as
follows:

t1 = (v0 − 0) / a ˗

system implementation road_station.impl
subcomponents
the_light:device light;
the_display :device display;
the_vehi:device receptor1;
the_Cen:device receptor2;
the_tran1:device trans1;
the_tran2:device trans2;
PV:process process_vehicle;
PC:process process_center;
PL:process process_light;
PD:process process_display;
connections
V2P: port group the_vehi.out_Data -> PV.inData;
P2V: port group PV.outdata ->the_tran1.lt_Data;
P2C: port group PC.outdata ->the_tran2.lt_Data;
C2P: port group the_Cen.out_Data ->PC.inData;
PL2L: port group PL.outdata ->the_light.in_Data;
PD2D: port group PD.outdata >the_display.in_Data;
flows
f_e2e: end to end flow the_vehi.Flow_R2C2R -> V2P>PV.FS1 -> P2V
-> the_tran1.Flow_R{

t = t1 + x1 / v0 ;
End traffic_light;
We transform the above Modelica model in to AADL
model as foolows:
Device traffic_light
Features
In_data ˖in data port˗
Properties
Equation => {
x1 = I + L ˗

f = ma =

W ˗
a
g

a = µg ˗
t1 = (v0 − 0) / a ˗
t = t1 + x1 / v0 ;
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Const =>{ len , G , v , g’, leni };

[8]

Const_value =>{L,W,v0,g,I};

[9]

Var=>{x1,f,a,t1,t};
End traffic_light;
IV.

[10]

CONCLUSION

Automotive cyber physical systems involve
interactions between software controllers, communication
networks, and physical devices. In automotive cyber
physical systems, the behavior of the physical world such as
the velocity, flow and density are dynamic and continuous
changing with time while the process of communication and
calculation in vehicular cyber system is discrete. In this
paper, we extended the AADL to model the cyber world and
physical world of automotive cyber physical system, and we
proposed a method to transform the rule of Cellular
Automata to AADL model for modeling spatial-temporal
requirements. We also propose an approach to transform the
Modelica model to AADL model. The proposed method is
illustrated by Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork (VANET).
Future work focuses on the integration formal methods
with AADL and Modelica
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Abstract—With the development of cloud computing and
mobile Internet, the issues related to big data have been
concerned by both academe and industry. Based on the
analysis of the existed work, the research progress of how to
use distributed file system to meet the challenge in storing big
data is expatiated, including four key techniques: storage of
small files, load balancing, copy consistency, and deduplication. We also indicate some key issues need to concern
in the future work.

II.

The main sources of big data are data information within
the organization, sensory information in the Internet of
things and interactive information in the Internet world. It is
difficult to form a unified concept of big data. IDC defines it
this way: Big data technologies describe a new generation of
technologies and architectures, designed to economically
extract value from very large volumes of a wide variety of
data, by enabling high-velocity capture, discovery, and
analysis [1]. This definition includes three main
characteristics of big data .Two other characteristics seem
relevant: value and complexity. Summarize as “4V+C”.
• Volume: The data volume is huge, especially the
huge amounts of data generated by a variety of
devices, the size of the data is very large, much
larger than the flow of information on the Internet,
PB level will be the norm. This implies the need for
large storage space and computing power.
• Velocity: The data related to perception,
transmission, decision making, control open loop
have very high requirements on real-time data
processing. The late result is of little value. It is
essentially different with traditional data processing.
• Variety: Big data may be blogs, videos, pictures,
location information, etc. Even with the same kind
of data, encoding, data format or other aspects may
be different.
• Value: Big Data having a high commercial value. It
is the reason why more and more people are
concerned about the big data. But the density of the
value is low. Take the video for example, during
uninterrupted monitoring process, useful data may
only few secondsǄ
• Complex: Big Data is not only complex and diverse
in data types and representation. There is often a
complex dynamic relationship between each data.
The change of one data may have an impact to a lot
of data.

Keywords-big data; storage;distributed file system

I.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA

INTRODUCTION

According to IDC (Internet Data Center), the global big
data will increase by 50 times in next decade. How to store
these fast-growing, vast amounts of data? How to analysis
and process these big data? A series of related problems
become a common challenge faced by all enterprises, also
become today's research focus. The reason why big data
takes so much attention cab be summarized as follows: the
network terminal changed from a single desktop to multiterminal such as desktop, tablet PCs, book-reader PCs,
mobile phones, television and so on, which greatly expands
the content and scope of the network services, and improves
the user's reliance on the Internet; the rapid growth of
network users and the average time a user spends on the
network, which makes a significant increase in the user
network behavior data; the network services have changed
from a single form of words to the multimedia form such as
pictures, voice, video, leading to significant increase in the
amount of data. All above lead to the increasing amount of
data. Not just the Internet, the phenomenon of large data
already exists in the fields of physics, biology, environmental
ecology, automatic control and other scientific area. What’s
more, big data also exist in military, communications,
finance and other industries for some time. It is not a new
problem, it is widespread. There is no in-depth study on it
because of restricted by condition in the past. But now, with
the hardware costs come down and more and more develop
in science and technology, people can focus into the big data
which implied the great value of.

III.

BIG DATA STORAGE CHALLENGES

With the expansion of the application scale, the amount
of data will show the trends of explosive growth. The
conventional data storage system reaches a bottleneck,
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.21
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TABLE I.
Characteristics
Large amount of data
Many kinds of data

High potential value
Large fluctuations

shortcomings are paid more and more attention, and become
the research focus today.

NEW CHALLENGES ON STORAGE

Social networks
Large amount of data
and growing rapidly
Unstructured
Semi-structured
Structured
Social relationship
mining
Personalized
recommendation
7-8 times

Challenges

A. Small Files Problem
The distributed file systems, such as GFS and HDFS, are
designed for larger files. But most of the data on the Internet
represent by the high frequency of small files, and more
storage access are for small files in the application.
TABLE II shows the problems of traditional distributed
file system in the small file management aspect.
• Small file access frequency is higher, need to access
the disk for many times, so the performance of the
I/O is low;
• Small files will form a large amount of metadata,
which can affect the management and retrieval
performance of metadata server, and cause overall
performance degradation.
• Because the file is relatively small, easy to form file
fragmentation resulting in a waste of disk space;
• To create a link for each file can easily lead to
network delays.
There are some common optimization methods [3-10] as
the TABLE II shown. Of course, this is not comprehensive.
In [11], the files belong to same directory will written into
the same block as much as possible. This will help increase
the task speed distributed by MapReduce in the future.

Real-time
Intelligence
Security
Reliability
Integrity
Low consumption
High concurrency
High efficiency

unable to complete the operational task timely. Storage
systems face the challenge of complex big data applications.
Take social networks for example, as shown in the TABLE I.
• Because the fluctuation of load is high and uncertain,
the storage system for big data needs to dynamically
match the load characteristics.
• Because of the need of high real-time in big data
applications, the delay and the length of IO path in
data processing should be reduced.
• High accumulation of the amount of data, high
concurrent user access and high data growth require
the storage system large capacity, high aggregate
bandwidth, high IOPS.
Currently, there are many storage technologies to deal
with big data, such as distributed file system, new type of
database based on MapReduce and so on. On one hand, the
great value in big data promotes development on these
technologies. On the other hand, these technologies provide
technical support for big data storage and make big data
becoming a research hotspot in recent years. Existing
technology just can meet the demand of big data storage
barely. So many improvements are needed and have high
research value.
IV.

B. Load Balancing
In order to make the multiple nodes can be a very good to
complete the task together , a variety of load balancing
algorithm is proposed to eliminate or avoid unbalanced load,
data traffic congestion and long reaction time.
The load balancing [10-12] can be done by two ways.
One is to prevent. One is to prevent. The I/O request is
equally distributed on each storage node by the right I/O
scheduling policy, so each node can be a very good job, and
the situation that a part of the nodes are overloaded, but
another part of the nodes are light load will not be happened.
Another way is to adjust after happened. When load
imbalance phenomenon has emerged, it can be eliminated
effectively by migration or copy. In general, load balancing
algorithm through many years research has been relatively
mature, usually divided into two types: static load balancing
algorithm and dynamic load balancing algorithm.
Static load balancing algorithm has nothing to do with
the current state of the system. It assigns the task by
experience or pre-established strategy. This algorithm is
easy, and spends little. But it does not consider the dynamic
changes of the system status information, so it has blindness.
It is mainly suitable for smaller and homogeneous service
systems. Classical static load balancing algorithm includes
polling algorithm, ratio algorithm, priority algorithm.
Dynamic load balancing algorithm assigns the I/O task or
adjust the load between nodes according to the current load
of the system. Classical load balancing algorithm includes
minimum connection algorithm, weighted least connection
algorithm, destination address hash algorithm, source
address hash algorithm.

DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM

File system is the foundation of upper layer application
[2]. With the continuous development of internet
applications, data is growing rapidly. So the large-scale data
storage became the arduous task of the companies and
research focus. Because of the limit on the expansion of
storage capacity, traditional storage system is difficult to
meet the big data storage.
So have to use the distributed file system to transfer
system load to multiple nodes. By grouping hard disks on
multiple nodes into a global storage system, distributed file
system provides polymeric storage capacity and I/O
bandwidth, and easy to extension according to the system
scale. Generally speaking, the mainstream distributed file
systems, such as Lustre, GFS, HDFS, separately store
metadata and application data because of the different
characteristics of store and access. Divide and rule can
improve the performance of the entire file system
significantly. Despite these advantages, distributed file
system still has many shortcomings when it faces explosive
growth of data, complex variety of storage needs. Then these
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TABLE II.
method

illustration

Metadata
Management

advantage

Metadata compression
reduces metadata size

Performance
Optimization
Small file merging
sequence files
Way to store

CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

Improve space utilization

Utilizing prefetching and caching technologies to
improve access efficiency
e.g. Hot Files Caching, Metadata Caching
A set of correlated files is combined into a single large
file to reduce the file count.
An indexing mechanism has been built to access the
individual files from the corresponding combined file.
Form by a series of binary, where key is the name of the
file, the value of the file content.
Small files stored separately in separate areas

Principle

Advantages

Disadvantages

COMPARISON BETWEEN CENTRALIZED AND DISTRIBUTED
STRATEGY

Centralized strategy
The function of the
dynamic load balancing
is concentrated in a
special load management
server. The server is
responsible for the load
information collection
and maintenance of the
whole system.
Simple and less
communication cost; The
best node for migration
or copy can be found;
Suitable for large system
model
Low reliability, hard to
extend;
Once the load
management server fails,
the whole load balancing
system will be paralyzed;
The larger the size of the
system, the more
complex the
management.

The improvement of the Cache hit
ratio

Just for particular application

Reduce the metadata

Two indexes, affect the speed

Free access for small files, nor
restrict how much users and files

Platform dependent

Reduce disk fragmentation

Complexity of the movement

Each type of load balancing strategy above has
advantages and disadvantage, so some mix strategy emerged.
In [12], keep three queues (light load, optimal load, overload)
in master server, use priority algorithm among these queues,
and weighting polling algorithm in the queues.
Because the centralized load balancing has the
advantages of less communication overhead that is
particularly important for the large data storage, so a lot of
research enhances its reliability by changing the system
structure. A more common way is to decompose complex
load balancing management tasks by layering or grading and
accomplished by multiple servers. In [13], a hierarchical
dynamic load balancing strategy was proposed. An
intermediate layer was added between the metadata server
and the client, which was designed to collect load status
information especially to reduce the load information
acquisition cost, and by adding a backup server of load
management to solve the problem of low reliability. In [14],
a load balancing strategies of two-stage meta server cluster
file system was proposed, using the idea that the high level
manage the low level, the task allocation and task processing
functions of the meta server were decentralized, which
improves the parallel processing ability and extensibility of
the system, and put forward a model of the heat reflecting
accessing frequency of the storage node to determine the
ideal location of the file to be saved.
The process of load balancing scheduling is complex,
especially in dynamic equilibrium. In addition to the
scheduling policy, there are many other factors, such as how
to collect information, what information should be collected,
when should migrate task, where the task should be migrated.
More attention is paid to the related research of load
evaluation index which is used to judge when to migrate.
HDFS’s equilibrium strategies use the single evaluation
index of disk usage, which has considerable limitations. In
[15], the evaluation function is determined by multiple
attributes and the server's load condition is determined by
double threshold value.
However, the method above still can't solve the
limitations of threshold. Usually thresholds are calculated
and set in advance, if the thresholds are set too high, when
the average system load is lighter, the phenomenon that part
of the nodes are idle while the other part are busy may
appear; If the threshold is set too low, when the average

Dynamic load balancing algorithm can be divided into
centralized and distributed strategy. TABLE III shows the
advantages and disadvantages of them.
Load balancing algorithm in the distributed file system
can also be divided into sender starting method and recipient
starting method. Sender starting method starts load
distribution activities by overload point, by which part of the
load of the overloaded nodes is sent to light load nodes, is
suitable for the system as a whole in light load condition,
because of more light load nodes in system, light load node
is easy to found, so frequent migration won’t happen.
Recipient starting method starts load distribution activities
by light load nodes which apply for part of the load of the
overloaded nodes, is relatively effective when the system as
a whole is in a state of overload, the reasons are similar to
the above.
TABLE III.

disadvantage
the metadata read
performance was hurt due to
extra steps of lookup file .

Distributed strategy
There is no specific load
management server, so
each node need to collect,
record and manage the
load information of the
surrounding nodes.

High reliability, easy to
extend; There is no single
point failure, paralysis of
any host will not affect the
normal work of the whole
system.
When the system is very
large, the communication
cost of load information
collection will
geometrically growth;
Because each node only
master a small amount of
load information, and the
load regulation is local, the
result may be not
satisfactory, and even have
a chance to cause the load
to move back.
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system load is heavier, not only the phenomenon of frequent
migration will appear, but also that a migration triggers a
new migration will happen. That will cause the system
instability. Dynamic threshold, which determines the
threshold by the current system load situation, has the
potential to become one of the ways to solve this problem
and has very high research value.

D. De-duplication
Extensive redundancy exists in the distributed file
system, such as multi-user storing the same file, different
versions of the unified file, similar file header of the same
type file and so on. De-duplication is a very popular storage
technology, effectively optimizing storage capacity. It
deletes duplicate data in data set, leaving only one, thus
eliminating redundant data.
The mainstream method to determine whether the data
block is repeated is by the way of computing their hash value.
If the hash value of the data block matches with a value from
the hash index table, it indicates that data block is repeated,
and substitute it with a pointer to the data storage. With the
increase of the index, the memory performance will rapidly
decline. So some researches focus on the approach by which
more redundant data can be reduced, and some investigate
how to do data de-duplication at high speed.
Another key technology is the division of the data. In file
units to detect the speed will be very fast, but even if many
of the same data exist in many different files, the duplicate
data in the file can’t be deleted, so the file are needed to be
divided, and are tested in block units. In [19], five
representative chunking algorithms of data de-duplication are
introduced and their performance on real data set is
compared.
By de-duplication the rapid growth of data is effectively
controlled, effective storage space is increased, storage
efficiency is improved, and so on. However the reliability of
data will be affected, and multiple files rely on the same data
block, that is to say, multiple files are damaged, if the data
block is damaged. Therefore, we can consider conducting the
de-duplication firstly, and then backup appropriately for the
data set with low access rate, by which storage space is
saved, and the reliability of the data is ensured.

C. Replica Consistency
In distributed file system, replication technology is
widely used to improve the reliability and performance of
system. Ensure the safety and reliability of the data and fault
tolerance of the system by storing multiple copies, with that
just using another copy can normally access the data when a
copy is destroyed. In addition, when the system is larger, the
use of replication technology on different servers to store a
copy of the same file helps to achieve the load balancing of
the system, thereby improving overall performance.
Nowadays the master - slave replica model is adopted by
the most study of the Replica consistency, and it is the most
original way for the salve replica to receive the update
passively from the master replica. In [16] two consistency
protocols based the tree are proposed: aggressive copy
coherence and lazy copy coherence. With the root node
regarded as the master copy, in the aggressive copy
coherence, once the data of the root node update, the update
will broadcast to each copy nodes, and the copy nodes will
be updated; in the lazy copy coherence, the copy nodes are
accessed by comparing timestamp to check their own data
whether the latest version or not, if not, they will update.
Therefore, though the aggressive copy coherence can
guarantee update from the copy in a timely manner, in the
big data environment, the system will be given a great deal
of load pressure; while though the lazy copy coherence can
reduce the network load, but will have access latency, and
when the master copy is damaged it may not be restored
from a copy of which has not been updated.
However, in the master - slave replica model, as the
master copy is the only update source, the efficiency will by
reduced and it will be the bottleneck of the system
performance improvement. In [17] a non-centralized copy
update consistency model based on the replica identification
of timestamp was proposed, which effectively solves the
bottleneck problem of the original model by substituting the
master copy nodes to the slave copy nodes to trigger the
update process. In addition, it also referred to a strategy of
creating copy dynamically when a request exceeds the
threshold, but no extra copies of deletion policy was referred,
which makes a number of file copy used to be hot in the
system resulting in a large number of redundant. In [18] the
dynamic replication strategy was referred, dynamically
changing the number of copies, including the creation and
deletion.
In the actual application, load fluctuation of distributed
file system of is very big, so if consistency detection can be
done when the load is light, not only the data will be more
reliable, but also the system resources will be fully used.

V.

CONCLUSION

Despite the big data is popular recently, the study of it is
not just started. There have been many countermeasures and
related technologies to meet the challenge of big data. This
paper summarizes and analyzes four technologies of
distributed file system on big data storage, and gives some
outlook for further study.
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Abstract—The authors’ goal in this paper has been to define
a minimal and orthogonal DSEL (Domain-Specific Embedded
Language) that would add parallelism to an imperative language.
It will be demonstrated that this DSEL will guarantee correct, efficient schedules. The schedules will be shown to be deadlock- and
racecondition-free. The efficiency of the schedules will be shown
to add no worse than a poly-logarithmic order to the algorithmic
run-time of the program on a CREW-PRAM (Concurrent-Read,
Exclusive-Write, Parallel Random-Access Machine[15]) or EREWPRAM (Exclusive-Read EW-PRAM[15]) computation model. Furthermore the DSEL assists the user with regards to debugging.
An implementation of the DSEL in C++ exists.

•
•

III. M OTIVATION
The compiler and language based approaches have been
the only way to address both correctness or optimization. If
programmers were to take advantage of these, they may have
to re-implement their programs, a hard change for businesses,
limiting the adoption of new languages or novel compilers.
Amongst the criticisms raised regarding the use of libraries
[8], [10] such as pthreads or OpenMP have been:
• When used in object-orientated programming, they have
suffered from inheritance anomalies [2].
• A related issue has been entangling the thread-safety,
thread scheduling and business logic. Each program
becomes bespoke, requiring re-testing for threading and
business logic issues.
• Debugging such code has been found to be very hard
and an open area of research for some time.
Assuming that the language has to be immutable, a DSEL,
defined within that language, by a library that supports the
following requirements will now be presented.

Keywords—DSEL; grammar; data-flow; data-parallel; library;
parallel; concurrent; PRAM

I. I NTRODUCTION
The current von Neumann model of super-scalar computer architectures has lead to increased penalties associated with misses in the memory-subsystem, limiting ILP
(Instruction-Level Parallelism), also increased design complexity and power consumption. Fetching instructions from
different memory banks, i.e. introducing threads, would allow
an increase in ILP.
Hence the increasing prevalence of computers with multiple
cores, leading to a rise in the available parallelism to the
programming community. This parallelism has been exposed
via various approaches: ranging from languages e.g. UPC,
compilers e.g. HPF or libraries e.g. OpenMP or Cilk. Yet the
common folklore in computer science has been that it is hard
to program parallel algorithms correctly.
This paper presents an alternative library-based approach to
expose this parallelism by defining a minimal and orthogonal
DSEL within the host language of the library. The DSEL
proposed differs from other approaches because it guarantees correct, efficient schedules with algorithmic run-time
guarantees and assists the user with debugging their parallel
programs. An implementation of the DSEL in C++ exists: see
[9].

IV. T HE DSEL TO ASSIST PARALLELISM
The DSEL should have the following properties:
• Target general purpose threading, defined as scheduling
where conditionals or loop-bounds may not be computed
at compile-time, nor memoized1 .
• Support both data-flow and data-parallel constructs succinctly and naturally within the host language.
• Provide guarantees regarding deadlocks and raceconditions.
• Provide guarantees regarding the algorithmic complexity
of any parallel schedule implemented with it.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Summarizing [8]; with varying degrees of success the following work has been done to assist in using this parallelism:
• Auto-parallelizing compilers, via the data-flow community [13].
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.22

Language support: such as Erlang [16] or UPC [4].
Library support: such as POSIX threads (pthreads),
OpenMP, Intel’s TBB [11] or Cilk [7]. Intel’s TBB
lacks parallel algorithms, nor provided any correctness
guarantees. Also the API it has exposed suffers from
mixing code relating to the parallel schedule and the
business logic, which would make testing more complex.

1 A compile or run-time optimisation technique involving a space-time
tradeoff. Re-computation of pure functions with the same arguments may be
avoided by caching the result.
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Assist in debugging any use of it.
Use an existing host language would avoid reimplementation, so more likely to be used in business.
First the grammar of the DSEL will be given together with
a discussion of the properties. The theoretical results derived
from the grammar of the DSEL will follow then finally an
example of using the DSEL will be given.

tracks_to_max would implement some model
of the cost of maintaining threads. If threads
had low overheads to create & destroy, then an
infinite size might be a reasonable approximation, conversely opposite characteristics might
be better implemented in a fixed_size pool.
pool-adaptor→
joinability api-type threading-model prioritymodeopt comparatoropt
joinability→
joinable | nonjoinable
• The joinability type has been provided to allow for optimizations of the thread-pool-type. A
nonjoinable thread-pool-type could be more
simply implemented, but also faster in operation.
api-type→
posix_pthreads | IBM_cyclops |
... omitted for brevity
• posix_pthreads would be an implementation
of the heavyweight_threading pthreads
API. IBM_cyclops would be an implementation of the lightweight_threading IBM
BlueGene/C Cyclops [1] API. The size-policy type
may also interact with this type.
threading-model→
sequential_mode |
heavyweight_threading |
lightweight_threading
• This specifier provides a coarse representation of
the various implementations of threading in the
many architectures. For example pthreads would
be heavyweight_threading whereas Cyclops would be lightweight_threading.
Separation of the threading model versus the API
allows multiple, different, threading APIs on the
same platform, for example if there were to be
a GPU available, there could be two different
threading models within the same program.
• The sequential_mode has been provided
to ensure implementations removal all threading aspects within the implementing library,
which would ease the burden on the programmer in identifying bugs within their code. If
sequential_mode were specified then all
threading should be removed from the implementing library. All remaining bugs should reside
in the user-code, once debugged, could then
be parallelized by changing this specifier and
re-compiling. Then any further bugs introduced
would be due to bugs within the parallel aspects
of their code, or the implementing library. We
consider this feature of paramount importance: it
directly addresses the complex task of debugging
parallel software: the algorithm by which the
parallelism should be implemented has been separated from the code implementing the mutations
on the data.

•
•

•

A. Detailed Grammar of the DSEL
C++ was chosen to be the host language because it has been
considered hard to parallelize2 and has the ability to extend its
type system. Familiarity with its grammar, defined in Annex
A of the ISO C++ Standard [6], would assist the reader.
Clarifications of the notation used:
• Has been based upon that used for context-free grammars.
• opt means that the keyword is optional.
• def specifies the default value from the set of values for
the keyword.
Initially the terminals, classified as types, then the rewrite rules
that comprise the DSEL will be given in the following sections.
1) Types, or terminals: The primary types used within the
DSEL should be obtained from the thread-pool-type.
1) Thread pools can be composed with various subtypes
that could be used to fundamentally affect the implementation and performance of any client software:
thread-pool-type→
thread_pool work-policy size-policy pooladaptor
• A thread_pool would contain a collection of
threads, which may differ from the number of
physical cores. This could allow for implementations to virtualize the multiple cores. An implementation may enforce how an instance of a pool
should be destroyed, synchronising the threads
to ensure they are destroyed and any work in
the process of mutation appropriately terminated
before the pool would be finally destroyed.
work-policy→
worker_threads_get_work |
one_thread_distributes
• The library should implement the classic workstealing or master-slave work sharing algorithms.
The specific choice could affect any internal
queues that would contain unprocessed work.
For example a worker_threads_get_work
queue might be implemented such that the addition and removal of work could be independent.
size-policy→
fixed_size | tracks_to_max |
infinite
• The size-policy combined with the threadingmodel could be used to optimize the implementation of the thread-pool-type.
2 Chapter 30, “Thread Support Library” in the C++ Standard has not
addressed the properties of the DSEL described in this paper.
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2)

priority-mode→
normal_fifodef |
prioritized_queue
• The prioritized_queue would allow specification of whether certain instances of workto-be-mutated could be mutated before other instances according to the specified comparator.
comparator→
std::lessdef
• A binary function-type that would be used to
specify a strict weak-ordering on the elements
within the prioritized_queue.
Adapted collections should assist in providing threadsafety and specify the memory-access model of the
collection:
safe-colln→
safe_colln collection-type lock-type
• This adaptor wraps the collection-type and locktype in one object; also providing some threadsafe operations upon and access to the underlying
collection. This access should be provided because
of the inheritance anomalies described in [2]. This
design decision has been chosen for simplicity.
• The adaptor also provides access to both read-lock
and write-lock types, which may be the same, but
allow the intent of the operations to be clearer.
lock-type→
critical_section_lock_type
| read_write |
read_decaying_write
• A critical_section_lock_type would
be a single-reader, single-writer lock, a simulation
of EREW semantics. Different architectures could
implement this lock more optimally.
• A read_write lock would be a multi-readers,
single-write lock, a simulation of CREW semantics.
• A read_decaying_write lock would be a
specialization of a read_write lock that also
implements atomic transformation of a write-lock
into a read-lock.
• The lock must be used to govern the operations
on the collection, and not operations on the items
contained within the collection.
• The lock-type would be used to specify if
EREW or CREW operations would be allowed.
For example if EREW semantics have been
specified then overlapped dereferences of the
execution_context resultant from parallelalgorithms operating upon the same instance of a
safe-colln should be strictly ordered by an implementation. Alternatively if CREW semantics were
specified then an implementation may allow readoperations upon the same instance of the safecolln to occur in parallel, assuming they were not
blocked by a write operation.

collection-type:
A standard collection such as an STL-style
list or vector, etc.
3) The thread-pool-type should define further sub-types (or
terminals in the grammatical sense) for programming
convenience:
execution_context:
An opaque type of future that a transfer returns and a proxy to the result_type that
the mutation creates. Access to the instance of
the result_type implicitly causes the calling thread to wait until the mutation has been
completed, a data-flow operation. Implementations of execution_context must specifically prohibit: aliasing instances of these
types, copying instances of these types and
assigning instances of these types. This would
ensure that the properties of the DSEL have
been maintained.
joinable:
A modifier for transferring work-to-bemutated into an instance of thread-pooltype, a data-flow operation. If the work-to-bemutated were transferred using this modifier,
then the return result of the transfer must be
an execution_context. This should be
used to obtain the result of the mutation.
nonjoinable:
Another modifier for transferring work-tobe-mutated into an instance of thread-pooltype, a data-flow operation. If the work-to-bemutated were transferred using this modifier,
then the return result of the transfer must be
nothing. The mutation could occur at some
indeterminate time, the result of which could,
for example, be detectable by side effects of
the mutation within the result_type of
the work-to-be-mutated.
2) Operators or rewrite rules on the thread-pool-type: These
operations tie together the types and express the restrictions
upon the generation of the CFG (Control Flow Graph) that
may be created.
1) Transfer of work-to-be-mutated into an instance of
thread-pool-type has been defined as follows:
transfer-future→
execution-context-resultopt
thread-pool-type transfer-operation
execution-context-result→
execution_context <<
• The token sequence “<<” defines the transfer
operation, and also has been used in the definition
of the transfer-modifier-operation, amongst other
places.
• An
execution_context
should
be
created only via a transfer of work-to-bemutated with the joinable modifier into a
thread_pool defined with the joinable
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Proof:
From
the
definitions
of
the
execution_context IV-A1.3.3, joinable IV-A1.3.3,
transfer-future IV-A2.1.1 & execution-context-result IV-A2.1.1
the transfer of work-to-be-mutated into the thread_pool
may be done only once, the result of which returns a single
execution_context. This would imply that for a node
in the CFG, each transfer to the thread-pool-type represents a
single forward-edge connecting the execution_context
with the child-node that contains the mutation. Each node
may perform none, one or more transfers resulting in
none, one or more child-nodes. A node with no children
is a leaf-node, containing only a mutation. The back-edge
from the mutation to the parent-node would be the edge
connecting the result of the mutation with the dereference of
the execution_context. Back-edges to multiple parent
nodes cannot be created, because of definition IV-A1.3.3,
so the execution_context and the dereference must
occur in the same node. Therefore this sub-graph would
be acyclic moreover a tree. According to the definitions of
transfer-future and execution-context-result each child-node
would either return via the back edge to the parent or generate
a further sub-tree, to which the above properties apply. If the
entry-point of the program were to be the single thread that
runs main(), i.e. the single root, this would be the root of
the above tree, thus the whole CFG must be a tree. If there
were more entry-points, each one can only generate a tree
per entry-point, as the execution_contexts cannot be
aliased nor copied between nodes, by definition.
According to the above theorem, one may appreciate that
a conforming implementation of the DSEL would implement
data-flow in software.

joinability type. It must be an error to transfer
work into a thread_pool that has been
defined using the nonjoinable type. An
execution_context should not be creatable
without transferring work, so guaranteed to
contain an instance of result_type of a
mutation, implying data-flow like operation.
transfer-operation→
transfer-modifier-operationopt transfer-dataoperation
transfer-modifier-operation→
<< transfer-modifier
transfer-modifier→
joinable | nonjoinable
transfer-data-operation→
<< transfer-data
transfer-data→
work-to-be-mutated |
data-parallelalgorithm
3) The Data-Parallel Operations and Algorithms: This section will describe the various parallel algorithms defined within
the DSEL.
1) The data-parallel-algorithms have been defined as follows:
data-parallel-algorithm→
accumulate | ...
• The style and arguments of the data-parallelalgorithms should be similar to those of the STL
in [6]. Specifically they should all take a safe-colln
as an argument to specify the range and functors
as specified within the STL. No explicit support
has been made for loop-carried dependencies in
the functor argument.
• If the algorithms were to be implemented using techniques described in [5] and [3] then the
algorithms would be optimal with O (log (p))
complexity in distributing the work to the
thread
pool optimal
" algorithmic complexity of
!
O np − 1 + log (p) where n would be the number of items to be computed and p would be the
number of threads, ignoring the operation time of
the mutations.

Theorem 2. The schedule of a CFG satisfying Theorem 1
should be guaranteed to be free of race-conditions.
Proof: A race-condition in the CFG would be represented
by a child node with two parent nodes, with forward-edges
connecting the parents to the child. Note that the CFG must
an acyclic tree according to Theorem 1, then this sub-graph
cannot be represented in a tree, so the schedule must be racecondition free.
Theorem 3. The schedule of a CFG satisfying Theorem 1
should be guaranteed to be free of deadlocks.
Proof: To create a deadlock would require that
execution_contexts C and D had been shared between
two threads. i.e. C had been passed from node A
to sibling node B, and vice-versa to D. But aliasing
execution_contexts has been explicitly forbidden by
definition IV-A1.3.3.

B. Properties of the DSEL
In this section some results will be presented that derive
from the previous section, the first of which will show that the
CFG should be a tree from which the other results will derive.
In all of the theorems presented, we shall assume that the
user should refrain from using any other threading-related
items or atomic objects other than those defined in section
IV-A and that the work they wish to mutate may not be aliased
by any other object.

Corollary 4. The schedule of a CFG satisfying Theorem
1 should be guaranteed to be free of race-conditions and
deadlocks.
Proof: Given a CFG for which Theorem 1 held, it must be
proven that the Theorems 2 and 3 should not be mutually exclusive. First suppose that a such CFG could exist that satisfied
Theorem 3 but not 2. Therefore multiple forward edges from
the same execution_context would be allowed, but there

Theorem 1. The CFG of any program must be an acyclic
directed graph comprising of at least one singly-rooted tree,
but may contain multiple singly-rooted, independent, trees.
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1)

take sub-ranges within the safe-colln, which would be
distributed within the thread_pool, within which
the mutations would be performed sequentially, their
results combined via the functor, without locking any
other thread,
2) these results would be combined, the implementation
providing suitable locking, computing the final result.
The accumulate algorithm produced the CFG in figure 1 ,

must be multiple back-edges, because of Theorem 1, causing
Theorem 3 to not hold, a contradiction, therefore such a CFG
cannot exist. Therefore any CFG for which Theorem 1 held,
must also satisfy both Theorems 2 and 3.
Theorem 5. The schedule of a CFG satisfying Theorem 1
should be executed with an algorithmic complexity of at least
O (log (p)) and at most O (n), in units of time to mutate the
work, where n would be the number of work items to be
mutated on p processors. The algorithmic order of the minimal
time would be poly-logarithmic, so within NC, therefore at
least optimal.

Figure 1.

main()

Proof: Given a tree with at most n leaf-nodes. It has
been proven in [5] that to distribute n items of work onto p
processors may be performed with an algorithmic complexity
of O (log (n)). The fastest computation time would be if the
schedule were a balanced tree, where the computation time
would be the depth of the tree, i.e. O (log (n)) in the same
units. If the n items of work were to be greater than the p
processors, then O (log (p)) ≤ O (log (n)), so the computation
time would
" O (log (p)). A node may take at
! be slower than
n
most O p − 1 + log (p) computations according to definition IV-A3.1.1, if a data-parallel-algorithm were transferred.
The slowest computation time would be if the tree were
a chain, i.e. O (n) time. In those cases this implies that a
conforming implementation should add at most a constant
order to the execution time of the schedule.

v
accumulate
s
distribute_root
h
distribute
h
distribute
h
distribute

Data-flow example of a Thread Pool and Future.

s t r u c t res_t { int i ; };
s t r u c t work_type {
v o i d p r o c e s s ( r e s _ t &) {}
};
t y p e d e f ppd : : t h r e a d _ p o o l <
p o o l _ t r a i t s : : worker_threads_get_work , p o o l _ t r a i t s : : fixed_size ,
pool_adaptor < g e n e r i c _ t r a i t s : : joinable , posix_pthreads , heavyweight_threading >
> pool_type ;
typedef pool_type : : joinable joinable ;
pool_type pool ( 2 ) ;
a u t o c o n s t &c o n t e x t = p o o l << j o i n a b l e () < < w o r k _ t y p e ( ) ;
c o n t e x t −>i ;

The typedef for the thread-pool-type would be needed once
and could be held in a configuration trait in a header file.
The second example shows how a data-parallel version of
the C++ accumulate algorithm might appear.
Listing 2.

v
distribute

v
distribute

v
distribute

v

v

distribute

distribute

v
distribute

v
distribute

v
distribute
v

v
distribute

distribute

v
distribute

the key is:
• For the node-titles:
◦ main(): the C++ entry-point for the program,
◦ accumulate & distribute_root: the rootnode of the transferred algorithm,
◦ distribute:
internally: distributed the input collection recursively within the graph,
leaf nodes: performed the mutation upon the
sub-range.
• The labels for the edges mean:
◦ s: sequential, shown for exposition purposes only,
◦ v: vertical, mutation performed by thread within
thread_pool.
◦ h: horizontal, mutation performed by a thread
spawned within an execution_context. Ensures that sufficient free threads available for
fixed_size thread_pools.
The input collection has been distributed across eight threads
in the thread_pool and the CFG generated was a balanced,
acyclic tree, satisfying Theorem 1, Corollary 4 and Theorem
5.

C. Some Example Usage
Two toy examples are given, based upon an example implementation in a library called PPD (Parallel Pixie Dust) [9].
The first example shows the simple data-flow usage of the
DSEL.
Listing 1.

CFG for the accumulate data-parallel algorithm.

Example of a parallel version of an STL algorithm.

t y p e d e f ppd : : t h r e a d _ p o o l <
p o o l _ t r a i t s : : worker_threads_get_work , p o o l _ t r a i t s : : fixed_size ,
pool_adaptor < g e n e r i c _ t r a i t s : : joinable , posix_pthreads , heavyweight_threading >
> pool_type ;
t y p e d e f ppd : : s a f e _ c o l l n <
vector <int > , l o c k _ t r a i t s : : c r i t i c a l _ s e c t i o n _ l o c k _ t y p e
> vtr_colln_t ;
typedef pool_type : : joinable joinable ;
v t r _ c o l l n _ t v ; v . push_back ( 1 ) ; v . push_back ( 2 ) ;
a u t o c o n s t &c o n t e x t = p o o l << j o i n a b l e ( )
<< p o o l . a c c u m u l a t e ( v , 1 , s t d : : p l u s < v t r _ c o l l n _ t : : v a l u e _ t y p e > ( ) ) ;
a s s e r t (∗ c o n t e x t = = 4 ) ;

V.

C ONCLUSIONS

A DSEL has been formulated:
• targets general purpose threading using both data-flow
and data-parallel constructs within an existing host language,
• ensures there should be no deadlocks and raceconditions,

This example illustrates a map-reduce operation. An implementation might:
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provides guarantees regarding the algorithmic complexity, on a CREW-PRAM or EREW-PRAM computation
model, of any schedule implemented
• and assists with debugging any use of it.
Intuition suggests that this result should have come as no surprise considering the work done relating to auto-parallelizing
compilers, which work within the AST and CFGs of the parsed
program[14].
Note that the DSEL presented in this paper may be hosted in
any programming language, the choice of C++ was not special.
Further advantages of this DSEL are that programmers
would not need to learn an entirely new programming language, nor would they have to change to a novel compiler
implementing the host language, which may not be available,
or if it were might be impossible to use for more prosaic
business reasons.

S NELLING , D. F., AND E GAN , G. K. A Comparative Study of DataFlow Architectures. Tech. Rep. UMCS-94-4-3, 1994.
[14] TANG , X. Compiling for Multithreaded Architectures. PhD thesis,
University of Delaware, Delaware, USA, Fall 1999.
[15] T VRDIK , P.
Topics in parallel computing - PRAM models.
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/ tvrdik/2/html/Section2.html, January 1999.
[16] V IRDING , R., W IKSTRÖM , C., AND W ILLIAMS , M. Concurrent
programming in ERLANG (2nd ed.). Prentice Hall International (UK)
Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK, UK, 1996.
[13]

•

VI. F UTURE W ORK
Investigation of the properties of [9] could be presented, by
reimplementing SPEC2006 [12] and contrasting the performance with the literature. The definition of safe-colln has not
been an optimal design decision: a better approach would have
been to define ranges that support locking upon the underlying
collection, changing this would not invalidate the rest of the
grammar, as this would only affect the overloads to the dataparallel-algorithms. The DSEL may need to be extended to
admit memoization.
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running process of the complex system. So, it is very
important to study the parallel methods of Petri network
system so as to provide effective parallelization method for
the implementation and operation of practical Petri net
system. In the research of Petri network system’ parallel, the
literature of [1] provides centralized method in P/T network;
the method can scan each transition model, check the
transitions’ trigger, but it can't keep parallel model; Paper [2]
proposes decentralized approach in colored Petri nets. The
method fully focuses on the distributed execution, through
the process to achieve each place and change; it maintains
parallel models, but when the network scale becomes large,
and there are a large number of color sets of elements, its
efficiency is very low. Paper [3] provides divided conditions
of place invariants, which is suitable for sub-netting in largescale Petri networks, but lack of research and analysis of
Petri network parallel partitioning strategy, lack of
completeness divided conditions, and effect of parallel
algorithm design and implementation of Petri network.
Therefore, we study the functional partitioning strategy of
Petri network parallelization from P (place) - invariant and T
(transitional) – graph, with the hope of providing efficient
partitioning strategy for the design and implementation of
parallel algorithms in Petri network.

Abstract—In order to solve the parallel algorithm for Petri net
system with concurrent function ˈ to realize the parallel
control and execution of Petri net, two different functional
partition strategies based on P- invariant and T- graph are
proposed for the parallel algorithm of Petri net system. Firstly,
after the analysis of Petri net model and concurrent function,
the basic idea of P/T network system function of parallel is
proposed. Secondly, algebraic method of P- invariant and
homogeneous linear equations are used to describe the P/T net
parallel mathematical model and its formal process; the Petri
net parallel function partition strategy based on P- invariants,
model segmentation, conditions of creating process, and
parallelization analysis are given with theoretical proof and
example verification. Then the concept of T- graph is defined
from the perspective of transition; the subnet partition
principle, subnet partition conditions on Petri net model and
parallelization analysis are put forward with theoretical proof
and example verification. Finally, the natures of these two
kinds of Petri net function partition strategy: the P- invariant
and T- graph are compared; their advantages and
disadvantages are evaluated. Hence, efficient partition strategy
is provided for Petri nets parallelization.
Keywords-Petri net; parallelization; P- invariant; T- graph;
partition strategy

I.

II.

INTRODUCTION

There are two kinds of representation about Petri net
modes: one is graphic representation, and the other one is
algebraic representation. In most cases, algebraic
representation and graphical representation are equivalent.
Therefore, we combine the two kinds of methods to analyze
the structure and parallel function of Petri net model, in
order to reveal the internal mechanism that Petri net can be
parallelized.

Petri net is a kind of mathematical modeling and
graphical modeling of systems analysis tools. It is
particularly suitable for modeling of discrete event systems
with synchronous, concurrent, conflict, and is widely applied
in the design and analysis of complex systems, such as
distributed parallel processing, discrete event, flexible
manufacturing. For the moment, the prototype Petri nets,
colored Petri net, time Petri net and other system model are
established, focusing on the static analysis and the study of
its structure, behavior, function; The dynamic performance
of the system's behavior and the function is reflected through
system simulation, animation or operation. Petri network is
the most direct, natural and precise representation tool of
concurrent, synchronization, and mutual exclusion in the
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

A. P/T network and prototype Petri network
In order to deeply analyze the P/T net model and its
function, we give the algebraic definition 1.1 of P/T
network, other relevant the basic concept of Petri in
literature [4-5].
Definition 1 A six -tuple N=(P,T;F,K,W,M) as a P/T
net system, such that:
W:F ė {1,2,3,…}, which is called weight
function
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types of vertices in Petri network; F is a directed edge
(ARC) set, between the different types of vertex. W is a
mapping edge on the set of weights, for every place contains
nonnegative integer token; to any transitional- t is enabled.
Then the Petri net is live. There are three difference main
points between P/T network and Petri network, (1)Add the
capacity function and weight function;(2)If transitional-t can
occur under the indication M. and relationship with the
before place and after place about transitional. The
prototype network only has relationship with the former
place; (3) after the occurrence of transitional, token changes
quantity over and above the same as 1, and the amount of
prototype network is only 1.

K:Pė{1,2,3,…}, which is called capacity function
M:Pė{0,1,2,3,…},which Is a mark of the N ,
meeting the conditions∀pęP: M(p)İK(p).
(2) About the transition tęT, t is enabled, remark it as
M[t> have condition is :
∀pę•t: M(p)ıW(p,t)
∀pęt•-•t: M(p)+W(t,p) İK(p)
∀pęt•ģ•t: M(p)+W(t,p)- W(p,t)İK(p)
(3) If we get a new mark M’ from M to t, then ∀pęP:
M(p)- W(p,t)ˈ if pę•t- t•
M(p)+ W(t, p )ˈ if pęt•-•t
0Ą(p)=
 M(p)+W(t,p)- W(p,t)ˈif pęt•ģ•t
M(p)ˈ     else
We note it M[t> MĄ.
Definition 2 A seven-tuple N=(P,T;F,C, K, W,M) as a
color Petri net, where (P,T;F) is a network, C is a finite
color set {c1,c2,c3,…,cn}
W:FėC,
(1)  K:PėC,
M:Pė{0ˈC}, is an identity of N, to meet the
conditions of ∀pęP: M(p)İK(p).
(2) About the transition tęT, t is enabled, remark it as
M[t> have condition is :
∀pę•t: M(p)ıW(p,t)
(3) If from M into t get a new mark MĄ, then ∀pęP:
M(p)- W(p,t)ˈ if pę•t- t•
M(p)+W(t, p )ˈ if pęt•-•t
0Ą(p)=
 M(p)+W(t,p)- W(p,t)ˈif pęt•ģ•t
M(p)ˈ     else
We note it 0[t> 0Ą.
Definition 2 Let N=(P,T;F,C, K, W,M) is a Place /
transition (P/T) net system, the P/T network structure of N
ü
can be expressed as n rows and m columns of '='+ -' ˈ
ü
+
+
+
' =[dij ]ˈ' =[dij ]. Among them, dij˙dij - dij ;
W(ti,pj) , if (ti ,pj)ęThP
dij+=
0, else
(1)

dij-=

B. P/T nets function analysis
The P/T net model place is regarded as system
conditions, location, resources and other passive state, but
change is the system to perform active behavior, the
execution of an event, action, sending, receiving and so on.
P/T network system includes concurrent, conflict, confusion
(confusion) and so on. The execution of a function is closely
related to the case, the following analysis of P/T network
function.
(1) Independent occurrence of P/T net transitional. If
any transitional in the net meet |gt|=|tg|=1, that is when
the transition has only one input and one output place, the
transitional is a local behavior or local action. It can occur
independently.
(2) Concurrent execution of P/T net transition. If any
two changes of net tDQGW, there is a mark M let 0>W!0ė
0>W!DQG0>W!0ė0>W!. The two transitional of t1 and
t2 are concurrent. They do not influence each other.
(3) Conflict place of P/T net. If the place of the net |p•|
ı2, that is more than two output transitions, so, that place
is a conflict place. Conflict place is a shared resource of
output transitional.
(4) Conflict transition of P/T net. If any two changes of
net tDQGW, there is a mark M let 0>W!0 ė0>W!DQG
0>W!0ė0>W! The transition of tDQGW in conflict the
mark M. Two transitions in the conflict, when one occurs,
another transition will lose concession. The converse is also
true. We can solve the conflict problem by applying an
external control, add the place pa and pb, Let pat1pbt to form
a control loop. The conflict of t DQG W would be
eliminated.
(5) Confusion transition of P/T net. If there is a
transition occurs in the network, it will make other two
transition conflicts. It is called P/T net confusion that the
concurrency and conflict interact.
Petri network concurrent function must consider these
transitions in different situation. (1) If the situation is the
first case, transition behavior is a local behavior; its moves
only have relationship with the input, output place. (2) If the
situation is the second case, these transitions can be
concurrently executed; they can be parallel executed; (3) If

W(pj, t i) , if (pj,ti)ęPhT

0,
else
ię{1,2,…,n},ję{1,2,…,m}
ü
Correlation matrix D is called P/T nets system N, '+ and '
is called the output matrix and input matrix.
From the Definition 1 we can know that the P/T
network is based on the prototype Petri net, and it increases
capacity function of Place and weight function on the set.
Petri nets graph equivalent representation for: P is a set of
components in all Places vertices; T is the set consisting of
all transitional in the diagram. They constitute two different
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A. Solving the P- invariants
According to the following definition of place
invariants and solving homogeneous linear equations, we
obtain the invariant solution.
Definition 3[1] Let N= (P, T; F) is a network, |P|=mˈ
|T|=n ˈ D is the incidence matrix N. If existence of
nontrivial m dimensional negative integer vector ;= meets
';=0, then ; is called invariants for a library network N.
Definition 4[1] Let X be a place invariants of net N= (P,
T; F), then ||X||={pi ę P|X (I) >0} called a support to placeinvariants X.
Theorem 2 m-homogeneous linear equations DX = 0
only the zero solutions necessary and sufficient conditions is
rank r (D) = m.
If the Petri nets structure is relatively simple, places
and transitions numbers are less, manual calculations of
linear equations DX = 0 both easy which with solve and
verify invariable of place. But, if Petri net model more
complex, including the large number of places and
transitions, manual calculation and verification is difficult
and easy to make mistake. The follows are the methods and
steps that using the computer to solve about invariable place
problem.
(1) Input the initial data. The initial data includes Petri
ü
nets model output matrix '+=[dij+], input matrix ' =[dij-] and
Initial mark 0=(M(p1),M(p2),…,M(pm)).Definition the output
matrix'+=[dij+] and input matrix '-=[dij-], Petri nets model
of the incidence matrix '='+-' can automatically generated
by a computer.
(2) Get the incidence matrix D of rank r. According to
the structural characteristics of the Petri net model, if |P|=m
ˈ|T|=nˈthen associated matrix D is an n-row, m column
matrix. n, m present transition and place numbers of Petri
nets; X is an m-dimensional vector, which is the solution of
the invariant place, it represents the place state of the
network. When r = m homogeneous linear equations DX = 0
only the zero solution, Petri nets concurrent processes does
not exist, so can’t be functional classification, this step stop;
When r <m, turn to the next step;
(3) Solve the homogeneous linear equations DX = 0, get
the invariants place of Petri nets. We get the nonzero
solution of algorithms which is use the elementary
transformation of homogeneous linear equations of basic
solutions iterative method and orthogonal column
processing method, this non-zero solutions construction the
invariable place sets ! of Petri nets.
(4) In accordance with the definition of 5, from the
invariable place sets to solute the invariable place branch
sets, generate invariable place branch sets !p.
Example 1: Petri net model shown in Figure 1,
respectively solute the sets in invariable place and invariable
place branch.

the situation is the third case, the process cannot normal
operation. Add two libraries so that they form a control
loop, conflict between t DQGW disappeared, formation of
two concurrent transitions. At this time, it can be classified
into the second case. P/T net system can be divided into
several function modules on the whole, some functional
modules can be executed concurrently, and some modules
can be sequential execution, multi transitions in the same
function module can concurrently execute, and some
sequential execution. The question now is how to divide the
function module of P/T net, next we give the basic idea of
P/T parallel and strategy of its function.
III.

THE BASIC IDEA OF PARALLEL PETRI NET SYSTEM

Running the simulation, animation demonstration of
Petri network, the most direct way is to use the
characteristics of concurrency and synchronization to
parallel Petri net. But the basic thoughts of parallel Petri net
include: The first is to extract the P/T net model and formal;
the second is to solve the transition subset or place subset of
P/T net model in accordance with the place partition
strategy or transition partitioning strategy; The third is to
divide the P/T net as some subnet model (process); The
fourth is the analysis of the parallelism between the subnet
and subnet; The fifth is the design and implementation of
parallel algorithms in Petri nets
Extraction of structure model from P/T net is different
Petri net models into P/T models. Due to the application in
different fields or solution of different practice problems,
people use different Petri net models to describe the
structure and behavior of the system. There are many kinds
of Petri net models, including colored Petri net, time Petri
net, hybrid Petri nets, fuzzy Petri nets and other high-level
Petri net system. Although various types of model in the
simulation of actual system operation ability, and can
convert each other, but it is a problem that must be
considered which kind of Petri net model is the most
convenient, the most ideal about parallel of the system or
division function. The literature [6] has conducted the
research to this problem, said that the P/T net model is the
ideal model of parallel and functional division. From
literature [6] we can see the method of Petri net transformed
into P/T net, this paper introduces the Petri net parallel
functional partitioning strategy. The following is two
different functional partition strategy of place-invariants and
transition diagrams.
IV.

FUNCTION PARTITIONING STRATEGY BASED ON PINVARIANT

Function strategy division of P- invariant of P/T nets
mainly include: Solving the P-invariants and invariant sets;
setting the subnet conditions; determining the parallel
process of P/T network (subnet).
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(2)If P- invariant support set  p of net N have
n(limited) elements. Known that have n-1 elements
corresponding subnet network is N's process, this n-1
elements meets the condition˄3.1˅-˄3.3˅, but it does
not satisfy the condition (3.4). The N element also the
satisfy the condition(3.1) - (3.3), by the condition (3.4)
shows, n-1 elements and n elements constitute the Pinvariant set p of net N. They satisfy the condition (3.4).

Figure 1 Contains two invariants place Petri nets
C. To determine the P/T network parallel processes
According to the definition 3, Petri nets correlation matrix:
(subnet)
! 1 0 −1 0 0 "
If the elements of P- invariant set  p satisfy the
#
$
divided conditions of Theorem 3 (3.1) - (3.4), and have the
#−1 1 1 0 0 $
D1 = #
following four characteristics, these elements can be
$
# 0 −1 0 1 −1$
constructed parallel processes (subnet):
#% 0 0 0 −1 1 $&
(1)At least one of the initial marking of the library is
7
not
empty
in subnet; otherwise there will be non-existent
The solving invariants place are:; >@ ˈ
7
parallel
process.
; >@  According to the definition of 4,
(2)Each database, input arc W (t Ą, P) and output arc
invariants branch sets arep={;ˈ;`
W (P, t ) values of the best of 1, so that the network remains
B. Partition condition based on Processes(subnet)
unchanged in the whole process of the implementation
process;
The definition of 3-4 shows that there may be multiple
(3)Between two subnet no shared place;
P- invariant X of network-N . All P-invariants from net N
(4) After dividing, set up parallel process subnets, all
constitute a set  . Among them, P- invariant set 
place
extension set just form transition T of net N.
represents a possible segmentation in the net model. The
Example
2: given P/T net models " as shown in Figure
nonzero elements in the place and the place extension set in
2, requirement divided into subnets and parallel process.
each P- invariant vector X consists of a segmentation of the
Ni =
pi ! • pi ! pi• ,i =1,2,", m
!
{ pi ∈P| X ( i ) > 0}

subnet, this subnet is

.

Although is divided into several subnets according to Pinvariant net N, However, not every P-invariants (subnet)
needs to set a parallel process. Which P-invariant need to set
of parallel processes, need to examine the support set
consists of a collection in ! p in P-invariant set  , the
corresponding
element
of
the
subnets:
Ni =
pi ! • pi ! pi• ,i =1,2,", m . How to carry out the
!

Figure 2 a Petri Nets ě that has three P-invariants

Correlation matrix D1 for Petri Nets ":

{ pi ∈P| X ( i ) > 0}

!-1
#
#1
D1 = ## 0
#0
#
%# 0

process of (subnet) division? The following theorem 3 gives
its condition.
Theorem 3 If in the P- invariant set p of Petri net
N=(P,T;F,K,W,M), The corresponding element of the
subnet meet the following conditions[1]:
∀pę{pięP|X(i)>0},∀pę(t, tĄ)ęp•ģ•p   (3.1)
'

W ( p , t ) = W (t , p ) = 1 ∧

∀s1,s2ęp,||s1||ģ||s2||=∅
Γp

! ( ! ( p• ∪ • p )) =T 䫹
j
j
i =1 j∈ s
i

' M ( p ) ≥1䫹
p∈ X



1

0

0

0

0

-1 -1 1

0

0

0
0

1 0 -1 -1
1 -1 1 0

0

0

0

0

1

0"
$
0$
$
1$

0$
$
-1&$

Easy to verify non-negative vector:
X1=[1,1,0,0,0,0,0]T
ˈ
X2=[0,0,1,1,0,0,0] T
ˈ
T
X3=[0,0,0,0,0,1,1] is the P-invariants of Petri Nets #; ||
X1||={p1,p2},|| X2||={p3,p4},|| X3||={p6,p7}the support set for
P-invariants of Petri Nets #.
X1ˈX2 ˈX3 are the support set of P-invariants; they are all
satisfying conditions (3.1-3.4). So, create three parallel
processes for X1ˈX2 ˈX3 corresponding to the subnet.

 (3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

As an element of P- invariant set consists of a subnet.
Prove:
(1)If P- invariant support only has one element of net
N. and it satisfies the condition of (3.1) - (3.4), the
corresponding element of the subnet can set a process;
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V.

{1,2,…,n}), can be derived from the original Net # can be
divided, sufficiency can be proved.
Theorem 5 let # i= (Pi, Ti; Fi , M0i )is dividing branch
nets of Petri Nets, Then the # i is a T- graph.
Proof: because # i= (Pi ,Ti ; Fi , M0i )is dividing branch
nets of Petri Nets, then the # i is can't be divided, there is no
∀tk, tjęTi, ∃pęPi, make (tk •p tj •p) (tk p • tj p • )
(k" j and k, j {1,2,…,n}), that is: ∀p ęP:| •p|=| p •|=1,
according to the definition of T- graphs, theorem 6 can be
proved.

PARTITION STRATEGY BASED ON T- DIAGRAM

Petri Nets parallel partition strategy based on
transitional is: divided any two different transitional at
different equivalence classes, it belongs to the before or
after set in a place; the different transitional of equivalence
class partition network conditions; determinant the Parallel
processes (subnet).
A. A formal definition of T- diagram and basic principles
The formal definition of divide subnet of T- diagram:
Definition 5 ∀ti,tjęT, ∃pęP, let (ti •p tj •p) (ti
•
p tj p • ) (i"j and i, j {1,2,…,n}),then ti, tj is the
equivalence class.
Definition 6 let #=˄PˈT˗FˈM˅is a Petri Nets,
mark $:Tė{0,1}satisfy $˄ti˅==$˄tj˅=1, if and only
if ∀ti, tjęT, ∃pęP, let (tię•pġtję•p)Ģ(tięp •ġtjęp • )
(i" j and i,ję{1,2,…,n}); Otherwise $˄t˅˙0 ∀tęT.
Definition 7 [7-9] let # = (P, T; F, M0) is a Petri Nets,
P1 ⊆ P , ∀M$∈ R(M 0 ) ,then define Γp→p1M is a projection

C. To determine the T- graph process (subnet)
Traverse of transitional set of Petri Nets, according to
definition 5 and definition 6, to determine if each
transitional of phi (T) value is 1, according to the basic
principle of dividing branch nets for T- graph, One by one
divide into the net. The following example is parallel
divided subnet of Petri Nets.
Ex.3: As the Petri Nets model shown in Figure 1, given
the dividing branch nets based on.
By theorem 4 we can see that In the beginning,
T={$(t1)˙1ˈ$(t2)˙0ˈ$(t3)˙1ˈ$(t4)˙0}, then take
the mark 1 in T t1ėA, that is A˙{t1}; At this time, T-A˙
{$(t2)˙0ˈ$(t3)˙0ˈ$(t4)˙0},all of this transitional
marks is 0 in T-A, and transitional marks also is 0 in A.
Now T can be divided into A and T-A two subset, in which
A = {t1}, T-A= {t2, t3, t4}. If let A˙A1ˈT-A˙A2, we can
get two subnets#1˙(P1 ,A1 ; F1 , M01) and #2˙(P2 ,A2 ; F2, M02
), it as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. By Theorem 5 we
can know, figure 3, and figure 4 are T- diagram. According
to the strategy and method of solving T- diagram, get? 1
and? 2 two T- diagram, the two T- diagram can constitute
two subnets.

from M P to P1, satisfied ∀p ∈ P1, Γp→p1M (p) = M (p).
Definition 8 let # = (P ,T ; F , M 0 ) is a Petri Nets,
mark $:T ė {0,1}is a dynamic partition marked of
transitional, if Σi = (Pi ,Ti ; Fi , M 0i ), (i$∈{1, 2,..., k}) is the
subnet of #.if and only if Σi satisfy:
(1) Ti = {∀t ∈ Ti ̘$(t)= 0}ġTiమT;
(2) Pi$= {p ∈ P̘∃t ∈Ti , p∈ •t Ģp∈ t •};
(3) Fi$ = {(Pi × Ti ) Ĥ (Ti × Pi )}ģF ;
(4) M 0i = ΓS$→Si M 0 Ǆ
From the above four definitions we can get the basic
principle and steps of subnet based on T- diagram. First of
all, by definition 6 to find the transitional of $(ti) t T;
Secondly, analysis of marker $(ti), turn out mark of $(ti)=1
in the new set of A, and update marker $(ti) ǃ$(tj) ti TA, tj A, until all the markers $(ti)=0 ti T-A; Secondly,
repeat the above work for the new subnet set A, until all the
markers $(tj)=0, tj ę A; Finally, constructing the of the
dividing branch nets #i. by definitions 6, 7.

Figure 3 Σ1˙(P1 ,A1 ; F1 , M01 )

B. Condition of dividing branch nets for T- graph
The condition gives by the following theorem 4.
Theorem 4 let # = (P,T ; F , M 0 )is Petri Nets, If the
Net # can be divided, if and only if ∃t ∈T and $(t)=1.
Proof: necessity
Because the ě can be divided, it must have ∀ti, tjęT,
∃pęP, Make (ti •p tj •p) (ti p • tj p • ) (i" j Ϩ i,
j {1,2,…,n}), then by definition 2.1 we can see that there
will be $(ti)=1, that is $(t)=1, necessity can be proved.

Figure 4 Σ2˙(P2 ,A2 ; F2, M02)

VI.

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE TWO PARTITION
STRATEGY

Sufficiency
Because in the net ∃t ∈T and $ (t) =1, then by
definition 5 we can know, must satisfied ∀ti, tjęT, ∃pęP,
make (ti ę •p ġtję •p)Ģ(ti ęp •ġtj ęp • ) (i" j and i, ję

By the two chapters described above, we research on
the Petri Nets parallel partitioning strategy of functional
from different points of view, get two different subnet
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partition strategy. Below we will analyze and evaluate the
two partition strategies in theory and practice.

network parallel, partitioning strategy based on P-invariant
has the mathematical theories; The P- invariants also make
the more accuracy of subnet division. Division of the subnet
is more suitable for parallel processing. It is closer to the
prototype of Petri Nets system. Therefore, for Petri parallel
subnet partition strategy of function, P- invariant partition
strategy is better than the T- graph partitioning strategy.

A. Comparison and analysis of partition strategy
The goal is the same with P- invariant function
partition strategy and T- graph partitioning strategy. In
determining the process of the Petri Nets function partition
and parallel process (subnet), they have certain
commonality, such as: (1) to formalize the Petri net model
by input, output and correlation matrix. (2) parallel
processes (subnet) division must follow the principle and
condition, only to satisfy division condition of Petri network
can be divided into several subnets. But they have the
essential difference, mainly in: (1) the P- invariant partition
strategy is in accordance with the place of Petri net model
and its change place to solve, but the T- graph partitioning
strategy is based on the behavior of transitional and the state
of changes in the classification; (2) to achieve the Pinvariant partition strategy is through solving the correlation
matrix for Petri Nets and homogeneous linear equations; the
implementation of T- graph partitioning strategy is through
traversing all the transitional of the Petri Nets. (3) on the
basis of strict Theorem 3 mathematical theory as the Pinvariant partition, partition results in higher precision,
while also has the function as a conditions of T- graph
partitioning but is relatively simple, accurate results in lower
division.(4) for large Petri Nets, P- invariant partition
strategy based on manual processing, is at such a high price,
while automatic processing is fast; T- graph partition
strategy using artificial treatment is much more convenient,
but it takes a long time when the computer traversal process.
Case 1 in the fourth section and Case 3 in the fifth
section are subnet in the same Petri Nets (Figure 1). Case 1
7
ˈ
gets
two
Pinvariant; >@
7
; >@  that
is
__ ;__ ^SS`__
;__ ^SS` According to the definition of 4, Placeinvariants branch set  p={; ˈ;` ; ˈ;` satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 3 subnet division, eventually Petri
network into two subnet, each of them contains the places
and transitions are^SSSWWW`DQG ^SSWW`
Among them, W is the common transition of two subnets,
the two transition of classification is A1 ˙ {t1}
,A2={t2,t3,t4}.We can get two subnets #1 ˙ (P1 ,A1 ; F1 ,
M01)and#2˙ (P2 ,A2 ; F2, M02 ). Each of them contains the
places and transitions are^SSW`and^ SSSSS
WWW` among them, S is a common place of two
subnets. From the classified results, Partition strategy of Pinvariants is evenly distributed in division of the subnet can
reflect the concurrency between transitions.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
We study subnet of Petri Nets system, in order to realize
the parallel simulation or operation of the Petri network. In
the research of Petri Nets partition strategy, through the
method of correlation matrix and linear equations, solving
the P- invariant, we can judge whether P- invariant can
satisfy the functional condition of Petri Nets to determine the
division of the subnet. Through traversing the transition of
Petri Nets, we find out the classification of different
transition, so as to determine the different subnet partition.
Through the analysis and comparison of two different
partition strategies, we can give the theoretical proof and
example verification that the P- invariant partition strategy is
better than the T- graph partitioning strategy, providing the
effective and optimized subnet partition strategy for Petri net
parallelization. Study of conditions of subnet division of the
function for Petri Nets is our next major work.
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Abstract: This paper proposes an improved KM algorithm to

Index reduction method based on structural index of DAE

computing the structural index of linear time-invariant Differential

system (as Pentelides method[5]) is one of popular index reduction

Algebraic Equation (DAE) systems. The problem is of practical

method, and combinatorial relaxation theory is widely used to

significance in index reduction based on structural index of DAE

check and correct the fail of structural index reduction[6]. Both in

system and combinatorial relaxation theory. This improved KM

this index reduction method and combinatorial relaxation theory,

algorithm combines greedy idea and classical KM algorithm. It first

the structural matrix

, where the vertex set

computes matches as much as possible using greedy technology, and

, the vertex set

then call KM algorithm to search the matches for the unmatched

and the edge set

vertices during the step of greedy technology. The improved KM

.

algorithm reduces the running time bound by a factor of , the

Each

, the optimal time is

,

corresponds to the set of nonzero entries of
edge

is

given

a

weight

bipartite graph.
Kuhn and Munkres(KM) algorithm[7] is a classical

Bipartite Graph; Greedy; KM Algorithm

combinatorial

INTRODUCTION

optimization

algorithm

to

solve

the

maximum-weighted matching problem of bipartite graph. It is a

Graph theory can be used to model many types of practical

prototype of a great number of algorithms in area such as network

dynamical systems such as economic, electric networks,

flows, matroids, and matching theory. Other combinatorial

mechanical systems, etc. And graph theoretical methods are

optimization algorithms, such as Ford-Fulkerson method[8],

widely used in solving combinatorial optimization problem(such

Edmons-Karp algorithm[9] developing from KM algorithm, also

as assignment problem), determining the order of solving

can solve this matching problem. They are based on searching for

differential algebraic equation(DAE) and structural index

augmenting path and their time complexity is

reduction for high-index DAE[1].

. But

Ford-Fulkerson method is used in network flows and

High-index DAE systems describe these dynamic systems

Edmonds-Karp is for the non-bipartite graph. So, this paper

after multi-domain modeling and simulation, such as Modelica

considers the KM algorithm.

modeling[2]. For the high-index DAE, it is a difficult problem to

For the linear time-invariant DAE system, there always have

solve it numerically at present[3]. It is desirable to transform the

some rows in the structural matrix having different feasible

high-index DAE into an equivalent low-index DAE, which can be

matching columns with each other, so these rows have their unique

solved directly by numerical methods (such as Backward

matches which can be found via greedy method in

Difference method, Runge-Kutta method, etc[4]), through index

times.

This motivates us to propose an improved KM algorithm (called

reduction method.

as Greedy_KM algorithm in this paper) to compute the structural
index of DAE. It first computes matches as much as possible using

Corresponding Author: Xuesong Wu
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.24

stands the column set

converted to compute the maximum weighted matching of

.

Keywords: DAE; Index Reduction; Structural Index;

I.

stands the row set

, and the computing of structural index is

number of matches searched using greedy algorithm. Generally, the
time complexity is

is described as a bipartite graph
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. The capacity set

greedy algorithm, and then call KM algorithm to search the

limits the flow of each edge, and the weight set

matches for the unmatched vertices in the step of greedy

.

technology. Greedy_KM algorithm reduces the number of vertices
Structural matrix

that need calling KM algorithm to search their matches via greedy

describes the relationship between

algorithm and uses the classical KM algorithm to ensure the

equations and variables, and the relationship of

optimal solutions.

path

in a graph[11]. For

to a flow with

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 simplify

as source

with

is a

, it corresponds

and

as sink

in the flow

computing structural index to the maximum weighted-matching

network . In a flow network, a maximum flow[12] is a flow
. And a max cost
maximizes the value

problem of bipartite graph. For the maximum weighted- matching

max

introduces the structure index and how to transform problem of

flow

is

a

flow

has

the maximum cost
among the maximum

problem, it presents the classical KM algorithm and dwells on the
improved KM algorithm in section 3. Some numerical

flows. The

experiments are provided to quantify the time performance of KM

flow

algorithm and Greedy_KM algorithm in section 4. And section 5

equals

is

to

(with

and

polynomials) is defined by

.

, according to above
describes. So the structural index is equivalent to (4):

(4)

being

For the maximum weighted-matching of bipartite graph, this
paper presents the classical KM algorithm and dwells on the
Greedy_KM algorithm in next section.
III.

as

and

KM algorithm is a classical algorithm in solving maximum

stand the row set and

weighted-matching problem of bipartite graph. Based on KM

,

algorithm and greedy idea, this section introduces Greedy_KM

separately. Vertex set

source

MAXIMUM WEIGHTED MATCHING
ALGORITHM

can be described as a flow network
and

where

For the second term on the right side of (3), there is

, so the

with

is

is the maximum weight

denotes the set of all the matching of size

(3)

edge set

in

,

structural index also can be defined as (3):

column set of

that

is a rational function in . The

degree of a rational function

,

,

[13]. So, we can have

(2)

as sink

of

in a bipartite graph

structural index of this DAE system can be defined as (2) [10]:

In fact,

. And its value
cost

In fact, the max cost max flow

is as follows:

is the structural matrix of (1), the

of

the

.

.

(1)
Assuming

having the maximum cost among the

and sink

, in which

the variable for the Laplace transformation corresponding to
According to the Cramer’s rule, the solution

.

max cost max flows with source

STRUCTURAL INDEX
nonsingular polynomial matrix in ,

In which,

, and its value is equal to the maximum cost of

maximum flow

Given a linear time-invariant DAE system
is a

in

For the first term on the right side of (3), it corresponds to the

gives a conclusion.
II.

corresponds to the max cost max

, where

algorithm. Compared with the classical KM algorithm,

,

Greedy_KM algorithm has a significant improvement in time
,

performance for the special matrices, which can be transformed to
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main diagonally dominant positive matrices or diagonally

Algorithm 3.1: Greedy_KM Algorithm

dominant positive matrices by row/column transformations.

Input: Bipartite graph

Diagonally dominant matrix is widely applied in the mathematical

Output: the maximum weighted-matching

model, such as DAE systems.

Step 1: Make the bipartite graph

A. KM Algorithm

to a complete weighted

bipartite graph by adding some edges of zero weight as necessary.
Step 2: Use greedy strategies to find a feasible matching vertex

KM algorithm[7] is a combinatorial optimization algorithm. It

for all vertices

solves the maximum weighted-matching problem of bipartite
graph based on Hungarian method. The idea of KM algorithm: it

Step 3: For the unmatched vertices in

labeling, and then calls the Hungarian method to find a perfect
, stop(

find a perfect matching

is the

maximum weighted matching); Otherwise, modify the value of

.

that use greedy technology to search a feasible matching vertex

to call Hungarian method to find a perfect matching, repeat this

for vertex

, then this matching is

for

the maximum weighted matching.

, such as Graph 3, search a feasible matching vertex

.

Situation1: Vertex

has not been matched by other vertices

B. Greedy_KM Algorithm

and the weight
maximum for

A greedy algorithm is an algorithm that follows the problem

and label

the hope of finding a global optimum. In some cases such a

Situation3: Vertex

solution to propose a Greedy_KM algorithm.

and

being not matched. Such as
has been matched by

and

has been matched by vertex

but

, then label

For the maximum weighted-matching problem of bipartite

and mark vertex

being not matched, such as Graph 3.1c, vertex

, firstly, using greedy strategy to find a

matched by

for all vertices

mark

as much as possible. Feasible matching
has a maximum weight with

for

.

advantage of its properties of high efficiency and approximate

vertex

and

has been matched by vertex

Graph 3.1b, the vertex

. This paper takes

feasible matching vertex

, that is

, then mark vertex

cases it may just provide a compromise that produces approximate

is

.

Situation2: Vertex

strategy is guaranteed to offer optimal solutions, but in some other
solutions. Its time complexity is

and

. Such as Graph 3.1a, it can find

solving heuristic of making the locally choice at each stage with

graph

, call KM algorithm to

In the step 2 of Algorithm 3.1, it will encounter three situations

feasible vertex labeling, increasing the feasible edges, and continue
process until it finds a perfect matching

are matched, stop.

Otherwise, go to step 3.

converts the weight of edges to the value of feasible vertex
matching. If it finds a perfect matching

as

much as possible, if all vertices in

, but

, so label

has been
and

being not matched.

and has not been

matched by other vertices
or

if

has been matched by

such a feasible matching vertex

, then mark

. If there is
being

matched. After using the greedy strategy, call KM algorithm to
find matches for the unmatched vertices in

and

. It works as
For the situation 1 and situation 3, the match can be found in

follows (Algorithm3.1):

running times using greedy strategy. But for the situation 2,
as it cannot find a feasible matching vertex

for vertex

using

greedy strategy, it must call KM algorithm to do this, and it needs
times. So using greedy strategy to search matches can
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reduce the number of vertices, which should call KM algorithm to

slower than classical KM algorithm. But in general, the time

find their matches. At last, it can reduce the total time to compute

complexity is between

and

, when

. That is, Greedy_KM algorithm is better than the

the maximum weighted matching, especially for the special
matrices, which can be transformed to main diagonally dominant

classical KM algorithm for the matrix

positive matrices or diagonally dominant positive matrices by

having different feasible matching column with each other. Such

row/column transformations.

as diagonally dominant positive matrix, special matrix including a

A diagonally dominant positive matrix is a special diagonally
dominant

matrix,
satisfying
, for all . So, we can have

subdeterminant can be converted to the diagonally dominant

and

positive form by row/column transformations.
IV.

. And a main diagonally dominant positive matrix is a matrix
which satisfies

and

Given a special matrix

, for all

just considers

, supposing it can be transformed to a

. The diagonal

corresponds to a term

of matrix

in the

are precisely the terms

of

,

.

row set of
of

, and

of

. So it is sure that there is a different
feasible matching column for every row of
feasible matching vertex in column set
the row set

data is randomly produced by programs. The weight of each edge

.

is randomly produced in range of
paper compares special sparse (

perfect matching and uses the feasible vertex labeling technologies.

dominant positive matrices or diagonally dominant positive

paths. The time complexity of searching an augmenting path by

matrices by row/column transformations. The following tables

times to search augmenting

show the results.

.

TABLE I: SPECIAL SPARSE MATRIX

Greedy_KM algorithm takes advantage of the greedy

Algorithms

algorithm’s properties of high efficiency and approximate solution,
the time complexity of a greedy algorithm for computing
matches computed by the greedy

The worst time is

, its time complexity is

, it has the optimal running time
when

KM

Greedy_KM

n=50

0.5

0.09

n=100

0.95

0.13

n=500

6.92

1.32

n=1000

16.2

4.8

n=5000

240

120

Time (ms)

.

technology, then call KM algorithm to find matches for the
. If

) and dense matrices (

), which can be transformed to main diagonally

It uses DFS single-augmented method[14] to search augmenting

vertices in

as the degree of

in DAE systems are mostly in this range. In the experiments, this

The classical KM algorithm calls Hungarian method to find a

unmatched

is given a weight

CPU X7550@2.00GHz, 512GB, GccVersion4.4.5), and the test

C. Comparison and Analysis

Assuming there are

corresponds to the set of nonzero entries

, and each edge

x86_64 GNU/Linux Kernel version2.6.35-32, Intel(R) Xeon(R)

for computing the maximum weighted-matching of

maximum weighted-matching of bipartite graph is

corresponds to the column set

numerical experiments on the Linux platform (Ubuntu SMP

needing to call KM algorithm, and at last the time is

paths running KM algorithm, so the total time complexity is

, the edge set

corresponds to the

algorithm and Greedy_KM algorithm, this paper run a set of

, all will be found by using greedy

and it at most needs

, the vertex set

, where

In order to evaluate the time performance of the classical KM

for the vertices in

technology, like as situation 1. Therefore, there is no vertex in

DFS is

. The vertex set

of the

.

. That is, if finding a

bipartite graph corresponding to the special matrix

(it is same to solve the DAE with

DAE system, it can construct a bipartite graph

of

Therefore, the diagonal terms

, this paper

). According to the structure matrix

precisely

row of matrix

EXPERIMENT

For the linear time-invariant DAE system

and .

main diagonally dominant positive matrix or diagonally dominant
positive matrix

, which has so many rows

.

, it may slightly
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TABLE II: SPECIAL DENSE MATRIX

performance of Greedy_KM algorithm is significantly improved.
As the time performance is improved, the Greedy_KM algorithm

Algorithms
KM

Greedy_KM

is important for high performance computing. In the future, we

n=50

0.56

0.1

DAE systems by combining strongly connected component

n=100

1.17

0.18

n=500

8.85

2.77

n=1000

20

10

n=5000

820

670

will research how to computing the structural index of large-scale

Time (ms)

methods and the Greedy_KM algorithm.
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and 𝑉 . This classification induces an appropriate block structure in
vectors and matrices.

Abstract—Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) methods have been in
use since 1954 for the solution of both parabolic and elliptic partial differential equations. The convergence of these methods can be dramatically
accelerated when good estimates of the eigenvalues of the operator are
available, However, in the case of computation on parallel computers, the
solution of tridiagonal systems imposes an unreasonable overhead. We
discuss methods to lower the overhead imposed by the solution of the
corresponding tridiagonal systems. The proposed method has the same
convergence properties as a standard ADI method, but all of the solves
run in approximately the same time as the “fast” direction. Hence, this
acts like a ”transpose-free” method while still maintaining the smoothing
properties of ADI. Algorithms are derived and convergence theory is
provided.

As shown in [1], the operation 𝔐 ⋅ 𝔲 can be performed without
communication only for the following special structure:
⎛
⎞
𝔐𝑉
0
0
𝔐𝐸
0 ⎠ =⇒ 𝔲 = 𝔐 ⋅ 𝔴,
(2)
𝔐 = ⎝𝔐𝐸𝑉
𝔐𝐼𝑉 𝔐𝐼𝐸 𝔐𝐼

with block-diagonal matrices 𝔐𝐼 , 𝔐𝐸 , and 𝔐𝑉 . In particular, the
submatrices must not contain entries between nodes belonging to
different sets of processors. The proof for (2) can be found in [2],
[3].

Keywords—Partial differential equations; Distributed/parallel computing; Alternating direction implicit method; Iterative algorithms

I.

The block-diagonality of 𝔐𝐼 and the correct block structure
of 𝔐𝐼𝐸 and 𝔐𝐼𝑉 are guaranteed by the data decomposition. However, the mesh must fulfill the following two requirements in order to
guarantee the correct block structure for the remaining three matrices:

I NTRODUCTION

Consider the following elliptic boundary value problem:
Find 𝑢(x) such that
∑
− 𝑑𝑖=1 (𝑎(x)𝑢𝑥𝑖 (x))𝑥𝑖 + 𝑐(x)𝑢(x) = 𝑓 (x),

𝑢(x) = 𝑔(x),

∀x∈Ω,

(1)

In §II, we define several ways of distributing data in a parallel
computing environment in order to minimize communication. In §III,
we define a many properties of a model problem. In §IV, we define
an approximate parallel ADI iteration that is inherently embarrassing
parallel. In §V, some final conclusions are drawn.

R2:

There is no connection between edge nodes belonging to
different sets of subdomains. This guarantees the blockdiagonality of 𝔐𝐸 .

Denote by 𝑅 a diagonal matrix with elements 𝑅𝑗𝑗 equal to the
number of processors a node 𝑗 belongs to. We introduce the boolean
matrix 𝐴𝑖 which maps a global vector to a local one, i.e., 𝔲𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖 ⋅ 𝔲.
Similarly, submatrices are notated by 𝔐𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖 ⋅ 𝔐 ⋅ 𝐴𝑇𝑖 . If we make
the same assumptions on 𝔐𝐼 , 𝔐𝐸 , and 𝔐𝑉 as in (2) and denote
with 𝔐𝐿 , 𝔐𝑈 and 𝔐𝐷 the strictly lower, upper and diagonal block
part of 𝔐, then we can perform

PARALLEL DATA DISTRIBUTION

We begin by collecting some abstract results for non-overlapping
element data distribution [1], [2], [3]. Applications of this approach
in biomedical simulations can be found in [4], [5]. We only consider
parallel storage schemes for vectors and matrices that are data
consistent on each processor, i.e., if any element is on more than
one processor, the value is the same on all processors. We denote the
vectors by 𝔲 and 𝔴 and the matrices by 𝔐 and call them accumulated
vectors and matrices. The nodes can be grouped into three classes:
inner nodes, edge nodes, and vertex nodes, with subscripts 𝐼, 𝐸,
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.25

There is no connection between vertices belonging to
different sets of subdomains. This guarantees the blockdiagonality of 𝔐𝑉 (often 𝔐𝑉 is a diagonal matrix). There
is no connection between vertices and opposite edges. This
ensures the admissible structure of 𝔐𝐸𝑉 (and 𝔐𝑉 𝐸 ).

∀x∈Γ,

where Ω is a rectangular domain in ℝ𝑑 , Γ = ∂Ω is the boundary,
and 𝑎 and 𝑐 are positive and bounded real functions ∀x ∈ Ω.

II.

R1:

𝔴 = 𝔐 ⋅ 𝔲 := (𝔐𝐿 + 𝔐𝐷 ) ⋅ 𝔲 +

𝑃
∑
𝑖=1

𝐴𝑇𝑖 𝔐𝑈,𝑖 𝑅𝑖−1 ⋅ 𝔲𝑖 . (3)

The only difference between (3) and (2) is that the last term in (3)
causes exactly one next neighbor communication.
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where the 𝑁 ×𝑁 system matrix 𝐾ℎ and the right-hand side vector
𝑓 ℎ ∈ℝ𝑁 can be rewriten from (5) in an explicit form.

The inner product of two accumulated vectors requires (the correct)
scaling of one vector to get the exact result, namely, 𝔲, 𝑅−1 𝔲
[1], [2]. Unfortunately, an inner product calculation requires global
summation (e.g., a parallel reduction operation) of a scalar.
III.

The (band as well as profile) structure of the matrix 𝐾ℎ heavily
depends on the arrangement of the unkowns, i.e., on the numbering
of the grid points. In our example, we prefer the numbering along
the vertical grid lines because exactly this numbering gives us the
smallest band width in the matrix. To keep the band width as small
as possible is very importent for the efficiency of direct solvers.

T HE P OISSON EQUATION AND ITS FINITE DIFFERENCE
DISCRETIZATION

Let us start with a simple, but at the same time very important
example, namely the Dirichlet boundary value problem for the Poisson equation in the rectanglular domain Ω = (0, 2) × (0, 1) with
the boundary Γ = ∂Ω. Given some real function 𝑓 in Ω and some
real function 𝑔 on Γ, find a real function 𝑢 : Ω → ℝ defined on
Ω := Ω ∪ Γ such that
𝑎(x) = 1, , 𝑐(x) = 0, in (1) with 𝑔 = 0 on Γ.

We first look at further algebraic and analytic properties of the
system matrix 𝐾ℎ which may have some impact on the efficiency of
solvers. More precisely, the dimension 𝑁 of the system grows like
𝑂(ℎ−𝑚 ), where 𝑚 is the dimension of the computational domain Ω,
i.e., 𝑚 = 2 for our model problem (4). Fortunately, the matrix 𝐾ℎ is
sparse since our matrix 𝐾ℎ in (6) has at most 5 nonzero entries per
row and per column independent of the fineness of the discretization.
This property is certainly the most important one with respect to
efficiency of iterative solvers as well as direct solvers.

(4)

For simplicity, we consider only homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions, but more complicated boundary conditions are practical.
The given functions as well as the solution are supposed to be
sufficiently smooth.

A smart discretization technique should preserve the inherent
properties of the differential operator involved in the BVP. The matrix
𝐾ℎ is symmetric (𝐾 = 𝐾 𝑇 ) and positive definite ((𝐾𝑢, 𝑢) >
0, ∀𝑢 ∕= 0). These properties result form the symmetry (formal
self-adjointness) and uniform ellipticity of the Laplace operator.
Symmetric and positive definite (SPD) matrices are regular, hence,
invertible. Thus, our sytem of finite difference equations (5) has a
unique solution.

The Poisson equation (4) is certainly the most prominent representative of second-order elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs)
not only from a practical point of view, but also as the most frequently
used model problem for testing numerical algorithms.
The Poisson equation can be solved analytically in special cases,
as in rectangular domains with just the right boundary conditions, e.g.,
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions as imposed above.
Due to the simple structure of the differential operator and the simple
domain in (4), a considerable body of analysis is known that can be
used to derive or verify solution methods for Poisson’s equation and
more complicated ones.

Unfortunately, the matrix 𝐾ℎ is badly conditioned. The spectral
condition number cond2 (𝐾ℎ ) = 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐾ℎ )/𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐾ℎ ) defined by
the ratio of the maximal eigenvalue 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐾ℎ ) and the minimal
eigenvalue 𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐾ℎ ) of the matrix 𝐾ℎ behaves like 𝑂(ℎ−2 ) if
ℎ tends to 0. That behavior affects the convergence rate of all
classical iterative methods, and it can deteriorate the accuracy of
the solution obtained by some direct method due to accumulated
round-off errors, especially on fine grids. These properties are not
only typical features of matrices arising from the finite difference
discretization but also characteristical for matrices arising from the
finite element discretization.

If we split the intervals in both the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions into 𝑁𝑥
and 𝑁𝑦 subintervals of length ℎ each (i.e., 𝑁𝑥 = 2𝑁𝑦 ), then we
obtain an appropriate grid (or mesh) of nodes. We define the set of
subscripts for all nodes by 𝜔 ℎ := {(𝑖, 𝑗) : 𝑖 = 0, 𝑁𝑥 , 𝑗 = 0, 𝑁𝑦 }, the
set of subscripts belonging to interior nodes by 𝜔ℎ := {(𝑖, 𝑗) : 𝑖 =
1, 𝑁𝑥 − 1, 𝑗 = 1, 𝑁𝑦 − 1}, and the corresponding set of boundary
nodes by 𝛾ℎ := 𝜔 ℎ ∖ 𝜔ℎ . Furthermore, we set 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ), and
we denote the approximate values to the solution 𝑢(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) of (4) at
the grid points (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) := (𝑖ℎ, 𝑗ℎ) by the values 𝑢𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑢ℎ (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 )
of some grid function 𝑢ℎ : 𝜔 ℎ → ℝ. Here and in the following we
associate the set of indices with the corresponding set of grid points,
i.e., 𝜔 ℎ ∋ (𝑖, 𝑗) ↔ (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) ∈ Ωℎ . Replacing both second derivatives
in (4) by second-order finite central differences at the grid points we
immediately arrive at the standard five point stencil finite difference
scheme that represents the discrete approximation to (4) on the grid
𝜔 ℎ : Find the values 𝑢𝑖,𝑗 of the grid function 𝑢ℎ : 𝜔 ℎ → ℝ at all
interior grid points (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ), with boundary points (𝑖, 𝑗)∈𝜔 ℎ , such
that
1
ℎ2

(−𝑢𝑖,𝑗−1 − 𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗 + 4𝑢𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑢𝑖,𝑗+1 ) = 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 ,

IV.

Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) methods are useful when
a regular mesh is employed in two or more space dimensions. The
first paper that ever appeared with ADI in it was [6] rather than
the commonly referenced [7]. The general ADI results for 𝑁 space
variables are found in [8]. The only paper ever written that shows
convergence without resorting to requiring commutativity of operators
was written by Pearcy [9]. A collection of papers were written
applying ADI to finite element methods. An extensive treatment can
be found in [10]. Wachspress [11] has a very nice treatise on ADI.

(5)

The algorithm is dimension dependent, though the basic techniques are similar. The sparse matrix 𝐾 is decomposed into a sum of
matrices that can be permuted into tridiagonal form. The permutation
normally requires a data transpose that is painful to perform on a
parallel computer with distributed memory.

𝑢𝑖,𝑗 = 0.
Arranging the interior (unknown) values 𝑢𝑖,𝑗 of the grid function
𝑢ℎ in a proper way in some vector 𝑢ℎ , e.g., along the vertical (or
horizontal) grid lines, and taking into account the boundary conditions
on 𝛾ℎ , we observe that the finite difference scheme (5) is equivalent
to the following system of linear algebraic equations: Find 𝑢ℎ ∈ ℝ𝑁 ,
𝑁 = (𝑁𝑥 − 1) ⋅ (𝑁𝑦 − 1), such that
𝐾ℎ ⋅ 𝑢 ℎ = 𝑓 ℎ ,

A LTERNATING DIRECTION METHODS

In this section, we investigate ADI for two dimensional problems
on a square domain with a uniform or tensor product mesh. The
techniques used work equally well with general line relaxation
iterative methods.

(6)
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A. Sequential algorithm

B. Parallel algorithm

Let us begin with the two dimensional model problem (4).
Suppose that we have 𝐾 = 𝐻 +𝑉 , where 𝐻 and 𝑉 correspond to the
discretization in the horizontal and vertical directions only. Hence, 𝐻
2
in 𝑥-direction
corresponds to the discretization of the term ∂ 𝑢(𝑥,𝑦)
∂𝑥2
2
and 𝑉 corresponds to the discretization of the term ∂ 𝑢(𝑥,𝑦)
in the
∂𝑦 2
𝑦-direction.

We illustrate the parallelization of the ADI method on the strip
wise decomposition in Fig. 1. In this special case, we have only
interior nodes and edge nodes, but no cross points. Additionally, there
are no matrix connections between nodes from different edges. This

Choose 𝑢0
𝑟 := 𝑓 − 𝐾 ⋅ 𝑢0
𝜎 := 𝜎0 := (𝑟, 𝑟)
𝑘 := 0
while 𝜎 > tolerance2 ⋅ 𝜎0
(𝐻 + 𝜌𝑘+1 𝐼)𝑢𝑘∗
(𝑉 + 𝜌𝑘+1 𝐼)𝑢𝑘+1
𝑟
𝜎
𝑘
end

∙

∙
do
=
=
:=
:=
:=

(𝜌𝑘+1 𝐼 − 𝑉 )𝑢𝑘 + 𝑓
(𝜌𝑘+1 𝐼 − 𝐻)𝑢𝑘∗ + 𝑓
𝑓 − 𝐾 ⋅ 𝑢𝑘+1
(𝑟, 𝑟)
𝑘+1

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

[𝑗]

[𝑘]

∙

[𝑟]

∙

[𝑝]
[ℓ]

and

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

implies the following block structure of the stiffness matrix:
(
)
𝐾𝐸 𝐾𝐸𝐼
𝐾 =
,
𝐾𝐼𝐸
𝐾𝐼

𝑉 𝜇𝑗𝑚 = 𝜆𝑗 𝜇𝑗𝑚 ,

where

⎛

⎜
⎜
𝐾𝐸 = ⎜
⎜
⎝

(𝜆𝑗 − 𝜌)(𝜆𝑚 − 𝜌)
=
𝜇𝑗𝑚 .
(𝜆𝑗 + 𝜌)(𝜆𝑚 + 𝜌)

Suppose that
0 < 𝛼 ≤ 𝜆𝑗 , 𝜆𝑚 ≤ 𝛽.

We can easily plot the eigenvalues and by inspection choose which
eigenvalues provide good or bad damping of the errors. This leads
us to note that at the extreme values of the eigenvalues there is not
much damping, but there is an impressive amount at some point in
between.

𝐾𝐼𝐸

Cyclically choose

and

𝐾𝐸12
0
0
0

0
0
𝐾𝐸23
0
0

0
0
0
𝐾𝐸34
0

0
0
0
0
𝐾𝐸40

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎠

⎞
𝐾𝐼1 𝐸01 𝐾𝐼1 𝐸12
0
0
0
⎟
0
0
0
𝐾𝐼2 𝐸12 𝐾𝐼2 𝐸23
⎟,
⎠
0
0
0
𝐾𝐼3 𝐸23 𝐾𝐼3 𝐸34
0
0
0
𝐾𝐼4 𝐸34 𝐾𝐼4 𝐸40
⎛
⎞
𝐾𝐸01 𝐼1
0
0
0
⎜ 𝐾𝐸12 𝐼1 𝐾𝐸12 𝐼2
⎟
0
0
⎜
⎟
⎟,
𝐾
0
0
𝐾
= ⎜
𝐸23 𝐼2
𝐸23 𝐼3
⎜
⎟
⎝
0
0
𝐾𝐸34 𝐼3 𝐾𝐸34 𝐼4 ⎠
0
0
0
𝐾𝐸40 𝐼4
𝐾𝐼

1
1
4
(2 − 2 cos(𝜋ℎ)) ≈ 𝜋 2 and 𝛽 = 2 (2 + 2 cos(𝜋ℎ)) ≈ 2 ,
ℎ2
ℎ
ℎ
which, when substituted into (7), gives us
4
𝜌𝑗 ≈ 2 𝛿 𝑗−1 ,
𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.
ℎ

0

⎜
= ⎜
⎝

(7)

Then the error every 𝑛 iterations is reduced by a factor of 𝛿. For (4)
with a (𝑁𝑥 + 1)×(𝑁𝑦 + 1) mesh, we have

𝐾𝐸01
0
0
0
0

⎛

𝐾𝐸𝐼

For a sequence of length 𝛾 of acceleration parameters, we define
√
𝑐 = 𝛼/𝛽, 𝛿 = ( 2 − 1)2 , and 𝑛 = ⌈log𝛿 𝑐⌉ + 1.
𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.

∙

Fig. 1: Decomposition in 4 strips, ∙ denotes an 𝐸dge node.

It is also readily verified that 𝐻 and 𝑉 commute: 𝐻𝑉 = 𝑉 𝐻.
This condition can be met in practice for all separable elliptic
equations with an appropriate discretization of the problem. The error
iteration matrix 𝑇𝜌 satisfies

,

∙
Ω1

where 𝜆𝑗 + 𝜆𝑚 = 𝜆𝑗𝑚 .

𝑗−1
𝑛−1

∙

[𝑛]

[𝑖]

We also know that
𝐻𝜇𝑗𝑚 = 𝜆𝑚 𝜇𝑗𝑚

[𝑞]
[𝑚]

Ω2

where 𝜇𝑗𝑚 = sin(𝑗𝜋𝑦) sin(𝑚𝜋𝑥/2).

𝜌𝑗 = 𝛽𝑐

∙

Ω3

The parameters 𝜌𝑘 are acceleration parameters that are chosen
to speed up the convergence rate of ADI. For (4), we know the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for 𝐾:

𝑇𝜌 𝜇𝑗𝑚

∙

Ω4

Algorithm 1: Sequential ADI in two dimensions

𝐾𝜇𝑗𝑚 = 𝜆𝑗𝑚 𝜇𝑗𝑚 ,

∙

⎛

𝐾𝐼1
⎜ 0
= ⎜
⎝ 0
0

0
𝐾 𝐼2
0
0

0
0
𝐾𝐼3
0

⎞
0
0 ⎟
⎟.
0 ⎠
𝐾𝐼4

Hence, we need only one communication step in the matrixvector multiplication. The great advantage of using an accumulated
matrix in ADI is that we only need one storage( scheme for )
all the
𝔎𝐸,𝑦 𝔎𝐼𝐸
and
matrices in Alg. 1. The specialties of 𝔙 =
𝔎𝐼𝐸 𝔎𝐼,𝑦

𝛼=
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)
0
𝔎𝐸,𝑥
consist of a diagonal matrix 𝔎𝐸,𝑦 and parallel
0
𝔎𝐼,𝑥
invertible matrices 𝔎𝐸,𝑥 , 𝔎𝐼,𝑥 , 𝔎𝐼,𝑦 , 𝔗𝑥 := ℌ+𝜌𝑘+1 ℑ. Therefore we
can write the whole parallel ADI algorithm in terms of accumulated
vectors and matrices.
ℌ=

(

Choose 𝑢0
⎛
⎞
𝑃
∑
0
𝑇
0
𝔣
−
𝔎
⋅
𝔲
−
𝐴
𝔎
⋅
𝔲
𝐸
𝐸𝐼,𝑖
𝑖
𝐸
𝐼,𝑖
⎠
𝔯 := ⎝ 𝐸
𝑖=1
𝔣𝐼 − 𝔎𝐼𝐸 ⋅ 𝔲0𝐸 −
𝔎𝐼 ⋅ 𝔲0𝐼
𝜎 := 𝜎0 := (𝔯, 𝑅−1 𝔯)
𝑘 := 0
while 𝜎 > tolerance2 ⋅ 𝜎0 do
ℑ
𝔗𝑥 := ℌ + 𝜌𝑘+1
⎛ −1 [
𝔗𝐸,𝑥 𝔣𝐸 +
𝜌𝑘+1 𝔲𝑘𝐸
−
𝑃
⎜
]
∑ 𝑇
𝑘
𝑘
⎜𝔎𝐸,𝑦 ⋅ 𝔲
−
𝐴𝑖 𝔎𝐸𝐼,𝑖 ⋅ 𝔲𝐼,𝑖
𝐸
𝔲𝑘∗ = ⎜
𝑖=1
⎜ −1 [
⎝ 𝔗
+
𝜌𝑘+1 𝔲𝑘𝐼
−
𝐼,𝑥 𝔣𝐼
]
𝑘
𝔎𝐼𝐸 ⋅ 𝔲𝐸 −
𝔎𝐼,𝑦 ⋅ 𝔲𝑘𝐼
𝔗𝑦 := 𝔙
)
( + 𝜌𝑘+1 ℑ
+ 𝜌𝑘+1 𝔲𝑘∗
− 𝔎𝐸,𝑥 ⋅ 𝔲𝑘∗
𝔣
𝐸
𝐸
𝔤 := 𝐸
𝔣𝐼 + 𝜌𝑘+1 𝔲𝑘∗
− 𝔎𝐼,𝑥 ⋅ 𝔲𝑘∗
𝐼
𝐼
Solve 𝔗𝑦 𝔲𝑘+1 = 𝔤
⎛
𝔣
− 𝔎𝐸 ⋅ 𝔲𝑘+1
𝐸
𝔯 := ⎝ 𝐸
𝔣𝐼 − 𝔎𝐼𝐸 ⋅ 𝔲𝑘+1
𝐸
𝜎 := (𝔯, 𝑅−1 𝔯)
𝑘 := 𝑘 + 1

−
−

𝑃
∑

𝑖=1

Choose 𝑢0
⎛
⎞
𝑃
∑
𝑇
0
𝔣
−
𝐴
𝔎
⋅
𝔲
𝐸𝐼,𝑖
𝑖
𝐼,𝑖 ⎠
𝔳 := ⎝ 𝐸
𝑖=1
𝔣𝐼 −
𝔎𝐼𝐸 ⋅ 𝔲0𝐸
)
(
0
𝔎𝐸
⋅ 𝔲0
𝔯 := 𝔳 −
0
𝔎𝐼
−1
𝜎 := 𝜎0 := (𝔯, 𝑅 𝔯)
𝑘 := 0
while 𝜎 > tolerance2 ⋅ 𝜎0 do
𝔗𝑥 := ℌ + 𝜌𝑘+1
)
]
[ ℑ
(
0
𝔎𝐸,𝑦
𝑘∗
−1
⋅ 𝔲𝑘
:= 𝔗𝑥 ⋅ 𝔳 + 𝜌𝑘+1 𝔲𝑘 −
𝔲
0
𝔎𝐼,𝑦
𝔗𝑦 := 𝔙 + 𝜌𝑘+1 ℑ
)
(
0
𝔎𝐸,𝑥
⋅ 𝔲𝑘∗
:= 𝔣 + 𝜌𝑘+1 𝔲𝑘∗ −
𝔤
0
𝔎𝐼,𝑥

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

Solve 𝔗𝑦 𝔲𝑘+1 = 𝔤
⎛
⎞
𝑃
∑
𝔣𝐸 −
𝐴𝑇𝑖 𝔎𝐸𝐼,𝑖 ⋅ 𝔲𝑘+1
𝐼,𝑖 ⎠
⎝
𝔳
:=
𝑖=1
𝔣𝐼 −
𝔎 ⋅ 𝔲𝑘+1
) 𝐼𝐸 𝐸
(
0
𝔎𝐸
⋅ 𝔲𝑘+1
:= 𝔳 −
𝔯
0
𝔎𝐼
𝜎 := (𝔯, 𝑅−1 𝔯)
𝑘 := 𝑘 + 1

⎞
𝐴𝑇𝑖 𝔎𝐸𝐼,𝑖 ⋅ 𝔲𝑘+1
𝐼,𝑖 ⎠

end
Algorithm 3: Parallel ADI in two dimensions: final version

𝔎𝐼 ⋅ 𝔲𝑘+1
𝐼

end

ˆ
𝔲0

Algorithm 2: Parallel ADI in two dimensions: first try

ˆ
𝔳𝐸

:= 𝔲𝑘∗
:= 𝔤𝐸 −

,
𝑃
∑

ℓ := 0
𝐴𝑇𝑠 𝔗𝑦,𝐸𝐼,𝑠

𝑠=1

⋅ˆ
𝔲0𝐼,𝑠

while 𝜎 > tolerance2 ⋅ 𝜎0 do
ˆ
ˆ
:= 𝔗−1
𝔲ℓ+1
𝐸
𝑦,𝐸 ⋅ 𝔳𝐸
ˆ
𝔳𝐼
:= 𝔤𝐼 − 𝔗𝑦,𝐼𝐸 ⋅ ˆ
𝔲ℓ+1
𝐸
−1
ˆ
ˆ
𝔲ℓ+1
:=
𝔗
⋅
𝔳
𝐼
𝐼
𝑦,𝐼
𝑃
∑
ˆ
𝔳𝐸 := 𝔤𝐸 −
𝐴𝑇𝑠 𝔗𝑦,𝐸𝐼,𝑠 ⋅ ˆ
𝔲ℓ+1
𝐼,𝑠
)
(𝑠=1
0
𝔗𝑦,𝐸
ℓ+1
ˆ𝔯
⋅ˆ
𝔲
:= ˆ
𝔳−
0
𝔗𝑦,𝐼
−1
𝜎
:= (ˆ𝔯, 𝑅 ˆ𝔯)
ℓ
:= ℓ + 1
end
𝔲ℓ
𝔲𝑘+1 := ˆ

Alg. 2 has the disadvantage of containing 2 communication steps
in the matrix-vector multiplications per iteration. This can be reduced
to one communication step because the involved subvectors and
submatrices are identical. We introduce the auxiliary vector 𝔳 for
this purpose and rewrite the algorithm. Note that 𝔳 contains parts of
the residual 𝔯 and that is related to 𝔲𝑘+1 . Hence, 𝔳 can be reused
in the next iteration to reduce the computational cost. The inversions
−1
−1
𝔗−1
𝐸,𝑥 and 𝔗𝐼,𝑥 in Alg. 2 and the inversion 𝔗𝑥 in Alg. 3 only use a
sequential solver for tridiagonal band matrices along the lines in the
𝑥-direction. Hence, there is no communication at all.

Algorithm 4: Gauss-Seidel iteration for solving 𝔗𝑦 𝔲𝑘+1 = 𝔤.

On the other hand, a parallel solver for the tridiagonal system
𝔗𝑦 𝔲𝑘+1 = 𝔤 in the 𝑦-direction is needed. For simplicity we use an
adapted version of a parallel Gauss-Seidel-𝜔-Jacobi algorithm [2] for
this purpose (see Alg. 4).

ADI is a smoother with many similarities to multigrid in motivation. In both cases corrections percolate across the entire grid very
quickly. However, ADI does not converge as quickly as multigrid
does. Using optimal parameters [12], ADI is an O(𝑁 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁 ) algorithm
for solving problems like (1).

It is obvious that 𝔗𝑦,𝐸 is a diagonal matrix and 𝔗𝑦,𝐼 is equivalent
to a block diagonal matrix with tridiagonal blocks. In this case, we
can solve systems with these matrices by means of a direct solver at
low costs. This changes

For two level correction algorithms [13], [14], we can prove sharp
convergence estimates. In the two theorems, we refer to Alg. 1 as ADI

𝑃
∑
)
(
ˆ
:= ˆ
𝔲ℓ𝐸 + 𝔗−1
𝔲ℓ𝐸 −
𝐴𝑇𝑠 𝔗𝑦,𝐸𝐼,𝑠 ⋅ ˆ
𝔲ℓ𝐼,𝑠
𝔲ℓ+1
𝐸
𝑦,𝐸 ⋅ 𝔤𝐸 − 𝔗𝑦,𝐸 ⋅ ˆ
𝑠=1

from the strightforward Gauss-Seidel implementation into
ˆ
𝔲ℓ+1
𝐸

:=

𝔗−1
𝑦,𝐸

(

⋅ 𝔤𝐸 −

𝑃
∑
𝑠=1

𝐴𝑇𝑠 𝔗𝑦,𝐸𝐼,𝑠

⋅

)
ˆ
𝔲ℓ𝐼,𝑠

and is applied in a block iteration for solving the system. Again we
use an auxiliary variable ˆ
𝔳 to save communication steps.
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TABLE I.

T HEOREM 1 CONVERGENCE RATES

s
1
2
3

ADG(𝜌, 1)
0.2422
0.1039
0.0677

ADI
0.1728
0.0923
0.0627

ADG(𝜌, 2)
0.1725
0.0898
0.0572

ADG(𝜌, 3)
0.1715
0.0920
0.0602

TABLE II.
s
1
2
3

ADI
0.2089
0.1017
0.0669
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ADG(𝜌, 3)
0.2070
0.1013
0.0640
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Theorem 1: For the model problem defined by (6), the two grid
method using 𝑠 smoothing steps of ADG(𝜌, 𝑘) at the finer level
converges at the rates given in Table
√ I. The optimum rates of
convergence are achieved when 𝜌 = 2 ⋅ ℎ22 .
Using standard techniques (e.g., [13]), we can estimate multilevel
convergence rates for either a V or a W cycle based on the two level
rates in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2: For the model problem defined by (6), a 𝑗 > 2 level
W cycle using 𝑠 smoothing steps of ADG(𝜌, 𝑘) on all levels but the
coarsest one (which is solved directly), converges at the rates given in
Table II. Once
√ again, the optimum rates of convergence are achieved
when 𝜌 = 2 ⋅ ℎ22 .
Proof: This is a direct application of Theorem 5 in [13].
The convergence rate for a V-cycle is bounded below by Theorem 1
and above by Theorem 2 [13].
Theorems 1 and 2 show that only a very small number of GaussSeidel steps (one or two) are required to maintain the asymptotic rate
of convergence for ADI as a smoother.
In fact, 𝑘 = 1 is sufficient and cost effective, which justifies
choosing only one parameter in the two theorems. Note that for a
unilevel solution, multiple parameters are necessary to have good
convergence rates. For (6), the number of parameters actually needed
(10−12) in practice is a function of the floating point precision used.

V.

C ONCLUSIONS

We have investigated a novel ADI-like algorithm that has very
nice properties for parallel computing. Unlike a standard ADI iteration, which runs fast in only one of the parallel updates per iteration,
Alg. 3 runs fast in all directions.
While multigrid smoothers tend to be mostly variations of simple
relaxation methods like Gau𝛽-Seidel or line variants, ADI provides
a very attractive convergence rate for model problems, such as the
Poisson equation. A fast parallel ADI-like method is important for
parallel multigrid since with new architectures (e.g., GP-GPUs and
other many core CPUs), a renewed interest in what works best is now
open to speculation and reexamination.
Our primary interest in considering parallel multigrid with an
ADI-like smoother is in modeling porous shape memory alloys
(pSMA or SMA for nonporous SMAs) [15], [16] for delivering fragile
components to space [17], [18]. As part of future work we intend
to provide numerical examples from the SMA arena demonstrating
how effective parallel multigrid with ADG smoothers is and compare
the convergence with model problems. Additionally, the code will be
applied to MPI-simulations of non-Newtonian fluid flows [19].
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Schwarz Method with Two-sided Transmission Conditions for the Gravity Equations
on Graphics Processing Unit
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based algorithm to determine the optimized transmission
conditions. For readers not familiar with GPU programming,
Section V describes an overview to the GPU programming
paradigm and hardware configuration suite is given. Section VI shows numerical experiments which clearly outline
the robustness, competitiveness and efficiency of the proposed domain decomposition method on GPUs for solving
the gravity equations.

Abstract—In this paper, we solve the gravity equations on
hybrid multi-CPU/GPU using high order finite elements. Domain decomposition methods are inherently parallel algorithms
making them excellent candidates for implementation on hybrid architectures. Here, we propose a new stochastic-based
optimization procedure for the optimized Schwarz domain
decomposition method, which is implemented and tuned to
graphics processors unit. To obtain high speed-up, several
implementation optimizations should be carrefully performed,
such as data transfert between CPU and GPU, matrix data storage, etc. We investigate, describe and present the optimizations
we have developed for finite elements analysis, leading to better
efficiency. Numerical experiments carried out on a reallistic test
case, namely the Chicxulub crater, demonstrates the efficiency
and robustness of the proposed method on massive hybrid
multi-CPU/GPU platforms.

II. G RAVITY EQUATIONS
The resultant of the gravitational force and the centrifugal
force descibes the gravity force. The gravitational potential
of a spherical density distribution is given by: Φ(r) =
Gm/r, with m the mass of the object, r the distance to
the object and G the universal gravity constant equal to
G = 6.672 × 10−11 m3 kg −1 s−2 . At a given position x, by
considering an arbitrary density distribution
ρ, the gravita!
tional potential is given by Φ(x) = G (ρ(x" )/||x − x" ||)dx"
where x" consists of one point position within the density
distribution. The effects related to the centrifugal force is
neglected and only regional scale of the gravity equations is
taken into account in this paper. The gravitational potential
Φ of a density anomaly distribution δρ is thus given as the
solution of the Poisson equation ∆Φ = −4πGδρ. When
using high order finite element, the discretization of this
problem leads to a linear system which can be very large.

Keywords-Domain decomposition methods; Schwarz method;
parallel computing; hybrid CPU/GPU; gravity equations;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Finite element analysis of gravimetry problem can be
used as a complementary method to seismic imaging in
geophyscial exploration. By determining density contrasts
that are correlated with seismic speeds, gravimetry enables
to define more accurately the underground’s nature. In this
paper, we analyze the gravity field in the Chicxulub crater
area located in between the Yucatan region and the Gulf
of Mexico which presents strong magnetic and gravity
anomalies. This area corresponds to the location of the
impact of an asteroid 65 million years ago. To solve the
linear system arrising from the finite element discretization
of the gravity equations, Schwarz domain decomposition
methods are here considered with new stochastic-based
optimized transmission conditions. The principles of these
methods consist: (i) to decompose the computational domain
into small subdomains, each subdomain beeing handled by
one processor, i.e. a Central processing unit (CPU); (ii) to
perform the iteration of the optimized Schwarz method, each
iteration involving the solution of independent subproblems
in parallel; (iii) to accelerate the computation of the solutions
of each subproblem on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section II,
we briefly present the principles of gravimetry modeling.
Section III introduces the optimized Schwarz method, followed in Section IV by a new idea of using a stochastic978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.26

III. O PTIMIZED S CHWARZ METHOD
Domain decomposition methods [27], [30], [31], [22],
[13] consist to partition a domain into several subdomains,
and to solve independently the subproblems in parallel.
Nevertheless, transmission conditions [18] between adjacent
subdomains must be carefully defined to ensure the convergence of the solution. The classical Schwarz algorithm have
been propound by Schwarz more than a century ago [29]
to demonstrate the existence and uniqueness of solutions to
Laplace’s equation on irregular domains. The irregular domain is divided into overlapping regular subdomains and an
iteration scheme using only solutions on regular subdomains
was expressed to converge to a unique solution on the irregular domain. The rate of convergence of the classical Schwarz
method is proportional to the overlapping area between the
subdomains. For non-overlapping subdomains [14], [15],
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[16], this algorithm can be expressed by changing the
transmission conditions from Dirichlet to Robin [7], [6].
These absorbing boundary transmission conditions defined
on the interface between the non-overlapping subdomains,
are the key ingredients to obtain a fast convergence of
the iterative Schwarz algorithm. The “optimal” transmission
conditions consists of non local operators, which are not
easy to implement in a parallel computational environment.
One way to overcome this difficulty consists in approximating these continuous non local operators with partial
differential operators [5], [11], [8] or in approximating
the associated discrete non local operators with algebraic
approximation [28], [23], [25], [24], [26], [9].
In this paper we investigate an approximation based on
a new stochastic optimization procedure. For the sake of
clarity and without lost of generality, the gravity equations
are considered in the domain Ω with homogeneous Dirichlet condition. The domain is decomposed into two nonoverlapping subdomains Ω(1) and Ω(2) with an interface Γ.
The Schwarz algorithm can be formulated as:
(1)

−∆Φn+1 =
"
#
(1)
(1)
∂ν Φn+1 + A(1) Φn+1
=
(2)

−∆Φn+1 =
"
#
(2)
(2)
∂ν Φn+1 − A(2) Φn+1
=

oo0
oo0
oo2
oo2

p(1)
0.185
1.219
0.047
0.095

q (1)
0.000
0.000
0.705
1.386

p(2)
0.183
0.047
0.047
0.024

q (2)
0.000
0.000
0.705
0.329

ρmax
0.682
0.446
0.214
0.110

Table I
O PTIMIZED COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED FROM CMA-ES ALGORITHM .

(|k| − p1 − q1 k2 )(|k| − p2 − q2 k2 ) −2|k|L
min
(
max
e
)
p1 ,q1 ,p2 ,q2 >0 kmin <k<kmax (|k| + p + q k2 )(|k| + p + q k2 )
1
1
2
2

where L is the size of the overlap. Since the evaluation of
the cost function is quite fast and the dimension of the search
space reasonable, a more robust minimization technique
could be considered, as described in the next section.
IV. S TOCHASTIC - BASED OPTIMIZATION
The minimization procedure, we propose to use, namely
the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy
(CMA-ES), examines the whole space of solutions and
gives the absolute minima. This algorithm clearly shows
its robustness in [1] with good global search ability and
does not require the computation of the derivatives of the
cost function. The main idea behind the CMA-ES algorithm
consists in finding the minimum of the cost function by
iteratively refining a search distribution. The distribution
is described as a general multivariate normal distribution
d(m, C). At the start, the distribution is given by the user.
After that, at each iteration, λ samples are randomly chosen
in this distribution and the evaluation of the cost function
at those points is used to calculate a new distribution.
The center of the distribution m is considered as solution
when the variance of the distribution is small enough. After
analyzing the cost function for a new population, the samples
are sorted by cost and only the best µ are kept. The new
distribution center is calculted with a weighted mean. The
most complex step of the algorithm is to adapt (or update)
the covariance matrix. While this could be done using only
the current population, it would be unreliable especially with
a small population size; thus the population of the previous
iteration should also been taken into account. In this paper,
we consider the following stopping criteria for the CMAES
algorithm: a maximum number of iterations equal to 7 200
and a residu threshold equal to 5 × 10−11 .
Figure 1 represents the isolines of the convergence rate
in the Fourier space of the Schwarz algorithm with zeroth
order (left) and second order (right) transmission conditions
as issued from a stochastic-based optimization. Both onesided and two-sided formulations are presented. Figure 1
shows the obtained coefficients on the graph, and Table I
gathers the exact values.

f, in Ω(1)
"
#
(1) (2)
Φn , on Γ
∂ν Φ(2)
n +A
f, in Ω(2)
"
#
(2) (1)
∂ν Φ(1)
Φn , on Γ
n −A

where n denotes the iteration number, and ν the unit normal
vector along Γ. The operators A(1) and A(2) are to be tuned
for best performance of the algorithm. Applying a Fourier
transform in Ω = R2 for the homogeneous problem f = 0,
leads to the expression of the Fourier convergence rate,
upon the quantities Λ(1) and Λ(2) , which are the Fourier
transforms of A(1) and A(2) operators. Various techniques
have been studied to approximate these non local operators
with partial differential operators. One of these techniques
consists in determining partial differential operators involving a tangential derivative on the interface such as: A(s) :=
p(s) + q (s) ∂τ22 , where s is the subdomain number, p(s) , q (s)
two coefficients, and τ the unit tangential vector. The results
shown in [6], [12] use a zero order Taylor expansion of the
non local operators to find p(s) and q (s) . In [21], [8] for
the Helmholtz equation, in [5], [2] for Maxwell equation,
in [11] for convection diffusion equations, and in [17], [19],
[20] for heterogeneous media, a minimization procedure
has been used. The minimization function, i.e. the cost
function, is the maximum of the Fourier convergence rate
for the considered frequency ranges. This approach consists
in computing the free parameters p(s) and q (s) through an
optimization problem. The min-max problem for zeroth and
second order approximation are respectively expressed as
follows for the one-sided formulation:
(|k| − p)2 −2|k|L
min (
max
e
)
p>0 kmin <k<kmax (|k| + p)2
(|k| − p − qk2 )2 −2|k|L
min (
max
e
)
p,q>0 kmin <k<kmax (|k| + p + qk2 )2

V. GPU

and for the two-sided formulation:
min
(
max
p1 ,p2 >0 kmin <k<kmax

symmetric
unsymmetric
symmetric
unsymmetric

PROGRAMMING PARADIGM

Ten years ago Graphics Processing Units (GPU) did not
exist, and after an incredible expension GPU is now facing

(−|k| + p1 )(−|k| + p2 ) −2|k|L
e
)
(|k| + p1 )(|k| + p2 )
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Figure 3.
Gridification of a GPU. Tthread, block, grid (left); GPU
computing processing (right)
Figure 1.
Convergence rate’ isolines of the Schwarz algorithm with
optimized transmission conditions.

(a) CPU architecture
Figure 2.

created; (iv) Local memory is specific to each compute
unit and cannot be used to communicate. The multiple
processing elements, threads, perform the same instructions
on multiple data simultaneously, and a thread is the smallest
unit of processing that can be scheduled by an operating
system. Threads are grouped into blocks and executed in
parallel simultaneously as illustrated in Figure 3. A GPU is
associated with a grid, i.e., all running or waiting blocks in
the running queue and a kernel that will run on many cores.
An ALU is associated with the thread which is currently
processing. There is another type of thread grouping called
warp, which is a group of 32 threads executed together.
A warp consists of the smallest executing unit of the GPU.
The notion of warp is close to the SIMD execution idea, and
corresponds to an execution of a same program on multiple
data.
Threading is not an automated procedure. The developer
chooses for each kernel the distribution of the threads, which
are organized (gridification process) as follows: (i) threads
are grouped into blocks; (ii) each block has three dimensions
to classify threads; (iii) blocks are grouped together in a grid
of two dimensions. The threads are then distributed to these
levels and become easily identifiable by their positions in
the grid according to the block they belongs to and their
spatial dimensions. The kernel function must be called also
providing at least two special parameters: the dimension of
the block, nBlocks, and the number of threads per block,
nThreadsPerBlock. Figure 3 presents the CUDA processing
flow. Data are first copied from the main memory to the
GPU memory, (1). Then the host (CPU) instructs the device
(GPU) to carry out calculations, (2). The kernel is then
executed by all threads in parallel on the device, (3). Finally,
the device results are copied back (from GPU memory) to
the host (main memory), (4).
GPUs are inherently designed for single precision (32
bits) computations [10]. Indeed, single precision is generally
sufficient for graphics rendering, but numerical simulation
generally requires double precision. Unfortunately, double
precision computation time is usually four to eight times
longer than single precision. To cope with this difficulty the

(b) GPU architecture

Difference of CPU and GPU architectures.

the migration of the era of General-Purpose computation on
GPU (GPGPU) technology (GPU Computing). With a CPU,
GPU Computing uses a GPU to accelerate general-purpose
scientific and engineering computing. The peak performance
of CPUs and GPUs is significanlty different, due to the
inherently different architectures between these processors.
The simplified architecture of a CPU processor consists
of a more complex control unit, several memories with
multiple levels of caches and a basic unit of computation
named Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU). The first idea
behind the architecture of GPU is to have many small
floating points processors exploiting large amount of data
in parallel. Figure 2 draws a comparison of these two
architectures. A specific characteristic of GPU compared
to CPU is the feature of memory used. Indeed, a CPU is
constantly accessing the RAM, therefore it has a low latency
at the detriment of its raw throughput. Opposite, on a GPU,
the memories have very good rates and quick access to large
amounts of data, but unfortunately their access remain slow.
On Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) devices,
for instance, four main types of memory exist: (i) Global
memory is the memory that ensures the interaction with the
host (CPU), and is not only large in size and off-chip, but
also available to all threads, and is the slowest; (ii) Constant
memory is read only from the device, is generally cached
for fast access, and provides interaction with the host; (iii)
Shared memory is much faster than global memory and is
accessible by any thread of the block from which it was
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implementation proposed in this paper uses some advanced
tuning techniques developped by the authors, but the details
are outside the scope of this paper, and the reader is refeered
to [4], [3] for the computer science aspects of this tuning.
VI. N UMERICAL ANALYSIS

#subdomains

#iter

32
64
128

41
45
92

CPU
time (sec)
11 240
5 360
6 535

GPU
time (sec)
1 600
860
960

Table II
C OMPARISON OF OUR METHOD ON CPU

We now report the experiments performed to evaluate
the speed-up of our implementation. The test case, i.e. the
Chicxulub impact crater, consists of 10 km deep, 180 km
diameter and was formed about 65 million years ago. The
internal structure of the Chicxulub crater has been imaged
by using several geophysical data sets from land, marine
and aerial measurements. In this paper we carry out a finite
element analysis of the gravity equation using the characteristics of the region provided by measurements. The area
of investigation consists of a volume of 250 × 250 × 15 km
in each spatial direction, and is discretized with high order
finite element with a total of 19 933 056 degrees of freedom.
The finite element analysis involves the solution of large
size sparse matrices, which consists of many zero entries.
In order to store the matrices more efficiently on memory,
the Compressed-Sparse Row format (CSR) is considered [4],
[3]. We carried out calculations using our CUDA-based
implementation of the Schwarz method with stochasticbased optimization procedure. The workstation used for all
the experiments consists of 1 596 servers Bull Novascale
R422Intel Nehalem-based nodes. Each node is composed
of 2 processors Intel Xeon 5570 quad-cores (2.93 GHz)
and 24 GB of memory (3Go per cores). 96 CPU servers
are interconnected with 48 compute Tesla S1070 servers
NVIDIA (4 Tesla cards with 4GB of memory by server)
and 960 processing units are available for each server. Each
GPU has 4 GPUs of 240 cores. The diagonal preconditioned
conjugate gradient method (PCG) is considered for solving
subproblems and the coefficients of the submatrices are
stored in CSR format. We fix a residual tolerance threshold
of ( = 10−10 for PCG.
Alinea [4], [3], our research group library, implemented
in C++, is intended as a scalable framework for building
efficient linear algebra operations on both CPU and GPU
clusters. It offers CPU and GPU solvers for solving large
linear systems (sparse and dense). Alinea is intended to
ease the development of engineering and science problems
on CPU and GPU by off-loading out most of the difficulties encountered when dealing with these architectues,
mainly with GPUs. Furthermore, Alinea investigates the
best way to perform efficiently the algorithms on GPU
by considering the hardware changes (dynamic tuning). In
this paper, the GPU is used to accelerate the solution of
PCG algorithm. PCG algorithm required the computation of
addition of vectors (Daxpy), dot product and sparse matrixvector product. In GPU-implementation considered (Alinea
library), the distribution of threads (gridication, differs with
these operations. The gridification of Daxpy, dot product

AND

Speed-up
7.03
6.23
6.81
GPU

and sparse matrix-vector product correspond respectively to
(nBlocks,nThreadsPerBlock) as follows:
( (numb rows+numb th block-1)/(numb th block), 256 ),
( (numb rows+numb th block-1)/(numb th block), 128 ),
( ((numb rows×n th warp)+numb th block-1)/(numb th block), 256 ),

where numb rows, n th warp and numb th block represent
respectively the number of rows of the matrix, the number
of threads per warp and the thread block size. GPU is
used only for solving the subproblems at each iteration.
The distribution of processors is computed as follows:
number of processors = 2 × number of nodes, where 2
corresponds to the number of GPU per node as available on
our workstation. As a consequence, only two processors will
share the bandwidth, which strongly improve the communications, especially the inter-subdomain communications.
Table II gathers the results obtained with double precision
with a residu threshold, i.e. stopping criterion equal to
10−6 , for several number of subdomains (one subdomain
per processor).
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a stochastic-based optimized Schwarz method for solving the gravity equation
on hybrid multi-CPU/GPU platform. The effectiveness and
robustness of our method are evaluated by numercial experiments carried out on a cluster composed of 1 596 servers
Bull Novascale R422Intel Nehalem-based nodes where 96
CPU servers are interconnected with 48 compute Tesla
S1070 servers NVIDIA. The presented results, ranging from
32 up-to 128 subdomains, clearly show the interest of the use
of GPU technologies on domain decomposition method for
large size problems, and outline the robustness, performance
and efficiency of the Schwarz method with stochastic-based
optimized transmission conditions.
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This was later repeated in another publication by the same
authors in 2008 [2]. In neither paper was a context provided, or the importance of the TLB quantified. Perhaps as
a consequence of this, some in the community were skeptical,
while many simply accepted the statement. After all, the
GotoBLAS library delivered very good High Performance
LINPACK (HPL) benchmark results on most systems at the
time, including the one at the University of Bath, and continued to do so until work on the library stopped.
To investigate the continued relevance of this claim, and
the specific claim that having Â filling most of the memory
addressable by the TLB is important, we took a version of
GotoBLAS and a system that were contemporary with the later
paper’s publication [2] (though post-dating [1]). On the later
system the last published GotoBLAS2 was used to ensure that
a BLAS kernel had been written for it. This is the last version
of the library to be written and maintained by Kazushige Goto.
We altered this software to assume a different data TLB
size to that on the target machine, overriding its deduction by
the build system and thus the tile sizes used in the GEMV
BLAS kernels selected when the library was built. It should
be noted that the library builds on GEMV to produce GEMM,
which is not an uncommon practice. The results of successive
HPL benchmark runs were plotted and compared, and these
are presented and discussed in this paper.
HPL was chosen due to its dependence on the GEMM algorithm. It was considered that if the changes to the treatment
of the TLB have as great an impact as is suggested by Goto
and van de Geijn, it should be visible in the results of the
benchmark.
Studies such as [4] use microbenchmarks that are very similar to the GEMV loop in GotoBLAS, and these are modified
in a similar fashion in order to measure the performance
impact of the data (or combined) TLB on a particular machine.
One downside of these microbenchmarks is that they do not
present a real world context to the reader and so make judging
the effect on real programs difficult. In contrast, the HPL
benchmark demonstrates the value of Goto and van de Geijn’s
approach in a way that is familiar and easy to understand.
The production systems used were single, homogeneous
nodes in clusters hosted at the Universities of Bath and
R
Southampton. The same tests were run on Intel!Westmere
R
(Penryn), a proprocessors, and also on Intel!Harpertown
cessor that was current when [2] was published. This allowed
us to run a large number of similar tests, but still with problem

Abstract—A little over a decade ago, Goto and van de Geijn
wrote about the importance of the treatment of the translation
lookaside buffer (TLB) on the performance of matrix multiplication [1]. Crucially, they did not say how important, nor did
they provide results that would allow the reader to make his
own judgement. In this paper, we revisit their work and look
at the effect on the performance of their algorithm when built
with different assumed data TLB sizes. Results on three different
processors, one relatively modern, two contemporary with Goto
and van de Geijn’s writings ([1] and [2]), are examined and
compared within a real-world context. Our findings show that,
although important when aiming for a place in the TOP500
[3] list, these features have little practical effect, at least on
the architectures we have chosen. We conclude, then, that the
importance of the various factors, which must be taken into
account when tuning matrix multiplication (GEMM, the heart
of the High Performance LINPACK benchmark, and hence of
the TOP500 table), differ dramatically relative to one another
on different processors.
Index Terms—BLAS, GEMM, performance, TLB, HPL, Linpack, HPC, high performance computing, optimisation, optimizationBLAS, GEMM, performance, TLB, HPL, Linpack, HPC,
high performance computing, optimisation, optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
While memory hierarchies in modern processors are often
discussed, and every “fact sheet” will specify the sizes (even
if not other key factors) of the various levels of caches,
much less attention is paid to the translation lookaside buffer
(TLB). We refer the reader to [1, Figure 1 and discussion]
for a good description of the TLB, though since this was
published two-level TLBs and support for large pages have
further complicated the situation beyond their “New Model”.
In 2002, Goto and van de Geijn wrote a report [1] stating
that the superior performance of their Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms (BLAS) library over competing libraries was due
in part to the way that their algorithm treated the TLB: More
specifically
by casting the matrix multiplication in terms of an
inner kernel that performs the operation C = ÂT B +
C, where Â fills most of memory addressable by the
TLB table and C and B are computed a few columns
at a time [TLB miss effect is reduced].
We deduce from this that the size of Â should be roughly that
of the memory addressable by the TLB, i.e.
(number of entries) · (space addressed by each).
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.27

(1)
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sizes large enough to use the GEMM algorithm designed to
operate on matrix tiles within the processor cache.
We also would have liked to have compared the results
from their AMD equivalents, but we do not have access to an
AMD Barcelona system, and the more recent AMD Interlagos
family of processors are not supported by GotoBLAS (or at the
time of the writing of this paper, by its successor, OpenBLAS
[5]). It should be noted that Goto and van de Geijn used a
R Northwood system for their experiments
single-node Intel!
in [1]. This chip is now a museum piece, but a family museum
has yielded one, and we have some results for it. While
not being the exact same chip that was used, it is of the
same microarchitecture and vintage, and should therefore show
R Prescott chip was
similar behaviour. Sadly, in [2] an Intel!
used, which, no longer being available, can only be speculated
about here.

a largely auto-tuning BLAS library authored mainly by R.
Clint Whaley, who notably did not give the TLB more than
a passing mention in his papers. Whaley instead states that
TLB problems are eliminated by careful structuring of the
data, which is done to ensure contiguous access and thus
promote good cache usage. This is a point mentioned also
by Goto and van de Geijn, but which is accompanied by
frequent comments about the importance of and thought that
must be given to the treatment of the TLB. Unfortunately this
importance is neither quantified nor demonstrated in any of
their publications, leaving the reader to decide for himself.
One of these comments stresses the importance of avoiding
a TLB miss over a cache miss, since a TLB miss will cause
the processor to stall while the required data is discovered
and the appropriate entry added, whereas a cache miss can
sometimes be hidden by careful prefetching. Note also that,
for every cache access (be it instruction or data), the TLB
must be accessed first, putting it in the critical path.
With no further information to go on than the publications
of rival authors, it was necessary to do some testing of our own
to determine just how important the TLB is. As Goto and van
de Geijn claimed that it is so essential, we decided to use the
GotoBLAS library for these tests, since it seemed likely that
this library would be affected, its authors having thought it
necessary to stress the point in their writing. Indeed, within
the build system of GotoBLAS there are two variables that are
set for each supported processor microarchitecture that refer
to the data TLB. These deal with the size of each entry in the
data TLB and the number of entries this data TLB holds in
total.
There is a curious interaction between the data TLB and
the HPL benchmark that does not seem to have been observed
before. If we have differently-declared matrices, say

II. BACKGROUND
In 2007, the University of Bath purchased a modest (9
TFLOPS) supercomputer. This machine is still in use today,
and, as with most supercomputers of its size, this machine is
a x86-based cluster running a variant of the Linux operating
system. During the acceptance testing, one of the benchmarks
on which acceptance depended was the High Performance
LINPACK (HPL) benchmark.
The HPL benchmark results are highly dependent on a
library known as the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms
(BLAS). In particular, on one particular subroutine: DGEMM,
responsible for double precision matrix multiplication. As HPL
is so important in determining the results for the TOP500
list [3] and also very commonly employed during acceptance
testing, a lot of effort has been put into the BLAS and
particularly into the DGEMM implementation.
For Bath’s acceptance testing, the engineer tasked with
running the HPL benchmark chose to use GotoBLAS. It had
been stated that the cluster must achieve 80% of R peak when
HPL was run on it in order to pass that part of the acceptance
testing.
Unfortunately for the engineer, the version of GotoBLAS
installed on the Bath machine misidentified the processor as
being from a different, older generation. The compute nodes
R
(Penryn) chips,
on this machine all contain Intel!Harpertown
but the library’s build system identified the processors as
R
chips. The result was dramatic. Rather
being Intel!Prescott
than the expected 80% of theoretical peak performance being
achieved, HPL only managed 50%, and no tweaking of the
input parameters would allow the engineer to achieve more
than a few percent improvement until the library was rebuilt
for the Penryn microarchitecture.
This massive change in performance piqued our interest,
and in looking at this issue several of Goto and van de Geijn’s
papers were examined for clues, in addition to the source code.
The two leading non-commercial BLAS libraries were, and
still are, GotoBLAS [2] (forked since into several versions,
the most popular arguably being OpenBLAS [5]), written by
Kazushige Goto and Robert van de Geijn, and ATLAS [6],

double a[1000][1000],*b,*c;
b=calloc(1000*1000,sizeof(double));
c=calloc(1000*1000,sizeof(double));

then accessing b after accessing a, or c after b, will need
to access different addresses, and hence need new entries in
the TLB. However, if we free b before allocating c, it is
conceivable that b and c will occupy the same addresses,
and hence the same TLB entries. Experimental observation
of the HPL benchmark shows that, although various different
matrices are solved, they are in fact all at the same addresses.
Hence the HPL benchmark is perhaps not as much an exercise
of TLBs as it might appear.
III. T HE E XPERIMENTS
Full details of the machines involved, and the precise
HPL.DAT file used, are in the full paper [7]. Beginning with
essentially the same toolkit as was used for the Bath benchmarking exercise (that is, HPL, GotoBLAS, OpenMPI [8]
and GNU GCC [9]), the getarch.c file within the GotoBLAS
source code was altered to provide several new processor
microarchitecture definitions based on those that would usually
be used on the target machines. Each of these definitions was
essentially identical to the original, except for the value of
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machine is affected, not how one performs in comparison to
another. If all the reader sees is some almost-horizonal lines,
that is the effect intended, larger colour versions are in [7].
At this scale, it is clear that the changes to assumed DTLB
size make very little difference, the lines, practically speaking,
showing little variation and being essentially flat. (It should be
noted that the x axis refers to the DTLB size of that particular
processor, so 100% is the point at which the GotoBLAS build
system is told to assume the correct DTLB size for that specific
processor.) Considerably more marked change occurs when

of the variable DTB ENTRIES, which describes the size of
the data TLB (DTLB) on our target processor in number of
entries. (Another variable, DTB SIZE, describes the size of
each of those entries, but is not used anywhere in the code,
despite featuring equally in (1).)
The DTB ENTRIES variable is used by the build system
to define macros within the source, and affects the sizes of
various things, in particular the amount by which a loop
iterator within GEMV is incremented by.
This variable was altered by 25%, supplying values at 25%
of the original value, then 50%, 75% and so on up to 200%.
After that the step change was increased to 50% up to 800%
of the original size to determine whether or not excessively
larger values had any effect. The effect of this change on the
compiled library was verified both by eye and using the UNIX
diff program.
The library was rebuilt for each of the new definitions,
producing a version for each modification. For speed, HPL
was built to link dynamically against the BLAS library, and
the LD LIBRARY PATH variable changed for each run to
reference the relevant library. Two sets of experiments were
run 30 times on each machine to gauge the effect of altering
the variable on the performance of HPL on that system.
As only a single node was being used each time, and so
that the same problem size could be used on both the Bath
(Harpertown/Penryn) and Southampton (Westmere) machines,
the N, NB, P and Q variables were chosen to be large enough
to invoke the main, in-cache GEMM algorithm, but small
enough for runs to complete within a relatively short time
frame. In addition, HPL was configured to try combinations
of all three panel factorisation algorithm variants.
On our family museum piece (Northwood), due to the (to
modern eyes) rather small amount of memory available (a
mere 756MB), the problem size, N, had to be reduced to
5000, half that used on the other machines. In addition, having
gained access to this machine very late in our investigations,
runs were made only for assumed DTLB sizes between 24%
and 250% of its actual size, since previous experiments on the
other two machines had shown this interval to be of the most
interest.
Before we began, we verified that we would not be transparently using large TLB page sizes on any of our machines.
Being production systems, kernel updates are not frequently
applied, and fortunately both Aquila and Iridis are still running
Linux kernel versions which pre-date this feature. On our
Northwood system, we were careful to choose a similarly old
kernel, although it should not be necessary.
We also checked, by eye, that the original numbers in the
GotoBLAS build system agreed with the output of cpuid in
each case.

Fig. 1: The effect of changing DTB ENTRIES on HPL on all
three processors, for comparison
the HPL variables are changed in the input file, suggesting
that the choice of panel factorisation algorithms, matrix size
and block size are vastly more important in obtaining the best
possible performance on a particular machine. Even at this
scale, it is clear that the panel factorisation algorithm choice
shows a clear divide on the later two processors, with results
on Westmere and Harpertown dividing in each case into two
distinct groups.
Although we are not so interested in inter-machine comparisons here, the results show just how significant the change
in performance is when moving to a more modern machine.
R
(Penryn) processors, with 4 cores,
The Intel!Harpertown
have the highest clock speed of all our systems, yet are
R
chips. The
still outperformed by the 6 core Intel!Westmere
higher core count, higher memory bandwidth, faster memory
and improved SIMD instructions, along with all the other
improvements we have come to take for granted in modern
computer systems, all contribute to the increased performance
R
chips.
of the Intel!Westmere
R
4 (NorthThe single-core, single-socket Intel!Pentium
wood) system, which predates SSE3, is comprehensively outperformed, even accounting for the loss of performance due
to the smaller (halved) problem size. It has a much smaller
cache, and fewer cache levels, than the other two processors,
which, in addition to the myriad other improvements across
the whole machine, is already known to make a noticeable
difference to performance.

A. Results
Figure 1 shows the results from all three machines on the
same graphs, so that they may be compared at the same scale
relative to one another. We include this for interest only, as
we are really interested in how the performance on a single
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confirmed our perception that these could not be attributed to
simple noise.
A further observation is that the choice of the two panel
factorisation algorithms affect performance differently on
R
R
Intel!Harpertown
(Penryn) than on Intel!Westmere,
with
right-looking approaches appearing to be a better choice on
this architecture.

R
R
1) Intel!Westmere:
The Intel!Westmere
chip was the
newest that we were able to examine in this study. It sports
several improvements over the older two chips, including a
R
Cache, a dual QPI BUS and SSE4.2.
12MB Intel!Smart
This gives it a noticeable, and not unexpected, improvement in
R
performance over even the higher clocked Intel!Harpertown
processor. The 4-way DTLB on this processor supports 64
entries for 4K pages, or 32 entries for 2M/4M pages.
The results show several interesting features. See figure
2. The first observation is the similar shape to those for
Harpertown (Penryn). Indeed, given the shape of the mean
even between the different HPL variations (C2C2, C2L4, etc),
it seems unreasonable to presume that they might be caused
by noise, and MATLAB’s ttest2 confirms that chance would
be an unlikely cause for the fluctuations in both these and the
Harpertown (Penryn) results (P = 0.0002).
Of most interest is perhaps the section between 50% and
150%, where there is a noticeable increase in performance
up to 100%, followed by a sudden drop in performance. The
change in performance is relatively small, being in the order of
0.3% of overall performance for this problem size, and is still
vastly dwarfed by the effect of panel factorisation algorithm
choice, not to mention other variables (particularly N and NB)
that might have been chosen differently had our intention been
to approach R peak .

Fig. 3: The effect of changing DTB ENTRIES on HPL on
R
Intel!Harpertown
R
R
3) Intel!Pentium
4 (Northwood): Like Intel!Westmere,
this now obsolete processor sports 64 DTLB entries for 4K
pages. It supports SSE2, but none of the later improvements,
and predates SMT. It is the only 32-bit processor in this paper.
Figure 4 is perhaps the most interesting, especially when
compared with figures 3 and 2. Unlike the results for the later
processors, there is very little difference between the different
choices in panel factorisation algorithm.

Fig. 2: The effect of changing DTB ENTRIES on HPL on
R
Intel!Westmere
Unfortunately a small number of our runs on the University
of Southampton machine, Iridis 3+, showed up nodes performing at only 2/3rds the speed of their identically equipped peers.
Their results have been discarded on the grounds of being
affected by a probable hardware fault. Thus there are slightly
fewer than the intended 30 runs to be considered for this chip.
R
(Penryn): The results on this chip
2) Intel!Harpertown
(see figure 3) show a strange dip when DTB ENTRIES was
altered to be 50% of the actual DTLB size of 256 entries
for 4K pages. Performance overall is relatively flat. The
same repetition in fluctuations can be seen across the various
R
and ttest2 again
HPL tests, as we saw with Intel!Westmere,

Fig. 4: The effect of changing DTB ENTRIES on HPL on
R
4
Intel!Pentium

We speculate that this is due to the slightly different
treatment of this processor. Since the version of the library
that we are using post-dates [1], it seems highly likely that the
authors will have included any changes recommended by their
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R
processors such as Intel!Harpertown
(Penryn). In contrast,
work on ATLAS has until recently focused on the level 1
cache. Other work on cache design, such as [11], has indicated
that it is the outermost cache level that has the greatest effect
on overall memory I/O performance.
Other conclusions are that HPL is not a very good test
of TLB performance, due to the aliasing effect mentioned in
section II, and that GotoBLAS is even less portable than might
be thought, due to the lack of use of DTB SIZE.
We anticipate continuing this work work by investigating
the different relative performance of the various solvers on
different architectures, particularly on modern processors. This
could be better measured by looking at actual TLB miss rates,
via hardware counters or similar, rather than the perhaps more
difficult to measure FLOP count. Work on this has begun, but
is still ongoing.
Another area for further work would be to revisit the effects
of varying page sizes on benchmarks on modern architectures.
Similar studies, such as that undertaken in [4] have been done
in the past, using the SPEC benchmarks [12], as well as handwritten microbenchmarks. A similar approach could be used
here, but extra care would have to be taken due to the effects of
the aggressive energy saving functionality inherent in modern
processor designs.
a) Acknowledgements: We are grateful to Ed White,
David Stewart and Martin Brain for their comments and
advice, also to the reviewers for pointing out weaknesses in
the exposition.

findings. In fact, on examining the source for the GotoBLAS
library, it is clear that there are several places where the kernels
R
4 family.
differ if built for the Intel!Pentium
B. Measuring DTLB misses
R
This has so far only been done on Intel!Harpertown,
and was accomplished using oprofile [10] to access the own
hardware counters built into the processor.

R
Fig. 5: Approximate DTLB misses on Intel!Harpertown,
running HPL with our modified GotoBLAS

As figure 5 shows, the change in the whole HPL run is only
slight, and may be an artefact of the experimental error: see
[7].
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IV. C ONCLUSION
The results show that any changes to the DTLB size
assumed by Goto and van de Geijn’s build system result in
performance changes so small as to be, while statistically
significant, practically insignificant on the processors to which
we had access, being almost indistinguishable from noise to
the unaided eye. Figure 5 shows that, even if TLB misses
were much more expensive, the change would still be slight.
It is clear that changes to the HPL input values and thus
the problem shape and size affect performance considerably
more noticeably, as does the choice of panel factorisation
algorithms; an area we should like to investigate further.
However, in a situation where every advantage, however
small, is being exploited by national facilities and companies
competing for a place in the TOP500 [3] list, the performance
effected by their approach to the DTLB starts to become
more interesting. We suspect that the importance of a specific
context may help to explain why Goto and van de Geijn appear
to disagree with others in the community.
Given the nature of the algorithm employed by Goto and van
de Geijn, we suspect that the main reason for their improved
performance over many of their competitors is due to the
cache treatment, rather than their treatment of the DTLB.
Their algorithms block for the largest cache level, usually the
level 3 data cache on modern processors, and level 2 on older
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second order hyperbolic telegraph equation. The scheme is
proven to require lesser execution time than the others
explicit group methods [11]. As an extension to these
works, Kew and Ali [12, 13] presented the utilization of
domain decomposition techniques on explicit group
methods and parallelized it using OpenMP programming
environment. The parallel algorithms successfully save up
of approximately 20% of the computational costs compared
to their sequential algorithms. In year 2002, Mohanty [8]
formulated the unconditionally stable Alternating Direction
Implicit (ADI) difference scheme of second order accuracy
in solving the three space dimensional hyperbolic equations.
Mohanty [5] proposed another method of three level
implicit operator splitting technique in solving the three
dimensional hyperbolic telegraph equations (1). The method
is unconditionally stable and applicable to singular problem.
In this paper, we present a new explicit group relaxation
method derived from the standard seven-point difference
approximation for the solution of (1). This explicit group
method is developed using small fixed size group strategy
which require lesser execution times than the classic point
iterative method. The method is then parallelized using
OpenMP environment with the utilization of domain
decomposition technique.
In the next section, a brief overview will be given on the
formulation of explicit group method for the three
dimensional telegraph equations. The parallelization using
domain decomposition technique under OpenMP
programming environment will be discussed in Section 3.
Section 4 presented the numerical experiments and the
results. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

Abstract—In this paper, the parallel implementation of a new
explicit group iterative scheme is proposed for the solution of a
three dimensional second order telegraph partial differential
equation. The explicit group (EG) method is derived from the
standard centered seven-point finite difference discretisation
formula. We utilize the domain decomposition technique on
this group scheme to divide the tasks involved in solving the
equation. The aim of this study is to describe the development
of the parallel group iterative scheme under OpenMP
programming environment as a way to reduce the
computational costs of the solution processes using multiplecore technologies. Numerical experiments are conducted
together with their detailed performance analysis. The results
will be reported and discussed.
Keywords- Telegraph equation; explicit group method;
domain decomposition algorithm; parallelization; multiple-core;
OpenMP

I.

INTRODUCTION

Consider the three dimensional second order hyperbolic
equations (telegraph equation) defined in the region
Ω = {( x , y , z , t ) | 0 < x , y , z < 1, t > 0} of the following form
∂ 2U
∂U
∂ 2U ∂ 2U ∂ 2U
+ 2α
+ β 2U = 2 + 2 + 2 + F ( x , y , z , t )
2
∂t
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z

(1)

where α ( x , y , t ) > 0, β ( x , y , t ) ≥ 0.
The initial condition consist of
U ( x , y , z , 0) = f1 ( x , y , z ); U t ( x , y , z , 0) = f 2 ( x , y , z )

and the boundary conditions consist of
U (0, y , z , t ) = g1 ( y , z , t ); U (1, y , z , t ) = g 2 ( y , z , t )
U ( x , 0, z , t ) = g 3 ( x , z , t ); U ( x ,1, z , t ) = g 4 ( x , z , t )
U ( x , y , 0, t ) = g 5 ( x , y , t ); U ( x , y ,1, t ) = g 6 ( x , y , t )

II.

This equation is commonly encountered in physics and
engineering mathematics such as vibration of structures and
signal analysis. In recent years, various numerical schemes
have been developed for solving one-, two- and threedimensional hyperbolic equation [1-10]. Ali and Kew [1]
developed an unconditionally stable explicit group
relaxation methods based on combination of rotated and
centered five-point finite difference approximation on
different grid spacing which solve the two dimensional
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.28

FORMULATION OF THE GROUP METHOD

In solving problem (1) using finite difference
approximations, we let the spatial domain, Ω be discretized
uniformly in x-, y- and z- directions with a mesh size
h = ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 1 n where n is an arbitrary positive
integer. The grid points are given by
where
m = 1, 2, 3, ... and
( x , y , z , t ) ≡ (ih , jh , lh , mk )
i

j

l

m

k > 0 be the time steps. Let U i , j , l be the exact solution of the
m
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differential equation and u be the computed solution of
the approximation method at the grid point. (1) can be
approximated by various finite difference schemes. One
commonly used formula is the standard seven-point
difference approximation
m

i , j ,l

− (r / 2) (u i+1, j,l ,m+1 + u i−1, j ,l ,m+1 ) + (1 + 3r + a + b / 2) u i, j ,l ,m+1

− ( r / 2) (u i, j +1,l ,m+1 + u i, j −1,l ,m+1 ) − ( r / 2)(u i, j ,l +1,m+1 + u i, j,l −1,m+1 )
= ( r / 2) (u i+1, j,l ,m + u i−1, j ,l ,m ) + (r / 2) (u i, j +1,l ,m + u i, j −1,l ,m )

(2)

+ ( r / 2) (u i, j ,l +1,m + u i, j ,l −1,m ) + ( 2 − 3r − b / 2) u i , j,l ,m

Figure1. Computational molecule for EG method

+ (a − 1) u i, j ,l ,m−1 + ∆t Fi, j ,l ,m+1/2
2

This matrix (3) can be inverted to produce an eight points
explicit group (EG) equation

where r = ∆t / h ; a = α∆t; b = β ∆t
The iterations for this standard centered seven-point
difference scheme are generated at any time level on all grid
point using (2) until convergence is achieved before
proceeding to the next time level. The process continues
until the desired time level is reached.
Consider the standard seven-point formula (2) which
was derived from the centred finite difference discretisation.
The mesh points are grouped in cubes of eight points (Fig.
1) and applying (2) to each of these points will produce the
(8x8) systems of equations in the form
2

! k1
# −k2
# 0
# −k2
# −k2
# 0
# 0
# 0
%

− k2
k1
− k2
0
0
− k2
0
0

0
− k2
k1
− k2
0
0
−k2
0

2

−k2
0
−k2
k1
0
0
0
−k2

2

−k2
0
0
0
k1
−k2
0
−k2

0
−k2
0
0
−k2
k1
−k2
0

0
0
− k2
0
0
− k2
k1
− k2

2

! u
#u
#u
#u
#u
#u
#u
#
%u

i , j , l , m +1

" !m
$ #m
$ #m
$= A #m
$ #m
$ #m
$ #m
$ %m
&

1

i +1, j , l , m +1

2

i +1, j +1, l , m +1

3

i , j +1, l , m +1

2
2

i , j , l +1, m +1

3

i +1, j , l +1, m +1

i +1, j +1, l +1, m +1

4
3

i , j +1, l +1, m +1

m2
m1
m2
m3
m3
m2
m3
m4

m3
m2
m1
m2
m4
m3
m2
m3

m2
m3
m2
m1
m3
m4
m3
m2

m2
m3
m4
m3
m1
m2
m3
m2

m3
m2
m3
m4
m2
m1
m2
m3

m4
m3
m2
m3
m3
m2
m1
m2

m3 " ! rhsi , j , l "
m4 $ # rhsi+1, j , l $
m3 $ # rhsi+1, j +1, l $
m2 $ # rhsi , j+1, l $
(4)
m2 $ # rhsi , j , l +1 $
m3 $ # rhsi+1, j , l +1 $
m2 $ # rhsi +1, j+1, l +1 $
$
m1 & #
% rhsi , j+1, l+1 &

where
A = 1 / ( k14 − 10 * k 2 2 * k12 + 9 * k 2 4 )
m1 = k13 − 7 * k1 * k 2 2 ; m2 = k12 * k 2 − 3 * k 2 3 ;
m3 = 2 * k 2 2 * k1 ; m4 = 6 * k 2 3

0 " ! ui , j , l , m+1 " ! rhsi , j , l "
0 $ # ui+1, j , l , m+1 $ # rhsi+1, j , l $
0 $ # ui+1, j +1, l , m+1 $ # rhsi+1, j +1, l $ (3)
#
$ # rhs
$
− k 2 $ ui , j +1, l , m+1
#
$=# i , j+1,l $
− k 2 $ ui , j ,l +1, m+1
rhsi , j , l +1
#
$ #
$
0 $ # ui+1, j , l +1, m+1 $ # rhsi+1, j , l +1 $
$
− k 2 #u
$ i+1, j+1,l+1, m+1 $$ ## rhsi+1, j+1,l+1 $$
k1 & # u
% i , j+1,l+1, m+1 & % rhsi , j+1,l +1 &

The iterations are generated on these groups of eight
mesh points and it is treated explicitly similar to the way
where the single point is treated in the point iterative
method. Similarly, the process is repeated until the desired
time level is achieved.

where k1 = 1+ 3r + a + b / 2; k 2 = r / 2; k3 = 2 − 3r − b / 2; k 4 = a −1

III.

rhsi , j ,l =k2 (ui−1, j ,l ,m+1 +ui , j −1,l ,m+1 +ui , j ,l −1,m+1 +ui −1, j ,l ,m +ui +1, j ,l ,m +ui , j −1,l ,m

DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION TECHNIQUES

Most domain decomposition methods (DDM) have been
developed for solving elliptic [14, 15] parabolic [16, 17] and
hyperbolic problems [12, 13]. They have been considered
as very efficient methods for solving partial differential
equations on parallel computers [17]. They can be classified
into two classes; overlapping and non-overlapping methods
with respect to the decomposition of the domain. In [12,
13], Kew and Ali have demonstrated the use of DDM for
the explicit group methods by using the overlapping subdomain and Schwarz alternating procedure (SAP). This SAP
operates between two overlapping sub-domains; solving the
Dirichlet problem on one sub-domain in each iteration by
taking the boundary conditions based on the most recent
solution obtained from the other sub-domain. The details of
the SAP can be obtained in [18].
In order to implement this domain decomposition
algorithm, ordering strategies need to be considered for each
finite difference discretization scheme due to the shared
boundaries between sub-domains [12, 13].

2

+ ui , j +1,l ,m +ui , j ,l −1,m +ui , j ,l +1,m )+k3 ui , j ,l ,m +k4 ui , j ,l ,m−1 +∆t Fi , j ,l ,m+1/2
rhsi+1, j ,l =k2 (ui +2 , j ,l ,m+1 +ui+1, j −1,l ,m+1 +ui+1, j ,l −1,m+1 +ui , j ,l ,m +ui+2 , j ,l ,m +ui +1, j −1,l ,m
2

+ ui+1, j +1,l ,m +ui+1, j ,l −1,m +ui +1, j ,l +1,m )+k3 ui +1, j ,l ,m +k4 ui+1, j ,l ,m−1 +∆t Fi +1, j ,l ,m+1/2
rhsi+1, j +1,l =k2 (ui+ 2 , j +1,l ,m+1 +ui+1, j +2 ,l ,m+1 +ui +1, j +1,l −1,m+1 +ui , j +1,l ,m +ui +2 , j +1,l ,m +ui+1, j ,l ,m
2

+ ui+1, j + 2 ,l ,m +ui+1, j +1,l −1,m +ui+1, j +1,l +1,m )+k3 ui +1, j +1,l ,m +k4 ui+1, j +1,l ,m −1 +∆t Fi+1, j +1,l ,m +1/2
rhsi , j +1,l =k2 (ui −1, j +1,l ,m+1 +ui , j +2 ,l ,m+1 +ui , j +1,l −1,m+1 +ui−1, j +1,l ,m +ui+1, j +1,l ,m +ui , j ,l ,m
2

+ ui , j +2 ,l ,m +ui , j +1,l −1,m +ui , j +1,l +1,m )+k3 ui , j +1,l ,m +k4 ui , j +1,l ,m−1 +∆t Fi , j +1,l ,m +1/2
rhsi , j ,l +1 =k2 (ui −1, j ,l +1,m+1 +ui , j −1,l +1,m+1 +ui , j ,l +2 ,m+1 +ui−1, j ,l +1,m +ui +1, j ,l +1,m +ui , j −1,l +1,m
2

+ ui , j +1,l +1,m +ui , j ,l ,m +ui , j ,l +2 ,m )+k3 ui , j ,l +1,m +k4 ui , j ,l +1,m −1 +∆t Fi , j ,l +1,m+1/2
rhsi+1, j ,l +1 =k2 (ui+ 2 , j ,l +1,m+1 +ui+1, j −1,l +1,m +1 +ui +1, j ,l +2 ,m+1 +ui , j ,l +1,m +ui +2 , j ,l +1,m +ui+1, j ,l ,m
2

+ ui+1, j −1,l +1,m +ui+1, j +1,l +1 ,m +ui +1, j ,l +2 ,m )+k3 ui +1, j ,l +1,m +k4 ui+1, j ,l +1,m −1 +∆t Fi+1, j ,l +1,m +1/2
rhsi+1, j +1,l +1 =k2 (ui+2 , j +1,l +1,m+1 +ui+1, j +2 ,l +1,m+1 +ui+1, j +1,l +2 ,m+1 +ui , j +1,l +1,m +ui +2 , j +1,l +1,m +ui+1, j ,l +1,m
2

+ ui+1, j + 2 ,l +1,m +ui +1, j +1,l ,m +ui +1, j +1,l +2 ,m )+k3 ui +1, j +1,l +1,m +k4 ui+1, j +1,l +1,m−1 +∆t Fi +1, j +1,l +1,m+1/2
rhsi , j +1,l +1 =k2 (ui−1, j +1,l +1,m+1 +ui , j +2 ,l +1,m +1 +ui , j +1,l +2 ,m+1ui−1, j +1,l +1,m +ui+1, j +1,l +1,m +ui , j ,l +1,m
2

+ ui , j +2 ,l +1,m +ui , j +1,l ,m +ui , j +1,l +2 ,m )+k3 ui , j +1,l +1,m +k4 ui , j +1,l +1,m−1 +∆t Fi , j +1,l +1,m+1/2
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The solution domain is decomposed into blocks as shown in
Fig. 2. Referring to Fig. 2, when the point 1 in Ω1 is
computing, points 2 – 7 at the same time level needs to be
used if (3) is used. However, points 1 – 6 are from subdomain Ω1 while point 7 is from sub-domain Ω 2 . In the case

TABLE II. SYNTAX FOR IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM
ON MULTI-CORE PROCESSOR
#include <omp.h>
void main()
{
int num_threads;
omp_set_num_threads(omp_num_procs());
#pragma omp parallel for
{
Compute the points in each sub-domain
}
}

of parallelization, the sub-domains Ω1 and Ω 2 are computed
concurrently. There is a possibility that the solutions at the
points 7 is updating on the respective sub-domains when the
point 1 are being computed. This may cause inaccuracy in
the numerical results. Thus, we need to organize the
ordering strategies to prevent any conflict on the usage of
points among sub-domains. With this in mind, a red black
group ordering strategy is introduced to this EG scheme.
The black group points are set to be odd sub-domains and
computed concurrently, followed by red group points, even
sub-domains. The algorithm of this scheme is presented in
Table I. The same concept of domain decomposition
ordering strategy can also be implemented for the standard
centered seven-point scheme.
Table II presents the syntax of implementing the program
on multiple-core processor. It is observed that Steps 7 – 14
in Table I is the most expensive part of the algorithm and
therefore stands to gain the most advantage from the
parallelization process.

IV.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the viability of the proposed
method in solving the three dimensional second order
hyperbolic equation (1), experiments were carried out on a
quad core i7 CPU 2.0 GHz, 4GB of RAM with Window 7
operating system using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. This
experiment is to solve the hyperbolic problem (1) with the
analytical solution [5]
u ( x , y , z , t ) = exp( −t ) × sinh x × sinh y × sinh z
2
f ( x , y , z , t ) = ( β − 2α − 2) × exp(t ) × sinh x × sinh y × sinh z

The boundary and initial conditions can be obtained
from the analytical solution. The proposed group method is
a three level scheme. The starting values of u ( x, y , z ) at the
first time level need to be obtained before any computation
starts. The values may be obtained using the Taylor series
expansion

(

)

ui , j , l = ui , j , l + k (ut ) ui , j , l + k / 2 (utt ) ui , j , l + O( k )
1

6

1
4

7

3

Ω2

Ω1

Figure 2 Explicit group scheme with domain decomposition
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(6)

where u and ut are known explicitly at t = 0 .The values of
relaxation factor (Gauss Seidel relaxation scheme) for the
various mesh sizes are set equal to 1.0. The convergence
criteria used throughout the experiment was the l∞ norm
with the local and global error tolerances were set equal
to 10−6 and 10 −7 , respectively. Throughout the computation,
the values of α = 10.0 and β = 5.0 . The RMS errors are
tabulated at T = 2 for a fixed λ = k / h = 3.2 for several mesh
sizes of 16, 32, 64 and 128 and are listed in Table III. Table
III also shows the comparison execution times obtained for
the sequential algorithm (1 thread) and parallel algorithm (4
threads) for the point, and explicit group method. The
speedup is used to measure the performance of the parallel
algorithms compared to the corresponding sequential
algorithms. The speedup formula used is in the form of

5
2

(5)

TABLE I. ALGORITHM FOR EXPLICIT GROUP SCHEME
USING RED BLACK GROUP ORDERING STRATEGY
Choose an initial guess u to the solution
For each time step:
Set Boundary Condition
Until convergence, Do (Global):
Identify the subdomain boundaries values
Until Convergence, Do (Local):
For each subdomain:
Solve at the black group points
EndDo
For each subdomain:
Solve at the red group points
EndDo
Check the local convergence test
EndDo
Check the global convergence test
EndDo
EndDo

Speedup =

Execution time for a single thread
Execution time using 4 threads

(7)

It can be observed that the computational results
obtained from explicit group method maintained the same
degree of accuracies with the standard point method. The
EG method requires lesser computing times compared to
point method due to its lower computational complexity. As
shown in Table III, the execution times of the parallel EG
can be saved up to about 34% compared to the sequential
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EG and 39% for the standard centered seven-point method
for the mesh size of 128. The percentages vary for
difference schemes. This is due to the ordering strategies’
implementation which may cost overheads and thus
affecting the execution timings.
V.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, the parallel implementation of a new
explicit group (EG) relaxation method, derived from the
standard centered seven-point difference formula has been
presented in solving the three dimensional telegraph
equations. The parallel implementation utilizes the domain
decomposition technique on the discretized solution domain
using OpenMP programming environment. For comparison
purposes, we also include the RMS error and the execution
timings of the point-wise scheme; the standard centered
seven-point method. The accuracy improves when the
domain grid size for the iterative solution increases for both
methods. It is observed that the accuracies of the proposed
group method is as accurate as the standard point method
even though the domain grid size for the iterative solution is
doubled. It can also be observed that the parallel algorithms
manage to save up approximately 35% of the computational
costs compared to their sequential algorithms. Furthermore,
better saving of computational costs are recorded when the
grid size is finer. In conclusion, the explicit group relaxation
method is able to take advantage from parallelism
implemented on multi-core technology environment and the
objective to reduce computational cost is achieved.
Research on other explicit group method of the same class
like the Explicit Decoupled Group (EDG) and its variants
are under investigation and will be reported soon.
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TABLE III.

Standard Point
Method
Explicit Group
Method

h-1
16
32
64
128
16
32
64
128

Iter
44
67
88
100
26
38
50
56

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Non Parallel (1 Thread)
RMS Error
Elapsed Time
6.570E-04
0.227
3.180E-04
5.574
1.580E-04
156.371
8.350E-05
4539.633
6.570E-04
0.142
3.170E-04
2.951
1.560E-04
77.823
7.970E-05
1988.438

Iter
44
67
88
100
26
38
50
56
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Parallel (4 Threads)
RMS Error
Elapsed Time
6.570E-04
0.223
3.180E-04
4.683
1.580E-04
118.445
8.350E-05
2771.018
6.570E-04
0.139
3.170E-04
2.616
1.560E-04
62.098
7.970E-05
1313.726

Speed-up
1.018
1.190
1.320
1.638
1.022
1.128
1.253
1.514

*Iter: Global iteration number at time T = 2.
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Abstract—To keep the balance between the global search and
local search, a novel binary quantum-behaved particle swarm
optimization algorithm with comprehensive learning and
cooperative approach (CCBQPSO) is presented. In the
proposed algorithm, all the particles’ personal best position
can participate in updating the local attractor firstly. Then all
the particles’ previous personal best position and swarm’s
global best position are performed in each dimension of the
solution vector. Five test functions are used to test the
performance of CCBQPSO. The results of experiment show
that the proposed technique can increase diversity of swarm
and converge more rapidly than other binary algorithms.

II.

In PSO, the population with M particles is called a
swarm X in the D-dimensional space. The position vector
and velocity vector of particle i at the generation t
represented as x i (t ) = ( x i1 (t ), x i 2 (t ), ! , x iD (t ))
and
v i (t ) = (v i1 (t ), v i 2 (t ), ! , v iD (t )) .The
particle
moves
according to the equations:
vid (t + 1) = wvid (t ) + c1r1 ( pbestid − xid (t ))
(1)
+ c2 r2 ( gbestd − xid (t ))
xid (t + 1) = xid (t ) + vid (t + 1)
(2)
Where i = 1,2, ! , M ; d = 1,2,! , D , w is the inertia
weight. c1 and c2 are called the acceleration coefficients.
r1 and r2 are random number uniformly distributed
in (0,1) .Vector pbesti = ( pbesti1 , pbesti 2 ,! , pbestiD ) is the
personal best position ( pbest ) of particle i, while the global
best position ( gbest ), gbest = ( gbest1 , gbest2 ,! , gbest D ) ,
is the best particle position among all the particles in the
population.
In BPSO [6], Eq. (3) replaces Eq. (2):
if (rand () < S (vid )) then xid = 1 else xid = 0 (3)
1
), and
Where S (v) is a sigmoid function ( s (v) =
(1 + e − v )
rand () is a random number selected from a uniform
distribution in (0,1) .

Keywords-quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization;
binary; comprehensive; cooperative

I.

INTRODUCTION

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary
computation technique developed by Dr. Eberhart and Dr.
Kennedy in 1995 [1]. Base on deep study of PSO and
inspired by quantum mechanics, quantum-behaved PSO
(QPSO) is proposed by Jun Sun [3,4,5]. QPSO has much
fewer parameters without the velocity of particles and much
stronger global search ability than PSO [6]. In 1997,
Kennedy proposed the binary version of PSO (BPSO) [7],
and Jun Sun proposed the binary version of QPSO (BQPSO)
in 2007 [8].
This paper will focus on developing the binary version
of QPSO with comprehensive learning and cooperative
approach (CCBQPSO). The comprehensive strategy can
keep the diversity of swarm, and the cooperative method
can direct the algorithm into local search and converge to
the optimum solution fleetly. In the proposed algorithm, all
the particles’ personal best position can be participate in
updating the local attractor firstly. Then each dimension of
particle’s new solution vector replaces in turn the
corresponding dimension of particle’s previous personal
best position and swarm’s global best position to calculate
the fitness value.
The rest part of the paper is arranged as follows. In
section 2, a brief introduction of the BPSO is presented. The
BQPSO is described in section 3. Next, the novel CCBQPSO
is proposed in section 4. Then the experiment results are
shown in section 5. And the conclusion is made in section 6.

978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.29

BINARY PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

III.

BINARY QUANTUM-BEHAVED PARTICLE SWARM
OPTIMIZATION

In this section, BQPSO is depicted. Firstly the equations
of QPSO algorithm are as follows:
1 M
mbestd =
! pbestid
(4)
M i =1

pid = φ × pbestid + (1 − φ ) × gbestd

(5)
1
xid (t + 1) = pid ± β mbestd − xid (t ) * ln( )
(6)
u
Where φ is a random number. mbest is mean best
position of the population. Parameter β is called the
Contraction-Expansion coefficient, which can be tuned to
control the convergence speed of the algorithm.
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In BQPSO, the position of particle is represented as a
binary string. Hamming distance is defined as the count of
bits different between two binary strings. That is
(7)
X − Y = dH ( X ,Y )
The function d H () is to get the Hamming distance
between binary strings X and Y .
The jth bit of the mbest is determined by the states of
the jth bits of all particles’ pbest in BQPSO. If more
particles take on 1 at the jth bit of their own pbest , the jth
bits of mbest will be 1; otherwise the bit will be 0.
However, if half of the particles take on 1 at the jth bit of
their pbest , the jth bit of mbest will be set randomly to be
1 or 0, with probability 0.5 for either state.
The point pi is obtained by one-point or multi-point
crossover operation on pbesti and gbest . Firstly generate
two offspring by crossover operation. Then randomly select
one of the offspring and output it as the point Pi .
Consider iterative Eq. (6) and transform it as
1
b = d H ( xi , pi ) = β × d H ( xi , mbest ) × ln( )
(8)
u

IV. BINARY QUANTUM-BEHAVED PARTICLE SWARM
OPTIMIZATION WITH COMPREHENSIVE LEARNING AND
COOPERATIVE APPROACH
A. Comprehensive Learning
In comprehensive learning BQPSO (CLBQPSO), the
value of each dimension in the local attractor pi is
randomly selected from corresponding dimension of an
arbitrary particle’s personal best position [9]. For each
particle i , learning probability Ci is introduced to make the
decision of which particle is adopted. For each dimension of
particle i , if rand () > Ci , pi is taken from the current
particle’s pbest itself. Otherwise, it should learn from other
particles’ pbest use tournament selection.
B. Cooperative Approach
For objective function f ( X ) = f &(( X 1 , X 2 ,! , X N ) ') , as
BQPSO described, each update step is also performed on a
full D-dimensional solution vector. As long as the current
objective function value is better than the former value, then
update pbest and gbest . Then it may be appear the
possibility that some dimension in the solution vector have
moved closer to the global optimum, while others moved
away from the global optimum. Whereas the objective
function value of the solution vector is worse than the
former value. Therefore, the current solution vector can be
give up in next iteration and the valuable information of the
solution vector is lost unknowingly. We present a
cooperative method to avoid the undesirable behavior [10]. In
the proposed method, each dimension of the new solution
vector replaces in turn the corresponding dimension of
pbest and gbest , and then compare the new objective
function value to decide whether to update pbest and
gbest .The process is as follows:
Step 1: For each particle i , initialize cgbest = gbest ,
cpbesti = pbesti .
Step 2: For each dimension of particle i , replace the
dimension of cpbest and cgbest by the corresponding
dimension of the particle.
Step 3: Evaluate the new objective function value of
cpbest and cgbest , and compare it with the objective
function value of pbest and gbest . If the current value is
better than that of pbest and gbest , then update pbest and
gbest .
Step 4: Repeat step 2~3 until all the dimension of the
particle is compared.

We can obtain the new string xi by the transformation
in which each bit in pi is mutated with the probability
computed by
"b
## l
cd = $
(9)
#1 if b > 1
#%
l
Where l is the length of the dth dimension of particle i .
In the process of iteration, if rand () < cd the corresponding
bit in the position of particle i will be reversed, otherwise
remains it.
With the above definition and modifications of iterative
equations, BQPSO algorithm is described as the following
procedure:
Step 1: Initialize an array of binary bits for all particles,
pbest and gbest .
Step 2: For each particle, determine the mbest and pi .
Step 3: For each dimension, compute the mutation
probability cd and update the particle’s new position xi .
Step 4: Evaluate the objective function value of the
particle, and compare it with the objective function value
of pbest and gbest . If the current objective function value
is better than that of pbest and gbest , then update pbest
and gbest .
Step 5: Repeat step 2~4 until the stopping criterion is
satisfied or reaches the given maximal iteration.

C. CCBQPSO
A novel hybrid algorithm, which is based on
comprehensive learning and cooperative approach BQPSO
(CCBQPSO), is proposed in this section. The iteration
process of CCBQPSO is described step-by-step.
Step 1: Initialize.
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particles. All the algorithms terminate when the number of
iterations succeeds 200.
The best fitness value (BFV), maximum BFV, minimum
BFV, mean BFV and the times of obtaining maximum BFV
over 50 runs are recorded after all the algorithms terminate at
each run. The mean BFV, minimum BFV and the times of
obtaining maximum BFV of 50 trial runs are listed on Table
1-5. Fig.1 illustrates the convergence process of mean BFV
of four algorithms over 50 runs with 40 particles on five test
functions.

Step 2: For each particle, use comprehensive strategy to
update the local attractor pi .
Step 3: Update the particle’s new position xi by BQPSO.
Step 4: Evaluate the objective function value of the
particle, and compare it with pbest and gbest . If the current
objective function value is better than that of pbest
and gbest , then update pbest and gbest .
Step 5: Use cooperative approach to update pbest
and gbest .
Step 6: Repeat step 2~5 until the stopping criterion is
satisfied or reaches the given maximal iteration.
The proposed algorithm tries to improve convergence
precision by comparing each dimension of the solution
vector. It must extend the search space and then increase the
time consumption. Two adaptive control methods are
proposed.
(1) The cooperative strategy is adopted when the new
objective function value is worse than the former.
(2) The cooperative strategy is performed when the bit of
the particle is different from the corresponding bit of pbest
and gbest .
V.

TABLE I.

Particles

20

40

80

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the performance of CCBQPSO algorithm
is tested on the following five different standard functions to
be maximized[7]. Then the results are compared with BPSO,
BQPSO and CLBQPSO.
3

f 1( X ) = 78.6 − ! xi2
i =1

Particles

(−5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12)

20

(−2.048 ≤ xi ≤ 2.048)
f 3( X ) = 25 − ( x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 )

40

xi ∈ Z , (−5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12)
30

i =1

(−1.28 ≤ xi ≤ 1.28)

*
25
1
f 5( X ) = 500 − 1 , 0.002 + !
2
,
j =1 j + 1 + !
( xi − aij )6
.
i =1
* 32.0 16.0 0 16.0 32.0 +
a=,
. −32.0 −16.0 0 16.0 32.0 /

BQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
78.59987
78.5997
(12)
78.59989
78.5997
(13)
78.59992
78.5997
(20)

TABLE II.

f 2( X ) = 3905.93 − (100( x12 − x2 ) 2 − (1 − x1 ) 2 )

f 4( X ) = 1248.2 − ! xi4

BPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
78.59986
78.5997
(7)
78.59985
78.5997
(2)
78.59984
78.5997
(4)

80

+
/

BPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
3905.9002
3905.1536
(9)
3905.9242
3905.8418
(18)
3905.9292
3905.9188
(15)

Particles

(−65.536 ≤ xi ≤ 65.536)
In the numerical experiments, the parameters setting of
all the algorithms are described as follow: for BPSO, the
acceleration coefficients are set to c1 = c2 = 2 , and the
inertia weight w is decreasing linearly from 0.9 to 0.4. In
experiments for BQPSO, CLBQPSO and CCBQPSO, the
value of β is 1.4[11]. The parameters of learning probability
are set as Ci = 0.5 . All experiments are run 50 independent
times respectively with a population of 20, 40 and 80

20

40

80
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CLBQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
78.59967
78.5974
(2)
78.59986
78.5995
(9)
78.59992
78.5997
(18)

CCBQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
78.6
78.5999
(48)
78.6
78.6
(50)
78.6
78.6
(50)

RESULTS OS f 2

BQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
3905.9102
3905.7815
(10)
3905.9235
3905.8312
(13)
3905.9292
3905.9214
(20)

TABLE III.
BPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
54.86
54
(43)
54.98
54
(49)
55
55
(50)

RESULTS OS f 1

CLBQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
3905.928
3905.9116
(4)
3905.9293
3905.9247
(7)
3905.9298
3905.9292
(10)

CCBQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
3905.9289
3905.914
(9)
3905.9298
3905.9292
(11)
3905.9299
3905.9297
(25)

RESULTS OS f 3

BQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
54.96
54
(48)
55
55
(50)
55
55
(50)

CLBQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
54.66
54
(33)
54.78
54
(40)
54.94
55
(47)

CCBQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
54.96
54
(48)
54.98
54
(49)
55
55
(50)

TABLE IV.

Particles

20

40

80

BPSO
Mean
MAX
MIN
1250.7889
1258.22
1240.5389
1251.7949
1263.1885
1241.2841
1251.851
1264.5341
1243.9959

BQPSO
Mean
MAX
MIN
1253.5857
1261.7592
1247.7543
1252.9749
1262.126
1245.6837
1254.2206
1260.8333
1245.5395

TABLE V.

Particles

20

40

80

BPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
498.71163
497.76306
(9)
498.95986
498.10809
(13)
499.03857
498.10906
(19)

can be seen from Table 3, the mean BFV of BQPSO is best.
CCBQPSO, BQPSO and BPSO with 80 particles hit the
optima for 50 times out of 50 runs. CCBQPSO has better
quality of solution than BPSO and CLBQPSO with 20 and
40 particles.
In order to measure the average fitness value over the
entire population, Gaussian noise is introduced into f 4
function. As can be seen from Table 4, in this function, the
mean BFV of CCBQPSO is the maximum. The mean BFV
of CLBQPSO is inferior to BQPSO but superior to BPSO.
However the maximum BFV and minimum BFV of
CLBQPSO with 80 particles are better than that of BQPSO.
The same happens in minimum BFV with 40 particles.
The optima of function f 5 , whose fitness value is 500.
All the algorithms can found out the best value 499.26991.
As can be seen from Table 5, the mean BFV and the
successful searches of CCBQPSO are best. And CLBQPSO
takes second place.
As is illustrated in Fig.1, we can see that the
effectiveness of the proposed CCBQPSO. CCBQPSO can
converge to the optimum more rapidly than other algorithms
on function f 2 and f 4 . On function f 1 and f 3 ,
BQPSO converges rapidly than other algorithms at the early
stage of running, but CCBQPSO exceeds BPSO soon and
generates a slightly better solution. On function f 5 , other
algorithms converge more quickly but generate worse
solution than CCBQPSO.
Compared with other algorithms, experimental results
show the effectiveness of the proposed CCBQPSO. In
summary, the comprehensive learning can keep the diversity
of swarm and have better global search, and cooperative
method can direct the algorithm into local search and
converge to the optimum solution fleetly.

RESULTS OS f 4
CLBQPSO
Mean
MAX
MIN
1252.4647
1259.2983
1244.3038
1252.0974
1260.3056
1247.5292
1252.8175
1261.2899
1247.4616

CCBQPSO
Mean
MAX
MIN
1261.469
1268.48
1248.87
1262.1148
1271.65
1253.4153
1262.4969
1273.8849
1252.7685

RESULTS OS f 5

BQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
498.75278
497.81977
(11)
498.97292
497.62203
(7)
498.94943
498.10809
(23)

CLBQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
499.2256
498.7965
(22)
499.25785
499.113
(33)
499.26989
499.26975
(46)

CCBQPSO
Mean
MIN
(Max times)
499.24135
499.05711
(31)
499.26106
499. 159
(38)
499.2699
499.26975
(48)

The optima of function f 1 , whose fitness value is 78.6,
can be found out by all algorithms. As can be seen from
Table 1, the mean BFV of CCBQPSO is best. And BQPSO
outperforms BPSO and CLBQPSO. BPSO is better than
CLBQPSO with 20 particles, but worse than CLBQPSO
with 40 and 80 particles. However the minimum BFV of
CLBQPSO is the worst in all algorithms. As of solution
quality, the times of successful search of CCBQPSO is
maximum. And BQPSO is second. CLBQPSO with 20
particles make 2 successful searches out of 50 trial runs,
whereas BPSO find out the optima for 7 times. And the
corresponding times is 9 and 2 respectively with 40
particles. When the population number is 80, the optima are
found out for 18 and 4 times with CLBQPSO and BPSO.
The optima of function f 2 , whose fitness value is
3905.93, can be found out by all algorithms. As can be seen
from Table 2, the mean BFV of CCBQPSO is best. And
CLBQPSO takes second place. BQPSO has the worst
performance than other three algorithms with 40 particles.
Note that the times of successful search of CLBQPSO is the
worst. For other algorithms, the times of successful search
are basically the same with 20 particles, and the best
algorithm is BPSO with 40 particles. When the population
number is 80, CCBQPSO is superior in times of successful
search to BQPSO.
The optima of simple integer function f 3 , whose
fitness value is 55, can be found out by all algorithms. As

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel CCBQPSO is described. In the
proposed algorithm, all the particles’ pbest are used to
update the local attractor for preventing the particles
converge to local optima. And each dimension update of
particle can feed back to pbest and gbest . The results of
experiment have showed that CCBQPSO performs better
global convergence than other algorithms. However with the
increasing complexity of the problem, time wasting is the
main deficiency of CCBQPSO.
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Abstract— Resources are allocated to web
applications in large scale traditional servers
depending on various factors like internal
architecture, software support, hardware etc.,
resulting in under or over utilization of the
resources. Valuable resources are allocated for the
future continual business improvement which may
or may not be utilized resulting in wastage. On the
other hand cloud systems provide resources as
needed, thereby maximizing resource utilization.
Using cloud services increases productivity as it
saves valuable time, cost and is portable in tablets
and mobiles which are highly desirable for web
businesses. These factors contribute to a high
demand for system stability in cloud systems unlike
other systems. Due to this dynamic internal cloud
architecture, resource management has become a
complex process. As a cloud service provider takes
control of data and services, the resources can be
allocated as a pay as you go service, forging
resource management to fine tune the methods
adopted to allocate them. This paper focuses on
using one such method to allocate resources.

regularly sends out newsletters on events and books,
system stability is crucial. When information on new
music products or books are sent out via e-mail, if
misused will utilize the whole system resources
resulting in heavy web traffic bringing the whole
business to its knees. These criteria should be carefully
checked before allocating resources to applications.
Underestimating them will result in risk of failure and
overestimating it will result in under using the
resources. A need for a balanced process is needed to
achieve this. Moreover portability is highly desirable
quality factor in cloud services, resulting in the need
for a system to be highly stable that can be achieved by
vigorous testing of resources.

Keywords- Resource allocation; web cloud service
allocation; Resource management in cloud services;
Cloud Computing.

Cloud services have solid backup systems so their
services are very reliable. As data recovery systems
and backup systems are part of the cloud packages the
users have less worry of loss of data as they can be
accessed anywhere 24-7. But outages do occur due to
system failures and maintenance. A need for a
continuous internet access in the client’s end is also
required to ensure access to the available services. In
this paper, system stability of a cloud architecture
providing cloud based web services are discussed and
the criteria for dynamic resource allocation to cloud
services are also discussed in detail.

Security aspect of a business is one of the contention
businesses have when upgrading from traditional
services to cloud computing. A certain level of trust is
needed between the cloud provider and the client for a
seamless secure service. The cloud provider will be in
charge of the data flow and the work flow which puts
the providers in control of the business thereby the
level of expectancy in secure services increase.

INTRODUCTION
Cloud service providers have to work closely with the
clients to provide the necessary resources and have a
fool proof backup plans. They are attractive to
businesses as they economize on resources, operating
costs, capital costs, maintenance and service costs. The
ability to optimize performance and the automatic
system recovery with minimum to no interruption to
day to day business due to system failures in cloud
services is lucrative to industries. Companies rely on
system stability to run businesses smoothly and as
more business switch to cloud services to provide such
stable and reliable architecture, the cloud resource
management needs to be robust. In web-based cloud
applications like an online book shop or Music store
which rely on their web based e-mail marketing that
I.
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II.

DESIRABLE FACTORS FOR SYSTEM
STABILITY

Cloud services provided by Google, Amazon etc,
calculate their resources carefully as cost per usage of
services is involved. Methods like Black box, Gray
box and analytical models are used to calculate the
cost and resources [4] [5]. A cloud service provider
supplying resources to cloud based web applications
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normally rely on key quality factors like performance
and availability for its stability. They are given priority
from a cloud service provider’s point of view to user’s
requirement. Cloud service provider does not
necessarily support or host web applications in a
Virtualized environment.

o
•
•
•
•

In a typical e-Commerce based cloud service platform,
utilization of resources and their operating cost are
based on the web usage and other quality factors [9].
Security of the system is a desired quality factor once
it is launched on cloud as their e-shopping basket
stores vital information like credit cards, personal
details which needs encryption technology installed to
safeguard the business. Reliability of the system is
another desired quality for continuous supply of
information.

•
•
•
•

A Cloud System’s stability which supports eCommerce businesses depend on some or all of the
criteria listed below:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

•

Expected web traffic on normal period
Expected web traffic on festive period or the
business period
Newsletters for events targeting regular users
or promotions
Increase in usage due to new web application
like eBooks reader
Increase in web usage for a short period of
time due to new movie release
Increase in web usage as popular music is
downloaded
Increase in web usage due to new apps
launched

o
o
o
o
o
o

Speed of applications run on the system
Unexpected system resources allocated by
applications which eat up memory
Terminal services clients
Number of users given access should be limited
and restrictions imposed on what can be
accessed
Previous version of applications no longer in
use should be deleted/archived to make way to
new applications
Changed or modified applications should be
monitored for its memory usage and disk usage
Systems using web email system to access and
store email content
Automated backups of system and applications
is essential when traffic is low this can be
midnight or early mornings.
Introducing new changes like search
mechanism or database expansion will eat up
valuable resources, these need to be referred to
load distribution. If needed increase in memory
or disk capacity should be recommended to
keep the system stable

By checking all the above aspects when allocating the
resources, the system will be ready to handle any
problems when issues arise and provide the much
needed stability for a system. Figure 1 below
illustrates the criteria for resource allocation.

When allocating resources, a system’s resource
manager has to take into account all of the above
criteria before estimating an approximate level of
usage and cost. The check points or the break points to
look out for regularly are
•

I/O bandwidth

Figure 1: Resources criteria
Some of the properties and issues listed above are
typically applicable in a system supporting web
applications and it need not be the same in other
systems. For example, the pay per use service, on
demand service, dynamic scale up / down and
virtualization are exclusively cloud computing related
issues, marshalling SOAP message between client and
server is exclusively a Web service related issue, while
reusability of services is exclusively a SOA related
issue. But, cloud computing expands scalability than

Hardware resources
CPU usage and number of CPU cores
allocated for the required applications if
hosted in VM environment
Memory usage used by applications
Virtual memory used by applications
Disk access used by applications
Storage space allocated to users
Number of applications run on the system
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SOA by adding virtualization and grid computing
concepts [1]. The cloud providers are expected to
supply users with deployed applications which can be
accessed from anywhere on demand basis, pushing the
need to recalculate current resource baselines as of
paramount importance.

out applications which overuses resources due to fault
in the software. The monthly maintenance also
includes defragging the disks and applying any
updates like SSL and removing expired SSL
certificates. Due vigilance is carried out when granting
out access to users restricting the information thereby
ensuring the data is secure.

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
The concept of dynamic programming is largely based
on the principle of optimality due to Bellman. “An
optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial
state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions
must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the
state resulting from the first decision.”[10].
III.

VM allocation

Simulation techniques and modeling can be used to
estimate or predict the resource capacity in VM
systems [2]. Numerous mathematical equations [8] and
models can be applied to find a working combination
of storage [6] [7] and resource allocation. It can be
tuned for specific businesses.

Small
Medium

Cores
allocated
2
2-4

Medium High
High

6
8

Web usage per
month[approx]
250,000 hits
500,0001,00,000
1,00,000
2,00,0005,00,000

Table 1: Training data of resource allocation from a
cloud provider for web based e-commerce
applications.
The Table 1 data is for standard usage of applications.
As explained earlier certain e-Commerce web
businesses tend to double their traffic during certain
period which results in the need to increase the
current resource allocation.
VM allocation

Figure 2. Resource allocation by a Cloud Provider
for cloud based eCommerce applications using
web usage

Small

Cores
allocated
4

Medium

4-6

Medium High

8

High

8-10

Web usage per
month[approx]
250,000 hits –
500,000
1,00,000 –
2,00,000
2,00,000 –
4,00,000
2,00,0005,00,000

Table 2: Training data of resource allocation from a
cloud provider for web based e-commerce applications
during festive periods.

Training data derived from a typical e-commerce web
usage is tabulated in Table 1 below.
This table is an approximate calculation of the
resources by the resource manager in a cloud provider
business. The pre existing crieteria to this allocation is
the simple usage of web including web emails,
requests and e-mail marketing traffic for standard
applications. There are sufficient storage space
available for the applications in all these VM servers
and has room for expansion. They are regularly
monitored for its web usage and performance. The
system regularly backs up during off peak hours or
silent hours during midnight and monthly once an
overall maintenance is done in all the servers to weed

Taking this into account a new base line for resources
are calculated and applying the same principle used to
calculate for regular traffic in Table 1, the new
baseline is calculated for the changed usage and listed
in Table 2. Swapping the systems to a higher VM
system is straightforward as the regular backups help
to regurgitate the settings easily bringing down the
down time when the services are switched over. It
hardly took under 10 minutes to bring all the services
up with the new configuaration. Extensive stress tests
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x = number of cores assigned to a business1 or an
application and n-x be the number of cores used by a
specific business/application, n being the maximum a
VM system can support.

b) Decision at each stage converts the current state
into state associated with the next state
c) When the current state of resources is known, an
optimal policy for the remaining stages is
independent policy of the previous ones.
d) By deriving the optimal policy at the end of each
state of the last stage, the solution procedure starts
e) To identify the optimum policy for each state of
the system a recursive equation is formulated with
n stages remaining, given the optimal policy for
each state with (n-1) stages remaining.
f) Using recursive approach each time the solution
procedure moves backward stage by stage for
obtaining the optimum policy for each state, until
it attains the optimum policy beginning at the
initial stage.

0 !x!n

Forward and backward Recursive Approach:

f(n) = Max[g(x1..j), h(y1..j)] where f(n) denote the total
optimal cores and g(x1..j) denotes the initial number of
cores for a business or an application allocated initially
and h(y1..j) storage space a VM can support. Where x
and y ranges from 1..j states/stages or baselines of
resources used. An optimum value can be found by
monitoring the usage of resources at various stages
when the application is used.

There is a need for forward and backward approach to
free up unused resources. This can be obtained by
using the recursive equation technique starting from
the first stage

and simulation tests were carried out to help estimate
the resource allocation.
IV.

ALLOCATING RESOURCES

There are various models based on Linear regressions,
multiple regression coded into resource management
to allocate the system resources. The mathematical
model used here is adopted from dynamic
programming for linear problems.

f1 ! f2!…….. fN
The computation involved is called the forward
computational procedure. If the recursive equations are
formulated in a different way so as to obtain the
sequence

Now as the business demand rises consider number of
cores and storage available to be n = a(x) , b(y) now
for optimising resource usage, where a(x) and b(x) are
the new values required by the application the VM
supports can be calculated as
f(n) = Max{g(x),h(y) + f[a(x) ,b(y)]},

fN ! fN-1 !……….. f1
The computation involved is called the backward
computational procedure.

y = n-x

or in general

For example divide c cores into n number of cores to
obtain optimum utilization of resources

f(n) = Max 0 !x!n{g(x),h(y) + f[a(x) ,b(y)]} y=n-x [3]

Or using the dynamic programming to find the
maximum value of
y1 + y2 +…..+yn = c,

By using this dynamic equation an optimum value to
allocate the resources can be calculated. Below are
some of the charecteristics of dynamic allocation and
the stage metioned in the list denotes the change in the
status of allocation by system expansion or changes to
the infrastructure due to business expansion or client’s
needs.

Using the forward computational procedure

x1 = c for stage 1
x2 = c for stages 1 and 2
x3 = c for stages 1,2 and 3

Characteristics of Dynamic Allocation:
a) The problem can be divided into stages with a
policy decision required at each stage
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In general

Particularly in a cloud based e-Commerce business
there are issues such as the physical location, time
difference, software platform, hardware platform, web
traffic are to be taken into account when designing
storage and resource allocation. Due to the diversity of
hardware platforms like virtualization, the system
stability is heavily relied by the cloud providers for its
seamless services. By regular monitoring of the usage
of web, system stability for e-Commerce cloud based
applications can be obtained. The model discussed in
this paper not necessarily be applied to other cloud
based services and applications.

Xn = c for stages 1,2,….n
The state xi of the system at stage j may be defined as
the portion of c allocated to parts 1 through j, both
inclusive. It implies that 0 !xj!c

and

f(c) = max { x1 }
x1 = c
fj(c) = max 0 !xj!c { xjfj-1 (c-xj)}
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For stage 1 or single business j =1
f1(c) = c
for 2 businesses
f2(c) = max 0 !x2!c { x2 f1 (c-x2)}
and so on..
This dynamic resource allocation may not apply to
other businesses as this mathematical model is applied
to the e-commerce cloud based business only. More
study and training data is required to test in other
infrastructures.
V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As more and more companies move to cloud
technology due to economic reasons the need to fine
tune the resource allocation will always be there. The
main advantage of using virtualization in cloud
computing are the resource allocation, solid fool proof
backups, quick system restoration from system
failures, making them irresistable to businesses. Cloud
technology is expanding at a rapid rate and the
complications of using one is being addressed and
solutions are sought earnestly. Governments,
companies are forming a policy in regards to security,
information property rights and legal boundaries of
using data stored offshore. It is still a huge complex
issue as nations need to agree unianimously in a
unified policy.
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cloud computing on water resources informatization is still
relatively rare. The introduction of cloud computing to the
construction of water resources informatization can solve the
existing problems such as resource sharing, redundant
construction, systems integration, business collaboration, and
alternation between old and new system to some extent and
it also can promote the development of water resources
informatization.

Abstract-At present, cloud computing technology and its
layout have been increasingly improved, but its application in
water resources informatization is just the beginning.
Therefore, it is necessary to study on the construction of water
information cloud. Taking the present situation of Nanjing
water resources as the background, this paper proposes a fourlayer architecture of Nanjing water information cloud which
includes physical layer, infrastructure layer, service layer and
presentation layer. The cloud computing platform is built
using CloudStack, and three kinds of related service clusters
are advanced according to the requirements of Nanjing water
conservancy. Finally, we analyze the application prospects and
development orientation of water information clouds.
Keywords-cloud computing;
CloudStack; service cluster

I.

water

information

II.

Nanjing is located in the lower reaches of the Yangtze
River, whose terrain is complex. There are a number of
rivers and lakes in its territory, and along the river and lake
the dyke is plain and the hinterland is hilly. In addition,
precipitation and water resources are unevenly distributed in
time and space. These factors make Nanjing a flood-prone
area. In order to reduce the impacts of floods and droughts,
Nanjing Water Conservancy Bureau has basically
established the flood and drought control command system
integrated
by
information
collection,
network
communications, integrated database, and application
service. It has also built wide area network between the
city’s flood and drought protection offices and each county’s
offices, and hydrological telemetry system to automatically
collect and process hydrological information , and so on.
At present, Nanjing Water Conservancy Bureau owns ten
servers to assume the operation of the existing application
systems. An application system basically runs in a server to
provide the corresponding service. However, due to the large
scale of various systems, large amount of data and the
obvious lack of some servers, the application system always
takes long time to react. Specific problems are formulated as
follows:

cloud;

INTRODUCTION

Water is closely related to human survival, economic
development and social progress, and it has always been a
great event for a country. In 21 Century, with the fast
development of Internet technology and continued advance
of government informatization construction, water
informatization construction has achieved certain
achievement. Reference [1] points out that, at present stage, a
series of problems restricting its development has been
exposed in the process of water conservancy informatization,
such as the disunity of standard specifications for application
software, resources division, sharing difficulty, low
efficiency, repetitive construction, etc.
Since the concept of cloud computing was put forward, it
has quickly gotten many attentions. It provides transparent
service for users, and as long as the users put forward their
demands, cloud computing providers can provide services as
required. In the whole process, firstly users input demands
through a simple interface, then the demands are
automatically split into numerous smaller subroutines by the
huge network and processing program, and then the
subroutines are sent to the data center for processing, finally
the results will be return to users. Service providers can
process tens of millions or even billions messages in
seconds, so that cloud computing can achieve the powerful
performance of network services, as well as super computer
[2]. In addition, some security techniques are well studied in
[3-6].
At present, cloud computing technology and its layout
have been increasingly improved, but the application of
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.31
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•

•
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Due to many reasons such as the scattered
construction of flood and drought control system, the
non-uniform standards of these systems and weak
global consciousness etc., infrastructure resources
are difficult to integrate and efficient utilization of
these resources cannot be increased, performance of
systems cannot be optimized. Eventually, these
problems influent the results of flood control and
drought control work.
The development and application of flood and
drought control application system are often lack of
coordination between business systems, and can’t
achieve the interconnection between related

the virtualization technology, the hardware resources can be
divided into the virtual machine. A variety of services can be
deployed on virtual machines. Through the portal, each
service is managed in a uniform way.
Service layer mainly provides various service clusters.
They are platform management services clusters, waterrelated service clusters, user management and authorization
service cluster.
The presentation layer offers a variety of access methods
for different service clusters. Users can access the services
provided by the cloud platform through PCs, laptops, pads
and smartphones.

businesses. So that it is difficult to share information
resources, and it cannot provide an "integration"
approach to the designated users.
The past solution, replacing or adding servers, to a
certain extent can improve the response speed of business
systems, but it inevitably leads to the redundancy of the
servers. The ability of some servers can’t be taken full
advantage of, and it also fails to solve these issues like
resource sharing and interconnection between related
systems. In order to solve these problems, we can use cloud
computing technology to integrate dispersed servers into one
"server", and integrate the various business systems in the
water information cloud platform, then all systems are
scheduled as services.
III.

B. Cloud Platform
1) CloudStack
In the water information cloud structure, the cloud
platform which is used to process information is of great
importance.
CloudStack, cloud system infrastructure, is open source
software. With using a modular, portable design criterion,
CloudStack is not only compatible with the existing
infrastructure resources, but also easy to use, users can
quickly install and configure. Modular design allows the user
to customize the function of the system as needed, changed
or replaced. In addition, CloudStack provides an API that's
compatible with AWS EC2 and S3 for organizations that
wish to deploy hybrid clouds.
The hardware resources are abstracted and separated into
computing resources, storage resources and cyber sources by
KVM [7], which are organized as virtual resources;
CloudStack integrates and manages these virtual resources to
build cloud platform, and provides transparent cloud services
for users. It is responsible for the virtual resources mapping
to hardware resources, and provides effective security
isolation between users.
Logically, the deployment of CloudStack includes five
parts as shown in Fig.2: host, cluster, pod, and availability
zone and management server [8].

SOLUTION

A. Structural Design
The overall framework of Nanjing water information
cloud platform as shown in Fig.1 is a multi-tier architecture
composed of the physical layer, infrastructure layer, service
layer, and presentation layer.
Presentation layer
PC

PAD

Phones

Service layer

Water-related services

Infrastructure
layer

VMs

User Management
services

Cloud platform
management services

VMs

VMs

KVM virtualization platform
Physical resource
layer

Cloud platform computing node

Cloud platform
management node

Figure 1. Overall framework of Nanjing water information cloud

Physical resources layer is in the bottom which provides
the physical resources of the entire platform, including
servers, PC machines, computers, switches and other
network facilities. In a word, this layer provides the physical
carrier of the cloud platform. According to the different roles
of servers in the platform, they are divided into two types of
nodes: management nodes and compute nodes. The cloud
platform management nodes deploy resource management
services of cloud platform, and the cloud platform compute
nodes provide the computing resources of the virtual
machine.
Infrastructure layer is above the physical layer, which is
used to process information in the Nanjing Water
Information Cloud. In the cloud computing nodes, by using

Figure 2. Components diagram of CloudStack

Host is a single computing node which has installed
CloudStack Agent and one of the hypervisors supported by
the platform like VMware, KVM and XenServer. The hosts
are where the actual cloud services run in the form of guest
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virtual machines. Cluster provides an approach to organize
nodes. If many nodes are in the same cluster, they have the
same hardware, hypervisor and subnet, and they can access
to the shared primary memory. A Pod which is equivalent to
a rack consists of one or more clusters and one or more
primary memories. A zone is equivalent to a single data
center which contains multiple pods and secondary storages.
Its biggest advantage is to provide physical independence
and redundancy.
CloudStack manages two types of storage. The primary
storage connects to a cluster, and it is used to store the root
disk image of the VMs and additional data volumes of
running virtual machines. The secondary storage stores VMs
templates, ISO images and disk snapshots. There must be a
secondary storage per zone.
The CloudStack platform can manage three kinds of user
roles: The root administrator that has the highest accessing
level can manage the entire cloud, including the hosts,
clusters, users, domains, service offerings, and templates;
The domain administrator can perform administrative
operations for users who belong to that domain, but it don’t
have visibility into physical servers or other domains; The
end users which are unprivileged can only manager their
own virtual resources.
CloudStack helps users to manage their own cloud
through a web interface and a RESTfull API. The web
interface allows the complete access to the CloudStack
administrators while end users are only allowed to manage
their own virtual resource. Through RESTfull API, the thirdparty can manage the cloud platform.
2) Build Cloud Platform
a) Preparation
Servers in the cloud platform are divided into two
categories: management servers and hosts. Specific
configuration is as follows:

b) Management Server Installation
Before installing CloudStack packages, system-related
services are configured first, including IP, host name, local
yum source, and NTP (network time protocol) server. Then
the CloudStack package and MySQL database are installed;
At last, the NFS server is set up and the system virtual
machine templates are prepared.
c) Hypervisor Installation
First install RHEL 6.2 (64bit) with KVM in the host, then
install CloudStack Agent, and NTP should be installed and
edited to ensure all hosts in a pod have the same time.
d) CloudStack Configuration
After installing and running the Management Server
software, enter the CloudStack Web Console address
http://192.168.1.200:8080/client in the browser, then input
the username and password, you can log on the Nanjing city
water cloud. The main page is shown in Fig.3, the logged
user's situation is above the page, and the left is the basic
control column, upper right is some conventional alarm, low
right shows resources’ occupation and usage. To know more,
you can find in [9].

TABLE I. THE CONFIGURATION TABLE
Host Name

Hardware

Network

Software

Storage

CloudManager

Node

CPU

IntelG530 2.4GHz

IntelG530 2.4GHz

RAM

2G DDR3

4G DDR3

Hard Disk

500G

500G

IP

192.168.2.202

192.168.2.203

DNS

192.168.2.1

192.168.2.1

Gateway

192.168.2.1

192.168.2.1

OS

RHEL 6.2 64bit

software

CloudStack
Management
Server, MySQL

RHEL 6.2 64bit
with KVM

Primary
Storage
Second
Storage

Figure 3. The main page of Nanjing water cloud platform

When creating virtual machines, the user needs to use a
template or ISO file. The administrator can customize the
mirror for the cloud platform to provide users virtualized
instances. In the process of making mirrors, software and
services can be customized. Namely, according to the
specific needs of the development, install the corresponding
development environment or open the related services in the
virtual machine. When the customized mirror is instantiated,
the user can directly use the perfect service platform. This
approach avoids the tedious work to install the software and
improve the work efficiency [10].
C. Water Information Cloud Servicse Cluster
Nanjing water information cloud service clusters can be
divided into three main modules: cloud platform
management service clusters, water-related service clusters,
user management service clusters.
1) Cloud Platform Management Service Clusters

CloudStack Host
Agent

NFS,60G
NFS,40G
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users have no rights to access the management service; they
just can get the services corresponding to their authorities.
3) Water-related Service Clusters
Water-related service cluster is divided into 9 specific
services by their different functions. The components of
water-related clusters are shown as Fig.4. For example, water
and rainfall information service provides access to query
water and rain information of all reporting stations in
Nanjing, and show the result by charts; Project information
service which is supported by the database and based on the
geographic information system provides a static and real
time project information. Data analysis service provides data

The main role of cloud platform management service
clusters is to provide access to the portal for the user,
management of the portal, as well as the application of
resources. Platform management service clusters are
accessed through the web, when the user passes the authority
verification, they can customize and get different services
according to their authority and identity.
2) User Management Service Clusters
The main function of the service clusters is to provide a
unified authentication service of accounts and passwords,
and provide the authorization management service for all
clusters integrated in the platform. This service is only
oriented to cloud platform administrator, and other normal

Water-related service clusters

Water and
rainfall
information
service
clusters

Project
Information
service
clusters

Flood
information
Service
clusters

Danger
information
service
Clusters

Flood
Managemen
-t service
clusters

Flood
control
consultation
Service
clusters

Data
analysis
service
clusters

Flood
forecasting
service
clusters

Video
surveillance
service
clusters

Figure 4. The components of water-related clusters

allow self-service and on-demand access to dynamic
compute and storage resources in the resource pool. What’s
more, water-related modules and platform management
modules are packaged into cloud services clusters, and water
information cloud manages the service clusters in the form of
portal, so that users can custom and access to services
expediently. During the trial operation, the platform has
shown many features. For example, it can offer powerful and
comprehensive function; it improves the query speed and
provides reliable query results; it applies uniform portal to
access services for all users and it also offers friendly manmachine interface.
Cloud computing gathers distributed resources to form a
resource pool, then provides resources to the user in the form
of services, so that it can achieve the goal of collectivized
operation, intensive development, lean management and
standard construction. Cloud computing is helpful to collect
and share the water information and it can improve service
value by converting the data to services. Moreover, "water
information cloud" integrates resources to improve
utilization rate and reduce energy consumption, so it has
considerable development prospects. However, the "water
information cloud" is a large and complex system which will
face with many problems such as access speed, reliability,

analysis and forecasting of important hydrological sites in
Nanjing, such as water level prediction, similarity search and
analysis of frequency curve analysis. Flood forecasting
service is used to forecast water levels and flows of the
Yangtze River and the Chuhe River in Nanjing section.
Video surveillance service is used to monitor the key water
conservancy projects, to make relevant staff informed of
engineering and water situation.
D. Multiple access methods for intelligent terminals
With the rapid development of science and technology,
smartphones and tablets are becoming increasingly prevalent,
and bring a lot of convenience for people's life and work. In
the presentation layer, water information cloud offers PC
terminal access method for users, and also provides the
access channel for tablets and smartphones. Through
intelligent terminals, the staffs can obtain information more
timely and access all kinds of application services, and they
can response to an emergency more quickly.
IV.

CONCLUTION

Nanjing city flood control and drought prevention
information integration platform which is based on cloud can
automatically control and optimize use of resources, can
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security and availability. In other words, there will be a lot of
unpredictability in the future. So, we need deeper research on
the operation mechanism and management means of the
water information cloud in the future.
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mentioned paper is not comprehensive. In addition, some
security techniques are well studied in [7-10]. This paper is
improved and extended on the basis of the references [2] and
the improved system is applied into the cloud.

Abstract- In recent years, Cloud Computing has been
rapidly developed and become more and more popular. In
order to convince the users the reliability of the services,
Service Level Agreement (SLA) is subscribed between the
providers and users. In this paper, a cloud service monitoring
system is proposed to surveillance SLA operation and the
behaviors of service provider. The monitoring system achieves
dynamic monitoring by using Web Services technology.

II.

Cloud can be divided into three modes according to the
type of cloud services. They are Infrastructure as a Service,
Platform as a Service and Software as a Service. Different
clouds offer different services.
Infrastructure as a Service(IaaS) provides highly scalable
and on-demand changes of IT capacity based on hardware
resources such as servers and storage. It usually charges in
accordance with the cost of resources consumed.
Platform as a Service(PaaS) provides Internet-based
application development environment to end users, including
the application programming interface and running platform
and so on. It supports and applies a variety of required
hardware and software resources and tools from its creation
to the operation of the whole life cycle. It usually charges in
accordance with users or login situation.
Software as a Service(SaaS) is the most common cloud
computing services. Users use the software on the Internet
through a standard Web browser. The service providers are
responsible for the maintenance and management of software
and hardware facilities. They provide services to end users in
free or on-demand rented way.

Keywords-Cloud Computing; monitoring system; SLA

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is a computing model based on
Internet. In this way, the sharing of software and hardware
resources and information can be provided to computers and
other devices as needed. Cloud computing relies on sharing
of resources to achieve economies of scale. Cloud service
providers integrate a large number of resources for the use of
multiple users, the users can easily rent more resources and
adjust usage at any time and release spare resources back to
the whole structure. Therefore the users do not need to rush
to buy resources for short peak demands. They only need to
upgrade the amount of rent and refund the rent when their
needs reduce. Cloud service providers release idle resources
to other users and adjust rent according to the whole
demands[1].
With the emergence of more and more cloud service
providers, the competition between providers is increasingly
fierce. Quality of Service (Quality of Service, referred to as
QoS) awareness of users has also been enhanced. Service
value is an important basis for users to select one of the
cloud service providers. Providers must provide QoS test
data to users to prove the superiority of the service. Hence it
is necessary to monitor the operation of cloud service. This
paper presents a cloud service monitoring system, the aim is
to evaluate whether the service providers comply with the
level of QoS that the consumer experts.
At present, there are many references related to service
monitoring system. For example, a Web Services dynamic
monitoring system based on SLA was proposed[2], a service
quality monitoring system based on the SLA and Web
Services was proposed[3], a network monitoring system based
on SLA was proposed[4], the fundamental issues of the
monitoring of contractual SLAs was proposed[5], a concrete
tool called SLAMon was showed, SLAMon uses a
monitoring technique to provide runtime QoS information
that is needed to detect SLA violations[6]. The above
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.32

CLOUD SERVICE MODEL

Figure1.

Cloud service model

The above mentioned three layers, each layer has a
corresponding technology support to offer services. It has the
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characteristics of the cloud computing. Each layer of cloud
services can be independent clouds, and can also be based on
the lower layer of cloud services. Each cloud can be directly
available to end users, and can also be used to support the
upper services[11].
III.

Software as a Service(SaaS)

SLA

A. SLA summary

B. Service quality parameter
Service quality parameter is a service-related parameter.
A SLA should contain a lot of objectives and measurable
parameters, service providers to the users to ensure that these
parameters. Agreed service quality parameter should have a
clear definition and be easy to reach a consensus between
providers and users. At the same time it must have operative
and accurate measuring methods for statistical analysis.
Service quality parameter includes service usage rate,
overload service usage rate and the service throughput of per
unit time and so on.

The SLA protocol is reached by the service sectors and
customers through consensus. Its content is the key service
targets and responsibilities of both parties in service delivery
and support process. SLA covers many aspects of the
relationship between service providers and users, including
service provide, services charge and service performance and
so on. SLA not only allows users to clear their own needs, to
help users claim compensation from service providers when
they do not get the promised services, but also helps service
providers understand the needs of users and service usage.
So that they can optimize services and enhance
competitiveness.
SLA generally includes some contents as follows:
The regulation in all parties to provide services and
protocol of period of validity; The regulation of the number
of users, the place and the appropriate hardware services;
Fault reporting process description; Change request process
description; The regulation of the service level objectives;
The regulation of the service fees; The regulation of the
responsibility of users; The description of solving different
views on service-related process[12].
The focus of different cloud service model is different
and their SLA contents are also different. Table 1 describes
the corresponding SLA based on the different service types .
TABLE I

C. SLA semantics
SLA=<Provider,Consumer,Period,Obligation>represents
the four components of the SLA. Provider and Consumer are
participants of SLA. They represent the cloud service
providers and users. Period represents the valid time of the
SLA.
Obligation=<Operation,SLO,Action,DataBase>represent
s the responsibility of the SLA.
Operation=<Schedule, Constants>ˈOperation represents
operationˈSchedule represents the interval and frequency of
access to the original data. Constants define some constants
in SLA.
SLO=<ValidTime, RDA, SLAParameters, Metric,
Thresholds> defines the service level objectives, including
the valid time of the service level objectivesǃcloud service
agent address for raw dataǃservice quality parameterǃ the
parameter Metric for calculation of SLAparameter and the
Thresholds of users regulated. SLO can be calculated. When
do not meet the conditions of conduct, the value of SLO is 0.
On the other hand, the value of SLO is 1.
Action=<ActionCon, ActionGua> defines the mechanism
behavior. When behavior conditions are met, behavior
ActionGua is triggered. ActionCon is action condition.
Generally it has four situations:
1)always: When SLO is 0, the action is triggered.
2)OnEntering: When SLO is 0, the action is triggered. On
the other hand, the state is reset to 0 times.
3) OnEnteringAndOnLeaving: When the value of SLO
changed, the action is triggered.
4) OnEveryEvaluation: the action is trigged without any
condition.
DataBase=<TroubleReport,ServicePerfReport,Compress
Data>defines a database system. If the calculated quality
parameters do not meet the requirements of users, then fault
report TroubleReport is sent to the database system. When
meet user requirements, service performance report
ServicePerfReport is sent to the database system.

The SLA of different cloud service model

Cloud service model

SLA content

Infrastructure as a Service(IaaS)

The regulation of the virtual machine
start-up time; The regulation of the
virtual machine CPU speed; The
regulation of virtual machine memory
size; The regulation of the stored data
memory size; The regulation of the IP
quantity and throughput; The
regulation of virtual machine
expansion and reduced time.

Platform as a Service(PaaS)

The regulation of the electronic
services and platform integration
capabilities; The regulation of CPU
time for application program; The
regulation of the storage space for
application program; The regulation of
the network bandwidth available to
application program.

The regulation of the usability of the
user interface; The regulation of
response time from the user changed;
The regulation of whether to support a
variety of terminal access and use; The
regulation for the programming
interface integration capabilities.
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2)

the calculation process: The raw data collected
always do not conform to the requirements of the
user data. So we should calculate collected data
according to the requirements of users.
(4) Cloud service quality assessment
Calculated service quality parameter can be compared
with the threshold of the SLA and be analyzed whether meet
user requirements. Then the appropriate treatments are be
made depending on the different results.
(5) Database system
Submit the results to the database system after the
assessment. If they meet user requirements, service
performance report is sent to the database system. If do not
conform to the requirements of users, the failure report is
sent to the database system and the users are timely notified.
To remind service providers check and remove troubles. The
whole database system needs regular data compression.
The service agent in the cloud service monitoring process
use Web Services technology to realize and WSDL describe
management interface. It abstracts the monitoring process
and divides process into multiple subservices. Analyze
monitoring logic from the service level agreement.
According to the logic combination monitoring process, we
realize the dynamic monitoring system can meet the
demands of a variety of services.

CompressData indicates that data in the database system
should be regularly compressed.
IV.

CLOUD SERVICE MONITORING SYSTEM STRUCTURE
AND PROCESS

A. Cloud service monitoring system structure
Different type of services correspond different type of
QoS data and the calculation processing of data is also
different. Even though the same service, the user threshold
requirements are also different. In order to meet the needs of
different users, the SLA is combined with the Web Service
technology for dynamic monitoring.
Cloud service monitoring system consists of the
following five parts:
(1) SLA analyzer
Analysis of the types of cloud services and cloud services
agent address.
(2) Cloud service agent
Record different users use the services of the raw data.
(3) Cloud service monitoring process
The process includes the raw data collection and
calculation process.
1) the raw data collection process: Access to raw data
from different cloud service agent.

Figure2.

Cloud service monitoring system structure

threshold, the action is triggered and the failure report is sent
to the database system. If do not meet the QoS requirements
of users, the service performance report is sent to the
database system.

B. Cloud service monitoring system processes
Firstly, SLA analyzer analyzes the input of SLA. To
analysis the various services and cloud service agent address.
Then obtain the raw data from the cloud service agent. The
raw data always does not conform to the required quality
data of users. So we should calculate the raw data according
to different services. Compare the calculated service quality
parameter with the threshold. If more than the prescribed
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V.

THE INSTANCE

A. XML description of the monitoring system instance
ProA offer email service, ConB is the consumer.
Specified in the SLA data transmission rate shall not be less
than 1M. The threshold is 1M and the service quality
parameter is transmission rate. If the transmission rate is less
than 1M, the system will alarm.
<SLA name=“E-mail Service”>
<Provider>ProA</Provider>
<Consumer>ConB</Consumer>
<Period>
<Start>2013-3-17 09:00-20:00</Start>
<End>2013-3-20 09:00-20:00</End>
</Period>
<Obligation >
<Schedule>20s</Schedule>
<SLAParameter name=“TransmissionRate”>
<Metric>TransRateMetric ǃ TransTwoMetric ǃ
TransSubMetricǃTransDividMetric</Metric>
</SLAParameter>
<RDA>
http://E-mailService/Agent/UtilityRequest
</RDA>
<Thresholds>1M</Thresholds>
</Obligation>
</SLA>
B. Email service monitoring process
Analyze SLA through SLA analyzer to get the contents
of the service and the service agent address. Put the raw data
obtained from the service agent in TransData.
TransTwoMetric means divide the collected raw data into
two groups, function group() is called to realize.
TransSubMetric means subtract two sets of data, function
substract() is called to realize. TransDividedMetric means
after reduction of data divided by 20, function divide() is
called to realize. Compare the service quality parameter with
the threshold 1M. If do not achieve 1M, function alarm() is
called in the processing services. Then the failure report is
sent to the database system and timely users are notified. If
the transmission rate over 1M, the service performance
report is sent to the database system.

Figure3.

the process of the email service monitoring system

VI.

CONCLUSION

The paper presents a cloud service monitoring system
based on SLA. The aim is to provide more reliable services
to users. The system is based on SLA and users can ensure
the enjoyment of the service providers promised services
based on cloud computing SLA. Cloud service providers
according to cloud computing SLA to optimize allocation of
resources and make their infrastructures could provide more
high-quality services. Application of monitoring system Web
Services technology makes the system have the
characteristics of flexibility and cross-platform. System can
be more scalability and reusable. The monitoring system
guarantees quality of the services through the detection of
violation situation. The next research focus is preventing the
occurrence of violations.
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ABSTRACT

performance, section 4 follows with results of
experiments in a simulated cloud environment
using Cloudsim toolkit and section 5 conclude with
direction of future works.

The increase acceptance and adoption of cloud
computing has seen many research projects focusing on
tradition distributed computing issues such as resource
allocation and performance. The scalability and
dynamic heterogeneity of cloud computing presents a
different challenge in deciding how resources are
allocated to services. In this paper we identify the
nature of cloud computing dynamics with virtualisation
as a key part to resource allocation and meeting QoS
needs. Service Level Agreement (SLA) mainly equates
to actions taken when best effort falls and does not
address the significant needs of meeting QoS demands
as well as efficient utilisation of resources.

2. RELATED WORK
A number of algorithms are compared to identify
the best algorithm that mixes best-effort and QoS
needs to achieve optimal performance [3]. The
scenarios created for the experiment were based on
shared hosting environment using virtualisation.
VM are crucial in delivery shared hosting resource
allocation as used in their work, this relates to the
core resource allocation as in many distributed
computing environment where task allocation and
scheduling is key to optimisation and performance.
There are several research work on improving the
scheduling of resource in a virtualised environment
like the cloud using the many of the same
algorithms but with differentiating how resources
in cloud involve VM’s opposed to task, task in grid
and distributed computing scheduling are mostly
refined in granularity form to make it easy to
execute with little amount of data association.
Cloud computing emphasise on Vm’s which
require much bigger data association and the
allocation Vm’s require more intense algorithm to
allocate resources. In most case VM migration
mechanism aids the efficient allocation of resources
in meeting QoS needs of consumers.
By this trend, scheduling of resource in cloud
computing is coupled with load balancing
algorithms [4].
Basing their algorithm on traditional genetic
algorithms ensuring Vm’s are effectively migrated
where needed to relieve pressure on a host machine
at any one time.
Presenting optimisation algorithms for allocation of
cloud services to resource, based on game-theoretic
algorithm [5] using 3 refining algorithms process to
analyse service dependencies. Service allocation in
cloud can present complex problem in large scale
environment which was considered hence the
decision to calculate the completing times of
dependent services in an approach to estimate
optimised execution time.
With the above and others scheduling proposed in
cloud computing is that the focus is mainly on VM
allocation and scheduling to meet subscribers and
users QoS needs. We believe the approach should
look into the allocation of service to VM which are

1. INTRODUCTION
In cloud computing, virtualisation [1] of resources
in important for providing a scalable and dynamic
environment in meeting requirement. Cloud
computing like many distributed computing
paradigms, the focus of performance is driven by
management of resources and allocation of Virtual
machines.
To maintain resource utilisation, VM migration
from overloaded host to under-utilised host ensures
certain form of utilisation as cloud computing
demands can increase of decrease at any time.
Cloud computing emerges from the utility
computing paradigm, promising access to services
at any time by consumers[2], there is the
expectation that request are met without inquiring
any additional cost, just as the providers manages
the utilisation of resource to maintain efficiency.
Migration of VM enables the re-allocation of
resources to be relieved of the pressure and
demands of request, consolidation and migration of
VM improve utilisation, same way service
consolidation and migration could add to the
effective management of resources in cloud
computing. Services consolidation utilises the full
capacity of a VM and effectively minimising
under-utilisation of resources and overloading.
In this paper we identify the problem of resource
under-use by VM in cloud computing and present
an approach to reduce or in some cases eliminate
the wastage improving utilisation and performance.
The main contribution of this paper is identifying
the need for service allocation in cloud computing
to be
The paper is arranged in the order as, section 2
related works, section 3 discussing service
allocation in cloud and how improve to increase
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.33
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7.
8.
9.

in-turn allocated and scheduled on a host machine
for execution.
The problem we have identify is that when a
number of services request are made, a VM’s takes
the number that can be executed based on the
capacity and the remainder is either allocated to
another VM or wait for the current process to
complete based on either on time or space shared
allocation policy. In actual terms, sometimes the
likelihood is that a VM might possible have extra
capacity to accommodate a service partially,
communication between VM’s can ensure that a
service can be allocated to more than one VM at a
time.

Proposed allocation Service allocation
Hosts in datacentres are classified under 3 criteria
based on Capacity (Memory, CPU and Bandwidth)
low capacity (RAM < 10GB, CPU < 2GB,
Bandwidth
<
100MB),
medium
(RAM:
10>=100GB,
CPU:
2>=4GB,
Bandwidth:
100>=500MB) and high capacity (RAM:
10>=1000GB, CPU: 4>=8GB, Bandwidth :<
1000MB).
The approach we are proposing assumes that a host
has a capacity that allows for a certain number of
VM to be created and hosted. If the services
requested causes VM on a host to exceed it
capacity then the host will not be used in this
instances.
1. Service Request
2. Ack Request
3. Retrieve Service
4. Accept service
5. Create Datacenter Host
6. Create VM
7. If VM exceed Host Capacity,
8. Split Service (Create VM on another host
for service)
9. Re-group service output
10. Send output file to client
11. Ack Receipt

3.

SERVICE ALLOCATION SCENARIO
IN CLOUD COMPUTING
Many research papers and program focus on
resource management, relating to service
execution, however, the resource management fails
to specifically manage the allocation of service and
communication between services in-terms of VM
creation and allocation. [6] Presents a case for the
lack of communication management in cloud
broker using the cloudsim simulation environment
[6], hence broker management does not factor in
other terms of communication i.e. VM
communication and service communication to
effectively identify datacentres based on QoS SLA.
We assume that a datacentre host have a specific
number of VM’s that can be executed based on the
host, capacity. There is therefore a limitation on
execution if service requests exceed the execution
capacity of a host. The service is more likely to be
migrated to a host that has enough capacity to meet
the service needs, this create the following situation
1.
2.

If VM exceed Host Capacity, Migrate VM
Send output file to client
Ack Receipt

4.

SERVICE ALLOCATIONS IN
CLOUD COMPUTING
EXPERIMENT
We undertake an experiment using cloudsim [7], a
simulator for creating experimental cloud-like
environment to access the behaviour and execution
on a single PC environment. Cloudsim is set-up to
allow the user to create a cloud based environment
with configurable datacentres and associated host
machines as needed. In a simple cloudsim
environment datacentres consist of host, cloudlet in
cloudsim represents a service that is allocated to a
VM running on a host. Also cloudsim offers
scheduling based on time or space shared either in
the
allocation
of services
(cloudlet
–
CloudletTimeshare or Spaceshared) [8] and
likewise for the VM, an instance can have a mix of
timeshared police for services and spaceshared for
VM’s
Cloudsim only provides a simulation environment
capable estimating a cloud-like environment for
experimentation, however, in other to have a more
realistic view of the allocation of services, we
extended one example of cloudsim to include
function call to methods the simulate execution of a

Host1 is classified as not have sufficient
capacity to execute service and therefore
is abandoned waiting for new request.
Host2 which meets the service request
might be over-burden with services, this
effectively affecting the performance of
the datacentre.

With appropriate management broker, as we
propose, the service can be executed on host1 and
host2, effectively using the full capacity of host1
and the additional capacity from host2.
We recognise that the objective of this paper must
take in certain assumption and limit the problem to
a single environment.
Service Allocation Scenario in cloud computing
1. Service Request
2. Ack Request
3. Retrieve Service
4. Accept service
5. Create Datacenter Host
6. Create VM
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process. This effectively gives an estimated
execution time used as the length of service to be
allocated to a VM.
We are able to measure the resource usage in this
experiment first using the following allocation
policies.
VM

SS
TS
SS
TS

Ser

VM

SS
TS
TS
SS

5
5
5
5

Ser

10
10
10
10

DC

Host

2
2
2
2

2*
2
2
2

SS – SpaceShared, TS – TimeShared, DC – Datacentre, VM –
Virtual Machine, Ser - Service

VM Settings: MIPS =250, Image Size = 1MB,
RAM = 2GB, No of CPU = 1,
Bandwidth = 1000MB

Fig 1: Service scheduling

Service Setting: Filesize = 300, Outputsize=300
Host details: RAM = 16GB, Storage = 100GB,
BW = 10MB
Service
ID

Start
Time

Finish
Time

Time
Taken

The other experiments did not yield an results using
the same criteria, the broker in this instance failed
to allocate VM to host as MIPS on host deemed
inadequate.

VM
ID

0

0

1.6

1.6

0

1

0

1.65

1.65

1

2

0

1.7

1.7

2

3

0

1.9

1.9

3

4

1.7

3.1

1.4

0

5

1.65

3.2

1.55

1

6

1.9

3.4

1.5

2

7

1.6

3.45

1.85

3

8

3.4

4.6

1.2

0

9
3.2
4.8
1.6
Table 1: allocation and execution of services

Out of the 4 experiments, only the experiments
with both services and VM allocation policy set as
spaceshared achieved a degree of allocation of
service and VM to host. The others suffered from
failure to allocate the VM’s to host due to lack of
MIPS required.

1

The results shows a predictable trend of service
been allocated one at a time to each available VM,
hence the first 5 services are allocated to the 5 VM
specified, and then the process is repeated after
completion of the services.

Fig 2: Failure by policy

This emphasis our approach to introduce a more
reliable framework to minimise the failure rate, we
envisage with the framework, a more stable
allocation policy will factor in the capacity of the
host and be able to create VM’s that would meet
the requirement of the consumer.
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S1

VM1

S2

S3

VM2

S4

S5

VM3

S6

VM4

S7

S8

VM5

S9

VM1

S10

VM3

Fig 3: consolidation of services in VM

A more appropriate scheduling and allocation
would be to maximise the capacity of each VM,
with a known VM capacity, service can be
scheduled to take full advantage of the capacity and
where there is insufficient capacity to process all
services the service is partially scheduled on
available capacity and the next available VM.
5.

Reality for Delivering IT Services as
Computing Utilities
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORKS

In this paper, we identify a possible way of
improving on the allocation of services in cloud
computing. Many research activities provides
comprehensive approach to the allocation of
resources in cloud computing. Cloud computing
unlike other distributed computing paradigms is
dynamic and also demands efficient allocation and
scheduling of services to meet the QoS demands of
consumers. The base of allocating resources fails to
factor in the services request and allocation, in this
regard, VM allocated to host most likely run undercapacity. We have shown in a dynamic
environment like the cloud, to effectively improve
the use of resource and meet the QoS requirement
of the consumer, knowledge and behaviour of the
host is needed select the right policy to enhance the
usage of resources. This was evident in the failure
of the other policy combination not been able to
allocate VM to process service request.
The results and analysis of this calls for a more
knowledge aware broker or scheduler that would
have information about the capacity of available
host and a predicted number of VM based on the
service request that can to created.
6.
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cooled coke and discharges from the bottom of the CDQ
Chamber. The high temperature inert gas getting the energy
outflows from the CDQ Chamber and makes heat exchange
with the deoxidizing and desalt de-chlorination water vapor
in the CDQ boiler, and the hot steam will be sent to the CDQ
gas to power stations to generate electricity, achieving the
purpose of energy recovery. The use of new technology
about catching Coke tank with precise positioning makes the
dust easy to control, which is produced when the coke comes
out from the coke oven and improves the production
environment. The use of waste heat power generation of the
red coke and heat recovery greatly reduces the energy
consumption of coke. Coke in the stored section of the CDQ
furnace has the effect of heat preservation, and its maturity is
improved after the temperature uniformity and precipitation
process of the residual volatile, basically eliminating the
thermal coke. When the coke is moving in the CDQ chamber
ˈthe brittleness coke and thermal coke both become coke
fines to be filtered outˈgreatly improving the quality of
coke. Because of the friction when the coke moves down in
the CDQ chamber, the baked coke is uniform in size. The
CDQ method is better than wet quenching method in the
saving energy, saving water, protecting environment and
improving coke quality.

Abstract—In this paper, we mainly introduce the key
technology of a steel plant’s CDQ(Coke Dry Quenching)
control system design based on PLC (Programmable
LogicController). The CDQ control system is divided into five
systems which are as follows: the coke loading, CDQ Chamber,
the CDQ boiler, coke fines collection and cold coke expelling. It
is controlled by two important parts, the host computer and
the hypogenous computer. Because the main steam
temperature lags seriously for replenishing cold water in the
temperature adjustment process, a new dual-loop PID
(Proportion Integration Differentiation) adjustment method is
suggested to achieve the effective control of the main steam
temperature in this paper. Since the system was put into
operation for more than one year, the practical application
shows that the CDQ control system run reliably and meets the
production demand. Because the excellent performs and the
energy saving figures of the CDQ system in environment
protecting, it has achieved remarkable economic benefits and
social benefits.
Keywords-CDQ system; steam temperature control; Dualloop PID Tuning; environment protecting

I.

INTRODUCTION

Saving energy and protecting environment are the two
major issues in metallurgical industry, which should be paid
close attention to, and the green economy and circular
economy derived from them are the trend of the development
of enterprises. Because the CDQ technology has a number of
advantages such as energy recovery, environmental
protection and improving the quality of coke, it is widely
used in the coke industry.
The Red coke, coming out from coal carbonization
chamber, is up to 1000
, it must be cooled with some
effective manner. Traditional wet quenching method is to
reduce the temperature of the red coke by spraying water
directly. The drawback of the method produce large amounts
of poison gas which is not benefit to environmental
protection and the thermal energy of the red coke are all
wasted. Besides, the rapid cooling makes the coke cracks
increase leading to the decline of the quality. The CDQ
method is as follows: the low temperature inert gas and hightemperature coke are mixed in CDQ chamber. The coke
moves down and the inert gas flows upward. After the
exchange of energy the red coke becomes into 200ć or less
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II.

THE CDQ CONTROL SYSTEM BASED ON CONTROLLOGIX 5000 SERIES

There are upper monitor and lower machine used to
control in the system. The upper monitor using the American
Rockwell company's RSVIEW32 industry monitoring
software monitors and manages the whole control process of
the CDQ with the various on-site data collected by the lower
machine. The lower machine uses the American Rockwell
company's PLC controller of Control-Logix 5000 Series and
its configuration software RsLogix5000 to achieve the onsite data collection and logic control of the five control
systems which are the coke loading, CDQ chamber, the CDQ
boiler, the coke fines collection and the cold coke discharge.
It keeps the high-speed connection and control between the
controller and I / O devices by the Control-Net network to
achieve the desired control goals.
The Control-Logix system is the Rockwell company's
latest control platform, which provides a single and
integrated controlling architecture that can finish the task of
dispersed, transmission, movement and process control.
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vessels and piping. Most of the heat exchange between the
steam superheater happened in two and the cooling water.
Meet the following equation:
C w ρ w q w (Two − Twi ) dτ = C f ρ f Q p (T fi − T fo )η e dτ (3)

Using the Control-Logix controller as the core, together with
the powerful RSLogix 5000 software and the network
communication service software RSLinxs, the system
structure is the three-tier network architecture that is (1) The
network of the information layer, It use the Industrial
Ethernet (Ether Net / IP) which is based on the TCP / IP
communication protocol as the network medium in
production scheduling layer (information layer). (2) The
network of the control layer. (3) The network of the device
layer, it is a kind of a field bus network for the transmission
of the underlying device information and is used to connect
the simple underlying industrial equipment. The RSNetWorx
network configuration software are tools for configuration
and planning, allowing the users to create a graphical
interface for the network and to configure the corresponding
parameters to define the network. According to the three-tier
network architecture, there are three software: RSNetWorx
for DeviceNet (for device network configuration),
RSNetWorx for ControlNet (for control network
configuration), RSNetWorx for EtherNet / IP (for Ethernet
configuration).
III.

The subscript w, f analysis of cooling water and oil. To,
Ti, e and QP respectively: exchanger external temperature,
heat exchanger, heat exchange coefficient, the internal
temperature of the steam flow.

Figure 1. the monitoring interface of the CDQ boiler

THE UPPER MONITOR DESIGN OF THE CDQ
MONITORING SYSTEM

RSView32 developed by the world's largest Rockwell
Automation Co., Ltd. which is committed to the industrial
automation and information is a industrial monitoring
software based on Windows environment (supporting
Windows 2000). It has a rich picture display function
including powerful alarm, convenient communication system
and abundant trend map. With the RSView32 it can widely
establish communication links with different PLC and broad
monitoring application.
1 The design of the upper monitor picture function
According to the requirements the whole system screen is
divided into three categories that are operation monitoring
screen, fault monitoring picture, The operation of the electric
appliance picture.
2 Control model of the CDQ System
In the heat exchange process, meet the first law of
thermodynamics. The total energy can be expressed as
follows:
n

Q f = Q s + ! C i ρ iVi dTi

Figure 2. the interface of the PID Control

IV.

The steam temperature control means to make the outlet
steam of the CDQ boiler to maintain a constant temperature.
The higher steam temperature will lead to the damage to the
super-heater unit of the CDQ boiler, steam piping and steam
turbines. The lower steam temperature will reduce the
generating efficiency of the steam turbines resulting in the
erosion to the turbine blades and could even affect the safe
operation of steam turbines. Generally, the superheated
steam temperature should be kept at 420 ° C ± 10 under the
normal production of the CDQ boiler. In the system of the
CDQ boiler the steam temperature mainly influenced by the
steam flow D, desuperheating water flow A and air steam
heat transfer V.
The main-steam temperature is adjusted in the method of
spray desuperheating in the control technology of the CDQ.
Because the change of the steam temperature has a large lag
when using the desuperheating water to interfere with the
cooling, the method of cascade control is used in the control
structure. The principle of the main-steam cascade control
system is shown in Figure 5.
Because T1 responses faster than T2 when the
desuperheating water flow changes, T1 is used as the
feedback quantity of the secondary regulator ˄ PID-2 ˅
while T2 as the feedback quantity of the primary
controller(PID-1) and desuperheating water flow as the

(1)

i =1

Here, Qf, Qs, C, !, V and dT represent the system total
heat generation rate, system heat loss, heat capacity, heat
transfer media given density, volume and temperature
variation
System heat loss Qs meets the following formula:
n

Qs = ! k i Ai (Ti − T0 )

THE DESIGN OF THE CDQ MAIN-STEAM
TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM

(2)

i =1

Here ki, Ai, Ti and T0 represent respectively, the
coefficient of heat conduction, heat transfer area, medium
temperature, ambient temperature.
Factors influencing total loss system volume Qs: system
load power, three-way valve, relief valve, superheater,
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output quantity of the control system. K1 is the feed-forward
controller used to dampen the fluctuations of the temperature
of the attemperator outlet steam. K2 is the feed-forward
controller used to dampen the fluctuations of the temperature
of the second superheater unit outlet steam. K3 is the mainsteam temperature. T2 is the information signal amplitude. N

On the first region, the values of PV and SP are shown as
histograms with the range shown beside and the
corresponding value shown in the middle.
The second region is the input area to set values for the
SP and SO. The input box is black text on a white
background with relevant quantitative units. Note: input the
value and press enter to confirm the data input or the data
will be invalid. There are increment/decrement buttons of
"+1" and "-1" beside. After pressing them, the original value
will increase or decrease a value with the input confirmed at
the same time.
The third region which is for the toggle button
confirmation includes hand / auto selection and parameter
setting. Note: Click the toggle button and the relevant text
will show. Click the OK button and the text will turn green.
The system from the analysis of the above mathematical
model in presence of large time delay problem, the
conventional PID control model is very difficult to achieve
the satisfactory control results. According to the factors of
model analysis and actual effect analysis, system suitable for
two PID cascade model to achieve the temperature
regulation. The first level of main steam temperature by
PID1 TS and actual detection TI temperature difference eT,
calculate the OT temperature control theory; second level
according to the temperature control of OT, combined load
pressure PST, the main steam flow rate FST, the main steam
desuperheating water temperature thermometer TST, TCT
equivalent combination for warm water requirements set
flow quantity FS is the second PID controller reduction. The
water flow is FI minus the practical detection as
desuperheating water output feedback, obtained by the PID2
regulation of desuperheating water control valve for opening
OVO. In theory, the cascade PID control method can better
approximate the steam boiler control model is true, but the
cascade control model also increases the difficulty of
choosing parameter in the practical application. On one hand,
reduce the water flow requirements of ideal FS and each
factor of OT, PST, FST, TST, TCT second PID in the
function relationship between FS=f (OT, PST, FST, TST,
TCT) is difficult to determine the optimal coefficient; on the
other hand, the two PID control model of the proportional,
integral, differential factor also it is difficult to get. CDQ
boiler steam temperature control model of PID can be
summarized as follows

is the feedback factor of the desuperheating water flow. K F
is a regulating valve used to adjust the desuperheating water
flow.

Figure 3. the principle of the main-steam cascade control system

Figure 4. PID cascade control

The figure shows that the whole system consists of two
closed-loop regulation loop: (1) The minor loop is made up
of PID-2 adjustment unit, actuator, desuperheating water
flow regulating valve K F , desuperheating water flow
feedback N, desuperheater outlet temperature feed forward
K1 and the main steam flow feed forward K2. ˄2˅The
major loop is made up of PID-1 adjusterˈminor loop and
the main steam temperature feedback K3.
Open the PID adjustment screen and the picture shown in
Figure 6 will appear. Divide the picture into three regions.
There are eight regulated quantity ˄ PV ˈ SP ˈ SO ˈ
OUT[CV]ˈAutomatic / manualˈlock/unlockˈcascadeˈ
supplement and correct˅. Note: The regulated quantity is
different with different regulating valve, slightly different.
PV˖The actual feedback valueǄSP˖the set valueǄSO˖
manual control valueǄOUT[CV]˖output value.

deT
0
dt
t
de
OVO (t ) = K p 2 e F + K i 2 " e F dt + K d 2 F
0
dt
t

OT (t ) = K p1eT + K i1 " eT dt + K d 1

(4)
(5)

The formula in above control system model described in
Figure 2, the optimal objective is when the load or the
external environment is disturbed in main steam temperature
output basic stability. However, (5) the accurate functional
relationship model is difficult to determine, at the same time
(1), (2) in two PID controller with a proportional, integral,
differential coefficient optimization problems. In another
essay the author presents with linear function approximation
f (OT, PST, FST, TST, TCT), and through the analysis of the
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V.

on-site technical personnel manual adjustment of
desuperheating water flow experience, optimization
calculation of linear approximation coefficient function,
good results have been achieved.
FS = C5OT + C 4 PST + C3 FST + C 2TST + C1TCT + C0 (6)
Set sampling time points:, accordingly, main steam
temperature, steam flow, desuperheating water flow,
respectively: from (6) we can obtain

The coke is a kind of important fuel to the steelmaking,
and the quality of coke is directly related to the economic
and technical indicators of steel products. As one of the very
important part of the coking process, the CDQ has
incomparable advantages over the traditional wet coke
quenching in improving the quality of coke, recycling the
energy and protecting the environment, so it is widely used
in the domestic coking industry. The use of PID Regulation
technology in the Xiangtan Steel CDQ system makes the
main-steam temperature more stable and the work better.
Considering the effect of one year running, Xiang Steel CDQ
control system which is praised by many users and fully
meets the production needs is safe and reliable.

& FS 1 = C 5 OT 1 + C 4 PST 1 + C 3 FST 1 + C 2TST 1 + C1TCT 1 + C 0
(7)
#
%!!
#F = C O + C P + C F + C T + C T + C
5 Tn
4 STn
3 STn
2 STn
1 CTn
0
$ Sn

Equations (6) for the undetermined coefficient, generally
n are far greater than the volume of 6, so the equation (7) can
not find the analytical general solutions under. Therefore, the
objective function is constructed as follows
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+ C4 PSTi + C3 FSTi + C 2TSTi + C1TCTi + C0 − FSi ) 2

The practical application shows that, in this paper, the
basic algorithm is effective and feasible. However, in this
paper the two PID control model of the proportional, integral,
differential coefficient is given by experience, there is
difficult to operate in practice, to further optimize and
improve.
Equations (7) the main source of data sampling is of
excellent field operations and technical personnel manual
adjustment value, to be optimized coefficients are
determined after the system into automatic control mode. But
in equations (7) using the PID1 output OT, the data item
depends on the ratio of PID1, integral, differential coefficient,
into the automatic mode PID2 proportion, integral,
differential coefficient will also affect the stability effect of
system, system optimization problems further. Therefore,
through the artificial experience value optimization of
intermediate output basis, the introduction of fuzzy PID
parameter self-tuning control strategy, so the system has
better sensitivity, stability, accuracy in the main steam
temperature output control.

Figure 5. PID Parameter tuning Structure
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Abstract—A Web crawler is an important component of the
Web search engine. It demands large amount of hardware
resources to crawl data from the rapidly growing and changing
Web. The crawling process should be performed continuously
to maintain up-to-date data. This paper develops a new
approach to speed up the crawling process on a multi-core
processor by utilizing the concept of virtualization. In this
approach, the multi-core processor is divided into a number of
virtual-machines (VMs), which can concurrently perform
different crawling tasks on different initial data. It presents a
description, implementation, and evaluation of a VM-based
distributed Web crawler. The speedup factor achieved by the
VM-based crawler over no virtualization crawler, for crawling
various numbers of documents, is estimated. Also, the effect of
number of VMs on the speedup factor is investigated.

multitasking, and multithreading, and the introduction of a
multi-core processor [5, 6]. A multi-core processor has two
or more microprocessors (cores) each with its own memory
cache on a single chip. The cores can operate in parallel and
run programs much faster than a traditional single-core chip
with a comparable processing power.
Due to its high speed, multi-core processors can play a
big role in speeding up the crawling process, and can be
used as a major building block in constructing cost-effective
high speed crawling system. However, we strongly believe
that a gap still exists between the OS capability and the
multi-core processor hardware. As a result of that a
significant percentage of the power of the multi-core
processor is not fully utilized. There are many approaches
that can be used to bridge the gap between the hardware and
the software seeking optimum processing speed, such as by
further improvement to the software (OS and application) or
the technology and architecture of the hardware[7, 8].

Keywords— Web search engine; Web crawler; virtualization;
virtual machines; distributed crawling; multi-core processor;
processor-farm methodology.

I.

In this paper, we develop a new approach to improve the
multi-core processing power. The new approach utilizes the
concept of virtualization, in which the multi-core processor
is decomposed into a number of virtual machines (VMs)
that can operate concurrently performing different tasks.

INTRODUCTION

A Web search engine is an information retrieval system
designed to help finding information stored on the Web. It
enables users to search the Web storage media for certain
content in a form of text meeting specific criteria (typically
those containing a given keywords or phrases) and
retrieving a list of files that match those criteria [1, 2]. Web
search engine consists of three main components: Web
crawler, document analyzer and indexer, and search
processor [3]. The Web crawler is one of the most important
and time consuming component of the search engine [4]. It
demands large amount of computing resources to crawl data
from the rapidly growing and changing Web. The crawling
process should be performed continuously to maintain
highest updatability of it search outcomes. In spite of using
high-speed computers and clever crawling software, the
largest crawls cover only 30–40% of the Web, and refreshes
take from few to several weeks to be done [2].

In order to evaluate the performance of the new
approach, it is used to develop a VM-based distributed Web
crawler. The methodology that is used in porting the
sequential Web crawler to run efficiently on the VMs is the
processor-farm methodology [9]. Extensive crawling
experiments were carried-out to estimate the speedup factors
for various numbers of crawled documents. Furthermore,
the average crawling rate is computed, and the effect of the
number of VMs on the speedup factor is investigated.
II.

This section provides a brief background on two of the
main topics underlined in this paper, namely, the Web
crawler and the virtualization.

Two main approaches can be been identified to speed up
the crawling process. The first approach is based on using
high-performance computing resources. The second
approach is based on using fast crawling computational
architecture, algorithms, and models. Recently, an
impressive gain in computing resources performance has
been achieved due to the introduction of parallelism in the
architecture of the processor, in a form of pipelining,

978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
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BACKGROUND

A. Web Crawler
The Web search engine executes user search queries at
lightning speed and the search results are relevant most of
the times, especially, if the user frames his search queries
right. Fig. 1 outlines the architecture and main components
of a standard Web search engine model [10].
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information about the Website. This address is called the
URL. Then the crawler finds the hyperlink text and Meta
tags in all the pages of the Website until the text finishes.
Given a set of seed URLs, the crawler repeatedly removes
one URL from the seeds, downloads the corresponding
page, extracts all the URLs contained in it, and adds any
previously unknown URLs to the seeds [9].
It is important to know at this stage that most of the
Websites are very large so it takes long time to crawl and
index all the data. Furthermore, some of the Websites
change its content frequently, so is necessary to take care of
this thing as when to revisit the page again in order to keep
the database up-to-date. Further requirements for any
crawling system may include: flexibility, high performance,
fault tolerance, maintainability, configurability, etc.
Web crawlers are classified into specific and generalpurpose (open source) crawlers. There are many examples
of specific crawler, such as: Googlebot is the Google
crawler, Yahoo! Slurp is the Yahoo crawler, Bingbot is the
Microsoft's Bing crawler (It replaced MSNbot), etc.
General-purpose
crawlers
include:
Aspseek,
DataparkSearch, GNU Wget, GRUB, Heritrix, HTTrack,
ICDL, mnoGoSearch, Nutch, Open Search Server, ect.

Fig. 1. Main components of standard search engine model [10].

Web search engines can be classified into generic and
specialized Web search engines. Example of generic Web
search engines include: Google, Yahoo, MSN, etc. There
are many examples of specialized search engines, such as:
Truveo and Blinkx TV for finding video content, Omgili for
searching in discussions happening on public Internet
forums and online mailing lists, Pipl for extracting personal
information about any person from the Web, Ask Blog for
searching content published on blogs, etc.

B. Virtualization
Virtualization is a technique for hiding the physical
characteristics of computing resources to simplify the way
in which other systems, applications, or end users interact
with those resources [11]. It lets a single physical resource
(such as storage devices or servers) appear as multiple
logical resources; or making multiple physical resources
appear as a single logical resource. In addition,
virtualization can be defined as the process of decomposing
the computer hardware recourses into a number of VMs. A
VM is a software implementation of a computing
environment in which an OS or program can be installed
and run. The VM typically emulates a physical computing
environment by creation of a virtualization layer, which
translates these requests to the underlying physical
hardware, manages requests for CPU, memory, hard disk,
network and other hardware resources.

The Web search process can be broken up into three
main sub processes as shown in Fig 2; these are [9]:
• Crawling process (CP), which runs on the crawling
processor (CPR) (CP!CPR).
• Analysis and indexing process (AIP), which runs on the
analysis and indexing processor (AIPR) (AIP!AIPR).
• Searching process (SP), which runs on the search
processor (SPR) (SP!SPR).
Searching process (SP!SPR)

Different forms of virtualization have been developed
throughout the years; these are: guest OS-based, shared
kernel, kernel-level, and hypervisor virtualization [11]. VMs
can provide numerous advantages over the installation of
OS's and software directly on physical hardware. Isolation
ensures that applications and services that run within a VM
cannot interfere with the host OS or other VMs. VMs can
also be easily moved, copied, and reassigned between host
servers to optimize hardware resource utilization [11].

Analysis &indexing process
(AIP!AIPR)
Crawling process (CP!CPR)

Fig. 2. Web search process model [9].

III.

The Web crawler is a software program usually used to
find, download, parse content, and store pages in a
repository. It also reads the Meta tags specified by the
creator of the Website and index the information. A crawler
needs a Web address as a starting point in order to index the

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section presents a review on most recent work
related to reducing the crawling processing time. The
reviewed work is presented in chronological order from the
old to the most recent.
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Chau et al [19] developed a framework of parallel
crawlers for online social networks, utilizing a centralized
queue. The crawlers work independently, therefore, the
failing of one crawler does not affect the others at all. The
framework ensures that no redundant crawling would occur.
Ibrahim et al [8] demonstrated the applicability of
MapReduce on virtualized data center by conducting a
series of experiments to measure and analyze the
performance of Hadoop on VMs. The experiments were
used as a basis for outlining several issues that will need to
be considered when implementing MapReduce to fit
completely in a virtual environment, such as the cloud.

Chung & Clarke [12] proposed a topic-oriented
approach, in which the Web is partitioned into general
subject areas with a crawler assigned to each part to
minimize the overlap between the activities of individual
nodes. They examined design alternatives for their
approach, including the creation of a Web page classifier for
use in this context. They studied the feasibility of the
approach and addressed the issues of communication
overhead, duplicate content detection, and page quality.
Yan et la [5] proposed an architectural design and
evaluation result of an efficient Web-crawling system. Their
design involves a fully distributed architecture, a URL
allocating algorithm, and a method to assure system
scalability and dynamic configurability. Shkapenyuk & Suel
[14] developed a distributed Web crawler that runs on a
network of workstations. They described the software
architecture, the performance bottlenecks, and efficient
techniques for achieving high performance. The crawler
scales to hundreds pages per second, resilient against system
crashes and other events, and can be adapted to various
crawling applications. They also reported experimental
results based on a crawl of million pages on million hosts.

Anbukodi & Manickam [20] addressed problems of
crawling Internet traffic, I/O performance, network
resources management, and OS limitations and proposed a
system based on mobile crawlers using mobile agent. The
proposed approach employs mobile agents to crawl the
pages. These mobile crawlers identify the modified pages at
the remote site without downloading them instead it
downloads those pages only, which have actually been
modified since last crawl. Hence it will reduce the Internet
traffic and load on the remote site considerably. The
proposed system implemented by the help of Java aglets.

Takahashi et al [15] described a scalable Web crawler
architecture that uses distributed resources. The architecture
allows using loosely managed computing nodes (PCs
connected to the Internet). They discussed why such
architecture is necessary, point-out difficulties in designing
such architecture, and described their design. They also
reported experimental results to support the potential of
their Web crawler design.

IV.

THE VM-BASED WEB CRAWLING MODEL

This section describes the VM-based Web crawling
model. This model assumes that a multi-core processor is
used as the main computing platform. The multi-core
processor is divided into a number of VMs each acts as
crawling processor. In particular, in this model, the crawling
processor (CPR) is split into a number virtual crawling
processors (vc), one of them acts a master crawling VM
(MCVM), and the rest acts as slave crawling VMs
(SCVMs), each of the SCVMs access the Internet
independently retrieving HTML pages and passes them to
the MCVM. In this model, the SCVMs can communicate
with the MCVM and also with each other under the control
of the master VM. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the VMbased crawling model.

Loo et al [16] developed a distributed Web crawler,
which harnesses the excess bandwidth and computing
resources of clients to crawl the Web. Nodes participating in
the crawl use a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to coordinate
and distribute work. They studied different crawl
distribution strategies and investigated the trade-offs in
communication overheads, crawl throughput, balancing load
on the crawlers as well as crawl targets, and the ability to
exploit network proximity. They developed a distributed
crawler using PIER, a relational query processor that runs
over the Bamboo DHT, and compared different crawl
strategies on Planet-Lab querying live Web sources.

Searching process (SP!SPR)

Hafri & Djeraba [17] developed a real-time distributed
system of Web crawling running on a cluster of machines.
The system crawls several thousands of pages every second,
includes a high-performance fault manager, platform
independent and transparently adaptable to a wide range of
configurations without incurring additional hardware
expenditure. They provided details of the system
architecture and described the technical choices for very
high performance crawling. Exposto et al [18] developed a
scalable distributed crawler. The approach is based on the
existence of multiple distributed crawlers each one is
responsible for the pages belonging to one or more
previously identified geographical zones.

Analysis & indexing process (AIP!AIPR)

Master crawling virtual machine
(CP!MCVM)
SCVM1
CP!SCVM1

SCVM2
CP!SCVM2

SCVMvc
CP!SCVMvc

Fig. 3. The architecture of the VM-based Web crawling model.
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configured. The first system has 3 VMs, while the second
has 4 VMs. The VMs are configured in master-slave
architecture, where one of the VMs is run as a master, while
the other machines are run as slaves. Each VM starts with
30/(n-1) URLs. Having the values of Ts, Td, and Wa, the
values of Tavg and S are then calculated. The values of Ts and
Td for 3 and 4 VMs are shown in Fig. 4; the values of Tavg are
shown in Fig. 5; and the estimated S is shown in Fig. 6.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to evaluate the performance of the new model,
two types of crawlers are developed. The first one runs on a
multi–core processor with no virtualization (i.e., no VMs are
installed on), therefore, it is called no-virtualization crawler
(NVMC). The second one runs on a multi-core processor
with a number of VMs installed on each performing part of
the crawling process; therefore, it is called distributed VMbased crawler (DVMC). The distributed methodology that is
used in porting NVMC to run efficiently on VMs is the
processor-farm methodology. Details of the implementation
of NVMC and DVMC are given in [9].
The performance of the VM-based crawling model is
evaluated by estimating the speed up factor (S) achieved due
to the introduction of virtualization, where S is calculated as
the ratio between the CPU time required to perform a
specific crawling computation on a multi-core processor
with no VMs installed on (Ts) and the CPU time required to
perform the equivalent computation on the same processor
with a number of VMs installed on (Td). So that S can be
calculated as S=Ts/Td [9].
To obtain ultimate performance of a distributed system
three points must be optimized these are: load balancing,
data transfer rate, and system topology. Furthermore, it is
well recognized that the document crawling time depends
on the documents content and network performance, and it
is increases with increasing number of crawled documents.
Therefore, we have found it is necessary to estimate the
average document crawling time (tavg), which is the average
time required to crawl one document, and it can be
expressed as tavg=Tx/Wa. Where Wa is the actual number of
crawled documents, and Tx is the crawling time. Tx is taken
as Ts for no VM-based crawling and Td for VM-based
crawling.

Fig. 4. Variation of Ts and Td against Wo.

The computer used in this work comprises a high-speed
single multi-core processor, Intel® Core™ i5-2300 CPU @
2.80 GHz, 8 GB memory, 1.5 TB hard drive, and Debian
Squeeze (open source Linux-based OS).
Fig. 5. Variation of Tavg against Wo.

Ts and Td for crawling different pre-specified number of
Web documents (Wo) ranging from 10000 to 70000 in step
of 10000, are estimated. The crawling process starts with the
30 URLs given in [9]. For each fetched URL, a number of
Web documents will be retrieved. Since each Web
document may contain a number of URLs. These URLs are
extracted, parsed and added to the crawled database, i.e.
updating the crawled database. The program(s) keeps
records of both the actual number of crawled documents
(Wa) and the actual number of fetched URLs (Ua). The
crawling process is designed to continue until Wo documents
are fetched (regardless of Ua). Since, the number of
documents in any fetched URL cannot be predicted; in
practice, the crawling process is continued until Wa"Wo.
Td is estimated using DVMC on the same computer
described above with different number of VMs installed on.
In particular, two different VM-based crawling systems are

Fig. 6. Variation of S against Wo
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Abstract: Multi-domain unified modeling is an important

multi-domain unified modeling can efficiently achieve many

development direction in the study of complex system. Modelica is a

functions, such as systems integration, resource reuse,

popular multi-modeling language. It describes complex systems by

collaborative development, etc. Modelica[1] is one of

mathematical equations, solves the high-index of Differential

popular multi-domain physical system modeling language. It

algebraic equations (DAE) generated by modeling. But in this

has many advantages, as high model reuse, modeling simple

process, the index reduction based on structural index, which is a

and convenient, without symbolic process and so on. At

key step of solving high-index DAE, will fail with small probability.

present, there are many modeling platforms based on

Based on the combinatorial optimization theory, it analyzes the

Modelica,

incorrect problem leaded by the index reduction algorithm for
solving the DAE, gives the algorithm of detecting and correcting the

these subsystems of different fields with mathematical

system. The experiment result shows that for first-order linear

formulas, according to the physical laws and phenomena. It

time-invariant DAE, the problem about the failure of structural

often

index reduction can be solved by the combinatorial optimization
DAE;

to

a

high-index

differential

algebraic

to achieve the model simulation.

Index

Generally, it is difficult to solve high-index DAE

reduction; Combinatorial relaxation theory

I.

leads

equation(DAE) systems, and then solve these DAE systems

theory.
Modelica;

Dymola[3],

Modeling and simulation based on Modelica describes

the algorithm into solving first-order linear time-invariant DAE

system;

OpenModelica[2],

aerospace and other fields[4, 5].

implements the algorithm of detecting and correcting, and apply

Complex

as

electrical, mechanical, biological, economic, vehicle design,

incorrect of structural index reduction for matrix pencils. It

Keywords:

such

MathModelica, etc. Modelica is often widely used in

numerically[6]. In order to solve the high-index DAE

INTRODUCTION

produced by Modelica modeling, it needs to transform the

Mathematical modeling and simulation technology has

high-index DAE system to low-index DAE system by using

become a key technology for testing and analyzing the

index reduction technology, and then use numerical methods

technical performance of products. With the development of

to solve the low-index DAE directly [6]. At present, index

science, the structure and function of products are more and

reduction method based on the structural index of DAE is a

more complex and heterogeneous. In order to optimize the

main-stream index reduction method, such as Pantelides[7],

design of complex products, it needs to integrate subsystem

Dummy Derivatives[8] . But, in some time, the method may

models of different areas together to realize the collaborative

lead to incorrect solution when differential index is not equal

simulation for the overall performance of complex products.

to the structural index. So the structural index reduction

The collaborative design and simulation platform based on

method does not meet the Validation & Verification (V&V)
and it has an effect on the stability of modeling and
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simulation platform. Checking and correcting this fails is

$C

very important to improve the robustness and reliability.

H $CIJ

D EKL F
DG EKL

H B H $J

DF
DG

H $M N ( O#P%, (1.1)

Transform the system (1.1) to the polynomial system

matrix, matroid and combinatorial optimization, etc, it can

$N ( R by Laplace transformation, in which S$ ( $#'% (
#$)* #'%% is the coefficient matrix[9] corresponding to (1.1).

effectively analyze and solve the fail of structural index
reduction. For the first-order linear time-invariant DAE, it

If $ is a - , - non-singular polynomial matrix, then

comes down the problem of checking the consistence

differential index[9] is : T#$% ( !CIJ #$% U !C #$% H A.
Definition 3. Structural Index[9] TVGW #$% ( !XCIJ #$% U

between structural index and differential index to the
maximum degree of matrix pencils and the problem of

!XC #$% H A. The definition about !X" #$% is as follows, the

checking the matrix rank constraint rules. When the

structural matrix $VGW corresponding to $ is:

differential index is not equal to the structural index, it

P ' 789Z[\ <
$VGW ( #$VGW %)* ( Y )*
@<

modifies the structural matrix so that the structural index is
equal to the differential index, avoiding the fail of index

$)* ] @
,
$)* ( @

where P)* are independent variables, 789$)* stands for the

reduction based on the structural index of DAE.

degree of polynomial S$)* . Assuming TVGW #$% is the

This paper is organized as: section 2 analyzes the fail of

structural index of structural matrix S$VGW . About the
relationship between S!" #$% and !X" #$%, there is a theorem

index reduction based on the structural index of DAE system.
For the linear time-invariant DAE system, it introduces how

in combinatorial relaxation theory:

to use combinatorial relaxation theory to check the fail of

Theorem 1.[9] Let $(x) be a rational function matrix,
1. !" #$% ^ !X" #$%Ǆ

structural index reduction in section 3. For the first-order
linear time-invariant DAE system, it presents how to make

2. The equality holds generically, i.e., if the set of

an association between modification of structural matrix and

nonzero leading coefficients $M ( #$M)* % ( 6_)* >_)* is the

transformation of DAE system in section 4. Section 5 gives

coefficient of the maximum term of $)* ? is algebraically
independent, then !" #$% ( !X" #$%.
3. We say that $#N% is upper tight if !" #$% ( !X" #$%.

some numerical experiments. And the last section gives a
conclusion and presents the research targets in the future.

This theorem shows that the !X" #$% of structural
matrix is an upper bound to the !" #$% of coefficient matrix
and !" #$% ( !X" #$% generically. The terms in the

ANALYSIS OF THE FAILURE OF STRUCTURAL INDEX
REDUCTION

For analyzing the failure of structural index reduction,

coefficient matrix $ may be algebraically dependent, so

we bring into some definitions about differential index and
structural index in the follows

DG E

where $) is a - , - constant matrix, Q ( @< A< B - .

Combinatorial relaxation theory[9, 10, 11] is consist of

II.

DE F

there is numerical elimination between these terms in some

and introduce the

time. But for the structural matrix $VGW , these terms are

combinatorial relaxation theory.

algebraically independent with each other, so there is no

Definition 1. Maximum degree !" #$% of & minor of

numerical elimination. For this numerical elimination

rational function matrix.

problem, there is an example as follows:

Assuming $#'% ( $)* #'% is a + , - matrix, $)* #'%

Example 1:

is a rational function about . in filed /, that is $)* #'% 0

NJ H N` H Nab U Na
N b̀ H Nc
NJ H Nab
Ncb

/1'2 (commonly, / is real number field) . So $#'% is
called as rational function matrix, and the maximum degree
of & , & minor of rational function matrix is defined as:

!" #$% ( 3456789#78:$1;< =2%>>;> ( >=> ( &? < & ( @<A< B ,

(
(
(
(

@
@
,
@
P

(1.3)

After computing, we can have !c #$% ( d, !Xc #$% ( e, the
structural index STVGW #$% ( A, and the differential index
T#$% ( d. The reason of TVGW #$% ] T#$% is that there is

where 789 is the degree of rational function[9].

Definition 2. Given a linear time-invariant DAE system:
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Tight edges: i  ( 6j 0 i>~p ( @?.

numerical eliminations when computing the differential
index. Such as in the equation 78:$ ( ' , ' , #' U
#' U A%% , the coefficients of ' a can be numerically

Tight coefficient matrix:

$M < #Q< k% 0 i 
$ ( #$M)* % (  )*
.
@<
:n8

eliminated, and then 789 V 78:$ ] 789 V 78:S#$VGW %.
III.

$ is from the leading coefficient matrix $M with letting

CHECKING THE FAILURE OF STRUCTURAL INDEX

the coefficient as 0 when the edge does not belong to the

REDUCTION

tight edges i  .

In combinatorial relaxation theory[9, 10, 11], the

Theorem 2.[9] Let #x< y% be an optimal dual solution

problem with comparing the maximum degrees of & , &

for the rst#&%, !" #$% ( !X" #$% as long as the following

minors of the correlation matrix and structural matrix is

four conditions are satisfied:
(r1) 4v#$ 1f< g2% } &,

transformed to a series of rank constraint rules. As long as
all the rank constraint rules are satisfied, the structural index
is equal to the differential index, !" #$% ( !X" #$%. If one is

(r2) 4v#$ 1f  < g2% ( >f >,
(r3) 4v#$ 1f< g  2% ( >g  >,

not satisfied, the structural index is not equal to the
differential index, !" #$% ] !X" #$%, then the structural index

(r4) 4v#$ 1f  < g  2% } >f > H >g  > U &.

Example 2(continue Example 1): Consider the

reduction method will fail. In the follows, we give the

correlation matrix:

method checking the fail of structural index reduction,

A A
A @
@
'
@ A

'UA A ' @
@
@ @ '
According to Theorem 1, we can have that:
(r1) 4v#$ 1f< g2% ( e  & ( .

according to the combinatorial relaxation theory.
Given a matrix $#'% with the row set f and the

column set g , we construct a bipartite graph $h#$% (
#f< g< i% with the vertex sets f and g. The edge set i
corresponds to the degree of $)* , i.e., i ( 6j ( #Q< k%>Q 0

The condition (r1) is not satisfied, so !c #$% ] !Xc #$%. At

f< k 0 g<l8m9n:Sop ( 789$)* ?. For the linear programming

this time, it needs to make appropriate transformations for

problem1q2 in the following, if it has an optimal solution,

the original matrix $#N%.

O#&% is equal to the value of structural index .
rst#&%u
S

S

IV.

O#&% ( 3mv# w x) H w y* U &P%
)0{

CORRECTING THE FAILURE OF STRUCTURAL INDEX
REDUCTION

*0z

The

'| P|SSx) H y* U P } op ( ~)* SSSS#Q< k% 0 i<
x) } @SS#Q 0 f%<
y* } @SS#k 0 g%<

structural

matrix

of the

first-order

linear

time-invariant DAE system is matrix pencils that each
nonzero entry is of degree one or zero. For matrix pencils,
Satoru Iwata[11] constructs a constant transformation matrix

where ~)* ( 789$)* .

The definitions about tight coefficient matrix are as follows:
Tight rows: f ( 6Q 0 f>x)  @?ˈthe row set with

by using combinatorial relaxation theory. And then

with y*  @.

differential index. Following, we present the modification

transforms the matrix pencils to tight coefficient matrix by
multiplying the constant transformation to the correlation

x)  @ for the rst#&% problem.

matrix, letting the structural index being equal to the



Tight columns: g ( 6k 0 g>y*  @?, the column set

strategies in details.

Weight set:

~)* <
g(
U<

Weight set after reduction:

Partition R and C into f ( 6Q>Q 0 f< x) ( ?SS (

$)* ] @
|
$)* ( @

~ ( ~)* U x) U y* H P<
g (  )*
U<

@<A< B < P< P H A

and


g ( kk 0 g< y* ( SS (

@<A< B < P< P H A. Set f ( f U fM and g  ( g U gM .
Test for (rl) and (r2):

~)* ] U<
Pj|
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!

!

V.

Put ;GJ ( fGJ , ;  (  , and = ( g for  (
@<A< B < P. Let t and  be the unit matrices whose

DAE SYSTEM

rows/columns are indexed by f and g, respectively.
For  ( @<A< B < P, do the following.

"
"

Put  ( P H A U .

Compute

transformations.
"

rank

t1; < f 2$ 1f < g 2

by

Follows, we introduce the relationship between the
DAE problem corresponding to the matrix $ and the DAE

problem corresponding to the matrix $. There has:
t$#'% IJ N ( $#'% IJ N ( $#'%N b ( tR.

row

Multiplying the constant coefficient matrix to the

If rank t1; < f 2$ 1f < g 2  >; >, then (r2) does

left/right of $#'% and R corresponds to doing row/column

not hold. Multiply a nonsingular matrix from left to
t1; < f 2 so that t1< f 2$ 1f < g 2 ( @ for some
  ; with >> ( A, and halt.

transformations for the matrices. $#'% is the correlation

matrix of the DAE after Laplace transformation, so doing
row/column transformation on $#'% with the constant

Otherwise, replace = by a column cobase of
t1; < f 2$ 1f < g 2 , and 1g < g 2 by a nonsingular
matrix such that t1; < f 2$ 1f < g 21g < = 2 ( @, Add

"

coefficient matrix corresponds to doing row/column

transformation on the coefficient matrix and variables of the
DAE. That is,

; to ;  .

t$J IJ N b H t$M  IJ N ( tR.S

a
row
cobase
;IJ  fIJ
of
 1f
$ IJ < g 21g < = 2 by column transformations, and

"

!
!

Find

Let  (  IJ N, there is,

t$J  H t$M  ( tR.

then replace t1fIJ < fIJ 2 by a nonsingular matrix
such that t1;IJ < fIJ 2$ 1fIJ < g 21g < = 2 ( @.
Compute

rank

t1;M < fM 2$ 1fM < gGJ 2

by

THE RELATION OF MATRIX TRANSFORMATION AND

(1.3)S

(1.3) is a DAE system which the differential index is equal
to the structural index. So we can get the value of

row

by

using structural index reduction method and numerical

transformations.
If rank t1;M < fM 2$ 1fM < gGJ 2  & H >;M > U +, then (r1)

methods which can be used to solve DAE problems directly.
Then we can have the solution for the original DAE problem

does not hold. Multiply a nonsingular matrix from left
to t1;M < fM 2 so that t1< fM 2$ 1fM < gGJ 2 ( @ for
some   ;M with >> ( + U & H A, and halt.

through computing N ( .
VI.

EXPERIMENT

For the DAE system (1.1), we have:

Lemma 1[11]. If the above test procedure for (rl) and

xWJ ( @< xW` ( @<
x¡J ( @< x¡` ( A<

(r2) has terminated without detecting any violation, then
both (rl) and (r2) hold.

Lemma 2[11]. If the above test procedure for (rl) and

xWa ( @< xWc ( @<
S
x¡a ( A< x¡c ( A<

and P ( @ . So fM ( 6A<d<e<? , fJ (  , gM ( 6A? ,

(r2) has detected that (rl) or (r2) does not hold, then
$#'% ( t$#'% satisfies !X" $  !X" #$%.

gJ ( 6d<e<?. Construct the constant matrix˖
A @ @ @
A @ @ @
@
@
UA
A
t(
,  ( @ A @ @.
UA @ A @
@ @ A @
@ @ @ A
@ @ @ A
Then the relation matrix of the original DAE system can be

Similarly, we can test (r3) and (r4) by the method in

[11].

Proposition 1[11]. For a matrix pencil $#'% and an

integer & with & ^ 4vS$, there exists a pair of constant
matrices t and  such that $#'% ( t$#'% satisfies
!X" $ ( " $ ( " #$%.

transform to˖

'UA @
A
A
U'
H A A.
UA
'
U
A
$#'% ( t$#'% ( 
A @
@ UA
@ @
@ '
By computingˈ!c $ ( !Xc $ ( eˈ!a $ ( !Xa $ ( e.

The original DAE system can be transform to˖
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NJ H N` H Nab U Na
UNJ H N b̀ U N` U Nab H Na H Nc
UN` H Na ( @
Ncb
( P

(
(

@
@

time-invariant DAE and testing examples. The result shows
,

that for first-order linear time-invariant DAE, the problem

(1.4)

about the failure of structural index reduction can be solved
by the combinatorial optimization theory.
From describes in section 4, we can have that

with initial value N ( #NJ < N` < Na < Nc % ( #@<@<@<@%.

computing matrix rank is a key for combinatorial relaxation

Solving the system (1.4) by structural index reduction and

theory. Modelica modeling often entails a large-scale DAE

the direct solver(such as Sundials[12]), we have:
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scale. The structural matrix of DAE is always a specific type
of sparse matrix, which has many nonzero elements on
diagonals by row/column transformations. In order to check
and correct the fail of structural index reduction using
combinatorial relaxation theory, it needs to compute the rank
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of the corresponding matrix repeatedly. So computing the
rank of the large-scale specific type matrix fast and
efficiently is very important. SVD is a important methods to
computing the rank in numerical computing and it is
implemented in many software packages, such as Lapack,
Scalapack,
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solution of (1.4) is equivalent to the solution of the original
DAE system (1.1).
VII. CONCLUSION
Multi-domain unified modeling is an important
development direction in the study of complex system.
Modelica is a popular multi-modeling language. It describes
the system by mathematical equations, and simulates the
system by solving the high-index of Differential algebraic
equations (DAE). The DAE system need be transform to
numerical solvable DAE system by index reduction method
because it is often high-index. The structural index reduction
algorithm is one of the popular methods, but in special cases,
it may fail. It does not meet the V&V and has an effect on
the stability of modeling and simulation.
This paper analyzes the failure of structural index
reduction method based on the combinatorial optimization
theory, gives the algorithm of detecting and correcting the
incorrect of structural index reduction for first-order linear
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Abstract A polar scientific data sharing platform
information system integrating a number of functions like
data retrieval, data publishing, data application for approval
and data applications based on Python in the paper, realizing
effective management of polar scientific data. Now the
system has begun to provide data service, becoming the first
polar metadata platform of China opened and shared by both
domestic and foreign users. The paper introduces the design
and realization of the system by elaboration of key
functional modules, and then demonstrate it’s by actual data
and service.

II.

Data sharing platform of polar science (PolarDB) is
built to implement retrieval, distribution, application and
approval of Arctic and Antarctic expedition data. The
system building adopts Python as the development
language and open source plug-ins as the basis in
combination with Ajax, JSON, and Lucence and other
technologies to enable functions like release, browse,
search, application, statistical analysis of polar science
data. Python has an efficient high-level data structure,
simple and effective for implementation of objectoriented programming and suitable for quick application
development [3].

Keywords Python; Antarctic and Arctic metadata; data
management

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. System structure

Chinese National Arctic and Antarctic Data Center
(and hereinafter referred to as CN-NADC) as a member
of Joint Committee on Antarctic Data Management, has
been devoted to establishing a Chinese Internet-based
polar scientific data sharing platform in accordance with
International Antarctic Data Management Framework so
as to provide a relatively concentrated and complete
essential data repository for foreign and domestic people
engaged in polar scientific research[1]. Thinking of the
important or scientific data[2], Ministry of Science and
Technology (MOST) of the People’s Republic of China
funded the establishment of China Polar Science
Database System (project number: G99-A-02a) in 1999.
In 2003, the system joined “Scientific Data Sharing
Network for the Earth System of China” set by MOST,
providing the scientific community and the public both at
home and abroad with polar scientific data, information,
research findings and other shared services for
professional research, management decision-making and
science education under the principles of Antarctic
Treaty and Data Management Measures on Polar
Scientific Expedition of China. After ten years of system
running and service, the system was re-built in 2012,
aiming at data individual application, providing better
design and implementation of its response speed, dataset
preview, data retrieval efficiency, data applications and
data integration.

978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.54

SYSTEM DESIGN

For the reason the PolarDB loads 20 GB datasets,
the web application server and file server are integrated
within one hardware server considering the data growth
and system access speed. The platform adopts Python as
the development language, Django as the system
framework and Oracle as the database in combination
with Ajax asynchronous communication technology and
JSON, XML data exchange format [4 7].Hardware and
software configurations are server machine HP580,
operation system Redhat Linux Enterprise Server 6.0,
web application server Apache2.4, Database Oracle RAC,
Development tool Eclipse 2008, Development language
Python2.5. The PolarDB system structure is shown in
Figure 1.
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audit of registered users, quality audit of metadata
publishing & datasets, public metadata filling templates and
role cloning; work out public news of the platform; and
support system backup and recovery.
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B. Interfaces with other systems
PolarDB is linked or affiliated with Gate to the Poles
(Polar exploration information portal), Data Sharing
Infrastructure of Earth System Science (GEODATA),
National Science & Technology Infrastructure Center and
Global Climate Change Master Directory (GCMD). The
PolarDB platform system submits user information,
metadata information and log information to GEODATA;
Internet
submits
Web
Services resources data and services statistics to National
Science & Technology Infrastructure Center [6]; shares
news modules with Gate to the Poles enabling single
signing-on, personalized definition of portlets, system
role and permission authorization, sharing of public
infrastructure data (e.g. institutions, personnel, papers
Other systems
and projects);
shares metadata with GCMD. The
PolarDB implementation structure is shown in Figure 2.

Cache

Figure 1 System structure
On the business layer, business is divided into 4
smaller modules:
Data mining module: Analyze data sharing and usage
and improve the quality of thematic data. Provide thematic
data e.g. sea ice monitoring data, voyage meteorological
data, voyage temperature and salinity data, voyage GPS
data; provide navigation data information for concerning
researcher families and decision-making level through
icebreaker
Xuelong
Online
System
(http://xuelong.chinare.cn/xuelong/index_en.php); provide
conventional data analysis tools (such as the time zone
converter, temperature converter, speed converter, latitude
and longitude converter). Summarize and analyze data
applications and relevant effects according to data sharing,
data services and data quality.
Cooperation and exchange module: Provide polar
science knowledge popularization, media coverage, relevant
domestic and foreign resources links, instant data-related
messaging and other services to users[5].
Data application module: Provide data services e.g.
publishing, retrieval, navigation and approval of resources
application. Use My Science Data Space to record data
applications and recommend data and relevant researchers’
activities.
System management module: Keep system parameters,
metadata parameters, dataset parameters under central
management; provide system management functions e.g.

Figure 2 The Global Structure of system
III.

IMPLEMENTATION OF KEY FUNCTIONS

System development involves configuration of
development environment; data browsing, retrieval,
publishing; metadata publishing approval, processing of
query results, submitting of data-service logs, system
management and so on.
A. Metadata standard
Typical international geospatial metadata includes United
States Geographic Information Council FGDC standards,
CEOS IDN standards, EU standard CEN/TC211,
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international ISO/TCC 211 etc. Different countries and
organizations adopt different metadata standards
according to their own data backgrounds, data features &
emphasis and data management principles. For example,
MMI focuses on marine monitoring, CODATA focuses
on cross-study, OGC adopts ISO national standards,
NASA adopts FGDC standards, and NSIDC adopts
CEOS IDN standards. Australian Polar Data Center
expands its standards to make them adapt to the
international standard ISO19115/19139.PolarDB contains
a large number of scientific data e.g. remote sensing
images, maps and ecological environment monitoring
data based on metadata exchange standards. During
selection of the standards, the CEOS IDN geographic
information metadata standard DIF V9.8 is adopted, of
which the element attributes are adjusted according to
features of domestic data leaving 36 elements retained.
The constraints of elements are customer-defined and
sub-elements are simplified, split, merged and pre-treated.
The metadata standard adopts UML modeling, and
then is mapped to XML for data storage and exchange. In
order to ensure the quality of metadata and effectiveness
of international exchange, core metadata is established on
basis of metadata, of which the elements include:
metadata identifications, metadata headers, parameters,
ISO topic categories, abstracts, keywords, subject
classification, data center, name of metadata standard,
version of metadata standard. Metadata is stored in
Oracle database in the dimensional relational data format,
and converted to XML documents to be stored in the
large field BLOB for automatic submission to GCMD.
B

users to authorize a third party website (such as PolarDB)
to access some specific information stored by them on
another service provider, and not all of the contents [8].
C

Metadata retrieval

The system implementation adopts 4 retrieval modes
i.e. metadata navigation, metadata retrieval, metadata
map retrieval, Dataset retrieval. PolarDB is the first
system for polar region in China which had been
designed with the dataset retrieval function.
Under the data set retrieval mode, level-1 retrieval
was done for the subject classification and file format,
and thenlevel-2 retrieval was done for the keyword and
publishing time.
Z=
, i = 1, 2
In which: z1 and z2 are respectively the subject class
and file format.Z1 includes polar oceanography, polar
geophysics, polar atmospheric science, polar biology,
polar environmental science, polar geography, polar
geology, polar engineering, polar glaciology, Antarctica
astronomy; z2 includes doc, xls, rar, txt, zip, csv, jpg, pdf,
cdr, dat, xbt, xlsx, bmp and docx.
S=
,
,T=
K=
In which f is the retrieval method for metadata titles,
f' is the retrieval method for data set titles, zn is Chinese
title retrieval factor, en is English title retrieval factor (zn
and en are system translation of keywords); T is the
retrieval result set for time intervalsthust1 is the starting
time and t2 the ending time. The retrieval result set S
may be a level-1 retrieval result set Z, or level-2 retrieval
result set K
T, or result set of level-2 retrieval on a
level-1 retrieval result.
The paper also uses the data preview function to
users to read retrieval results of datasets before download.
The system designs data preview for 8 formats i.e. pdf,
doc, jpg, bmp, xls, txt, zip, rar. Data in compressed
formats has data list provided, data in doc is converted to
a picture format at first and then offered for preview in a
simplified picture way, pdf data is implemented realized
by the third-party plug-in Reportlab of Django, xls is
implemented by the third-party plug-ins xlrd, xlwt of
Django.
Test environment: HP Z400 Workstation, Intel Xeon
CPU 3.07GHz,RAM 6GB, 64 Bit Windows 7 and only
cost 0.02 seconds to load 425 pieces of metadata.

Metadata publishing

Reference to the metadata standards can ensure the
metadata structure meets requirements of the standard but
cannot ensure the correctness of metadata contents.
Therefore, the paper proposes the audit & publishing
flow of metadata to further check the metadata content by
participation of industry experts and platform
administrators. Metadata is published online by data
collectors, authors and supports to ensure its integrity,
correctness and objectivity of metadata description,
reflecting the target data more real; online metadata
sharing audit is done by platform data administrators.
Only logging users who are users of Gate to the
Poles can publish metadata online. Users after logging
are identified and authorized by the website. Gate to the
Poles adopts OAuth Protocol for authentication, which is
an open standard and allows the user to provide a token
rather than a user name and password to visit data stored
at a specific service provider. Each token authorizes a
specific application system to access specific resources
within a specific time period. In this way, OAuth allows

IV.

CONCLUSION

Till now the system building has been completed,
and advantages of polar scientific data sharing in terms of
system responsiveness and efficiency are highlighted.
The expected performance has been reached. It supports
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Abstract—The existing service selection methods consideration
trust, basically consider the trust of QoS. In fact, the trust of
service selection is not only about that of QoS, but the trust of
the output data of Web service. However, the trust of the
output data is related with the input data of Web service and
the treating process of output data, that is to say, the trust of
output data is related to the output data provenance.
Therefore, a service selection algorithm based on the trust of
data provenance is proposed in this paper, in which the
trustworthiness computation tree is designed to calculate the
trustworthiness of the output data treating process, and based
on the trustworthiness of input data, the trustworthiness of
output data is obtained, and then based on QoS and the
trustworthiness of output data Web services are selected,
improving the quality of service selection.

II.

A. W7 Model
The W7 model [3,4] is a more recognized annotated
schema of data provenance, whose formal description is:
Definition 1 (W7 Model): Data provenance is a n-tuple,
P = (WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, HOW, WHO, WHICH,
WHY, OCCURS_AT, HAPPENS_IN, LEADS_TO,
IS_INVOLVED_IN, IS_USED_IN, IS_BECAUSE_OF),
where:
• WHAT describes a series of events effecting data;
• WHEN records the time of events;
• WHERE denotes the different locations or aspects of
events;
• HOW records a sequence of actions resulting in
events;
• WHO represents the related persons or agents with
events;
• WHICH describes the application tools, software, or
parameters, etc. in events;
• WHY denotes the causes of events;
• OCCURS_AT is a set of (e, t), where ! " #$%&,
' " #$(), denoting some event happens at some
time;
• HAPPENS_IN is a set of (e, l), where * " +,-.,
/ " #$(0( , representing some event happens in
some location;
• LEADS_TO is a set of (e, h), where ! " #$%&,
1 " $2#, describing some action leads to some
event;
• IS_INVOLVED_IN is a set of (e, 345 6 47 6 8 6 49 :),
where 456 ;47 6 8 6 49 " ;#$2, denoting many agents
are involved in an event;
• IS_USED_IN is a set of (e, 3<5 6 <7 6 8 6 <9 :, where
<56 ;<7 6 8 6 <9 " ;#$=>$ , denoting much data are
used in an event;
• IS_BECAUSE_OF is a set of (e, y), where ;! "
#$%& , ? " #$@ , denoting some event happens
because of some cause;
WHICH, HOW, IS_USED_IN are mainly considered in
this paper. And in the paper WHICH denotes the input data
of Web services, and HOW represents Web service flows
(i.e. the treating process of output data), and IS_USED_IN
describes that the input data of Web service are used in the
treating process of output data.

Keywords-service selection; trust; data provenance; the
trustworthiness computation tree

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of Internet technology, the
types and quantities of Web services on the Internet increase
dramatically, at the same time, there are a lot of the same
Web services. Therefore, it is a problem to be solved how to
select trusted Web services from the numerous Web services
with the same functions.
Currently, there are many papers of Web service
selection methods based on QoS, and there have been some
service selection methods conducting the trust of QoS data
[1,2]
. However, these studies are only in the view of the trust
of QoS. In fact, in the process of service composition,
service selection considers not only the trust of QoS, but also
the trust of output data of services. While the trust of output
data is related with the input data and the treating process of
output data of Web services, that is to say, the trust of output
data is related to the trust of output data provenance.
As a result, based on output data provenance (i.e. input
data of service and treating process of output data), a service
selection algorithm based on the trust of data provenance is
proposed by this paper. Firstly, the trustworthiness
computation tree is put forward to calculate the
trustworthiness of Web service flow (i.e. the treating process
of service output data); Secondly, based on the
trustworthiness of input data, the trustworthiness of output
data is obtained; Finally, based on QoS and the
trustworthiness of output data services are selected, thus
improving the quality of service selection.

978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.38
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Definition 5 (Trust of output data): The trust of the
output data is the trustworthiness of Web service output data,
related with the trust of input data and Web service flow, and
is one of the aims of service selection, with the
trustworthiness of Web service &^ measuring the trust of
output data.

B. The Computation Model of QoS
In the service-oriented computing environment,
commonly, QoS (Quality of Service) is used to describe nonfunctional properties of Web services. QoS model is a
scalable vector used to describe the quality of Web services,
such as response time, reliability, service prices, throughput,
availability, security and so on.
Before calculating each quality attribute, the data of
quality attribute needs to be normalized. There are many
QoS normalization methods, and the most common
normalization method is that of [5], in which (1) is used to
deal with negative attributes (the greater the value, the lower
the quality, such as response time), and (2) is used for
positive attributes (the larger the value, the higher the
quality, such as availability).
EFGH IEJ

;;;6;;;;;LM;NOPQ R NOBS T U

(1)

EJ IEFJK
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B. Service Selection Model
The corresponding process of the service selection
method proposed in this paper is shown in Fig.1. The
candidate set of Web services are a set of a series of Web
services with the same function. At first, when the requests
from users or service composition agents arrive, on one
hand, QoS data are obtained by the method of the QoS
calculation model [5], on the other hand, according to the
trustworthiness of the input data and the Web service flow
the trustworthiness of output data is calculated. At last, with
the weighted sum of QoS data and the trustworthiness of
output data, Web services are sorted by the service selection
agent, and the optimal Web service returns to the requestor.
In the base of the service selection method in this paper, a
Web service is described as follows:
Definition 6 (Web service): A Web service is a 3-tuple,
that is # C 3=6 26 _:, where, = is the input of service, 2 is
the output of service, and _ is the service flow. In addition,
to such a Web service, a 3-tuple 3`aW6 &b 6 &c : is used to
evaluate the service quality:
• `aW is the non-functional attributes of Web services,
such as respond time, throughput, availability;
• &b is the trustworthiness of service flow, and no
matter whether Web service is invoked or not, &]
always exists and never changes;
• &c is the trustworthiness of service output data,
related with the trustworthiness of input data and &] .
Only in a real process can &c make sense. For
example, in a service composition, &c denotes the
trustworthiness of the Web service in the particular
composition, otherwise, &c has no meaning.

In Equation (1) and (2),;NB and AB respectively denote the
value of a quality attribute before and after normalization,
while NOPQ and NOBS respectively denote the maximum and
minimum value of all data of a quality attribute.
Web services selection methods based on QoS are aimed
at finding out Web services meeting the requests of users.
Thereby, the satisfaction is normally used to evaluating the
quality of a Web service selection method, and the larger the
satisfaction, the larger the accuracy of a Web service
selection method, otherwise, the lower.
Definition 2 (Satisfaction): m is the number of QoS
attributes of every service. In m, if the number of QoS
attributes, x, is not less than that of QoS requests, the QoS
satisfaction for the requests is x/m. For a service selection
algorithm, sort the top-k services, and its QoS satisfaction for
5
Y9B[5 ZB .
the requests is defined as SAT , W%& C
III.

9XO

A SERVICE SELECTION ALGORITHM BASED ON THE
TRUST OF DATA PROVENANCE

A. The Concept of Trust
Three aspects of the concept of trust are involved in this
paper: the trust of the input data, the trust of Web service
flow, and the trust of service output data.
Definition 3 (Trust of input data): The trust of the input
data is the trustworthiness of input data provenance (i.e.
metadata and treating process of the input data), used to
measure the trust of the input data sources, with the input
data trustworthiness &\ measuring the trust of input data.
Definition 4 (Trust of Web service flow): The trust of
Web service flow is in the view of the trustworthiness such
as availability, reliability, security of Web service output
data treating process, with the trustworthiness of Web
services &] measuring the trust of Web service.

Figure 1. The process of service selection
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TABLE I.

Equation (3) is used to calculate the trustworthiness of
Web service output data for service selection.
&^ C d&\ e fV R dg&b

Sequence
mode
<flow>
<sequence>
Process_A
Process_B
</sequence>
</flow>

(3)

In Equation (3), &\ [6] is the trustworthiness of input data,
U h d h V.

C. Trustworthiness Calculation of Web Service Flow
Web services are divided into basic services and
composite services. Trustworthiness calculation model is
given for the two types in this paper.
• Basic services
Basic services are the single-process Web services,
i.e. the existing or developed services, and they are
transparent for other services or users [7]. For a basic
service, the trustworthiness is a given value without
calculation.
• Composite services
Composite services refer to Web services
combination of many basic services or composite
services, and are available in the form of the interface to
the users or other services [7]. For a composite service, its
combination flow (i.e. the treating process of output data,
recorded by “HOW” provenance) is a complex flowchart,
whose trustworthiness depends on the combination flow
and the trustworthiness of Web services involved.
The combination flow of composite services is described
by sequence, parallel, fork and loop mode, shown in TABLE
I.
An example of the combination flow of a composite
service and its corresponding description is shown in Fig.2.

FLOW DESCRIPTION OF FOUR MODES

Parallel
mode
<flow>
<parallel>
Process_A
Process_B
</parallel>
</flow>

Fork mode

Loop mode,

<flow>
<switch>
<case con="C1">
Process_A
</case>
<case con="C2">
Process_B
</case>
</switch>
</flow>

<flow>
<while
con="C">
Process_A
</while>
</flow>

As the trustworthiness can not be directly calculated by
the combination flow of composite services, the
trustworthiness computing tree algorithm is designed to
solve that, shown as follows:
• Based on the idea of trees, the trustworthiness
computing tree is proposed, turning the combination
flow of a composite service into the trustworthiness
computing tree.
• According to the idea of preorder traversal and the
characteristics of trustworthiness computing trees,
the preorder traversal value of the tree is obtained,
i.e. the trustworthiness of Web service flow.
1) The Trustworthiness Computing Tree
a) Definition
Definition 7 (Trustworthiness Computing Tree): The
trustworthiness computing tree is a finite set T composed of
n nodes, T={VˈE}, where V is the set of nodes, and E is the
set of edges, and i C 3j6 kLl6 m6 &b no " %6 p6 8 q: ˈ
( C 3h AB 6 Ar s nAB 6 Ar " i:.
b) Rules
The core of the trustworthiness computing tree algorithm
is to apply four rules to the combination flow iteratively,
eventually turning the combination flow into the
trustworthiness computing tree.
Rule 1: The trustworthiness of the sequence mode, T, is
the product of that of Process A and B, i.e. & C &t j &u , the
subtree is shown in Fig.3(a).
Rule2: The trustworthiness of the parallel mode, T, is the
minimum of that of Process A and B, i.e.;& C kLl;f&t 6 &u g,
the subtree is shown in Fig.3(b).
Rule 3: The trustworthiness of the fork mode, T, is the
minimum of that of Process A and B, i.e., & C kLl;f&t 6 &u g
the subtree is shown in Fig.3(c).
Rule 4: The trustworthiness of the loop mode, T, is the nth power of that of Process A, i.e. & C &t ml, the subtree is
shown in Fig.3(d).

<flow>
<sequence>
Process_A
<while cond="con1">
<sequence>
Process_B
<switch>
<case con="con2">
Process_C
</case>
<case con="con3">
Process_D
</case>
<case con="con4">
Process_E
</case>
</switch>
Process_F
</sequence>
</while>
Process_G
</sequence>
</flow>

(a) sequence

Figure 2. Combination flow description of a composite service

(b) parallel

(c) fork

(d) loop

Figure 3. Subtrees description of four modes
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c) Algorithm
According to above rules, the combination flow is turned
into the trustworthiness tree by the following algorithm,
where p, pr are the pointers, and end is the matching string,
while end+1 denotes the next string of end (omitting spaces).
• Algorithm of the trustworthiness computing tree
Input:
Output

Process

•

•

Fork-Algorithm

Input:
Output

“HOW” flow; trustworthiness computing tree R,
R.root=null, p, pr->R.root, end=”<flow>”
The trustworthiness computing tree R
while (end!=”</flow>”){
if(end==”<sequence>”)
Sequence-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else if(end==”<parallel>”)
Parallel-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else if(end==”<switch>”)
Fork-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else if(end==”<Loop>”)
Loop-Algorithm(p,pr,end,n);
else end++; }
return;

Process

Process

p, pr, end
The trustworthiness computing subtree of sequence
mode
Start-conduct(p,pr,*);
while(end!=”</sequence>”){
if(p.key!=null){ build new child of pr;
p->pr.child; }
if(end==”Process”){
add process name into p.key;
p->pr; }
else if(end==”<parallel>”)
Parallel-Algorithm(pr,p,end);
else if(end==”<switch>”)
Fork-Algorithm(pr,p,end);
else if(end==”<while>”)
Loop-Algorithm(pr,p,end,n);
else end++;}
p->pr,pr->pr.parent;
return;

Output

Process

p->pr˗ }
else if(end==”</case>”&&p.key!=null){
build new child of pr;
p->pr.child; }
else if(end==”<sequence>”)
Sequence-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else if(end==”<parallel>”)
Parallel-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else if(end==”<while>”)
Loop-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else end++;
}
if(p.key==null){ delete the node of p;
p->pr,pr->pr.parent; }
return;

•

Loop-Algorithm

Input:

Output

Process

Parallel-Algorithm

Input:

p, pr, end
The trustworthiness computing sub-tree of fork mode
Start-conduct(p,pr,max);
while(end!=”</switch>”){
if(p.key!=null){ build new child of pr;
p->pr.child; }
if(end==āProcessā){
add process name into p.key˗

Sequence-Algorithm

Input:

Output

•

else end++;}
p->pr,pr->pr.parent;
return;

p, pr, end
The trustworthiness computing sub-tree of parallel
mode
Start-conduct(p,pr,min);
while(end!=”</parallel>”){
if(p.key!=null){ build new child of pr;
p->pr.child; }
if(end==”Process”){
add process name into p.key;
p->pr; }
else if(end==”<sequence>”)
Sequence-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else if(end==”<switch>”)
Fork-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else if(end==”<while>”)
Loop-Algorithm(p,pr,end,n);

•

Start-conduct

Input:
Output

Process
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p, pr, end
The trustworthiness computing sub-tree of loop
mode
Start-conduct(p,pr,^,n);
while(end!=”</while>”){
if(p.key!=null){ build new child of pr;
p->pr.child; }
if(end==”Process”){
add process name into p.key;
p->pr;
}
else if(end==”<sequence>”)
Sequence-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else if(end==”<parallel>”)
Parallel-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else if(end==”<switch>”)
Fork-Algorithm(p,pr,end);
else end++; }
build new child of pr;;
pr->child.key=n;
p->pr,pr->pr.parent;
return;

p, pr, ope
null
if(p.key!=null){

build new child of pr;
p->pr.child;
p.key= ope;
pr->r;
build new child of pr;

p->pr.child;
p.key=null;
}
p.key= ope;
pr->r;
build new child of pr;
p->pr.child; }

0.85

0.75

2) The preorder traversal of the trustworthiness
computing tree
Definition 8 (Preorder Traversal): The preorder traversal
is also called as the first root traversal, and it firstly access
the root node, and then traverses the subtrees from left to
right. Traversing the subtrees from left to right, it still firstly
access the root node, and then traverses the subtrees from left
to right.
Fig.4 is the trustworthiness computing tree of the
combination flow shown in Fig.2, whose preorder traversal
is &v Cj f&t j fmf&u wxyf&z &{ &| g&} glg&~ g!
The leaf nodes of the trustworthiness computing tree
indicate the trustworthiness of the middle Web services of
combination flow. Therefore the preorder traversal value, in
this paper, is the trustworthiness of the composite service
flow, measuring the trust of the composite service flow.
IV.

A service selection algorithm without the trust of data provenance
A service selection algorithm based on the trust of data provenance

0.8

satisfaction

else{

0.9

0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5
20

30

40
50
60
the number of Web services

70

80

Figure 5. The satisfaction comparison

V.

SUMMARY

In this paper, based on the output data provenance (i.e.
the input data and output data treating process of Web
services), a service selection algorithm based on the trust of
data provenance is proposed. In addition, the computation
model is given to calculate Web service flow
trustworthiness, and the trustworthiness computing tree
algorithm is designed to solve the problem of the trust of the
composite service combination flow, and based on the
trustworthiness of input data, the trustworthiness of the
service output data is obtained, with that and QoS services
are selected. The result of experiments is proved that the
proposed service selection algorithm based on the trust of
data provenance effectively improve the quality of service
selection.

EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

For the set of Web services, QWS, select 300 Web
services, and the combination flow (2-50) of 200 Web
services of that are produced randomly. Suppose the
trustworthiness of input data of Web services is a given
value, i.e. 0.7. The request of the user is shown in TABLE II.
For the five QoS parameters: respond time, availability,
throughput, success-ability, reliability, comparing the Web
service selection algorithm proposed by this paper with a
service selection algorithm without considering the trust of
data provenance, with random Web services, the satisfaction
comparison is shown in Fig.5.
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the need for pesticides, watering and so on. So farmers can
be more scientific to agricultural production. Applications
of Internet of things architecture based on sensor network
also have very good effect. Using the technology of the
Internet of things,farmers can improve agricultural products
quality and yield in greenhouse. Of course, at this stage, the
application of the Internet of things in our country’s
agriculture also exist many problems: (1) lack of
standardization system; (2) the lack of Ipv4 addresses. (3)
the cost problem. (4) the security problem. Although there
are so many disadvantages, the advantages of Internet of
things can provide strong technical support for China's
agriculture to realize digital management.

Abstract—The core and foundation of the Internet of things is
the Internet, but the client not only confined to the personal
computer,but also extends to any items which need real-time
management. For the people can not make scientific
management in the agricultural production process
currently,consumers find it difficult to express their views on
agricultural production and farmers own lack of ways to
improve the agricultural planting level and so on,this paper
put forward a design scheme of agricultural information
service platform based on Internet of things. The scheme
provides services to farmers from the planting management
subsystem,agricultural planting technology subsystem and
query feedback subsystem. Agricultural information service
platform is put forward to realize the agricultural production,
transportation and after sale service for intelligent control and
information processing.
Keywords- Internet of things; planting management;
RFID; Zigbee

I.

III.

The architecture of the Internet of things is shown in
Figure 1. Mainly consists of three layers: the perceptual
layer, network layer, and application layer.Perceptual layer
mainly has the infinite sensor and RFID, to perceive and
collect data through these underlying device, like the human
body through the skin to feel the outside situation. In the
network layer, there is a intelligent processing, using cloud
computing, fuzzy recognition intelligent computer
technology and so on.It will analyze and process the
collected information, and then control objects
intelligently[4]. In the application layer, the Internet of
things can help people produce and live better in agricultural
management, traffic safety, logistics monitoring, industrial
management and medical care.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of the Internet of things [1] first appeared
in Bill Gates’ book "the road to the future" in 1995. But at
that time due to the development of hardware and sensor
device does not advanced , the Internet of things can not get
the attention of the academic circles. In 1998, MIT
university in the United States of America put forward "the
Internet of things" which was called EPC system at that
time. The Chinese Academy of Sciences started the research
of sensor network in 1999, and achieved some positive
results. China is a large agricultural country, how to use 7%
of the world's arable land to feed 23% of the world
population is a serious issue. But Internet of things have
great potentia in increasing the efficiency of agricultural
production[2]. The Internet of things has an important
function.It uses wireless sensor networks to do parameter
acquisition of wide area. And then it processes the datas
intelligently through the computer, trys to extract useful
information more scientificly. In this way,it can greatly
improve the efficiency of agricultural production in china.

agricultural
management

traffic safety

logistics
monitoring

industrial
management

health care

application layer
cloud computing, analytical services, network transmission,
network security management
internet

information

wireless
network

center

network layer

II. CURRENT RESEARCH OF THE INTERNET OF THINGS ON
THE AGRICULTURE
China has a vast territory, climate is complicated, it is
necessary to solve the problems of agriculture in china using
the Internet of things technology. The Internet of things
applications in Chinese Modern Agriculture have: using
sensors to collect temperature, sunlight, pH, pesticide
residues , heavy metal content and humidity [3]; subsystem
in the Internet of things according to these data to determine
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.39

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE INTERNET OF THINGS

wireless sensor

traffic flow detector

weather detector

RFID

video detector

three-dimensional
code

others

the perceptual layer

Fig.1 architecture of the Internet of things
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IV.

SYSTEM DESIGN

to the database, and then the data will be processed by the
computer with the decision support system. It will decide
the time of farmers work and the number of farmers
according to the result, and decide whether to deploy the
water valve, drill and other agricultural tools. This module is
also responsible for monitoring the production process, for
example, the weather is bad or not, the external damage and
insect pests.
(2) the query feedback subsystem: consumers can query the
purchased agricultural products’ information, including its
production date, production base, the processing place and
pesticide residues. Then the consumers can put forward their
comments according to their consumption feeling. So
farmers can improve their planting mode according to the
opinion, to improve the quality of agricultural products.So
the products can meet the needs of the market better.
(3) The agricultural planting technology subsystem: it
mainly helps farmers improve planting skills through
various channels. Farmers log on the system, and they can
see the agricultural expert how to solve some conventional
problems. There is an exchange platform between farmers.
Farmers can share their own accumulation of experience so
many years with everyone, which is called resource sharing.
There is also agricultural experts online to answer
questions.For the problems farmers really do not
understand, they can consult a professional. In addition, the
agricultural information service platform based on the
Internet of things has its own historical data, such as the
products price yearly, the pesticide content of some product
yearly and so on. Farmers can sum up experience according
to these data, judging whether to increase the planting next
year.

The agricultural information service platform system
based on the Internet of things consists of three
subsystems.They are planting management subsystem,
query feedback subsystem and agricultural planting
technology subsystem. The design goal of this system is:
make full use of the Internet of things technology and
database technology, manage soil environment data like
temperature, sunlight, pH, humidity and so on in the process
of agricultural production, deploying production tools data,
farmers’ work data,monitoring data in production process,
query feedback data, agricultural planting technology data
and so on.And then the system will manage these
information intelligently by the computing advantages of
computer itself.
In order to help farmers make production management
better, the system uses various sensors to collect data in the
planting management subsystem. And then transfer the data
to the database, and process data in the computer with a
decision support system, finally pass the results to the
webpage where users can see. Query feedback subsystem is
designed primarily for consumer to use.Consumers can
feedback their own opinions to farmers. In addition, the
system can save the results into the database, as historical
data.The system can make judgments based on the historical
data in the future. In this way,both sides can communicate,
and it can provide market information for farmers'
production. Because the farmers lack of agricultural
technical guidance, in the agricultural planting technology
system, it help farmers to study scientific knowledge from
historical experience, farmers’ communicating with each
other and experts’ guidance and so on.
The overall structure of agricultural information
service platform system based on Internet of things is shown
in figure 2.
data base

V.
A.

RFID Technology
Simple RFID system is shown in figure 3. Composed
of three parts. (1) tag, the core of which is the radio
frequency identification technology.It can read and write
intelligently and make encrypted communication, and every
label has an unique electronic code. (2) the reader, its main
task is to make the radio frequency module emit read signal
to the label and receive the response. (3) antenna,
transmiting signals between tag and reader. [5]

agricultural information service system
based on Internet of things
planting management
subsystem

data
acquisition

farmer
work

various
sensors
number of
workers

agricultural planting
technology subsystem

deploying
production tools
sluice
valve

seeder

query feedback
subsystem

monitor the
production process

query production
parameters

consumer feedback

weather condition,
outside
destruction, pests

query production
name ,production date

feedback according
to the consumption

work
hours
conventional
planting model of
agricultural expert
comparison of
the content of
pesticide yearly

farmers mutual
communication

comparison of the
content of heavy
metal yearly

agricultural experts
online answers

comparison of
the average of
sunlight yearly

experience

comparison of
the product
price yearly

Fig. 2 the overall structure of system

KEY TECHNOLOGY

determine to
increase
planting or not

The system mainly consists of 3 functional modules:
(1) The planting management subsystem: it mainly
responsible for using sensor to obtain data, sending the data
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(a)The administrator logins, and goes into the planting
management subsystem. And then the datas are edited and
selected.After the administrator obtains the latest data,he
will quit.
(b) The farmer in ordinary users logins,and enters the
agricultural planting technology subsystem. There are three
services: expert advice, communicating with other farmers
and past experience in the system.He will choose one of
them. After service,he will quit.
(c) The farmer in ordinary users logins, and browses one
land environment on the website.He will formulate
scientific planting scheme according to the datas,and then
quit.
(d) The consumer in ordinary users logins, and enters the
query feedback subsystem. He can query some parameters
about the product. After giving some advice according to his
own consuming experience, he will quit.

Fig.3 RFID working principle diagram
B.

EPC Technology
EPC provides a unique identifier for a physical object.
The information which is stored in EPC encoding including
embedded information and reference information. Then it
use the Internet platform to construct a intelligence network
which can share real-time information of global goods. The
basic idea is to use the existing computer network and
current information resources to store data[6]. EPC code
length is divided into 64 bits, 96 bit and 256 bit. Coding is a
string consisted of four field number, they are version
number, domain name supervising, object classification and
sequence number.EPC global and EPC management
mechanism in different country manage the code
sectionally[8]. EPC coding structure is shown in figure 4:

B. Soil Environmental Report
Figure 6 is a soil environmental report, it locates in the
various sensor collect datas of planting management part in
the planting management subsystem.It records the soil
situation from the location of the land, the soil temperature,
sunlight is enough or not, pH value,humidity, soil fertility
and soil color respectively. The administrator can also
manage datas of one land through the information service
platform, such as edite,delete and choose. Ordinary users do
not have this authority.

Fig.4 EPC code structure
C. ZigBee Technology
ZigBee technology is a short-range, low-rate wireless
network technology. Wireless sensor network based on
ZigBee has the characteristics of small volume of device,
strong network self-healing ability.
VI. THE REALIZATION OF AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION
SERVICE PLATFORM BASED ON INTERNET OF THINGS
A. The Flow Chart
The flow chart of the system is shown in figure 5:

Fig.6 a soil environmental report
C. The Editing State
Figure 7 is the editing state of 3 land.Only
administrators can access this page, and ordinary users can
only see the information on the page with no ability to edit.
The administrator can change parameters like the name of
the land, the soil temperature, sunlight, pH value, humidity
and soil fertility etc. According to the data they obtaine,
they can update the data in the database timely. So ordinary
users to get accurate data timely, and they will manage their
land scientificly. These data have effects on five aspects of
planting management system: (1). In the aspect of planting

Fig.5 the flow chart of the system
There are mainly 4 kinds of possibilities:
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management, it can ensure the correctness of data various
sensors collected and Database received. (2). In the aspect
of farm management, it can help decision support system
decide the number of work people and work time. (3). In the
aspect of allocating production tools, the water valve can
decide whether to water or not according to the humidity.
Sowing machine can decide whether to sow or not
according to some data of land environment. (4). In the
aspect of monitoring the production process, the system can
measure whether a plant have insect pests according to the
data collected. (5). In the aspect of detecting the agricultural
products, the system can judge whether agricultural
products is harmful to the human body according to
pesticide residue and heavy metal content.

Fig. 9



VII. IMPORTANT CODE
a. the following code is to realize the planting management
subsystem page.
Admin/Product.xml
<siteRoot

Id="root"

url="~\Product.aspx"

title="The

Planting management subsystem" description="">
<siteMapNode url="" title="Planting management"
description="">
<siteMapNode url="1.aspx" title="Various sensors
collect datas" description="" />
<siteMapNode url="3.aspx" title="Database receives
datas" description="" />// Put “variouse sensors collect
datas”
and
“database
receives
datas”to”planting
managerment”
</siteMapNode>
<siteMapNode
url=""
title="Farm
management"
description="">
<siteMapNode url="4.aspx" title="The number of
working people" description="" />
<siteMapNode url="5.aspx" title="Working hours"
description="" />
</siteMapNode>
<siteMapNode url="" title="Allocate Production goods "
description="">
<siteMapNode url="8.aspx" title="Hydrovalve needs to
watering or not" description="" />
<siteMapNode url="9.aspx" title="Seeding machine
needs to sow or not" description="" />
</siteMapNode>
<siteMapNode url="" title="Monitoring the Production
process" description="">
<siteMapNode url="14.aspx" title="
decides whether plant have diseases "
description="" />
</siteMapNode>
<siteMapNode url="" title="Detecting the agricultural
products" description="">
<siteMapNode url="11.aspx" title="Detecting the content
of pesticide" description="" />
<siteMapNode url="12.aspx" title="Detecting the content
of heavy metal" description="" />
</siteMapNode>

Fig.7 the editing state of 3 land
D. Datas
Six tables used in the system are Content, Manage,
Parameter, The login person, Query parameters and
Historical data respectively. Database relation diagram is
shown in figure 8. The left side of Figure 9 is some data of
Parameter table in the agricultural information collection
database. The right of Figure 9 is ER graphs of Parameter
table.

Fig.8 Database diagram
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increase from the current inefficient state to a more digital
management level.The competitiveness of Chinese
agriculture can be greatly enhanced . With this information
service platform, Chinese farmers can manage their lands
more scientifically and make scientific decisions in time
when some difficult situations appear. Thus, Chinese
farmers will be able to benefit from scientific management
and Chinese agriculture can make contributions to the
world.
We can see from the advantages of the Internet of
things, agriculture is an important domain of Internet of
things.But application in actual production is still facing
many problems to be solved such as data security,
distribution and installation of sensors, system maintenance,
power problems in remote environments etc. We should
combine the characteristics of Chinese agriculture and
national conditions, and strive to achieve breakthroughs and
innovation of the key technology and common technology.

<siteMapNode
url="AdminOut.aspx"
title="quit"
description="administrators quit">
</siteMapNode>
b. The following is part of the code which implements soil
environmental report page. Pay attention to consistence:
<Columns>
<asp:BoundField
DataField="LandID"
HeaderText="LandID" InsertVisible="False"
ReadOnly="True" SortExpression="LandID" />
<asp:BoundField
DataField="LandName"
HeaderText="LandName"
SortExpression="LandName" />
<asp:BoundField
DataField="Temperature"
HeaderText="Temperature"
SortExpression="Temperature" />
<asp:BoundField
DataField="SunShine"
HeaderText="SunShine"
SortExpression="SunShine" />
<asp:BoundField
DataField="PH"
HeaderText="PH" SortExpression="PH" />
<asp:BoundField
DataField="Water"
HeaderText="Water" SortExpression="Water" />
<asp:BoundField
DataField="soilfertility"
HeaderText="soilfertility" SortExpression="soilfertility" />
<asp:BoundField
DataField="soilcolour"
HeaderText="soilcolour" SortExpression="soilcolour" />//
The above is to add the columns
<asp:CommandField ShowDeleteButton="True"
ShowEditButton="True"
ShowSelectButton="True" />
</Columns>

[5]

VIII. CONCLUSION
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preparation, modeling, evaluation, and deployment [2] while
generally, the sequence of the phases is not strict. A
comparative study by Azevedo and Santos [3] comparing
KDD, SEMMA, and CRISP-DM, illustrates that SEMMA
and CRISP-DM can be viewed as implementations of the
KDD framework. According to this study, five stages of the
SEMMA process can be seen as a practical implementation
of the five stages of the KDD process. Another useful
analytical framework is the one developed by Lee ChungShing [4]. He introduced the framework primarily for
evaluating ecommerce business models and strategies,
though it is applicable in a wider range. In all the models,
problems occur when the system uses distributed computing.
The distributed databases, either homogenous or
heterogeneous, may store fragmented data in large scales.
This fragmentation makes the distributed database more
efficient by keeping the tuples at the sites where they are
used the most to minimize data transfer, but causes practical
problems for the existing decision-support models.
This paper aims to introduce a new model that uses a
novel strategy. The paper shows how the new strategy not
only can tackle the mentioned problem, but also can be
significantly effective in increasing the competitive
advantage of any kind of organization by intelligent use of
available data. This model basically tries to synthesize useful
knowledge from collections of organized data. The model is
multidimensional and multilayer. It is multidimensional
because it focuses on multidimensional data model concepts.
It is also multilayer because it uses multilayer mining
structure based on the related theory, Multilayer Mining
Theory, developed by Masoud P. Behbahani, Souheil
Khaddaj, and Islam Choudhury [5] in Kingston University,
London. These mining structures provide the platform for
multilayer mining algorithms to maintain proactivity for the
model, rather than just adjusting to situations and waiting for
problems to happen. The paper primarily presents the outline
of the new model. The proposed model is named
Multidimensional Multilayer Mining Management Model
(5M). The paper also presents results of evaluating the model
by adapting it to the ebusiness discipline. This adaptation
results in introducing EBAF, an EBusiness Analytic
Framework.

Abstract— The aim of this paper is to propose a new model for
supporting proactive decision making in large enterprises.
These organizations usually encounter enormous electronic
transactions upon distributed infrastructures. The stockpiled
data collections in these systems are the best source for
providing necessary material for decision-making process to
support managers and executives. The existing models for
supporting decision-making, encounter practical problems
while facing distributed databases. This paper introduces a
new model that is designed to tackle the problem. The paper
shows how the proposed model can be the best blueprint to
increase the competitive advantage of an organization by
intelligent use of the collections of data and synthesize useful
knowledge. The proposed model is multidimensional because it
is based on multidimensional data model concepts. It is also
multilayer because it widely depends on multilayer mining
theory concepts. The paper also presents the results of an
empirical study to evaluate the model and the results of
applying the model to real data collections.
KeywordsDecisin-making,
distributed
Multidimensional Data Model, Data Mining, KDD

I.

databases,

INTRODUCTION

Regarding the importance of the decision support
systems, it is predictable to see that academics and
practitioners have produced many models and frameworks
for supporting decision-making using database intelligence
and data mining techniques. A pioneer in this area is U.
Fayyad who clearly defined a model for Knowledge
Discovery in Database (KDD) process [1]. KDD as defined
by who is the practice of using data mining methods to
extract what is considered as knowledge according to the
specification of measures and procedures. The KDD process
is preceded by the development of an understanding of the
application domain, the relevant prior knowledge and the
goals of the end-user. His work successfully followed by
researchers from SAS institute Inc. by introducing SEMMA.
The acronym SEMMA stands for Sample, Explore, Modify,
Model, and Assess. These phrases refer to the process phases
required to conduct a data mining project. The problem with
SEMMA is that it is configured to help the users of the SAS
Enterprise Miner software. Another framework, CRISPDM,
initially was conceived in 1996. The name stands for Cross
Industry Standard Process for Data Mining. It is a nonproprietary, documented, and freely available data mining
model. CRISP-DM organizes the data mining process into
six phases: business understanding, data understanding, data
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.40

II.

OUTLINING OF THE NEW PROACTIVE FRAMEWORK

The results of empirical study have already proved the
effectiveness of multilayer mining theory [6]. This theory
encourages building layers of mining structures. Grounded
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serves as a generic model for all organizations wishing to
capture database intelligence to significantly enhance their
administrative behavior and gain profitable performance. It
encourages best practices and offers organizations the
structure needed to realize better, faster results from
Database Intelligence. An overview of the model is shown in
figure 1.

on this theory, the new generic model, 5M is introduced. 5M
is a model based on multidimensional data and multilayer
mining structures designed to intelligently use available data
collections in the organizational databases. This intelligent
use of data makes the model a significant progress over the
existing ones in many aspects. The final outline of the model
mirrors the final results of a thoroughgoing empirical study.
Though originally designed for distributed databases, 5M

Figure 1. An Overview of 5M

heterogeneous distributed database, different sites may use
different schemas, and different database management
system software with different format of data storage. In a
homogenous distributed relational database, the relations can
be vertically and/or horizontally fragmented. These
fragments are usually stored in different geographical sites
where they are more regularly accessed. Vertical
fragmentation can be defined as a projection on the relation
R. Each projected subset must include the primary key so the
original relation can be reconstructed by taking the union of
all fragments: R = R1 natural inner join R2 natural inner join
· · · natural inner join Rn. A horizontal fragment can be
defined as a selection on the relation R. Each tuple of

A. Organization Understanding
In order to understand which data should later be
analyzed, and how, it is vital to initially understand the
business structure and objectives for which they are finding a
solution. This phase perhaps is the most important stage of
the model and involves several key steps that as are shown in
figure 1.
B. Centralized Data Warehouse Development
The next phase of model tries to tackle the problem of
organizing the collections of data. These collections may be
dispersed or distributed in very different ways. In a
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delivery platform development phase that are summarized in
figure 1. Identification of the end users, identification the
purpose of each report, planning the authentication and
authorization strategy, defining report data sources and data
sets, choosing the data visualization methods, configuring
reports layout, previewing and assessing the reports are main
steps of this phase. It is also very important to have a plan for
report maintenance. This stage includes identifying day-today activities that need constant monitoring and developing
an efficient monitoring. A report of the process is produced
at the end, including the list of components like data sources
and dataset queries that can be reused.

relation must belong to at least one of the fragments, so that
the original relation can be reconstructed by taking the union
of all fragments: R = R1 Ĥ R2 Ĥ · · · Ĥ Rn.
Even in a centralized database this data also may be in
different and not appropriate formats. This phase consists of
identifying required data, collecting initial data, describing
data, exploring data, Verifying data quality, designing data
mart initial structure, identifying control flow tasks,
identifying data flow tasks, cleaning data, reconstructing
data, reformatting data, and carrying out aggregation
calculations on data (Figure 1). In the final step, the process
would be evaluated and reviewed and then data can be
populated to data marts and a related report can be produced.

III.

C. Analysis Engine Development
The data marts that are developed in previous stage only
can store leaf-level values, i.e. the measure values that are in
intersection of all of the dimensions of a data mart. To solve
the problem, some or all of the possible data aggregates
should be calculated ahead of time and stored within the
multidimensional data structures. These multidimensional
data structures are the best platform for building multilayer
mining structures and applying proactive multilayer mining
models. There are some distinct key steps in this phase that
are summarized in figure 1. The figure shows that after
defining data sources, measures and measure groups,
dimensions and dimension hierarchies, Key Performance
Indicators (KPI), partitions, mining structures are designed.
Then some model validation tests run to validate the models
against the measures of accuracy, reliability, and usefulness.
The last steps in this phase include evaluating and reviewing
the analysis process, deploying the cube design to analysis
server, and then processing the multidimensional structure in
the analysis server. The final step is producing an Analysis
Engine Development Report.

EVALUATING THE NEW MODEL

This section validates 5M by adapting it to a real
application as a case study and assessing the results in an
empirical study. To validate the results, the model has been
implemented and applied to EBusiness discipline and the
results are evaluated.
A. Adapting the Model to Ebusiness
Choosing ebusiness to apply the generic model is done
based on figures that showed a fast growing rate in the
ebusiness branches specially in ecommerce domain.
Ecommerce originally was identified as the facilitation of
electronic commercial transactions, but in recent years, data
mining, data warehousing and data integration modeling
techniques [7], and Business Intelligence (BI) have become
parts of its body. The term BI has been defined in different
ways and in various contexts. Langit [8] defines it as
effective storage and presentation of key enterprise data so
that authorized users can quickly and easily access and
interpret it. Knight et al. [9] consider it as a term that
encompasses the process of getting data out of the disparate
systems and into a unified model, so it can be used to
analyze, report, and mine the data. The approach in this
adaptation is more business-driven, rather than current
software-driven ones [10]. Actually traditional views of
business activities, like that of Kotler and Kelly [11] have
mainly focused on the physical and human aspects of the
organization. The information view of them started getting
conceptualized with contributions from Holland and Naude
[12], Jayachandran et al. [13] and Kumar Kar et al. [14] by
emphasizing on marketing activities. The instance
implementation of the new model is carried out for
verification purposes by using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
and SQL Server 2008. EBAF serves as a best practice
blueprint for all kind of enterprises wishing to capture
business intelligence and enhance their CRM. This all will
be done through creating an architecture that not only
provides useful information, but also provides organizational
insight. A simplified overview of EBAF is provided by
figure 2.
In the figure, a five-stage conversion model including
awareness, contact, engagement, conversion and retention
phases is proposed to help identify mid-level mining
structures in business domain. The left side of the figure
shows how EBAF classifies the people to six main state
groups, target audience, aware target audience, unique

D. Knowledge Delivery Platform Development
Knowledge delivery platform stage in 5M primarily is
about choosing the end-users who are in charge of decisionmaking and designing appropriate reports for them.
Knowledge delivery platform can contain a number of report
projects, and each report project in turn can contain a number
of reports. A report actually is a piece of art meant to convoy
a message. This message changes based on the data that
drives it. Each report internally contains two distinct sets of
instructions that determine what the report will contain. The
first set of instructions is data definition. Data definition
controls where the data for the report comes from and what
information is to be selected from that data. Data definition
instruction set contains two distinct parts: the data source and
the dataset. The data source instruction set is needed by the
report to gain access to a data source that provides data for
the report. When the report is compiled, it uses the data
source instructions to gain access to the data source. It then
extracts information from the data source into a new format
that can be used by the report. This new format is called a
dataset. The second set of instructions is the report layout,
which specifies which field goes in which location on the
screen or on paper. There are some basic steps in knowledge
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efficiency factors [15]. These influencers shape multilayer
mining structures.

visitors, active unique visitors, actors, and finally the clients.
The right side summarizes the influencers that affect
awareness, Contact, Engagement, Conversion, and Retention

Figure 2. EBAF is the result of adapting 5M to Ebusiness discipline

EBAF evaluates and validates 5M by providing a
roadmap to gain incredible competitive advantages in
marketplace. EBAF offers the key ability to respond with
more agility to changing business conditions using effective
and corresponding actions. EBAF analysis core utilizes the
EBAF Conversion Model constituents to create multilayer
mining structures and finally enhances and optimizes the
conversion model’s efficiency factors.

Following the roadmap provided by 5M, results in EBAF
Analysis Core in a shape of a trilateral BI supplier. It
integrates enterprise multilayer KPI analysis, multilayer
multidimensional analysis, and multilayer data mining
analysis. Figure 3 provides an overview of characteristics of
this core. EBAF multilayer enterprise KPI analysis offers a
presentational business insight of critical measures. EBAF
multidimensional cube analysis delivers an interactive,
investigative and exploratory business perception. EBAF
multilayer data mining analysis has a proactive role to
provide discovery business vision.
B. Model Accuracy Testing and Validation
Model accuracy testing and evaluation serves two
purposes. The first purpose is the prediction of how well the
final model will work in the future or even whether it should
be used at all. The second purpose is to find the best model
that maintains EBAF objectives. The approach to model
validation in this research is partitioning data into training
and testing sets. This approach is an established method and
is widely used by practitioners. In this approach, some
portion of data from the training data set is reserved for
testing. In figure 4, the lift chart graphically represents the
improvement that the models provide when compared
against a random guess for 24.75% population percentage.

Figure 3. EBAF Analysis Core
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Figure 4. Lift chart shows the significant improvement after using the
models

The yellow line in the chart is the result of the neural
network model that does not have any effect on the
prediction improvement. Therefore the line can also be
considered as a blind guess. On the other hand, the blue line
is for the ideal model. The red, green, and purple lines are
correspondently related to EBAF Decision Tree MM1 and
other specified models.
IV.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

A novel multidimensional multilayer model is presented
to significantly enhance decision-making process. The model
also is capable to support distributed databases. The model is
evaluated by adapting to ebusiness as a case study. The
resulted ebusiness framework seems to be very successful in
providing higher levels of business intelligence for the
enterprises utilizing ecommerce as their main transactional
model. There is also a debate about the expense of
employing the model in enterprises. Though the model
provides a solid insight for organization management, it can
be costly due to data source providing for multilayer
influencers and developing multilayer mining structures.
Therefore a simplified version of the model can be used if
there are not enough budgets for implementing 5M. This
shortened version of the model can be called
Multidimensional Mining Management Model (4M) and
seems suitable for low-budget projects. The emphasis on
building multilayer mining structures in 5M is not seen in
4M.
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Abstract—This paper examines the pricing issues of the green
supply chain for home appliances industry by using game
theory and contract coordination theory. Considering the
influences of the effective recycle behavior of the used home
appliances to the whole supply chain, the paper proposes a
game model for the portfolio pricing for the wholesale, retail
and recycle price based on manufacturer recycling model.
Then a revenue and expense-sharing contract model is
designed to improve the game effects, by allocating both total
revenues and expenses related to the manufacturing, retailing
and recycling operations in the green supply chain among all
participating players, thus maximizing the profits and
effectiveness of the supply chain as a whole.

of the used home appliances to the whole supply chain and
the specific characteristics concerned with coordination.
II.

There are a growing number of research papers on green
supply chain management that use game theory to model
pricing decisions. The present research results include some
studies about the pricing problems for the green supply chain
management itself and some studies about the pricing
problems for the closed-loop supply chain with product
remanufacturing focusing on the effective utilization of
resources, with the latter as a majority. Savaskan et al [1] use
game theory to present the optimal closed-loop supply chain
structures and to study the pricing and recycle strategies
based on three reverse channel formats. Ray et al [2] studied
the optimal pricing and trade-in strategies for durable,
remanufacturable products by focusing on the scenario
where the replacement customers are only interested in tradeins. Gu et al [3,4] have made an analysis about the price
decision for reverse supply chain based on game theory. The
research papers of Wang et al [5]-[8] from the year of 2006
to 2010 have systemically studied the pricing strategies of
the closed-loop supply chain management and constructed a
set of models by using game theory. Ge et al [9], Guo et al
[10,11], Qiu and Huang [12], Huang et al [13] studied the
pricing and coordination problems of the closed-loop supply
chain management base on game theory too. Some scholars
studied price-making decision and the coordination
mechanism in the green supply chain, such as Jiao et al [14],
Shen and Wang [15], Li [16], Liu and Ma [17], Zhu and Dou
[18], Cao et al [19], etc. Xu and Zhou [20] proposed a
portfolio pricing model for the Green Supply Chain of home
appliances industry based on retailer collecting.
So far literatures about the pricing model of the green
supply chain for home appliances industry is really limit.
Therefore, considering the influences of the effective recycle
behavior of the used home appliances to the whole supply
chain, this paper will propose a game model for the portfolio
pricing based on manufacturer colleting model to try to
determine the optimal price decision about the wholesale
price and the retail price for the green home appliances, and
the recycle price for the used home appliances.

Keywords-green supply chain; portfolio pricing decisionmaking; revenue and expense-sharing contract; home appliances
industry; manufacturer collecting; game model

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, supply chain management has become an
important means to gain the competitive advantage. The
pricing problems of supply chain management have been
widely recognized in the literature and in practice. With the
rise of green supply chain management, the pricing problems
of supply chain management are facing new difficulties and
challenges.
The urgency and importance of integrating home
appliances industry with the green supply chain management
has gained more attention all over the world, due to the fact
that discarded used or recycled home appliances become
hazardous substances and are harmful to the environment if
disposing them by traditional means. How to take back used
home appliances and improve the consumption of the green
home appliances could be with great significance for the
development of home appliances industry of China, which
will depend on the price strategies to a large extent.
Comparing with the traditional one, the pricing problems of
the green supply chain for home appliances industry are
more complicated due to its operational objectives and in
consideration of its economic efficiency, social and
environmental impact as well as its unique characteristics.
Meanwhile, there are many difficulties about how to make
pricing decisions in home appliances industry when
considering the influences of the effective recycle behavior
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.53
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III.

regeneration, i.e. 0"r"1. We assume that the unit residual
value of used home appliances is S˄S"!˅.
From Assumptions (5) and (6), the average unit revenue
from recycling can be written as !'=r!+(1ˉr)S.
(7) We assume that the recycling quantity A is only
dependent on the recycle price for used home appliances,
i.e., A(Pc)=g+hPc, where g and h are parameters and both of
them are greater than zero. Parameter g reflects the
consumers’ awareness of environmental protection and h
indicates the level of sensitivity of the consumers to Pc.
(8) We assume that part of recycling quantity will
translate into new demand for the green home appliances
particularly when taking some means and measures, such as
cash incentives from government for older home appliances
that are traded in for new green ones. We characterize the
conversion rate by #, i.e., D'(Pc)=#(g+hPc) and 0!#!1. The
conversion rate # can be influenced by appropriate subsidy
from the governments to the consumers in practice. D'(Pc) is
a derivative demand from the recycle of the used home
appliances.
(9) We consider dedicated cost of recycling used home
appliances is function of recycling quantity, i.e., C
(Pc)=LA2(Pc) and L>0, where L is a parameter of recycling
cost.
(10) We assume the basic demand function is D(P)=¢£P, with¢and £ being positive parameters.
We assume a downward sloping linear demand function.
Lee and Staelin [23] have shown that the vertical interaction
between the channel members and the optimality of the
channel strategies depend on the convexity of the demand
functions.
From Assumptions (8) and (10), the total demand for
green home appliances are composed of the basic demand
and the derivative demand from the recycle of the used
home appliances: D( P) + D '( Pc ) = α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) .
(11) We assume that fraction$1 of the unit manufacturing
cost are those cost concerning to meet the requirements or
standards of the green home appliances, and the other
fraction 1-$1 are other kind of manufacturing cost, i.e.,
0!$1!1. Similarly, we assume that fraction$2 of the unit
retail cost are those cost concerning to the promotion of the
green home appliances, and the other fraction 1-$1 are other
kind of retail cost, i.e., 0!$2!1.

MODEL NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Notations
We use the following notation throughout the paper:
Cm will denote the unit cost of manufacturing a new
green home appliance, Cr will denote the unit cost of
remanufacturing a returned home appliance into a new one,
and Cs will denote the unit cost of selling a new home
appliance for the retailer. P is the retail price of the green
home appliance and W is the unit wholesale price. Pc will
denote the unit recycle price for the used home appliances
from the consumer to the manufacturer. Sb will denote the
unit subsidy or penalty that manufacturer obtained from
governments. D(P) is the basic demand for the new green
home appliance in the market as a function of retail price,
and D’(Pc) is the derivative demand for the new green home
appliance created by recycling used home appliance as a
function of recycle price. ∏ij will denote the profits function
for channel member i in supply chain model j and ∏*i j will
denote the optimal profit correspondingly. The subscript i
will take M, R and vacancy, which will denote the
manufacturer, the retailer, and the centralized manufacturer,
respectively. Superscript j will take values C and M, which
will denote the centrally coordinated and manufacturer
collecting models, respectively. P*j, W*j, Pc*j and Pr*j will
denote the optimal prices, respectively.
B. Assumptions
We consider the following scenario and make the
following modeling assumptions.
Suppose that the manufacturer has incorporated a
remanufacturing process for used home appliances into her
original production system, so that she can manufacture a
new home appliance directly from raw materials, or
remanufacture part or whole of a returned unit into a new
product. We assume that the home appliances produced by
using used products are the same as a new one by using raw
materials in terms of quality and functions, and will be sold
at the same wholesale price.
(1) We consider a two-echelon green supply chain and
model a bilateral monopoly between a single manufacturer
and a single retailer. It is the manufacturer who is
responsible for collecting the used home appliances.
(2) While optimizing their objective functions, all
supply chain members have access to the same information.
(3) We consider the manufacturer has sufficient channel
power over the retailer to act as a Stackelberg leader. The
Stackelberg structure for the solution of similar games has
been widely used in the supply chain management literature
[22].
(4) The pricing decisions are considered in a singleperiod setting.
(5) Producing a new green home appliance by using a
used product is less costly than manufacturing a new one,
and the cost saving is denoted by !, i.e., !=Cm-Cr.
(6) r denotes the fraction of the recycled used home
appliance that will be put into remanufacturing and the other
fraction 1-r will be put into other places, e.g., raw materials

IV.

A PORTFOLIO PRICING MODEL BASED ON
MANUFACTURER COLLECTING

A. Centrally Coordinated Model (Model C)
The centrally coordinated model provides a benchmark
scenario to compare the decentralized models with respect
to the supply chain profits.
∏C = [ D( P) + D '( Pc )] ⋅ ( P − Cm − Cs + Sb ) + A( Pc ) ⋅ (∆ '− Pc ) − C
= [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )]( P − Cm − Cs + Sb ) + ( g + hPc )(∆ '− Pc )
− L( g + hPc ) 2

(1)

The simultaneous solution of the first-order conditions
results and the profits are listed in Tableĉ. The optimal
portfolio pricing strategies here is (P*C, Pc*C).
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TABLE I.

EQUILIBRIUM RESULTS OF PORTFOLIO PRICING
GAME MODELS UNDER MODEL C

inefficiencies resulting from decentralization of decision
making due to double marginalization in the channel.
Therefore, it is very important to increase the profits of
supply chain members so that the efficiency of the whole
supply chain can be further improved. Appropriate contract
can work in this circumstance.

Model C

P* j
Pc* j

α + β (C m + C s − S b ) + τ A
2β
2 β ( h∆ '− g − 2 Lgh ) + τ h[α − β (C m + C s − S b ) + τ g ]
4 β h (1 + Lh ) − τ 2 h 2

V.

2β ( h∆ '+ g ) + τ h[α − β (Cm + C s − Sb )]
4 β (1 + Lh) − τ 2 h
α − β (C m + C s − S b ) + τ A

A
D

We will design a revenue and expense-sharing contract
model so as to improve the game effects of the pricing
decision making.
In the existing research papers about recycle of the used
products, it is usual that only sales revenue and fixed costs
for collecting are allocated between the supply chain
members. In this paper, considering the characteristics of
the green supply chain for home appliances industry, all
those revenues including not only sales but also subsidy
from the governments, and all those costs including not only
costs regarding the recycling but also the costs concerned
with the green production and relevant promotion, will be
allocated between the manufacturer and the retailer.
We assume that the manufacturer and the retailer sign a
revenue and expense-sharing contract before the sale period.
The manufacturer will sell home appliances to the retailer at
a wholesale price lower than the unit manufacturer cost. At
the end of sale period, sales revenue and subsidy from the
governments will be allocated between the manufacturer
and the retailer, with the retailer accounted for %1 (0!%1!1)
percent and the manufacturer accounted for 1-%1. At the
same time, costs will be allocated too, including the
recycling costs and costs concerned with green production
and relevant promotion, with the retailer accounted for %1
(0!%1!1) percent and the manufacturer accounted for 1-%1.
We characterize the superscript “-RES” to denote the
optimal results. The profits are given by following
equations, respectively.
∏ MR − RES = ϕ1 [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) ] ( P − λ1Cm − λ2Cs + Sb )
(5)

2

A(h∆ '+ g ) B 2 + τ AB
+
2h
4β

∏*

B. Decentralized Pricing Model Based on Manufacturer
Collecting (Model M)
In this model, the manufacturer is responsible for the
promotion and collection of used home appliances. The
retailer decides the retail price P and the manufacturer
decides the whole sale W for the new green home appliances
and the recycle price Pc for the used home appliances.
The profits of the retailer, manufacturer and the total
supply chain are given by following equations, respectively.
∏ MR = [ D ( P ) + D '( Pc )]( P − W − C s )
(2)
= [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) ] ( P − W − C s )

M
M

∏ = [ D ( P) + D '( Pc )] ⋅ (W − Cm + Sb ) + A( Pc ) ⋅ ( ∆ '− Pc ) − C
= [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) ] (W − Cm + Sb )

+ ( g + hPc )( ∆ '− Pc ) − L( g + hPc )2
∏ M = ∏ MR + ∏ MM = [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )]( P − Cm − Cs + Sb )

(3)
(4)

+ ( g + hPc )(∆ '− Pc ) − L( g + hPc )2

Because the objective function is concave in P, the best
responses can be determined from the first-order conditions.
And then given PиR, the manufacturer will optimize her
profits function. The best responses will be determined and
the results are shown in Table Ċ. The optimal portfolio
pricing strategies here is (W*M, P*M, Pc*M).
TABLE II.

− [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )][W + (1 − λ2 )Cs ]

EQUILIBRIUM RESULTS OF PORTFOLIO PRICING
GAME MODELS UNDER MODEL M

∏

M − RES
M

Model M

W*j

P* j
Pc* j
AM
D

∏ *M

∏*R

∏*

A REVENUE AND EXPENSE-SHARING CONTRACT
MODEL

α + β (Cm − Cs − Sb ) + τ AM
2β
3α + β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + 3τ AM
4β
4 β ( h∆ '− g − 2 Lgh ) + τ h[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + τ g ]
8β h (1 + Lh ) − τ 2 h 2
4β (h∆ '+ g ) + τ h[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb )]
8β (1 + Lh) − τ 2 h
α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + τ AM
4
AM (h∆ '+ g ) B 2 + τ AM B
+
2h
8β
( B + τ AM ) 2
16β
AM (h∆ '+ g ) 3B 2 + 4τ AM B + τ 2 AM2
+
2h
16 β

∏

M − RES

= (1 − ϕ1 ) [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) ] ( P − λ1Cm − λ2Cs + Sb )

+ [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) ] (W − (1 − λ1 )Cm ] + ( g + hPc )( ∆ '− Pc )

(6)

− L( g + hPc ) 2

= ∏ MR − RES + ∏ MM − RES = [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )]( P − Cm − Cs + Sb ) (7
+ ( g + hPc )(∆ '− Pc ) − L( g + hPc ) 2

)
Because the objective function is concave in P, from the
first-order conditions, the best responses are determined by
the following equation (8).
ϕ1[α + β (λ1Cm + λ2Cs + Sb ) + τ ( g + hPc ) + β [W + (1 − λ2 )Cs ] (8)
* M − RES
P

=

2βϕ1

In order to make the game result reach the efficiency of
the centrally coordinated model, the condition P*M-RES= P*C
and Pc*M-RES= Pc*C must be satisfied, and we will get:
W *M − RES = ϕ1 (1 − λ1 )Cm − (1 − ϕ1 )(1 − λ2 )Cs
(9)

It can be proved that the total supply chain profits of
centrally coordinated model is less than the one of
decentralized circumstance, which shows that there is

Pc*M − RES =
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2 β ( h∆ '− g − 2 Lgh) + τ h[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + τ g ]
4β h(1 + Lh) − τ 2 h 2

(10)

It can be found that equation (8), (9) and (10) show the
optimal portfolio pricing strategies under decentralized
decision-making with the manufacturer responsible for
collecting, i.e., (P*M-RES, W*M-RES ,Pc*M-RES).
In this circumstance, the optimal profits are given by the
following equations, respectively.
∏*RM − RES = ϕ1

( B + τ A)2
4β

∏*M − RES

( B + τ A)
A(h∆ '+ g ) τ AB + τ A
+
−
4β
2h
4β
A(h∆ '+ g ) B 2 + τ AB
=
+
2h
4β
2

229

93

86

D (million unit)

581

290

∏*M (million RMB)

N/A

142114

∏*R (million RMB)

N/A

55998

∏* (million RMB)

254410

198112

--

22.1

B. Improvements of the portfolio pricing by a revenue and
expense-sharing contract
Here we will observe the improvements of the portfolio
pricing by a revenue and expense-sharing contract with an
assumption of &1=0.4 and &2=0.3. According to the equation
(13), the value of '1 is between 0.249 and 0.499. Then
according to the equation (11), we can calculate the profits of
the retailer are 227067%1 and the profits of the manufacturer
are ˄1-%1˅227067+39285. Profits of the manufacturer and
the retailer under different %1 are listed in Table č.

A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Here the models proposed in this paper will be analyzed
by numerical examples with specific data. The home
appliance designated here is the Freon-free and inverter airconditioner manufactured by Gree Electric Appliances, Inc.
of Zhuhai. Assumption of the basic parameters for Gree
Freon-free and inverter air-conditioner are list in Table ċ.
ASSUMPTION OF THE BASIC PARAMETERS FOR
GREE FREON-FREE AND INVERTER AIRCONDITIONER

Cm

Cr

r

S

"'

Cs

g

2400

1500

0.6

100

580

300

40

h

#

Sb

L

$

%

0.2

0.4

300

0.0005

4725

1.5

TABLE V.

EQUILIBRIUM RESULTS OF THE PORTFOLIO
PRICING FOR GREE FREON-FREE AND INVERTER
AIR-CONDITIONER IN MODEL C AND MODEL M
Model C

Model M

N/A

2486

PROFITS OF THE MANUFACTURER AND THE RETAILER
UNDER DIFFERENT SHARING RATIO &1

∏*R

∏*

0.25

∏*M
˄million RMB˅
198112

˄million RMB˅
56298

˄million RMB˅
254410

0.3

186852

67558

254410

0.35

175592

78818

254410

0.4

164332

90078

254410

0.45

153073

101337

254410

0.49

144065

110345

254410

!1

A. Equilibrium results of the portfolio pricing in Model C
and Model M

W*( RMB /unit)

267

A˄g+hPc˅(million unit)

From Table Č, it can be seen that the retail price in
Model M is greater than the one in Model C, which will
result in a decline in the basic demand of the green home
appliances. Meanwhile, the recycle price from the
consumers Pc is lower than the one in Model C, which will
affect the consumer’s decision to replace his or her used
home appliance and result in a decline of the recycle
quantity. As a result the quantity translated into the new
demand will decrease too. From the perspective of social
welfares, the decrease of the recycle price will reduce the
enthusiasm of consumers to return their used products and
affect the effective recycle of the used home appliances,
which will decrease the environmental and social benefit.
As the result of the increased retail price and the
decreased recycle price, the total demand for GREE freonfree and inverter air-conditioner is only a half of the demand
in Model C, which is the main reason of the efficiency loss.
It can be seen that the total profits of the supply chain is
much less than the profits of centralized model, having lost
22.1 percent efficiency.

(12)

In general, the green supply chain can be coordinated by
this revenue and expense-sharing contract. The gaming and
decision process is as follows: the home appliances
manufacturer determine the ratio %1 according to the
constraint shown in equation (13), then the manufacturer
determine the wholesale price W and the recycle price Pc
from the consumers, and the retailer determine the retail
price P. According to this portfolio pricing strategies, both
the manufacturer and the retail will improve their profits and
the total profits of the green supply chain can reach the
optimal level of centrally coordinated system.

TABLE IV.

Pc*( RMB /unit)

Efficiency loss˄%˅

∏*MM − RES ≥ ∏*MM

TABLE III.

2980

2

Form the above equation (11) and (12), it can be found
that the profits of the supply chain members will depend on
the value of %1. The conditions driving the manufacturer and
the retailer to accept the contract are that the profits of the
supply chain members will be as least not lower than the
profits before signing the contract, i.e.,
∏*RM − RES ≥ ∏*RM
(13)

VI.

2787

(11)
2

∏*MM − RES = (1 − ϕ1 )

P*( RMB /unit)

It can be seen that the effects of the pricing game
between the manufacturer and retailer have been improved
by the revenue and expense-sharing contract. The total
profits of the supply chain have reached the level of
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centralized system and eliminated double marginalization.
The exact allocation result of the profits will depend on the
value of %1, which will be affected by the negotiation
ability. The greater the %1 is, the more profits the retailer
will gain and the less profits the manufacturer will gain, but
profits level of both the retailer and the manufacturer have
been improved compared with those without the contract.

[2]
[3]
[4]

VII. CONCLUSIONS

[5]

In consideration of the impact of the recycle quantity of
the used home appliances on the demand for the green home
appliances, a new demand function is proposed in this
paper. A portfolio pricing model of the green supply chain
for home appliances industry is presented based on the
model that it is the manufacturer who is responsible for
colleting the used home appliances, which is mainly about
the decision-making of the portfolio pricing for the
wholesale, retail price of the green home appliances and
recycle price for used home appliances. As a benchmark
case, the Centrally Coordinated Model is also analyzed to
highlight inefficiencies resulting from decentralization of
decision making, and is later used for deriving the channel
coordinating pricing scheme. The analysis shows that there
exists double marginalization and the pricing game effects
should be further improved. Then a revenue and expensesharing contract models is designed which will be able to
allocate resources properly in accordance with the different
cost factors such as green manufacture, retail and marketing
expenses as well as cost of collecting and recycling, thus
maximizing the profits and effectiveness of the supply chain
as a whole. At last, using Gree Electric Appliances, Inc. of
Zhuhai as a case, this paper applies its pricing models to one
of its green products, namely, the freon-free and inverter airconditioner, and has proved the rationality and feasibility.
Connecting the recycling of the used home appliances
with the sale of the green home appliances and making a
portfolio pricing strategies from the perspective of the
whole supply chain, will be helpful to recycle the used home
appliances effectively so as to relieve the pressure of the
recycling for the used home appliances in China. At the
same time, this can induce consumers to choose green home
appliances when they return their used home appliances
back, and reduce the bad influences of the home appliances
to the environments during the usage as well as improve the
environmental benefits.
This paper proposes an alternative model to solve the
pricing problems of the complicated supply chain operations,
especially the green supply chain management. The pricing
models presented in this paper for the green supply chain of
home appliances industry provides a practical and theoretical
guidance for home appliances enterprises in making pricing
decisions and supply chain contracts. It is also of
significance in improving the effectiveness and efficiency of
the whole supply chain.

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]

[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
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Abstract—Most university teachers pay attention to stimulating
the students’ learning motivation. Moreover, stimulating the
students’ learning motivation is a capability of IBSTPI (the
Internet Board of Standards for Training, Performance and
Instruction). In this context, this research aims to design and
implement a plan of training activity to enhance university
novice teachers’ stimulating the students’ learning motivation
skills through school-based training. Finally, according to the
classification of teachers’ knowledge, we construct the training
object and content system to design the activities based on the
Network Platform of Moodle and Course review platform
based on online video for university novice teachers.

TABLE I.
CURRENT STATUS AND “STIMULATING
STUDENTS’ LEARNING MOTIVATION” INDICATORS OF NOVICE
TEACHERS
Ability indicators
Ability of stimulating students’ learning
motivation
(1) The ability of attracting and
maintaining the learners’ attention
(2) The ability of ensuring the learning
objectives clearly
(3) The ability of establishing the learning
motivation strategies
(4) The ability of providing the
opportunities to participate in learning and
achieving success for students

Keywords-training; learning motivation; novice teachers;
Moodle

I.

TRAINING BACKGROUND

This training is supported by the “The school-based
training study of improving university novice teachers’
teaching capability- taking Northeast Petroleum University
as an example” ( “the study of teaching capability training”
for short). In the phase of training design, the author has
made a data analysis for international comparatively popular
IBSTPI teacher competency standards and performance
indicators system by Delphi method, and formed suitable
objectives of school-based training for novice teachers of our
university. According to the objects of the training, the study
takes one of the objects “stimulating students’ learning
motivation” as an example to design and implement the
teachers’ training [1].
II.

III.

Current
status
full score
˖5

Importance
level

4.5

1

4.32

4

4.37

2

4.37

2

CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRAINING CONTENT

In the process of developing content system of schoolbased training activity, this research references the research
results of classification of teachers' knowledge and develops
the classification and source of novice teachers’ knowledge
[3]. Based on the classification of teachers’ knowledge, the
author constructs three-layer logical structure “abilityperformance indicator-teachers’ knowledge” and uses the
specific teachers’ knowledge to construct the content of the
training activity. It is shown as below:

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TRAINING OBJECT

By talking with the top organizers of this program and
interviewing the related experts, the author takes the worldfamous “IBSTPI teaching ability indicators” as the main
basis of teaching ability indicators included in this training,
and gives specific expectations of these indicators. At the
same time, we get the importance level of subordinate
indicators, which gives guidance of the following training
activity design [2].
The subordinate indicators and their importance level are
as follow [1]:

978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.41

Figure 1. Relationships between stimulating students’ learning motivation
and Teachers’ Knowledge

In the classroom teaching, it is very important to
transform the students’ external motivation to internal
motivation. The capability can not only stimulate the
students’ learning interests, but also improve their learning
191

effect. From the figure 1, we can see the corresponding
teachers’ knowledge is mainly pedagogical knowledge.
IV.

E. Corresponding Capabilities
The corresponding capabilities are to stimulate and
maintain the students’ learning motivation and to ask
effective questions.

A DETAILED DESIGN PLAN OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Stimulating and maintaining students’ learning
motivation is an interesting subject of many participating
teachers, especially how to stimulate the students’ motivation
in teaching practice.
Through looking up into the documents about learning
motivation strategies home and abroad, the author finds that
there are many ways to stimulate and maintain the students’
learning motivation, such as the ARCS model put forward by
Keller in 1983 [4]. The ARCS model includes four factors:
attention strategy (teaching should attract and maintain the
learners' curiosity and interest), relevance strategy (teaching
should be combined with the learners' needs, interests and
motivation), confidence strategy (teaching should develop
the students' positive expectations for success), and
satisfaction strategy (provide the outer and the inner
satisfaction). Wlodkowski analyzes motivation factors in the
whole teaching process. There exist corresponding
motivation factors from the beginning to the end [5].
Chinese scholar Zhao Liying references the TC
motivation model and ARCS motivation design model, put
the theory of motivation stimulating into the process of
instructional design, and use teaching cases to verify that
motivation theory has a direct relationship with teaching
goals, teaching contents, teaching strategies, learning
environment and teaching evaluation design [6].
Moreover, the author finds that a lot of scholars tend to
change teaching methods and teaching modes to stimulate
the students’ learning motivation, which both belong to the
teaching strategy domain. Therefore, the training of this
activity starts from the teaching methods and teaching modes
that teachers usually use, such as classroom discussing
method, scaffolding instruction mode, autonomous learning
model based on WebQuest, group cooperative learning
model and so on.

F. Organizational Forms of the Activities
• Face-to-face lectures
• Network learning platform based on Moodle
• Course review platform based on online video
G. Activity Tools
• Blog space
• Scaffolding tools
H. Flow of the Training Activity
According to the observation records of years of class
visiting, experts find that lots of teachers use discussion
method and current relatively popular teaching mode, such
as Scaffolding Instruction, independent learning based on
WebQuest, group cooperative learning to stimulate the
students’ learning motivation. In allusion to the
characteristics of the contents and organizational form of the
training activity, the training activity is as follows.
The activity begins with the theme “the application of
discussion method and common teaching mode in classroom
teaching”, and instructs participating teachers to design the
plan of stimulating students’ learning motivation by their
own reflections and scaffolding tools set up by assistants [7].
Experts and participating teachers watch teaching cases,
discuss and modify the design plan of normal class through
the course review platform based on network video. After
the activities above, we can complete the training of
expected contents, thus achieve the whole training goal of
the project.
I.

Activity Analysis
Sub-activity1: Experts lecture face to face on "the
application of discussion method and common teaching
mode in classroom teaching"
1) Activity steps
First, experts have a lecture on the application of
discussion method and common teaching mode in classroom
teaching by the case form. Then, experts point out the
application mistakes teachers made in practical teaching, and
discuss with participating teachers about how to solve these
problems and stimulate students’ learning motivation
efficiently. At last, participating teachers write their own
reflections on Moodle network platform according to
individual specific teaching situation.
2) Teaching method
Case method and discussion method.
3) Activity environment
Multi-media classroom and Moodle network learning
platform.
4) Activity tools
Blog space.
Sub-activity2: participating teachers design the plan of
stimulating students’ learning motivation

A. Activity Theme
Activity theme is the training for stimulating and
maintaining students’ learning motivation.
B. Teachers’ Knowledge
Teachers’ knowledge refers to teaching goals, learning
motivation strategies- those are pedagogical knowledge.
C. Some Ways Corresponding to Pedagogical Knowledge
Daily communication with colleagues, Teachers’
experience and reflection, Observing excellent teaching case
and Teachers’ professional training.
D. Activities Objects
• Know the common learning motivation types of
college students.
• Master several common methods of stimulating
students’ learning motivation.
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is relative with their own curriculum. They would like to
share their experience actively in how to stimulate students’
learning motivation in the normal class. By checking the
design plan submitted in Moodle discussion forum, the
author classified them as below [10].
! Reference teaching models in expert lectures, such as:
class discussion, scaffolding instruction and group
cooperative learning and so on.
! When the teachers assign homework to the student,
give them the scope of the choice as far as possible and
let the students choose proper titles according to their
own interest.
! The teachers usually provide teaching feedback
information to promote students to continue studying.
! After class, the teacher should often communicate with
the students to understand their learning motivation.
! Teachers should use average grades as well as test score
to evaluate students’ final grades, with the help of
Average Grade and Attendance to supervise students’
learning in this course.
We can see that stimulating students’ motivation goes
through the parts of before class, during class and after class,
and participating teachers should draw attention in
improving motivation by details things in teaching.
On the other hand, network video normal class recording
activities take the teaching videos of participating teachers as
the normal class cases for experts and participating teachers
to watch and receive some participating teachers’
recognitions. We find that the expert comments on the
learning motivation design plan of the participating teachers
through class observation and points out the advantages and
disadvantages of the plan. The author finds that the
participating teachers can actively express personal views
closely around the theme of the current discuss and reflect on
their own design.

1) Activity steps
According to the experts’ face-to-face lectures on the
discussion method and application strategy of common
teaching mode in classroom teaching, participating teachers
design the plan of stimulating students’ learning motivationtaking one course in this session as the main content [8].
They can use the scaffolding tools that learning assistants set
up in accordance with class discussion, scaffolding
instruction and group cooperative learning, or design all by
themselves. At last, participating teachers submit the design
plan to the seminar in Moodle network learning platform.
2) Activity environment
Moodle network learning platform
3) Activity tools: Scaffolding tools
Scaffolding tool1: Discussion activity in class
The preparation before activity contains five parts:
activity theme and goals, activity time, activity grouping,
activity materials and activity evaluation.
The process of the activity contains teachers’ activity
strategies and students’ activity strategies, such as
exchanging roles in the activity timely, instructor, facilitator
and audience, activity evaluation, group discussion and
report and group summary and reflection after class.
Scaffolding tool2: Scaffolding instruction
Because scaffolding instruction has relatively mature
teaching process, the assistants in this research reference the
activity flow: putting up the scaffolding-entering the
situation-independent exploration-cooperative learningeffectiveness evaluation.
Sub-activity3: Participating teachers watch cases and
discuss the design of normal class.
1) Activity steps
Participating teachers enter for the normal class recording
voluntarily; Assistants record and upload one lesson of
stimulating students’ learning motivation that participating
teachers designed; Experts gather participating teachers
together to watch the case of normal class, and discuss about
the design plan of stimulating students’ learning motivation;
Participating teachers upload the modified design plan to the
panel discussion module in Moodle network learning
platform; Experts and assistants give participating teachers
one-to-one instruction again [9].
2) Activity time: one week
3) Teaching method: discussion method
4) Activity environment: course review platform based
on network video and Moodle network learning platform
5) Activity tool: Moodle platform seminar
6) Activity feedback: Moodle mail integration

V.

EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF THE TRAINING
ACTIVITIES

The study is used Miss Zhu as an example to follow up
“how to stimulate and maintain students’ learning
motivation” in the Introduction to Mao Zedong thoughts and
theoretical system of socialism with Chinese characteristics
course.
Last term Miss Zhu taught the course named
“Introduction to Mao Zedong thoughts and theoretical
system of socialism with Chinese characteristics”, but she
found that the teaching effect is not very ideal, especially the
students often talked in class, their enthusiasm is not high
and late arrival phenomenon is very serious. In a word, these
are surface phenomenon that students perform in class. In
fact, the main reason is that the students’ learning motivation
in the course is not very intense.
According to the aforementioned analysis of Miss Zhu,
she intended to stimulate students’ learning motivation using
group cooperative learning in the process of teaching. Miss
Zhu took the chapter Building a harmonious socialist society
for the range of topics, and designed group cooperative
learning activity step by step in accordance with the hints of

J.

The summary of the Implementation of Training
Activities
The effectiveness analysis of this activity is mainly based
on the design of stimulating students’ learning motivation
made by participating teachers.
From the Moodle log and the seminar we can see that
participating teachers show great impassion in the design of
stimulating students’ learning motivation, especially when it
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There are three parts i.e. group reports, group summary
and reflections, submit record of the group cooperative
learning.
After group cooperative learning completed, Miss Zhu
surveys the group cooperative learning method by using the
questionnaire survey. It is widely believed that some
improvement has achieved in learning initiative, learning
ability, learning interest by students.

activity scaffolding. At the same time, Miss Zhu participated
in the class recording of some group discussion activity in
institute of resources and environment. Experts and other
participating teachers commented on the group cooperative
learning records and classroom videos that the group
submitted.
Here is Miss Zhu’s group cooperative learning design
plan.
A. Preparation Work before the Activity
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1) Activity theme
Choose a topic from the chapter “Building a harmonious
socialist society” and set a title by yourself.
2) Activity object
To know the scientific connotation and significance of
building a harmonious socialist society and to learn about the
main policies to build a harmonious socialist society are two
activity objects.
3) Activity time
Week of teaching: week 6 –week 11
4) Activity grouping
Learning group can be divided by dormitory, interest or
combine freely.
5) Division of activity
Each group is suggested to clarify the division of tasks
for everyone, such as materials collecting, speech draft
writing, group report making etc.
6) Activity materials
Activity materials are in the public e-mail.
7) Activity assessment
The activity assessment consists of three parts: group
rating, the other groups rating and teacher rating.
8) Activity review
Group sends the theme and division of activity to the
teacher’s e-mail a week in advance. If the activity gets
approved, the group reporting time can be arranged.
B.
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Activity Organization Process

1) Teachers’ activity
The role of teachers in the activity is the organizer and
audience. Meanwhile, the teachers organize reviews and
ratings of the activity.
2) Students’ activity
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a multi-dimensional
specification and modeling method of aerospace cyber-physical
system. This method is proposed according to seven views of
systems so that their physical and computational parts of
aerospace cyber-physical system are modeled correctly. The
physical world analysis is considered to be one fundamental
stage of our proposed method. The proposed method is
illustrated by the modeling of the lunar rover system, which
involves a broad range of mechanical, electronic, control,
communications, computing, mechanics, and physics. In this

fundamental challenges in research related to aerospace
cyber-physical system is accurate modeling and
representation of these systems. The main difficulty lies in
developing an integrated model that represents both cyber
and physical aspects with high fidelity. Among existing
techniques, an approach to integrate Modelica [11-14] with
AADL [15-18] is a suitable choice, as it can encapsulate
diverse attributes of aerospace cyber physical systems
In this paper, we propose a multi-dimensional approach
to specify and model aerospace cyber physical systems. We
specify and model the lunar rover system by extending
Modelica and AADL. The extension of Modelica and
AADL can model physical world, spatial-temporal features,
dynamic continuous features, safety features.

paper, we specify and model the lunar rover system by
extending Modelica and AADL.
Keywords-CPS,LunarRover;Modelica;AADL;SpatialTemporal Features;Dynamic Continuous Features

I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

The integration of physical systems and processes with
wireless networked computing has led to the emergence of a
new generation of engineered aerospace cyber physical
systems.
Such
systems
use
computations
and
communication deeply embedded in and interacting with
physical processes to add new capabilities to physical
systems. These aerospace cyber-physical systems [1] range
from spaceship to lunar rover [2] in which
computation/information processing and physical processes
are so tightly integrated that it is not possible to identify
whether behavioral attributes are the result of computations
(computer programs), physical laws, or both working
together, functionality and salient system characteristics are
emerging through the interaction of physical and
computational objects, computers, wireless networks,
devices and their environments in which they are embedded
have interacting physical properties, consume resources, and
contribute to the overall system behavior[3-6].
In order to meet the challenge of aerospace cyberphysical system design [7-10], we need to realign
abstraction layers in design flows and develop semantic
foundations for composing heterogeneous models and
modeling languages describing different physics and logics.
We need to develop new understanding of compositionality
in heterogeneous systems that allows us to take into account
both physical and computational properties. One of the
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.42

THE PROPOSE METHOD FOR SPECIFICATION
AND MODELING OF AEROSPACE CYBER
PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

A number of methodologies and tools have been
proposed for the design of aerospace cyber-physical system.
However, they are still evolving because systems and
software engineers do not yet completely understand the
aerospace cyber-physical system requirements analysis
process, and the complex dynamic behavior of aerospace
cyber-physical system is difficult to capture in a simple
understandable representation. Consequently, development
time for many of these systems extends beyond
expectations. Furthermore, many methods are not tested
properly, nor do they meet customer requirements or
expectations. In our opinion, an acceptable aerospace cyberphysical system design methodology must synthesize the
different views of systems, use a number of different
methods, and consist of an orderly series of steps to assure
that all aspects of the requirements and the design have been
considered.
The most obvious difference between current
methodologies and our approach is that we propose a
methodology which explicitly avoids the use of a simple
framework to design complex systems. Instead, this new
methodology
is
proposed
according
to
seven
complementary views: physical word view, function view,
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static view, behavior view, spatial-temporal view, nonfunctional view and hardware view.
Unfortunately, the methodologies and tools developed for
analysis of real-time systems do not adequately address these
specification issues because they do not allow for the
description of complex dynamic external environments. The
current methodologies confuse the analysis of behavior of the
physical world with the internal behavior of the system. The
above facts explain why we propose a view of “physical world
of system and a stage of the system environment analysis. We
use Modelica [19-21] to make an environment analysis for
physical world of aerospace cyber-physical system. Modelica
is an object-oriented modeling language that facilitates the
physical modeling paradigm. It supports a declarative (noncausal) model description, which permits better reuse of the
models. Modelica is intended to serve as a standard format
so that models arising in different domains can be
exchanged between tools and users. Modelica supports
multi-domain modeling and several formalisms, such as
ODE, DAE, bond graphs, finite state automata, DEVS and
Petri nets.
Notice that the objective to construct a system lies in the
realization of functionality that a user demands. Integrating
the descriptive power of UML models with the analytic and
computational power of Modelica models provides a
capability that is significantly greater than provided by
UML or Modelica individually. UML and Modelica are two
complementary languages supported by two active
communities. By integrating UML and Modelica, we
combine the very expressive, formal language for
differential algebraic equations and discrete events of
Modelica with the very expressive UML constructs for
requirements, structural decomposition, logical behavior and
corresponding cross-cutting constructs. [22-25].
A static view captures the static relation between the
object and data. Static view emphasizes the static structure
of the system using objects, attributes, operations and
relationships. We can use AADL and UML to model the
static structure of the system. AADL (Architecture Analysis
and Design Language), which is a modeling language that
supports text and graphics, was approved as the industrial
standard AS5506 in November 2004. Component is the
most important concept in AADL. The main components in
AADL are divided into three parts: software components,
hardware components and composite components. Software
components include data, thread, thread group, process and
subprogram. Hardware components include processor,
memory, bus and device. Composite components include
system [26-30].
The changes of an internal behavior of system are
caused by the changes of the behavior of the external
environment of the physical world.. So we propose a
behavioral view in order to help analyze the behavior of
real-time systems. The behavioral view captures the
dynamics of the system, i.e., the conditions under which the
functionality is performed. We can use an approach to

integrate Modelica, AADL behavior Annex, UML, hybrid
automata [31] and Differential dynamic logic (dL) [32].
Differential dynamic logic (dL) [33] is a logic for specifying
and verifying hybrid systems.
A spatio-temporal view captures the spatio-temporal
requirements of Cyber physical systems. Cyber physical
systems are spatio-temporal. In the sense that correct
behavior will be defined in terms of both space and time [56]. The motion is a key notion in our understanding of
spatial- temporal relations, the question remains of how to
describe motion, and more specifically the interaction
between moving objects, adequately within a qualitative
calculus. In this paper, we use AADL , Time Automata,
Cellular automata (CA)[33-34] and Basic Qualitative
Trajectory Calculus [35] to express and reasoning spatialtemporal requirements Cellular automata (CA)]are models
that are discrete in space, time and state variables.
Non-functional View addresses important issues of
quality and restrictions for cyber physical systems, although
some of their particular characteristics make their
specification and analysis difficult: firstly, non-functional
requirements can be subjective, since they can be interpreted
and evaluated differently by different people; secondly,
Non-functional requirements can be relative, since their
importance and description may vary depending on the
particular domain being considered; thirdly, non-functional
requirements can be interacting, since the satisfaction of a
particular non-functional requirement can hurt or help the
achievement of other non-functional requirement.
A hardware view aims at supporting fitting the
specification on a particular target hardware environment. A
developer must decide what hardware should be used and
how it is to be used to implement the specification, so we
propose a hardware view that helps improve the
implementation.
III. CASE STUDY: SPECIFICATION AND
MODELING OF THE LUNAR ROVER SYSTEM
A lunar rover or Moon rover [37-41] is a space
exploration vehicle designed to move across the surface of
the Moon. A lunar rover is an autonomous system capable
of traversing a terrain with natural l obstacles. Its chassis is
equipped with wheels/tacks or legs and possibly a
manipulator setup mounted on the chassis for handling of
work pieces, tools or special devices. Various preplanned
operations are executed based on a preprogrammed
navigation strategy taking into account the current status of
the environment. Locomotion is a process, which moves a
rigid body. To increase the safety of the drive, the rover has
hazard avoidance software which causes to stop and
reevaluate its position every few seconds. In the paper, we
concentrate the physical world view and static view
specification and modeling of the lunar rover system. The
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overall architecture of the robot of the lunar rover is
modeled by Modelica as shown in Fig.1.

Fig.3. the variable curve of PathPlanning6 components

The lunar rover body structure model is specified by
Modelica as shown in Fig.4.
Fig.1. the overall architecture of the robot of the lunar rover

We take PathPlanning6 components as an example,
PathPlanning6 is modeled by Modelica as shown in Fig.2.

Fig.4. lunar rover body structure model

We use AADL to model the navigation system of the
lunar rover. The navigation system of the lunar rover
contains three parts: control system, execution unit and
survey device. The file organization of navigation system of
the lunar rover is shown as Fig.5.

Fig.2. PathPlanning6 components

The variable curve of PathPlanning6 components by the
simulation using Modelica is shown as Fig.3.

Fig.5. lunar rover navigation system file structure

The navigation system of the lunar rover is specified by
AADL as follows:
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system NavigationSys
end NavigationSys;
system implementation NavigationSys.Impl
subcomponents
SurveyDevice: system
SurveyDevice::SurveyPlatform.Impl;
ControlSys: system ControlSystem::Control.Impl;
ExecUnit: system ExecutionUnit::Execution.Impl;
connections
conn1: bus access SurveyDevice.ToControl ->
ControlSys.FromSurvey;
conn2: bus access ControlSys.ToExecution ->
ExecUnit.FromControl;
properties
Actual_Processor_Binding => reference
surveydevice.attitudeprocessor applies to ControlSys.AC;
Actual_Processor_Binding => reference
surveydevice.headingprocessor applies to ControlSys.HC;
Actual_Processor_Binding => reference
surveydevice.locationprocessor applies to ControlSys.LC;
end NavigationSys.Impl;

The components of the execution unit are shown in
Fig.8

Fig.8. the components of the execution unit

IV.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a multi-dimensional specification and
modeling method for aerospace cyber-physical system. This
method was proposed according to seven views of systems so

that their physical and computational parts of aerospace
cyber-physical system are modeled correctly. The physical
world analysis has been considered to be one fundamental stage
of our proposed method. In this paper, we specified and
modeled the lunar rover system by integrating Modelica and
AADL.
Future work focuses on the integration formal methods
with AADL and Modelica

The components of the survey device are shown in Fig.6.
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This paper constructs the evaluate index system of Jilin
power network construction and retrofit project, and put
forwards the evaluation model of distribution network
transformation project which based on rough set attribute
reduction and support vector machine (SVM) classification.
Using rough set to make up for the deficiency that support
vector machine (SVM) in the aspect of reducing redundant
information, and using support vector machine (SVM) to
make up for the inadequacy of rough set theory in terms of
generalization ability. On the basis of using the principle of
rough set and support vector machine (SVM), making the
second classification research for credit risk assessment. In
order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
using the actual data to do empirical research, which proved
that the method have higher classification accuracy.

Abstract—in this paper, according to the current status of Jilin
province power network construction and transformation
projects, established the evaluation index system of power
distribution network transformation project. Aiming at the
characteristics of the large number of index, proposed a model
of evaluating the power distribution network transformation
based on rough set and support vector machine (SVM), And
uses the evaluate data of the power distribution network in
Jilin province for the empirical analysis, shows that the method
has higher classification accuracy. The results of the research
show that the model has good effectiveness and the method is
practical and feasible.
Keywords-component;
power
distribution
network
transformation; project evaluation; rough set; support vector
machine (SVM)

I.

II.

INTRODUCTION

PROJECT EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEM

Electric power industry as a result of our country on
the power distribute network construction and transformed
project management, has been using extensive management
for a long time, lacking rigorous and scientific project
management evaluation program. When new project is
coming, often it ignores social benefits and economic
benefits. This paper introduces the comprehensive analysis
and evaluation system to the evaluation of electric power
project, so as to obtain a scientific and objective
comprehensive evaluation conclusion.
Setting up scientific index system can help us to
evaluate and determine the effect of the project
comprehensively from the perspective of society, economy
and benefit. Doing comprehensive after evaluation for such
as power distribution network construction and
transformation project this kind of engineering project that
it’s basic industry with obvious public welfare which is of
particular importance to have practical and innovative index
system. Only in this way can we make scientific and
accurate evaluate conclusions to the project, so as to provide
important reference for management decision.
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.43

POWER DISTRIBUTION NETWORK TRANSFORMATION

Building a scientific and perfect evaluation index
system is the most important premise to realize accurate
assessment of distribution network transformation project,
and it is also the basis of doing the comprehensive
evaluation. According to the characteristics of the
distribution network construction and renovation project in
Jilin province, through analysis of various influencing
factors of distribution network construction and retrofit, this
article builds the index system including grid performance,
regional economic, social benefit and enterprise financial
(table 1).
TABLE I.

EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEM

Grid performance
indexes
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line loss rate
grid power factor
grid security
user terminal voltage
percent of pass
power grid layout

Regional economic
indexes

Social benefit
indexes

Enterprise financial
indexes
III.

(

posc ( Dj ) = posc−{a} ( Dj ) posc ( Dj )

power supply
reliability
the first industrial
output value
the second industry
output value
the third industry
output value
the second and third
industry output value
proportion
investment
environment
improvement
alleviate burden
amount on Per capita
residents' satisfaction
domestic power
consumption on Per
capita
government's
satisfaction
Living environment
improvement
internal rate of return
payback period of
investment
financial net present
value

positive region, then consider

S = (U ,{Va }, a) is a knowledge
expression system. a = C ∪ D , C is a condition attribute
Assume

that

set; D is a decision attribute set. The knowledge expression
system which has condition attribute set and decision
attribute set is called the decision table. Make
respectively represent every equivalence class in

Xi

Y

and i
U / C and

U / D , des ( X i ) and des ( Yi ) indicate the description of
Xi
Y
equivalence classes
and i , that are the particular
attribute values which equivalence class
correspond to. The decision rule is
follows:
the rule
formula,

rij : des ( X i ) → des (Yi )

Xi

. The certainty factor of

µ ( X i ,Yi ) = card (Yi X i ) / card ( X i )
0 < µ ( X i ,Yi ) ≤ 1

Y

and i
defined as

; when

0 < µ ( X ,Y ) < 1 r

, in the

µ ( X i ,Yi ) = 1 rij
,

is

i i
, ij is not certain.
certain; when
In a decision system, there is often some degree of
dependence or association between each condition
attributes. Reduction can be understood as under the
premise of without losing information, the simplest
indication which shows the dependence and relevance
between conclusions attribute of decision system and
condition attributes set. Among them, the greater the
attribute importance is, the greater the attribute puts an
effect on the decision-making division, and the more
important related to the decision attribute [3].

A. Knowledge expression system
Rough set is to abstract the sample set as a decision-

= (U ,{Va }, a) , in the formula˖ U is a
non-empty finite set, called universe of discourse; A is a
non-empty finite set, called attribute set; {Va } is the
domain of attribute a ∈ A ˗ a : U → Va is a injection,
which makes any element in the discourse U get attribute
making system S

IV.

PRINCIPLE AND ALGORITHM OF SUPPORT VECTOR
MACHINE

Support vector machine is a universal type of feed
forward network; the main idea is to establish a hyper plane
as the decision surface, so that the both sides will more tend
to the outside edge of interval line. This inductive principle
is based on the fact that learning machine error rate on the
testing data is bounded by training error rate and sum of VC
dimension (Vapid Chervonenkis dimension) of items, under
the mode of separable, support vector machine (SVM) for
the former one has a value of zero, and minimize the second,
on problems of mode classification, the support vector
function provides good generalization ability, this is support
vector machine a unique property. The basic idea can be
described with the two-dimensional case illustrated in Figure

Va . If A was composed by

condition attribute set C and decision attribute set D, C and
D meet C ! D = A, C " D = ∅ , then we call

)

is redundant, and we call

C. Decision rule extraction

BASED ON ROUGH SET THEORY AND ATTRIBUTE

having a unique value in

a

c ' = c − {a} is a reduction of c.

REDUCTION

a

∀a ∈ c ˈ if
was called D j ’s

irrelevant or unimportant attributes. For

capacity-load ratio

S the

[2]

decision system .
B. Attribute reduction
In the various indicators that are selected, not all of the
indicators are very important, and some of them are
redundant. Attribute reduction is in condition of keeping
attribute classification conditions the same, to remove the
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n

1.In figure , triangles and squares represent the two types of
sample, we can use hyper plane H dividing them ,H1 and H2
for the two types of samples from the classification hyper
plane recent sample and parallel to the separating hyper
plane's two boundary hyper planes, the distance between
them called classification interval (margin).So-called optimal
separating hyper plane is the requirement hyper plane will
not only be able to properly separate the two types of
samples(training error rate of 0), but also make classification
[ 5 ][ 6 ]
interval is the largest
.

Q (α ) = ! ai −
i =1

1 n n
! ! ai a j yi y j xiT x j ˄3˅
2 i =1 j =1

Is the Lagrange coefficient of

{α i }i =1
n

ˈ Satisfy the

constraints?
n

!a y
i =1

i

i

Where

= 0 Ϩ α i ≥ 0 i = 1䯸2#䯸n ˄4˅

αi ≥ 0

is for solving the introduced Lagrange

coefficients .This is a secondary function optimization
problem that under inequality constraint, there is a unique
solution. It proved that solutions only part of the Lagrange
coefficient is not zero, the corresponding sample is support
vector. Suppose

α i∗

express optimal LaGrange coefficient's

the optimal
n weight vector expressed as:

w∗ = !αi∗ yi xi

˄5˅

i =1

Optimum offset
n is expressed as:

b∗ = y j − ! y jαi∗ xiT xj

Fig.1 Linear separating hyper planes for the separable
case

Optimal classification function can be obtained as follows:

f ( x) = sgn "$( w∗ $ x ) + b∗ #%

A. The linear case
Assuming Linear separation get sample set is

( xi , yi ) , i = 1,#, n, x ∈ R d 䯸category is
yi ∈ {+1, −1}
.Linear equations are
w ⋅ xi + b = 0

= sgn "! ai* yi ( xi ⋅ x ) + b* #
$
%

represented by
classified

as:

vector obtained or taking the middle value obtained by any
one pairs support vector in two classes.
B. The nonlinear case
To nonlinear separable problem can translate into a
linear problem in high dimensional space by nonlinear
transformation, seek the optimal classification hyper plane
in transform space. In the solution process, the use of inner
product kernel function X that appropriate satisfy Mercer
conditions, then linear classification can be achieved after a
nonlinear transformation. At this point the problem to be
solved becomes to search for the maximization of the
objective function:

make classification interval maximization is that makes
2

minimum. Classification of surface that meet the

w

2

minimize becomes
above conditions and makes the
the optimal classification planeˈ training sample point on
the H1, H2 is called a support vector. Solving the problem
of the optimal classification plane can be expressed as make
follows function minimization:

1
φ ( w) = wT w
2

˄7˅

b∗ Is classification threshold, you can use any of a support

normalization to it, satisfy: i = 1䯸2#䯸 n ,
in this case, the classification interval equal to 2 / w ˈto

w

˄6˅

i=1

n

Q(α) = !αi −

˄1˅

i =1

Satisfy the following constraints:

1 n n
!!ααi j yi yj K(xi , xj ) ˄8˅
2 i=1 j=1

Its langrage coefficients

y i ( xi ⋅ w + b ) ≥ 1 i = 1䯸2#䯸 n ˄2˅

{α i }i =1 .Solving the
n

function that

satisfies the constraints gets classification function:

& n
'
f ( x ) = sgn ( ! α i∗ yi K ( xi , x j ) + b ∗ ) ˄9˅
* i =1
+

The quadratic programming problem can be converted into
its dual problemˈNamely:

It’s the support vector machine (SVM). The kernel function
used of this paper is RBF kernel function˖

Looking for maximization of the objective function:
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" x − xi
K ( x, xi ) = exp , −
2σ 2
,$
V.

2

#
-%

11
13
14
15
17
18

˄10˅

EMPIRICAL STUDY

A. Data Acquisition Description
The data of this paper from Jilin Electric Power
Company and other related power industry. For the
qualitative evaluation indexes, this paper adopts the expert
scoring method. Respectively distribute evaluation form to
the power grid company, the electric power research institute
and electric power design institute’s relevant experts, ask
them to make an objective scoring. For each index can take
any value between 0-1.Electricity industry review level of
credit evaluation index {poor, poor, fair, good, very good},
corresponding evaluation score values {(0-0.2) (0.2-0.4)
(0.4-0, 6) (0.6-0.8), (0.8-1)}; for the quantitative index, using
the actual data, and then proceed to the normalization
process. Received 20 groups of experimental data.

19
20
Policydecision

xmax , minimum attribute value of xmin , the user to set the

parameters for the k, then the value of this property in all
instances you need to be ranked from small to large , and
then averaged into k segments that get break point set. The
number of property values between every two adjacent
breakpoints is equal. In this paper, using the Algorithm of
Johnson 's Algorithm to attribute reduction of decision table,
get the reduction set {line loss rate, voltage qualification rate
of the client, the power supply reliability rate, the second
industry output value proportion of the second and tertiary
industries, the amount of per capita burdens, the satisfaction
of residents, per capita living electricity consumption, the
improvement of the living environment, the internal rate of
return, payback period, NPV}.The reduction properties as
input to support vector machines, training and testing.

1
4
7
9

INDEX VALUE AFTER REDUCTION

TABLE III.

After

Before

Before

After

transformi

the

the

transfor

ng

modificat

modificat

ming

0.91
0.94
0.82
0.93

ion
0.7
0.82
0.83
0.85

ion
0.84
0.78
0.79
0.84

0.92
0.89
0.81
0.74

0.82
0.46
0.52
0.79
0.92
0.93
0.92
0.9
-1

0.86
0.52
0.54
0.83
0.95
0.92
0.93
0.92
-1

0.93
0.99
0.86
0.93
0.98
0.97
0.94
0.94
1

C. Support Vector Machine Classification
1. Training set and test set selection
The training samples and the selection of training
samples can be seen from the above results. In order to
investigate whether the support vector machine can effective
classification the sample data, 8 groups of training samples
were selected, each different from the proportion of the total
sample of the number of training samples, each group of the
remaining samples as test samples.
This article divides Jilin distribution network
construction and transformation project evaluation into two
categories: satisfaction and disappointment. "Satisfaction"
indicates the effect of power grids in Jilin Province with
good distribution network has made great progress and
development; "disappointment" means distribution power
grids did not achieve the desired effect, with no significant
change in the situation of the grid. In support vector machine
method, a +1 represents distribution network transformation
project in Jilin Province was evaluated as "satisfaction", with
-1 represents "disappointment ".
2. SVM training
Use Smear software training samples of each group SVM
classifier training. Parameter C& gender each set of training
samples of the different select different values. The training
sample of 30% of total sample example case, 8 sets of data
selected as the training samples for training input smear and
choose C = 97.9826, g = 0.6826 as the model parameter.
Training samples in each group are used to calculate the
radial basis kernel function.
Using support vector machine method corresponding
proportion of test samples in each group classification.
Results are shown below:

B. Rough Set Attribute Reduction
Because rough sets can only deal with discrete data, in
this paper, using Frequency division algorithm (Equal
Frequency) for data discrimination. Other frequency
allocation algorithm is based on user-given parameters k put
m objects divide into k segments, each segment has m / k
objects. Assuming maximum attribute value of a property

TABLE II.

0.91
0.96
0.91
0.94
0.94
0.96
0.92
0.93
1

The
proportio
n of the
total
sample of
training
samples

20%
30%
40%
50%
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CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF SVM

Training
sample
classificatio
n accuracy

Test sample
classificatio
n accuracy

Total
sample
average
correct
classificat
ion rate

0.8635
0.8543
0.9122
0.9426

0.8735
0.8887
0.9432
0.9072

0.8531
0.8729
0.9085
0.917

The empirical results show that, in order to rough sets
and support vector machines for the model will be applied to
Jilin distribution network construction and transformation
project evaluation, according to the limited training samples
to establish a nonlinear relationship, to solve the problem of
dimensionality, and the kind of algorithm is simple, the
advantages of high accuracy to meet the needs of practical
application for the distribution grid construction and
transformation project evaluation provides an effective tool.
The evaluation method for the small data sample and
requiring high precision evaluation has certain significance.

60%
0.8885
0.9123
0.8536
70%
0.9044
0.9359
0.8829
80%
0.9054
0.9907
0.8827
3. Analysis
As can be seen from the above results, the training and
testing samples of the correct classification rate has reached
a higher rate. The test sample classification rate will reach
the maximum when the number of training samples about
30% of the total sample and the classification accuracy of
test samples will show a downward trend when the
proportion of training samples increases. Test samples in
each group classification accuracy rate reached more than
70%; the average correct classification rate has reached 85%.
This shows that the support vector machine in Jilin
distribution network construction and transformation project
evaluation in a better classification results. Moreover, also
found in the actual operation, Software has a fast training
speed for training samples, using small samples to predict the
unknown sample which has a good effect that this method
has a strong practical application.
VI.
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Abstract—RFID wireless sensor networks may produce a large
number of data in some applications; congestion should be
taken into account in some wireless sensor networks
applications. A routing protocol based on Stackelberg game is
proposed to reduce network congestion in this paper. It puts
forward the network Stackelberg model and proves the
existence of Nash equilibrium. The transmission rate is
adjusted dynamically with Sleep mechanism. The experiments
prove that the proposed protocol can increase the network
throughput and balance the data transmission rate.
Keywords-wireless sensor networks;routing
congestion; Stackelberg game; Sleep mechanism

I.
A.

B. Game Theory
Game theory is a mathematical method which is used to
solve the cooperation or antagonism problem between
rational decision-makers. Everyone in the game is selfish so
that he can maximize his own profit. A good strategy is to
make biggest gain in the whole game. It is widely used in
economics and many scholars used game theory to study the
related problem in computer network in recent years. In fact,
game theory is more suitable for computer research. In
economic transactions, the participants are irrational
sometimes. While the computer is a perfectly rational actor,
it has precise calculation ability and plays game with the
principle strictly. Game theory is appropriate to solve the
problem of energy, forwarding packets, bandwidth with
allocation and quality of service, etc.
In wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes send the
collected real-time multimedia to the sink node at a certain
rate. Sensor node hopes that the rate of transferring data to
sink node is fast, so that it can transfer the collected data to
the sink node without delay [5]. However, as described
above, in wireless sensor networks, the cache space and
energy resources are limited. In network, it needs to
guarantee the load balance, it can’t meet the requirements
that every sensor node prefers to transfer multimedia data at
a high rate. It can use game theory to mediate the
contradiction and achieve optimum state and let each node in
the network transfer information neck and neck.

protocol;

INTRODUCTION

Congestion in wireless sensor networks

IoT (Internet of Things, IoT) is widely discussed in
recent years. It will generate and transfer much a lot of
multimedia data. The key point to IoT is the technology of
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification, RFID) and wireless
sensor networks. Wireless sensor networks are made up of a
lot of sensor nodes. Different kind of sensor nodes collects
different kind of information [1, 2]. In some applications of
wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes are equipped with
cameras in order to collect dynamic information. So,
wireless sensor networks need to transfer multimedia data
such as video, voice and pictures.
Wireless sensor networks face the problem of restricted
resource, unbalanced flow and dynamic network changes. In
actual application, it has many resource limits such as energy,
bandwidth, capacity, buffer and the ability to deal with data
[3]. It will generate a lot of multimedia data while sensor
nodes work, the network must guarantee the data to transfer
timely in order to avoid congestion in wireless sensor
networks [4]. In order to meet the requirements of wireless
sensor networks application, reasonable protocol must be
designed to avoid congestion.

C. The structure of this paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the methods adopted by other scholars while
solving the problem of wireless sensor networks congestion
currently. Section 3 puts forward the network Stackelberg
model, and proves the existence of the Nash equilibrium
optimal solution. Section 4 discusses the dynamic strategy
with Sleep Mechanism is presented and it introduces the
algorithm. Section 5 carries on the numerical experiments
and shows the rationality of the method. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 6.

*corresponding author: Qi Li
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A. Stackelberg network model
In wireless sensor networks, sink nodes are leaders,
sensor nodes are followers, they constitute a Stackelberg
model. Sink node which is called leader receives the
information from sensor nodes, it specifies the traffic price
p i for sensor nodes, and leaders receive profit. Sensor node,
called followers, sends data for their own profit. Meanwhile,
it needs to follow the traffic price appointed by leaders, also
needs to consider the cost of other factors.
The utility function of leader and follower is represented
as followed:

II. RELATED WORK
Congestion control is an important mechanism in the
process of data transmission. In recent years, the routing
protocol with QoS mechanism is used to solve the problem
of real-time information transmission in wireless sensor
networks to avoid network congestion. Two forms of
congestion exist in wireless sensor networks [6]. One form is
that the sending nodes send data with a high speed and the
receiver can not receive data at a corresponding rate; it
results in congestion because of the accumulated information
gathered in the small cache, this kind of congestion mainly
occurred between the routers. Another kind of congestion is
caused by a common wireless channel. Protocols select
optimization path through different ways to increase the
network lifetime, decrease the time delay of data
transmission to avoid and deal with congestion in wireless
sensor networks. A.Mahapatra put forward multipath QoS
routing protocol to reduce congestion and increased the
network lifetime [7]. In this protocol, each sensor node
establishes a routing table which recorded the information
exchanged with neighbor nodes. The sensor node queries
routing table to find the optimal path when it needs to send
message to a sink node. Adaptive Real-time Routing
Protocol is proposed by H.Peng to solve the energy problem
of real-time transmission of information in wireless sensor
networks. It controls the sending rate to make the
communicate smooth and save energy [8].
It is a research hotspot in recent years to use game theory
in wireless sensor networks; game theory is used in routing
protocol in order to save energy and increase the network
lifetime. Sang-Seon proposed cooperative game theory to
solve the energy control problem in wireless sensor networks
whose energy is limited [9]. Haksub proposed energy MAC
algorithm which is based on non-cooperative game theory,
aimed at rational utilization of energy [10].Game theory is
widely used in wireless sensor networks research.
Some researchers used sleeping mechanism to prolong
the lifetime and improve the condition of energy distribution
in wireless sensor networks.Zhu Jinghua proposed a novel
data-driven sleeping scheduling mechanism to prolong
lifetime and save energy [11]. Yang Jian proposed a
regulating duty-cycle mechanism and makes up the nodes in
time to predict the conflict on the data transmission to reduce
the interference of conflict [12].
In the wireless sensor networks routing protocol, there is
contradiction about sending rate, energy resource between
each node. So we can use game method to study congestion
control problem in wireless sensor networks. It needs to
design a reasonable routing protocol in order to control the
congestion problem in wireless sensor networks.

n

L = ∑ xi p i

(1)

i =1

Fi ( xi ) = u i ( xi ) − p i xi − C i (Y )

(2)

L also represents the network throughput. Where, x i
represents the sensor node’s sending data rate, pi represents

the traffic price appointed by sink node, C i (Y ) represents
the cost. When the number of sensor node is large, it does
not consider the cost. That is, the utility function of follower
is as follows:
(3)
Fi ( xi ) = u i ( xi ) − p i xi
According to the definitions in the literate [14] and
improves it.
(4)
Fi ( xi ) = ω i log(1 + xi ) − p i xi

p i represents the price in Stackelberg model. There
many factors affecting the price in wireless sensor networks,
such as the residual energy, the size of the buffer. Network
environment will also influence the sink node, such as
network time delay, network life cycle, the network
throughput. In this paper, it chooses the residual energy and
the buffer size. For the sink node, when its buffer size is
limited, the ability for transmission is limited. So it will
make higher price. The residual energy will also influence
the price. When its energy is limited, the energy for
transmission is limited. So it will make higher price.
In the Stackelberg model, sink node appoints the price as
follows:

pi =

a
buffer × energy

(5)

Where, buffer represents the residual buffer size of the
sink node; energy represents the residual energy in sink node;
a is a constant.
B. Nash equilibrium
1) The existence of Nash equilibrium
For (4), the first order partial derivatives

III. NETWORK MODEL
Stackelberg game theory is a master-slave model. There
are leaders and followers in the model [13]. Leaders appoint
strategy first; followers select strategy according the strategy
appointed by leaders to make their own effectiveness
maximization.

g1 ( xi ) =
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ωi
∂Fi ( xi )
=
− pi
∂xi
1 + xi

(6)

The second order partial derivatives

g 2 ( xi ) =

STEP2˖At step n, according to the current information,
the follower adjust depending on the induction strategy if it
does not reach the optimal state.
*
*
STEP3˖While xi = x i , p i = pi ,it reaches the best
state
STEP4˖Otherwise, go to STEP2.

∂ ( g 2 ( xi ))
ωi
=−
∂xi
(1 + xi ) 2

(7)
Due to g 2 ( x i ) < 0 is constant, g 1 ( x i ) is a monotone
decreasing function.
When x i is negative, Fi ( x i ) is a strictly concave
function.
So, Nash equilibrium exists.
While x i = 0 , g 1 ( x i ) > 0

V.

EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION

A. Network model
The network topology is organized as Fig.1.In the
topology, the Sink node is the leader, and three sensor nodes
are followers. And there are also five routers. Meanwhile,
there are two routers R11, R12 in the network. They may be
waked u or slept depending on the network. According to the
Stackelberg model, the leader appoints strategy first;
followers select strategy according the strategy appointed by
leaders to make their own effectiveness maximization.

ωi
− p i > 0 ˈthat is p i < ω i
1 + xi
2)The optimal solution of Nash equilibrium

α represents the expectation of data packet size when
the network is unblocked.

While xi* = α , the network runs best .
*

*

While ( x i , p i ) is ( xi , pi ) , master and slave will not
change strategy, the network reaches the Nash equilibrium.
IV.

DYNAMIC INDUCTION STRATEGY ALGORITHM

A. Induction strategy with Sleep Mechanism
If the data transmission rate is higher than the best
transmission rate, it needs to adjust the rate according to the
induction strategy. Accordingly, if the data transmission rate
is lower than the best transmission rate, it needs to improve
is so that the network resource can be made full use of. The
rate at step n has certain relation with the rate at step n-1.
At step n, suppose the rate of sending data is x i (n ) .
At step n-1, suppose the rate of sending data is
xi ( n − 1) .

Fig.1 The network topology
In the experiment, the utility function of the leader is as
follows: L =

n

∑x p
i =1

i

i

1
,the utility function of the follower is as
10
1
follows: Fi ( x i ) =
log(1 + xi ) − p i xi
10
Set

*
i ,

While x i ( n − 1) < x the active routers will be slept, it
uses fewer routers to transfer data in order to save energy
and resources.

xi ( n) = bxi* + xi ( n − 1), (b > 0)

ω i =

Where, pi represents the traffic price appointed

*

While x i ( n − 1) > x i the sleeping routers will be waked
up, they begin to transfer data, so that data in the network
will be transferred timely.

by sink node, assume xi* = α = 2 , p i* =

x i ( n) = x i ( n − 1) − mx i* , (m < 0)

ωi
.
1+α

Then, the induction strategy is presented as

B. Algorithm
The algorithm is presented in the following.
STEP1˖In the initialization, the network is in general
condition

follows.
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While xi ( n − 1) < xi* ,
n

1
xi ( n) =   xi* + xi ( n − 1), (b > 0)
 10 

While xi ( n − 1) > xi* ,
n

1
x i ( n) = x i ( n − 1) −   x i* , ( m > 0)
4
B. Experiment result

Fig.3 Network throughput in tradition vs. proposed Stackelberg

Fig.2 Data transmission rate in proposed Stackelberg

When it comes to network throughput, as shown in Fig.3,
S1 represents the change of normal network throughput; S2
represents the change of network throughput using the
Stackelberg game model. In the beginning period, there is
nearly no difference between S1 and S2. But with time goes ,
the network throughput using the Stackelberg game model is
higher than the normal throughput from the experiment
result. When there is congestion in the network, the
throughput decreases in the tradition protocol. Instead, the
throughput will increase into a constant value in the
proposed protocol. So more data will be transmitted and it
can make good use of the network resources.



VI.

CONCLUSION

In consideration of the congestion problem in wireless
sensor networks, it used the Stackelberg game model to
solve the problem in this paper. It used dynamic adjustment
strategy to guarantee the network load balance. Experiments
prove that the proposed routing protocol can solve the
network congestion. Future research can further improve the
routing protocol and verify its rationality.

Fig.2 shows the change of data transmission rate in
network using the Stackelberg game model. S1 represents
the change of data transmission rate which is higher than the
best transmission rate. At beginning, it is 5, while the best
transmission is between 2and 5, so it will decrease to the best
transmission by sleep mechanism.S2 represents the change
of data transmission rate which is lower than the best
transmission. At beginning, it is 2; it will improve to the best
transmission rate by sleep mechanism.
When the transmission data rate sending by the node is
higher than the best transmission rate, the receiver can’t deal
with the data sent by sending node in time. It will result in
the network congestion, and the network will be blocked. So
the rate will be reduced to ease congestion according to the
dynamic induction strategy. When the data transmission is
lower than the best transmission rate, it can’t make full use
of the resources in network; the rate will be improved
according to the dynamic induction strategy in order to
improve the utilization of resources. The transmission rate
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recipient. Content published by SIGs may even be subject to
adversarial scrutiny. Examples of such groups include
oppressed political or social groups operating within a
suspicious regime, disparate counselling, and support
services for victims of abuse or specialist teams from
disparate organisations, collaborating on a classified project.
We further characterise SIGs as having small and
restricted membership numbers whose members are likely to
suffer a notable consequence in the event of a confidentiality
breach of the content they share. To this end, we denote that
SIGs prioritise confidentiality over convenience, unlike
general friendship groups that conventionally prioritise
convenience over confidentiality.
A potential solution for imposing UGC confidentiality in
SIGs is to establish a Virtual Private Social Network
(VPSN), first conceptualised in [6] and [15]. A VPSN is a
framework that can leverage the mechanism of an OSN for
providing anonymous, authenticated, and confidential access
to data shared within a network of peers. The approach in [6]
and [15] focuses on providing anonymity through obscuring
the origin of published information. Whilst this provides an
essential property of a VPSN, content is still published in an
unprotected form leaving it exposed to confidentiality
threats.
The main objective of this paper is to focus on the issue
of establishing UGC confidentiality, within a VPSN
framework. Encrypting UGC would appear to be an obvious
answer. However, encrypted content poses several problems
in our centralised OSN scenario as obfuscated data raises
suspicion and may therefore be sanitised as an unacceptable
format within the OSN platform.
In this paper, we present the following novel conceptual
contribution: a framework for establishing confidentiality in
a VPSN, which does not raise suspicion. Our approach
protects information based on the concept of distributing it to
several parties. In addition, we make use of a classical
cryptographic technique of information hiding. Hence, we
achieve confidentiality through invisibility.
This paper is organised as follows: in Section II, we
discuss the security goals that are relevant in the context of
OSNs and point out the dichotomy between provider and
user security interests. Section III introduces our approach to
UGC confidentiality in a VPSN. We acknowledge related
work in Section IV, followed by a discussion in Section V
and our conclusions are presented in Section VI.

Abstract— In this paper, we are concerned with techniques for
establishing confidentiality of user-generated content (UGC),
shared in centralised and untrusted online social networks
(OSNs). We describe how the concepts of secret sharing and
steganography can be combined to result in a technique for
sending confidential messages, as part of a proposed
architecture for a virtual private social network (VPSN). We
consider the types of UGC confidentiality threats that the
VPSN can mitigate, based on those of a decentralised online
social network (DOSN). We also postulate the concept of a
virtual distributed online social network (VDOSN) in which a
VPSN is established across multiple centralised OSNs.
Keywords-Virtual Private Social Network; Online Social
Network; Decentralised Online Social Network; Data
Confidentiality; Secret Sharing; Steganography; Trust;

I.

INTRODUCTION

By June 2012, [12] estimated that there were 2.4 billion
users online. More individuals are engaged in publishing and
sharing data online, than at any other time in history. Much
of this data is shared via centralised online social networks
(OSNs), in the form of text, image, audio and video content.
Examples of high profile OSNs include Facebook, Google+,
and LinkedIn. They each host vast quantities of usergenerated content (UGC) that is actively shared between
peers. This has given rise to an escalation in incidents in
which the confidentiality of UGC has been compromised.
A confidentiality breach of UGC can have detrimental
consequences for all concerned. Examples include the
propagation of insult, conflict, embarrassment, reputation
damage, reputation suicide, broken relationships, lost jobs
and in some cases, even the tragic loss of life as reported in
[29]. The sheer scale of OSN use as indicated in [8]
emphasises the potential magnitude of the problem.
In this research, we specifically consider confidentiality
threats to shared content, published by members of a secret
interest group (SIG). We define a SIG as an OSN group
whose members want to exploit the convenience of using an
OSN, to network disparate users. SIG members ultimately
want to share uncensored, accurate, and often private
content, in an innocuous manner that is ideally adverse to
confidentiality threats.
Unlike a conventional “friendship” group that may be an
organically large hub for linking families and friends, the
content shared by SIG members may be perceived as
sensitive, provocative, or taboo if exposed to an unintended
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
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II.

ASPECTS OF OSN SECURITY

2) UGC Censorship - An OSN may impose the right to
modify or remove UGC for reasons of censorship or
violation of terms and conditions.
3) UGC Sanitisation - OSNs may sanitise UGC at the
point of publication, in order to protect themselves and other
users from malware.

In this section, we outline security threats to OSN data
and delineate a conflict in security goals between an OSN
and its users.
In [17], computer security is characterised as being
concerned with implementing the requirements of
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of computer-based
systems, applications, and networks. Those parts of the
system that need protection are referred to as assets (i.e.
belonging to categories such as software, hardware, data, or
people). We define threats as a scenario that has the potential
to compromise data. As such, computer security studies the
design, implementation, and deployment of controls to
counter threats. In [5] controls are defined as a solution that
can mitigate risks that arise from a match between threats
and vulnerabilities of a system.
We apply this terminology in order to outline the security
goals of OSNs and their users. OSN platforms are complex
and as web-based systems are posed with extensive security
threats. OSNs may seek to protect their assets through
general security practices as well as more specialised webapplication security practices. However, the security goals of
an OSN and its users may conflict to create a dichotomy of
security goals.

III.

OUR APPROACH

In this section, we present and discuss our technique for
establishing VPSN confidentiality. The scenario we will
examine is that of a user of the VPSN wanting to send a
confidential message m to another member of the VPSN. In
practice, this will mean that m will either appear as an
announcement (a post) on the sender’s homepage (e.g. his
wall in a Facebook environment) or as a comment on the
recipient’s homepage. However, we wish to hide its
existence and content from the OSN. Note that due to the
nature of OSN functionality, m might contain either textual
or binary (image, video) information, and the technique that
we will present will work for either format although with
different qualities or limitations.
A. Notation and Terminology
We shall introduce some additional notation and
terminology: we denote as v the number of users of the
VPSN, and let n and k be additional integer parameters
satisfying 2 ! k ! n ! v. Here, the parameter n controls the
security of our scheme, and the value n-k relates to its
robustness. Our approach is based on combining two
fundamental cryptographic techniques: secret sharing
described in [18] and steganography described in [13].

A. Security Goals – OSN
A core security goal for OSNs is to achieve data
confidentiality of user data assets. Amongst many
approaches, this might include steps to mitigate risks of false
account registrations, identity masquerading (as expressed in
[3]), account compromising (e.g. hacking as outlined in
[16]), and threats from malware. Another security concern is
the use of their platforms for illegal purposes. OSNs may
attempt to counter this by monitoring and responding to
suspicious user account activity.
OSNs may also encourage due diligence on the part of
users with respect to managing their account. For example,
this might include advice on password choices or guidance
for applying appropriate privacy settings to protect against
data leaks, summarised in [31] as a circumstance in which
UGC is accessible beyond an intended group based on the
weakest privacy settings of group members.

The idea of secret sharing is to divide given data (the
secret s) into n parts (the shares) in such a way that
knowing at least k shares allows for reconstructing s. In an
ideal secret sharing scheme, knowledge of less than k shares
will not reveal any information on s. A secret sharing
scheme with parameters k and n satisfying the
aforementioned properties is also called a (k, n) threshold
scheme.
Steganography achieves security through obscurity. The
secret data (payload) is hidden in a carrier-medium by
exploiting redundancy inherent to the underlying format or
protocol. The resulting stego-medium is sent covertly
through a communication channel. Steganalysis as denoted
in [13] is the application of methods and techniques for
detecting the presence of a stego-medium and recovering a
payload.

B. Security Goals – Users
Ideally, users want to use trusted OSNs that implement
the security goals of confidentiality, integrity, and
availability to UGC. However, some OSN terms of use and
security practices actually pose confidentiality threats to
UGC, effectively classifying the OSN as untrusted. To this
end, we refer to three distinct threats to UGC characterised in
[7] that originate from an OSN.
1) UGC Exploitation - An OSN may impose the right to
use UGC for commercial or marketing purposes, without the
need to consult, or compensate the user (see terms and
conditions expressed in [9]). This includes content that a
user may have deleted, but still exists as part of another
users’ profile, as part of an OSN data backup or is in the
possession of an OSN third party developer.

B. Core Concept
The basic architecture of our approach is presented in a
generic manner, without specifying any particular secret
sharing or steganography technique. We will extend this
architecture in the next section in order to strengthen the
security of our scheme.
We first apply a (k, n) secret sharing scheme to the
plaintext in order to split it into n shares. We then use
steganography to hide the individual shares in a suitably
crafted carrier-medium, thus creating a stego-medium. The
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creation, and furthermore leads to a particular small share
size, which would make it particularly apt for textual UGC.
Our approach can be extended in order to use an online
multi-secret sharing scheme as follows: after splitting the
message m into public and private values P and Q, we store
P on an external server. We assume that this server grants
integrity – but we do not have to be concerned about
confidentiality. For example, a link to a document on
Dropbox or Google Docs could be used for publishing P.
The rest of the scheme works as previously, where we use Q
rather than m. Compared to the basic scheme of the previous
Section, we can identify two advantages: first of all, the
share size is smaller as we have |Q| < |s|. This makes it
easier to hide the data using steganography. Secondly, the
scheme is more secure as the OSN would also have to access
external data in order to carry out an attack. Note that we
could also iterate the first stage of the splitting into public
and private data, by applying this to Q. In this way, public
data would grow and private data would be as small as
desired. Small and scalable private data is a useful property
for use in steganography, particularly when using a carriermedium with limited capacity (e.g. text).

stego-medium (which to the OSN and non-VPSN members
takes the form of generic and ordinary UGC) is shared with n
VPSN members. Members access the original message by
retrieving a subset of k messages from other members,
extracting the shares from the stego-medium, and combining
them in order to reconstruct m.
C. Security
In order to analyse the security of our scheme, we
highlight the actions an OSN needs to undertake in order to
intercept the message m. Let us assume that an OSN could
identify VPSN members, steganalysis would be required to
detect individual stego-medium. In addition, the correct
combination of shares would have to be found using bruteforce, searching across different users and different messages
per user. Finally, the particular secret sharing scheme would
have to be known in order to reconstruct the secret message
m from the shares. These tasks seem intractable when
considering the potential number of user/message and
steganography/secret sharing scheme combinations.
D. The Use of Secret Sharing with a Private Channel
The basic scheme that we have presented so far has some
shortcomings. We shall discuss these in the sequel and give
solutions by identifying a suitable specialised secret sharing
technique, and distributing our architecture across several
OSNs.
The issue we address in this section is the need for small
share sizes due to the limited capacity of steganographic
techniques, especially those based on text. In standard secret
sharing (following Shamir’s approach in [19] and Blakely’s
approach in [1]), all shares have the same size as the secret.
Note the fact that shares normally need to be sent in a
manner that provides confidentiality and integrity, otherwise,
they can be intercepted by attackers who could hence
determine the secret, or modify the shares and consequently
corrupt the scheme. A closer look at specific secret sharing
schemes reveals that not all the information contained in a
share needs to be confidential. For example, when using
Shamir’s approach, a share consists of a pair (xi, f(xi)) where
the xi Į 0 are pair-wise distinct integers, and f is a
polynomial of degree k-1 satisfying f(0) = s (the secret).
Hence, f can be reconstructed from k shares using
interpolation. Note that the xi can be published openly, as
long as each player can determine his index value i. Provided
f(xi) is sent in a confidential and integrity preserving manner,
and the value xi cannot be tampered with, the scheme will
still work.
Online multi-secret sharing systematically splits the
secret into public data P and private data Q for confidential
sharing. The main interest is a favourable redistribution of
data, mostly aiming at reducing the size of the private data.
In the previous example, Shamir’s scheme, we have |P| =
|Q| = n·|p| if f is evaluated as an element of Zp[x] where p >
s is a prime number. Most online multi-secret sharing
schemes however achieve |Q| < |s| and usually |P| Ĭ |s|. For
an overview of methods that have been published in the past,
we refer to [4], [24], and [25]. The method in [2] separates
the splitting into private/public data before the actual share

IV.

RELATED WORK

Previous research into imposing UGC confidentiality in
OSNs has featured various approaches. Our review focused
on VPN inspired techniques that appeared to be most apt for
addressing the research problem described in Section I.
As previously noted in Section I, [6] and [15]
conceptualise the notion of a VPSN in which the entities of a
traditional Virtual Private Network (VPN) are mapped to
elements of an OSN. The OSN is deemed analogous to a
public infrastructure and the users are analogous to network
devices. The objective is to implement a means of
communication between users that delivers the security goals
of a VPN, hence VPSN. The research in [6] and [15]
addresses a central problem of how to make the public facing
elements of a Facebook user profile, private to all but
intended friendship groups. The solution relies on users
creating Facebook accounts, with fake user profile
credentials. By default, the publicly accessible profile
information will then display the fake credentials. True
profile values are revealed to legitimate VPSN members via
privately shared XML lookup tables that render dynamically
when the user profile is visited. The proposed method is
primarily designed to protect identity and not mitigate
confidentiality threats to UGC. Therefore, content published
via a pseudo-identity still relies on the OSN for
confidentiality.
Both [11] and [14] promote the concept of Social VPNs.
The term describes the integration of an overlay network (i.e.
VPN) with an OSN (i.e. Facebook). This is achieved using a
Facebook API. The overlay VPN establishes encrypted
network links between social networking users based on
their OSN social connections. Whilst aptly protecting UGC
content, notable performance degradation is an
acknowledged overhead due to the use of “on-the-fly”
encryption. Further to this, an OSN may viably consider the
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use of the proposed API as a threat to its business model, as
activity tracking, and data mining might be impaired.
A cryptographic protocol for establishing a SIG and
maintaining group membership in a secure manner has been
presented in [20]. This approach could be used in
conjunction with leveraging the communication platform of
an OSN. During execution of the protocol, cryptographic
keys are established that allow encrypted messages to be
shared within the OSN. If live encryption were a practical
option, this solution would meet the criteria of achieving
UGC confidentiality.
V.

B. Application Overview
VPSN members have to be users of the OSN, and need to
have the necessary access rights to share content. For
example, they would be termed "friends" in the Facebook
OSN. The application needs to know the OSN identities of
the VPSN members and would have to accommodate new
members joining the VPSN, removing existing users from
the VPSN and recovering a VPSN user whose OSN profile
had been deleted.
From a user perspective, an application deployed as a
browser plug-in could be a convenient architecture. Secret
sharing and methods of steganography can be implemented
in JavaScript and access to the VPSN members’ walls is
possible using API calls. The plug-in should be able adjust
secrecy and robustness thresholds as well as distribute
hidden shares by sending them to the different VPSN
members. Similarly, it should be able to read from a wall
(prompted by user action), retrieve the stego-medium, and
extract its content. It should read meta-information from a
share and hence find other cover-media located at additional
walls, extract shares and reconstruct a secret message.
Whilst the proposed use of Dropbox as a private channel
is currently conceptual, the Dropbox APIs described at [23]
would appear to offer the technical scope to implement a
private channel as part of the VPSN architecture. In addition
to standardised routines for syncing shared folders between
users, the Dropbox Sync API can write locally, sync globally
and could support a private channel that works offline and
syncs automatically when back online. According to the
Dropbox website, the Core API allows low-level access to
the Dropbox building blocks, including authentication
routines.
Taking the idea of using an external server further (i.e.
Dropbox) we can systematically distribute hidden shares
across several OSNs. VPSN members would have to be
users of all the OSNs involved, effectively establishing a
virtual decentralised online social network (VDOSN).
We acknowledge that collation and analysis of Dropbox
performance data would be a fundamental requirement to
ratify the VPSN architecture that we propose.

DISCUSSION

In this section, we outline the mitigation scope of a
decentralised online social network (DOSN) in the context
of UGC and consider the mitigation scope of the proposed
VPSN based on those of a DOSN. We also consider the
conceptual functionality of a VPSN client application.
A. DOSN and VPSN Mitigation Scope
In [7] a DOSN is described as an online social network
distributed over a network of trusted servers or a peer-to-peer
infrastructure. DOSNs aim to mitigate numerous privacy and
confidentiality problems that are associated with a
centralised OSN architecture. In addition to mitigating the
UGC confidentiality threats described in Section II, a DOSN
has additional UGC security goals. They include:
• Mitigating risks of centralised vulnerability to malware,
activity tracking and data mining
• Giving users complete confidentiality control over the
content that they publish.
• Mitigating risks of a centralised authority making
sudden and unexpected changes to terms and conditions
of use that may generate new security risks to UGC.
The VPSN proposed in this research exhibits some of the
mitigation scope of a DOSN. For example, the VPSN can
effectively mitigate data exploitation, as confidential UGC is
not stored on the OSN infrastructure. Data censorship and
sanitisation are mitigated through invisibility, as any OSN
content published by a user should be innocuous and not
raise suspicion. Perhaps the most significant similarity is the
facility of providing a user with control over the content that
they publish which the VPSN facilitates through the
Dropbox infrastructure.
The key differences between the mitigation scope of a
VPSN and DOSN are derived from the differences in
architectures. A VPSN would still be subject to central
malware vulnerabilities. However, it is assumed that it is in
the best interest of the OSN to strive to mitigate these
problems. As part of a centralised model, VPSN members
would also still be subject to activity tracking, data mining,
and targeted advertising. However, with “real” content stored
outside of the OSN the effectiveness of data mining
outcomes may be skewed. Finally, the risks of sudden and
unexpected changes to terms and conditions would also
remain, although we anticipate that risks to UGC
confidentiality would not necessarily be increased.

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described a technique for
communicating a confidential message within a VPSN
framework. The proposed technique combines secret sharing
and steganography and is optimised to deliver relatively
small secret shares in exchange for a secure but larger
residual body of data that is stored outside of the OSN.
The framework exploits the infrastructure of a centralised
OSN whilst providing some properties and qualities of a
DOSN. For example, a core principle of a DOSN is to give
individual users exclusive confidentiality controls of all the
UGC that they publish. The proposed VPSN architecture
achieved this in a manner that is invisible to the OSN and
non-VPSN members.
Some OSNs may perceive the concept of such a VPSN as
a threat to their business models, as it is plausible that a
VPSN could affect the quality of data acquired via user
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activity tracking, thus having a detrimental impact on
advertising revenues. This requires further study. Use of a
VPSN for criminal purposes could also prove to be a
significant problem. Alternatively, the formal adoption of a
VPSN by some OSNs could prove to be a competitive
advantage by appealing to users (e.g. SIGs) who are
particularly concerned with UGC confidentiality issues.
Further aims of our work include a robust
implementation and evaluation of the techniques described in
this paper. Additionally, an investigation into extending the
architecture of a VPSN to that of a VDOSN will be another
future step of our research.
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Abstract—Most of the existing routing algorithms are based

RELATED WORK

Many researchers put forward corresponding solutions
for the problems of 3D WSNs routing algorithm. The
efficient subminimal Ellipsoid geographical Greedy-Face 3D
Routing (EGF3D) based on Greedy Routing and Face
Routing in Smart Space improved packet delivery ratio,
reduced the end-to-end latency and communication cost. But
the assumption of the algorithm was very strict and it didn’t
take the node’s mobility into account in 3D space [1].
In order to solve the local minimum in 3D WSNs, Shao
Tao, Ananda A.L. and Mun Choon Chan designed the
Spherical Coordinate Routing (SCR). It used the BACK
mode to deal with the local minimum phenomenon in 3D
environment [2]. The Included Angles Iteration Routing
(3DIAIR) was put forward to solve the problem of loop in
3D WSNs routing. This algorithm chose the next hop based
on the angle and direction vector to avoid planar loop. And it
used actual distance to avoid space loop [3]. M. Huang et al.
put forward the Energy-Efficient Restricted 3D Greedy
Routing (ERGrd). This algorithm made use of Energy
Mileage and Restricted Region to avoid loop and save the
energy, but it might lead to local minimum [4].

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are multi-hop selforganize networks composed of a large number of sensor
nodes which are deployed in monitoring area. With the
development of the Internet of things, the applications of
WSNs become more and more extensive. As the basis of
WSNs and the core technology of the network layer, the
routing algorithm has become a hot issue for WSNs.
The research of 2D WSNs routing algorithms has been
mature, but in the practical 3D network environment such as
underwater, underground and space network, 2D routing
algorithm is difficult to be used directly. Therefore, the
research of 3D WSNs routing algorithm can meet the actual
demand.
Considering the limited energy of sensor node, the
routing algorithm for 3D WSNs is designed in this paper.
Firstly, according to the energy and position coordinates of
the node, the Iterative Split Clustering Algorithm (ISCA)
based on the theory of the optimal number of cluster head is
proposed. Secondly, the Space Angel Energy Routing
(SAER) algorithm with the goal of saving energy is
proposed. Finally, combining the clustering algorithm with
the routing algorithm, we propose the Space Angle Based
Energy-Aware Routing (SAEAR).
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.46
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on two dimension, and the results can’t be directly applied to
the three dimensional wireless sensor networks, the Space
Angle Based Energy-Aware Routing algorithm in three
dimensional wireless sensor networks is designed in this paper.
Firstly, the Iterative Split Clustering Algorithm for dividing
the network nodes is proposed. Secondly, we design the Space
Angel Energy Routing algorithm to transfer data within the
clusters and between the clusters respectively, achieving the
goal of less energy consumption and extending the network
lifetime. We simulate and implement the algorithm and
evaluate the performance based on topologies with different
scales, and get a conclusion that by comparing with the typical
algorithm, the routing algorithms proposed in this paper are
able to reduce the network energy consumption effectively and
extend the network lifetime.
Keywords-three dimensional wireless sensor networks;
clustering; routing algorithm; energy saving
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III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Considering the characteristics of 3D WSNs, the routing
algorithm in this paper is based on the following
assumptions:
• Each sensor node has a unique ID.
• Once the node is deployed, its position remains
unchanged or the moving distance can be neglected
compared with sensing radius or communication
radius.
• The initial energy of the sensor nodes is limited so
most of the nodes cannot communicate with the base
station directly (but the nodes near to the base station
can communicate with the base station directly).
• The base station has sufficient energy.
• In order to simplify the design we assume that the
sensing radius equals to communication radius.
A. Energy Model
The energy consumption of 3D WSNs includes the
energy consumed by perception, calculation and
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communication. The former two are very small compared
with the communication energy consumption [5, 6] and they
have little to do with the design of routing, so we only take
the third one into account. According to the model of
wireless communication shown in Fig1 [7], the node’s
energy consumption includes the energy cost by data
transmission and receiving.

IV.

NODE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

M.J. Handy, M. Hasse and D. Timmermann designed the
clustering routing algorithm called Low-energy Adaptive
Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [8]. However, this algorithm
and some improved algorithms have many deficiencies. So
we should improve the LEACH algorithm or find a more
reasonable clustering method.
A. Iteravive Split Clustering Algorithm
This paper proposes the Iterative Split Clustering
Algorithm (ISCA) based on the theory of optimal number of
cluster heads. The basic idea is: Firstly, all nodes are divided
into two clusters according to nodes’ position coordinates
and initial energy. Secondly, estimate the quantity of nodes
in each cluster and compare it with N/K. If it’s bigger go on
clustering; otherwise stop clustering. The rest rounds don’t
need re-clustering. The new cluster head is selected
according to the node’s position and remaining energy.
The process of clustering is described as follows:
1) The first round of clustering
Step1: Calculate the average energy of all nodes called E.
Then compare every node’s energy with E. If it’s bigger than
E, the node is added to the temporary cluster head set.
Step2: Choose two nodes which are far away from each
other as the temporary cluster heads from the temporary
cluster head set. The rest nodes select the nearer one from the
two as their cluster head. All of the nodes are divided into
two temporary clusters.
Step3: Estimate the quantity of the nodes in the current
cluster, if it’s not more than N/K this cluster is optimal and
stop clustering. Otherwise, go to Step2.
2) The election of cluster head in the rest round
The rest rounds only need to re-elect the cluster head
according to the nodes’ residual energy and position
coordinates. Before starting a new round compare the
remaining energy of the cluster members with the threshold,
if it’s bigger, the node can compete for the cluster head.
Then calculate the value of CH for these nodes. The node
whose value of CH is the largest becomes the cluster head.
The value of CH is calculated as follows:

Figure 1. Energy consumption model of wireless communication

The energy consumption of transmission message ETx(k,d)
includes the energy consumed by transmitting electronics
ETx-elec(k,d) and amplifier ETx-amp(k,d). According to this
model ETx(k,d) can be expressed as the following formula.
ETx (k , d ) = ETx − elec (k , d ) + ETx − amp (k , d )
(1)
= Eelec * k + ε α mp * k * d α
2
"! E * k + ε fs * k * d , d < d0
= # elec
4
"$ Eelec * k + ε mp * k * d , d ≥ d0
Where k is the size of the message and d is the
transmission distance, Eelec is the energy consumed by
transmitting electronics, ε amp is the energy required by power
amplifier. If d is less than the threshold d0, the power
amplifier uses free-space model and ε amp = ε fs , α = 2 ,
otherwise it uses the multi-path fading model while
ε amp = ε mp , α = 4 .
The energy consumption of receiving data ERx(k) only
includes the energy consumed by receiving electronic. When
receiving a K-bit message ERx(k) can be expressed:
(2)
ERx (k ) = ETx − elec (k ) = k * Eelec

n
%
2 &
CH = (W1 * Ecur ) +W2 *'1−1/ ( + di2 + dBS
)(
(3)
i =1,i ≠m
)
*
Where Ecur represents node’s remaining energy, di and
dBS are the distance of node m to other nodes and base station
respectively, and n is the quantity of cluster members, W1
and W2 are the weight factors and could be adjusted
according to the network environment. Their sum is 1.
Based on the analysis above we can choose the node with
more residual energy , closer to the cluster center and base
station as the new cluster head. If the current cluster head has
the maximum value of CH, it remains to be the cluster head
of a new round. If several nodes have the same value of CH
we can randomly select one as the new cluster head.

B. Theory of Optimal Number of Cluster Head
Clustering Routing algorithm divides the nodes into
cluster member node and cluster head node. The network is
divided into several connected regions called cluster which is
composed of cluster head and cluster members.
The theoretical research shows that there is an optimal
number of cluster heads K can make the whole network
consume the least energy. Suppose that N nodes distribute in
the cube whose edge length is M randomly and uniformly,
all the sensor nodes are divided into K clusters, the number
of nodes in each cluster is about N/K, which contains a
cluster head node and N/K-1 cluster member nodes.
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V.

Here E represents node’s current energy, ETX and ERX are
calculated according to the formula 1 and formula 2.
7) Data fusion
The data collected in the WSNs may be redundant
therefore the data needs to be fused to save energy. The rate
of data fusion is about 70% [9]. The variable D and Dafter are
the sizes of the packet before and after data fusion. The
calculation formula is as follows:
(6)
Dafter = D × 70%

THE DESIGN OF SPACE ANGLE BASED ENERGYAWARE ROUTING

A. Space Angle Energy Routing
Energy saving is the key of 3D WSNs, and this paper
proposes the Space Angel Energy Routing (SAER) based on
this goal. The basic idea of this algorithm is: Firstly, select
the nodes that meet bandwidth requirements from neighbors
within the sensing radius. Then choose the next hop
according to the ratio of the distance from current node to
neighbors and the energy consumption of sending message
to neighbors while taking the space angle composed of the
current node, destination node and neighbors into account.
SAER mainly includes the following seven parts:
1) Determine the set of candidate node
Select the node within current node’s sensing radius or
communication radius that meets user’s requirement as the
candidate node of next hop. And all of the candidate nodes
compose the set of candidate node.
2) Determine the space angle
The current node, neighbor node and destination node
compose the space angle β . Calculate the cosine of β then
use the inverse cosine function to compute the value of β .
3) Compute node’s transmission energy consumption
Calculate the energy ETX according to the formula 1.
4) Determine the node of next hop
The energy consumption of the node includes the energy
consumed by sending and receiving message. And the
former accounts for a large proportion. The node of next hop
should use the least energy to transmit as far as possible. The
next hop should compose the minimum value of space
angle β to make the deviation from the destination node as
small as possible. Consider the two factors above and set
different weight factors W1 and W2 to them. And their sum is
1. The selection of next hop is according to the formula 4.
NT = W1 *d / ETX +W2 *1/ β

B. Space Angle Based Energy-Aware Routing Algorithm
Based on the clustering algorithm and routing algorithm
above, the Space Angle Based Energy-Aware Routing
(SAEAR) is designed in this paper. The algorithm is
composed of three stages: the establishment of cluster, intracluster communication and inter-cluster routing. When
establishing the cluster ISCA is used. After clustering,
different Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) time slot
is assigned for each member. During the intra-cluster
communication, every member sends the collected data to
the cluster head node within its communication slot, and
other time the node keeps dormant to save energy and
prevent the conflict. When transferring data, if the
transmission distance is less than the communication radius
the member can directly send the data, otherwise using
SAER to find out the path to the cluster head. When intercluster routing the cluster head node fuses the data and uses
SAER to find out the path to the base station. The specific
steps of SAEAR are described as follows:
Step0: Define variables i and n to represent the number
of cluster head nodes and the quantity of nodes to control the
routing of intra-cluster and inter-cluster. Define NumofClu
and Ci to represent the total number of cluster head nodes
and the node in each cluster.
Step1: Input the topology of the network.
Step2: Cluster the whole nodes of network according the
first round clustering of ISC. Put the cluster head nodes into
the set of cluster head node called head_vec.
Step3: Intra-cluster routing, finding out the path to the
cluster head.
Step3.1: If the energy of the cluster member does not
equal 0 and meets the conditions: i< NumofClu and n< Ci
then go to Step3.2, otherwise go to Step4.
Step3.2: Identify the set of candidate neighbor node for
the current node; calculate the space angle and compute the
energy consumption of transmission according to formula 1.
Step 3.3: Select the node that has the maximum value of
NT as next-hop, and send the data to the cluster head node.
Step3.4: Put the selected node into the set of path named
Rout1 and the collection of selected nodes called
Selectednodes1.
Step3.5: Calculate and update the residual energy
according to formula5.
Step3.6˖n=n+1, if n<Ci then go to Step3.1, otherwise go
to Step4.
Step4: Fuse the received packets according to formula 6.
Setp5: Inter-cluster routing, finding out the way to base
station.

(4)

Here d is the distance between current node and
destination node. According to the above, choose the node
that has the maximum value of NT as next hop.
5) Forming path
The node of next hop that has been selected is
sequentially stored in the set of path. We use a set of selected
node to prevent loop. Each node can only be selected once
when finding a way. In addition, if the current node cannot
find the next hop that meets the requirements, it will be
removed from the set of path, then reselect the node whose
value of NT is the second-largest as the next hop, and mark
the current node with the formula state=0 and it will no
longer be chosen in the rest rounds.
6) Update the residual energy of the node
Use the following formula to calculate and update node’s
residual energy ER.
(5)
ER = E − ETX − ERX
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Setp5.1: If the energy of cluster head dose not equal 0
and meets the conditions: i< NumofClu and n ≥ Ci, go to
Step5.2, otherwise go to Step6.
Step5.2: Find out the set of candidate neighbor node for
cluster head. Calculate the space angle β and the energy
consumption of transmission. According to formula 4 choose
the node that has the maximum value of NT as the next hop.
Step5.3: Put the selected cluster head of next hop into the
set of path named Rout11 and the collection of selected
nodes named Selectednodes11.
Step5.4: Calculate and update the residual energy of
cluster head according to formula 5.
Step5.5˖i=i+1, if i< NumofClu go to Step3, otherwise
go to Step6.
Step6: Perform the rest rounds clustering of ISC, reselect the cluster and update the collection head_vec.
Step7: If current node’s residual energy dose not equal 0,
go to Step3, otherwise stop the whole algorithm.
VI.

Figure 3. Network lifetime

SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATIONCOPYRIGHT
Figure 4. Network lifetime

In order to evaluate the performance of the routing
algorithm we proposed, we test it on the random topology,
uniform topology and underground mine tunnel topology
[10][11]. We use the power adjusted greedy algorithm with
optimal transmission range and threshold (IGreedy-PAGR)
as the benchmark algorithm [12]. We assess the survival
time of the network and the energy consumption to evaluate
the performance of the algorithm. The parameters related to
the energy consumption model are shown in table1.
TABLE I.

We can see that in the same simulation condition
compared with the benchmark algorithm, the improved
algorithm’s time of first node’s death, half nodes’ death and
all of the nodes’ death are later. In the different topology, the
survival time of the mine topology is longer than the other
two topologies. The SAEAR has the longest survival time and
best performance in the same topology. That is to say the
algorithm proposed in this paper extends the network
lifetime and has better equilibrium and validity.
The energy consumption of the three network topologies
are shown in Figure5 to Figure7 respectively.

PARAMETERS SETTINGS OF ENERGY MODEL
Parameters

Sending/Receiving electronics energy
consumptiong(nJ/bit)a
free-space model energy consumption of
power amplifier(PJ/bit/ m2)
multi-path
fading
model
energy
consumption of power amplifier(PJ/bit/ m4)
threshold of free-space model and multipath fading model(m)

Parameter
values
50
100
0.0013
80

The network survival time is shown in Figure2 to
Figure4. We use the time of first node’s death, half nodes’
death to measure the balance and validity of the algorithm
and all of the nodes’ death to measure the longest survival
time of the network.

Figure 5. Network energy consumption

Figure 6. Network energy consumption

Figure 2. Network lifetime
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Duan Jun, Li Deying and Chen Wenping, “Geometric Routing
Precluding Loops and Dead Ends in 3D Wireless Sensor Networks,”
Global Telecommunications Conference(GLOBECOM 2010),2010
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Figure 7. Network energy consumption
[4]

It can be seen that at the initial stage, the energy
consumption of the algorithm in this paper and the
benchmark algorithm have little difference, because the node
clustering, data fusion and forwarding at the previous stage
consumes the energy. But with the simulation time going on,
benchmark algorithm selects the node of next hop without
considering the node’s residual energy which leads to some
nodes’ quick death and the increase of energy consumption,
and the advantages of the improved routing algorithm are
more and more obvious. The improved algorithm proposed
consumes less energy than the benchmark algorithm when
compared in the same topology at the same simulation time.

Greedy Routing for Three Dimensional Random Wireless Networks”
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pp.95-104,2010.
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then transfers the data intra-cluster and inter-cluster based on
SAER. The result of simulation shows that the routing
algorithm proposed in this paper has better equilibrium and
validity, reduces the energy consumption of the network and
extends the network lifetime.
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status are considered. From the perspective of network, the
profit of suppliers [4] and other factors are considered to
maximize the use of existing network resource and ensure
the handover couldn’t happen frequently to avoid the “PingPong Effect” [5]. Literature [6] presented a method based on
RSS (received signal strength) vertical handover decision
scheme. With bandwidth introduced, the average value of
RSS was used in the algorithm. In [7], a vertical handover
decision method based on fuzzy parameters was presented
and the method effectively reduced the "Pingf-Pong Effect”
in the handover process. In [8], it presented a handover
decision method based on QoS requirements and considered
the minimum bit rate, delay, delay jitter, error rate, user
preferences and other factors. In [9], it presented a users’
network association scheme based on group game theory to
problems of load balanced for heterogeneous wireless
networks. In [10], it presented an intelligent handover
algorithm to determine the vertical handover time
effectively.
An optimal handover solution of terminal users is found
by using free search intelligent algorithm based on coarsegrained and fine-grained crossover [11].

Abstract—To find an optimal handover solution of terminal
users under heterogeneous wireless networks, Pareto optimum
under Nash equilibrium of users’ utility and network provider
utility is achieved or approached for the found solution. QoS
(quality of service) requirements, user preferences to access
network coding schemes, user preferences to access network
providers, user handoff history record, costs user willing to
pay and the profit of suppliers are considered comprehensively
in this paper. With introducing the knowledge of fuzzy
mathematics and microeconomics, access networks and
terminals are described. With the help of gaming analysis, an
intelligent handover decision scheme with ABC (always best
connected) supported is proposed by using coarse-grained and
fine-grained crossover free search based intelligent
optimization algorithm. After carrying out simulation and
performance evaluation, the results show that the mechanism
proposed in this paper is feasible and effective.
Keywords-NGI (next generation Internet); QoS (quality of
service); ABC (always best connected); handover decision;
intelligent optimization algorithm; search based on coarsegrained and fine-grained crossover

I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

The next generation Internet NGI (next generation
Internet) is a kind of multi-level heterogeneous networks and
wireless access is its main access way. With different types
of access network existing, we need to support users for NGI
with ABC (always best connected) [1] and guarantee for
mobile terminal users with stable and high quality service.
According to the different access ways of users, ABC
scheme guarantee the user’s handover done among networks
under the heterogeneous network environment of NGI.
Handover includes horizontal and vertical handover [2].
When triggering handover process, necessary information
from each access network is collected, then the best access
network for users is selected. Finally, handover is
implemented and terminal completes handover process from
current access network to the best access network.
The significance of ABC is the allowed connection
between user terminal and NGI always through the best
access network. In users’ view, QoS [3] requirements, user
preferences to access network coding schemes, user
preferences to access network providers, user handover
history record, costs user willing to pay and access network
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.47

MODEL DESIGN

Based on literature [12], the following handover models
are designed.
A. Application type and QoS parameter weight
Suppose that there are I types of NGI based on
differentiated services [13] model, ATS = { AT1 , AT2 ,..., ATI } .
Different application types have different QoS parameters on
demand. To the application type ATi ( 1 ≤ i ≤ I ), consider
four QoS parameters, bandwidth, delay, delay jitter and error

rate. Then weight becomes W = [ω B , ω D , ω J , ω E ]T .
B. Access network model
Assume that the number of access network is M . To
access network j ( 1 ≤ j ≤ M ), the parameters are:
The provider identifier of access network j is
PI j ∈ PIS . Type identifier of access network j is

TI j ∈ TIS . The set of coding schemes supported by access
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network j is CS j ⊆ CIS .Coverage identifier of access

For delay, delay jitter and error rate, processing method
is the same with bandwidth. Select optimal evaluation
function
value
to
form
ideal
sequence
FIS = {EB IS , ED IS , EJ IS , EE IS } and then form negative
ideal sequence FNIS = {EB NIS , ED NIS , EJ NIS , EE NIS } .The
distance
is
and
k
k
k
k
k
2
2
2
2
d _ is ji = ( EB ji − EBIS ) + ( ED ji − EDIS ) + ( EJ ji − EJ IS ) + ( EE ji − EE IS )

network j is CA j . The maximum movement speed of
mobile terminal supported by access network j is MV j .
The set of application type supported by access network
j is NAS j ⊆ ATS .The total bandwidth of access network
j is TB j .The remaining bandwidth of access network j is

AB j and AB thj represents the remaining bandwidth threshold

d _ nis kji =

The

for access network j . The spectral range of access network
j is FR j .The lowest intensity that access network j sends

R

k
ji

signals is TPj .The different classes of service correspond to

sequence

= exp( − ( d _ is

k
ji

1

+

d _ nis

k
ji

is

))

. And

CB kji =

EI Bw (bw klji , bw kh
ji ) = 1 − (

pr jik = λ k ⋅ pr ji and pr ji0 = ct kji ⋅ (1 + r ) . Providers use

cost plus pricing to make price per unit time per unit
bandwidth based on price pr ji0 .

kl
bw kh
ji − bw ji

Assume that the number of mobile terminal is N . Use
the following parameters and user u to describe terminal
t .The set of network application type and coding schemes
are TAS t ⊆ ATS and MCS t ⊆ CIS .The movement rate of
terminal t is CVt and high speed threshold is CV h . Terminal
remaining battery capacity is RC t and remaining power
threshold is RC th . RS t is lower limit that terminal can
receive signal strength. The working frequency is WFt .The
highest price per unit time per unit bandwidth is HPti .The
user u includes two preference sequences are
PPt : ( PPt1 , PPt 2 ,..., PPtq ) , PPti ∈ PIS (i = 1,..., q) and

)2

BWi h − BWil

$ 2(bw − BWil ) 2
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C. Terminal model
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Knowing [ DEil , DEih ] , calculate the degree that service
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In summary, handover requests of mobile terminals use
quadruple < ATi , PPt , PC t , HPti > .
D. QoS Satisfaction
The strategy evaluation coefficient

ideal
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ji
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(
) .
EI Bw (bw klji , bw kh
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Fit
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the different QoS parameter intervals, but those are the
subsets of QoS demand interval.
QoS
parameter
interval
is
k
kl
kh
kl
kh
kl
kh
kl
kh
QS ji =< [bw ji , bw ji ], [de ji , de ji ], [ jt ji , jt ji ], [er ji , er ji ] > .

PCt : ( PCt1 , PCt 2 ,..., PCtq ) , PC ti ∈ CIS

.
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is calculated
with TOPSIS. QoS parameter evaluation sequence is
F jik = {EB kji , ED kji , EJ kji , EE kji } .
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For bandwidth, take bandwidth interval of maximum
upper limit that different access network provides as
reference interval [ Bwl , Bwh ] . After comparing bandwidth
interval [bw klji , bw kh
ji ] with reference interval, weighted
evaluation function could be achieved.
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provider in preference sequence

n

1
t =1

Movement

speed

.

N

M

11 uu
t =1 j =1

ti j

n

1 uu
t =1

,

ti j

+ nu ti j .

ALGORITHM DESIGN

∧

( MV AN qt ≥ CVt ) ∧ (WFt ⊆ FR AN qt ) ∧ (TPAN qt ≥ RS t ) ∧
k
( prAN
≤ HPti )
qt i

∧

min
kh
( AB AN qt − bw AN
≥ AB AN
)
qt i
qt

fitness

is

function

1
$
! N
1
! ( 1
+
)
Maximize f ( x) = #
! t =1 uut i AN qt nut i AN qt
!− ∞
"

$1
CVt < CVh & CVt < MV j
!! q + 1 − x
.
SVtj = #(
) CVh ≤ CVt ≤ MV j
q
!
MV j < CVt
!"0

$ q +1− x
)
!(
Battery fitness is SYtj = #
q
!"1
The
load
evaluation

.

prjik

A. Feasible solution and fitness function
∧
(TAS t ⊆ NAS AN qt )
(CS AN qt ∩ MCS i ≠ Φ)

in preference sequence .

fitness

prjik − ctkji

Free search algorithm based on coarse-grained and finegrained crossover improves standard free search
optimization algorithm.

others

others

nu ti j and

III.

The satisfaction of user preferences to access network

coding schemes

i

The objective are maximizing uu t j j , nu ti j ,

E. Other satisfactions
The price satisfaction of user to access network is
$0
pr jik > HPti
!
SPtj = # 1 pr jik
.The access network
0 < pr jik ≤ HPti
!1 − ×
" 2 HPti
provider
preference
satisfaction
degree
is

2
$
is SC = !*(( q + 1 − x '%%
#
tj
q
&
)
!0
"

HPti

nut j = Ω ⋅ Φ ⋅ [wSQ ⋅ SQkji + wSR ⋅ SRtj + wSC ⋅ SCtj + wSP ⋅ SPtj

G. Mathematical model

. Then calculate total QoS fitness and its definition is
shown as SQ kji = R kji ⋅ CQ kji .

$* q + 1 − x ' 2
!
%%
S R tj = #((
q
&
)
!0
"

.Netwo

HPti − prjik

+ wSV ⋅ SVtj + wSY ⋅ SYtj + wSL ⋅ SLtj ] ⋅

CQ kji = ω B ⋅ CB kji + ω D ⋅ CD kji + ω J ⋅ CJ kji + ω E ⋅ CE kji

is

1

, x qis feasible solution

.The
is

.

, x qisn' t feasible solution

B. Algorithm description
RC t ≤ RC th
others
function

$!exp(−(η i − η0 ) / 2σ 2 ) η j > η 0 , AB min
< AB j < AB thj
j
SLtj = #
!"1
others

Step 1: The X 0 = { x 10 , x 02 ,..., x 0S } is generated randomly.
AN qt and sl qt is assigned as integer selected from [0, M − 1]

.

q
q
and [0, | SL | −1] arbitrarily. P0q = 1 and Pmin
= Pmax
= 1 .Set
the population size S , upper limit of searching iterations K ,
searching steps V = S , crossover probability pc , individual
neighborhood radius Rq .
Step 2 : Complete initialization of population.
Step 3: Select multiple individuals randomly in
population X k according to crossover probability p c .
Individuals perform coarse-grained crossover in the group.
Step 4: Calculate fitness function value.
Step 5: t = t + 1 . If t < N , turn to step 4. Otherwise, x q

is

.

F. Gaming analysis and Utility Calculations
The two sides are mobile terminal and access network.
0 HPti − pr jik
0and
TG = .
+
k
/.− v ⋅ ( HPti − pr ji ) 0,+

0 pr k − ct kji − v ⋅ ( pr jik − ct kji ) NG = . ji
.If
( a i* , b j * )
+
0
0
./
+,
!$TGi* j * ≥ TGij *
satisfies #
, it will achieve Nash equilibrium
!" NGi* j * ≥ NGi* j
of parties income.

is a feasible solution.
Step 6: Reset remaining bandwidth of each access
network to judge the feasibility of offspring individuals.
Step 7: The game factor Ω is updated.
Step 8: Calculate fitness function value. Replace parent
individuals accordingly.
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algorithm(scheme 3). Set up the same random function seed
when simulating under topology 1-3.

Step 9: Each individual in the population walks V steps
in their neighborhood radius Rq .Each individual searches V

4R6VDWLVILFDWLRQ

solutions to form S subpopulation X kq ( 1 ≤ q ≤ S ).
Individual
form
is
q
.
xv,k ={< ANq1,v,k , slq1,v,k >,...,< ANqt,v,k , slqt,v,k >,...,< ANqN,v,k , slqN,v,k >}
Form population X k' = { x 1k' , x k2 ' ,..., x kS ' } .
Step 10: Select multiple individuals randomly to perform
coarse-grained crossover and calculate fitness function value
of each individual. Compare the individual whose fitness
function value is optimal with corresponding individual x kq '
Calculate

Pkq and

S kq

according

to

f ( x kq ' )

$!S kq = S min + ∆S ki
.
Pkq =
and
# i
!"∆S k = ( S max − S min ) ⋅ r (0,1)
max f ( x kq )
k
Step 12: Compare pheromone and sensitivity.
q
Step 13: k = k + 1 . Judge termination condition. Pmin
and
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Figure 6. Comparison of supplier preference satisfaction degree of user


























Figure 7. Comparison of code type preference satisfaction degree of user
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Figure 1. Topology 1-3.
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The simulation of mechanism is implemented based on
NS2 (network simulator 2) [14]. In this paper, the
simulation is implemented using the following three network
topologies. The node numbers are 82, 66 and 107 .








Figure 5. Comparison of price satisfaction degree of user
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will be updated. Turn to step 3.
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Figure 4. Comparison of QoS satisfaction degree of user

in population X k' .
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Figure 2. Comparison of utility value of network











Figure 8. Comparison of velocity suitability degree
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Figure 3. Comparison of utility value of user

The proposed scheme (scheme 1) runs on simulation.
Handover decision scheme based on VIKOR sorting method
(scheme 2)in literature [15] and in literature [16] based on
utility and gaming are considered as benchmark























Figure 9. Comparison of battery suitability degree

With the number of handover users increasing, those
three schemes of utility decreases in Figure 2 to 3. But
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scheme 1 is higher than scheme 2 and 3 in utility of user and
network. But both scheme 2 and 3 lack of users’ preferences
consideration. From Figure 4 to 10, scheme 1 is better than
scheme 2 and 3 in addition to QoS satisfaction degree and
price satisfaction degree. Scheme 1 considers effect of utility
for user and network when gaming between user and
network provider Nash equilibrium can be reached in the
course of finding the optimal solution. Scheme 1 is slightly
lower than scheme 3 but far higher than scheme 2 in QoS
satisfaction degree. Scheme 1 considers comprehensively
various factors rather than only considering QoS. Scheme 3
pursuits QoS utility maximization and scheme 2 does not
consider QoS.

[2]

[3]

[4]

UXQQLQJWLPH PV

[5]





















[6]



Figure 10. Comparison of system running time

[7]

Scheme 1 is slightly lower than scheme 2 but far higher
than scheme 3 in QoS price satisfaction degree. The
selections of scheme 3 are mostly service strategies that
provide high QoS and price. Scheme 2 selects the lowest
level of the cheapest service strategy. Scheme 1 considers
comprehensively various factors.
V.

[8]

[9]

CONCLUSION

This paper designs intelligent handover decision scheme
with ABC supported. Simulation and performance evaluation
based on NS2 are carried and results show that: It has good
performance

[10]
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dynamic curve which achieves its minimum when the curve
conforms to the boundary of the objects. Thus, the image
segmentation problem is transformed to minimize the energy
functional. In general, the gradient-descent method is used to
minimize an energy functional. The descent direction is
calculated by the negative gradient of the functional in which
the gradient is depended on the L2 inner product.
Recently, many researchers introduced generalized
gradient-descent approaches in image processing via the
definition of different inner product [10][11]. They revealed
that the choice of the inner product could be seen as a priori
information. Inspired by the above-mentioned generalized
gradient-descent methods, Leah and Guillermo [12] extended
the Newton methods with more general inner product,
proposed the generalized Newton method and demonstrated
that the “optimal” inner product for an energy functional can
ease the sensitivity of noise and obtain a smooth curve.
In this paper, we adapt and extend the wok of Leah and
Guillermo to a region-based active contour model to validate
the accuracy and efficiency of the generalized Newton
method. The region-based model is called RSF&CV model,
which is a simple combination of the CV model and RSF
model. Due to the Newton quadratic convergence, the reinitialization can be omitted. The experimental results show
the accuracy and efficiency with robustness in noise.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
2, the CV model, the RSF model and generalized newton are
briefly introduced. Application of generalized newton
method to a region-based model is described in detail in
section 3. The experimental results of proposed models are
given in section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.

Abstract—PED-based image segmentation based on the active
contour model attracts many researchers due to the high
precision of edge detection and the continuity of boundaries.
Its basic idea is to define an energy functional on a dynamic
curve which achieves its minimum when the curve conforms to
the boundary of the objects. The most widely used
optimization method is the gradient-descent method. However,
the convergence of the gradient-descent method is very poor.
In this paper, the effectiveness of the generalized Newton
method is investigated by using it to minimize the energy
functional of the RSF&CV model, which is a simple
combination of the CV model and the RSF model. The
experimental results show the accuracy and efficiency with
robustness in noise.
Keywords-generalized newton; region-based active contour;
image segmentation

I.

INTRODUCTION

PED-based image segmentation is one of the state-of-theart methods due to the high precision of edge detection and
the continuity of boundaries. One of which is the active
contour model, known as “Snake”, first introduced in 1988
by Kass et al.[1]. There are two classes of active contour
models: edge-based models [1][2][3] and region-based
models [4][5][6][7]. Generally speaking, the region-based
models are more robust than edge-based models. Regionbased models use the image statistical information to
construct constraints, and have better performance for the
images with weak boundaries. Moreover, they are less
sensitive to the initial curves.
The Chan-Vese (CV) [4] model is one of the most
popular region-based models, which uses global information
of images to segment homogeneous images. Li et al.
proposed the region-scalable fitting (RSF) model [7] to
overcome the difficulty caused by intensity inhomogeneity,
which relies on the local intensity information. The RSF
model has been successfully applied in medical images. Due
to these advantages, many researchers followed the original
CV model and the RSF model, and put forward further
improvements, such as the LBF&CV_B model [8] and the
LGIF model [9].
The basic idea of segmentation methods based on the
active contour model is to define an energy functional on a
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.48

II.

BACKGROUND

A. CV Model
The CV model [4] proposed by Chan and Vese is a
simplification of the Mumford-Shah model [5]. Let Ω ⊂ ℜ2
be the image domain, and I ( x) : Ω → ℜ be a given gray level
image. The CV model implements segmentation by
minimizing the following energy functional:
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2

F CV (C , c1 , c2 ) = λ1 !

inside ( C )

+ λ2 !

F ( f ) := ! I ( x, f ( x), ∇f ( x))dx

I − c1 dx

outside ( C )

I − c2 dx .

(1)

where I ∈ C 2 (ℜ) , f ∈ C 1 (Ω) . Let fˆ be the estimation of the
minimizer of this functional. Let ψ denote the functional
variation in the domain Ω . The second order Taylor
approximation F ( fˆ + ψ ) of F with the trust-region
constraint [12] is given by

+ µ ⋅ Length (C )

where inside(C ) and outside(C ) represent the regions inside
and outside the curve C , respectively. µ , λ1 , λ2 are positive
constants. c1 and c2 are two constants that approximate the
image intensities in inside(C ) and outside(C ) .
The first and second terms of the CV model are called
global energy, which utilizes global information to describe
objects and backgrounds. The CV model is much less
sensitive to the initialization. However, the CV model can
only be used for simple homogeneous image segmentation. It
is poor to segment out the images with multi-objects in
different intensities.

2
2 !
! 1 !
F ( fˆ + ψ ) = F ( fˆ ) + ∇ Lf F ( fˆ ) | ψ + ψ | H Lfˆ ψ , s.t. ψ ≤ ∆ (4)
2

!

where ψ := (ψ ,ψ x ,ψ y )T , ∇ Lf F ( fˆ ) indicates the L2 directional
2

g

i =1

i =1

2

/2σ 2

N

N

xi

i =1

xi

i , j =1

xi f x j

∂ x j )(ψ ) .

The newton step direction ψ declines the functional

F ( fˆ + ψ ) towards the relative minimum. The above process

is classical newton method. In [12], the authors extend the
above formulation to more general inner product structure:
u | v L = L u | v . Where L : L2 → L2 is a symmetric positive
definite linear operator. Moreover, they used the Gaussian
kernel function hσ of variance σ as smoothing operator L s ,
so u v L := hσ * u v .

d
constants. H is the Heaviside function. δ ( x) = H ( x) is the
dx
Dirac function. Kσ is a Gaussian kernel with the standard

e −| x |

xi

and H Sfˆ (ψ ) := ( I ff − " ∂xi " I ff + " I ff ∂xi − " ∂xi " I f

(2)
where φ is the level set function, η1 ,η2 ,ν , µ are four positive

2πσ

i

N

1
+ν !δ (φ) ∇φ( x) dx + µ ! ( ∇φ( x) −1)2 dx
2

2

(5)

N

outside(C )

1

= g | g . The minimum of (4) yields the newton step

where ∇ Sf F ( fˆ ) := I f − " ∂ x ( I f )

Kσ ( x − y) | I ( y) − f2 (x) |2 (1 − H (φ))dy)dx

deviation σ > 0 , which is defined as: Kσ ( x) =

L2 ( Ω )

1
H Sfˆ (ψ ) = − ∇ Sf F ( fˆ ), s.t. ψ ≤ ∆
2

Kσ ( x − y) | I ( y) − f1( x) |2 H (φ)dy)dx

!

2

direction ψ as the solution to the equation

inside(C )

+η2 ! (

designates the L2

directional Hessian, and ∆ denotes the trust-region radius.
The notation ⋅ | ⋅ stands for the L2 inner product such that:

In order to deal with intensity inhomogeneity, Li et al.
used the local intensity information to definite the RSF
model [7]. They used two local fitting functions f1 and f 2 in
substitution for c1 and c2 of the CV model. The level set
formula of their energy functional is:

!

2

derivative with respect to f , H Lfˆ

B. RSF Model

F RSF (φ, f1, f2 ) = η1 ! (

(3)

Ω

2

.

s

The first and second terms of RSF model are considered
as local energy, which uses two fitting functions to
approximate the intensities of the region. Though RSF model
gets better performance in image with intensity
inhomogeneity, the segmentation result is more dependent
on the initialization of curves. The RSF model always fails
for the images containing overlap regions or multi-object
areas.

Then equation (4) can be written as
2
!
M (ψ ) := F ( fˆ ) + ∇ Lf F ( fˆ ) | ψ

where ψ

2
Ls

Ls

+

2 !
1 !
ψ | H Lfˆ ψ
2

Ls

, s.t. ψ

Ls

≤∆

(6)

= L sψ | ψ .

At the same time the partial differential equation (5) is
converted to the following equation

C. Generalized Newton method
The energy functional defined for image segmentation,
such as (1) and (2), is usually minimized by using the
gradient decent method. Due to its poor convergence, Leah
and Guillermo [12] proposed the generalized Newton
method and demonstrate its effectiveness by using to
minimize the CV model.
It is known to all that the second order Taylor expansion
of the energy functional induces the newton’s method.
Consider the following energy functional

H Sfˆ (L s (ψ )) + L s (H Sfˆ (ψ )) = −L s (∇ Sf F ( fˆ )), s.t. ψ
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Ls

≤∆

(7)

III.

GENERALIZED NEWTON METHOD FOR THE RSF&CV

'
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
Hφ = )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
+

MODEL

In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of the
generalized Newton method in more general case. In order to
segment more general images, combinations of the CV
model and the RSF models are common used, for examples,
the LGIF model [9] and the LBF&CV_B model [8] . In this
paper, a simplified version of the LGIF model, called
RSF&CV model, is used to test.
The energy functional of the RSF&CV model is
considered as following:
I − c1 H (φ ( x ))dx

inside ( C )

2

+ λ2 !

outside ( C )

+ η1 ! (

!

I − c2 (1 − H (φ ( x))dx
Kσ ( x − y ) | I ( y ) − f1 ( x) |2 H (φ ( y )) dy ) dx

inside ( C )

+ η2 ! (

!

where the first two terms are global energy induce by the CV
model, the third and fourth terms are the local energy
induced by the RSF model, the last one is a length term used
to maintain the smoothness and continuity of the evolution
curve. Because the generalized Newton method has quadric
convergence and the number of iterations usually needs
several times, the re-initialization term common used in
gradient decent methods is neglected here.
Then the generalized newton method is used to minimize
the functional above. The functional (8) is alternately
minimized among c1 , c2 , f1 , f 2 and φ . Then c1 , c2 , f1 , f 2 and φ
can be achieved as follows, respectively:

Ω

Ω

Ω

1

∇φ

gδε (φ)φx2
∇φ
'

gδε (φ)φx22
∇φ

3/2

−gδε (φ)φx1φx2
∇φ

3/2

NUMERICAL RESULTS

B. Comparison of Different Models on Real Image
This test is to demonstrate that RSF&CV model could
segment images with homogeneous and inhomogeneous
regions and smoothing norm did make a difference in the
segmentation results. Fig. 2(a) are the original images with
an initial curve; Fig.2(b) are the segmentation results by
using RSF&CV model; Fig.2(c) are the results by using CV
model and Fig.2(d) are the results by using RSF model.
From Figure 2 and Table 2, using generalized newton
method could obtain right segmentation result and only
needed 11 iterations. Though CV model could get right
segmentation result in airplane image, the number of
iterations required 2500. For noisy image, CV model also
failed. The energy functional is minimized along remarkable
gradient. Due to the high gradients caused by the noise, the
level set function is polluted. RSF model couldn’t get right
segmentation results for these images, for lack of global

2

The L2 directional derivative ∇φ F (φ ) is
∇φ F (φ ) = δ (φ )[η1 (u − c1 ) 2 − η 2 (u − c2 )2 − ∇ ⋅ ( g

gδε' (φ)φx1

∇φ

A. Comparison of Different Optimization Methods on
Synthetic Image
In this test the efficiency of different optimization
methods are compared. Fig.1 shows the segmentation results
of the RSF&CV model on three complex-shape images
(cross, s and helix). To make a fair comparison, the gradientdescent method was also performed with the smoothing
operator. Fig.1(a) are the original images with an initial
curve; Fig.1(b) are the segmentation results by using the
generalized Newton method; Fig.1(c) are the results by using
gradient-descent method and Fig.1(d) are the results by using
gradient-descent with the smoothing operator. From Figure 1
and Table 1, one can see that the generalized Newton method
can get good segmentation results. And compared with the
gradient decent method, the generalized Newton method is
computationally efficient with faster convergence.

! µ H (φ )dx , c = ! µ (1 − H (φ ))dx ,
! H (φ )dx
! (1 − H (φ ))dx
Kσ ( x ) * #% H (φ ( x ) ) I ( x ) $&
,
f ( x) =
K σ ( x ) ∗ H (φ ( x ) )
Kσ ( x ) ∗ #(1 − H (φ ( x ) ) ) I ( x ) $
%
&
f ( x) =
Kσ ( x ) ∗ #%1 − H (φ ( x ) ) $&
2

2

−λ2 ! Kσ ( x − y) I ( y) − f2 ( x) δ ' (φ( y))dy

gδε' (φ)φx1

(
*
*
gδε' (φ)φx2
*
*
∇φ
*
*
*
−gδε (φ)φx1φx2 *
3/2
*
∇φ
*
2 *
gδε (φ)φx2 *
3/2
*
∇φ
*
*
*
*
,

In order to evaluate the performances of the generalized
newton method, three synthetic and two real images were
used for testing. All the experiments were implemented by
MATLAB 7.1 on Win 7 system.

(8)

Ω

2

+λ1 ! Kσ ( x − y) I ( y) − f1 ( x) δ ' (φ( y))dy

IV.

Kσ ( x − y ) | I ( y ) − f 2 ( x ) |2 (1 − H (φ ( y )))dy )dx

outside ( C )

+ ν ! δ (φ ) ∇φ ( x ) dx

c1 =

∇φ
)]
∇φ

The above L2 directional derivative and Hessian are used
in equation (7) to provide Newton step. Due to intrinsic noise
in real data, Leah used smoothing operator L s to smooth
level set function and reduce high perturbation.

2

F (φ , c1 , c2 , f1 , f 2 ) = λ1 !

δ ' (φ)[η1(u − c1)2 −η2 (u − c2 )2 −∇⋅ (g

∇φ
)]
∇φ

2

+ λ1 ! Kσ ( x − y ) I ( y ) − f1 ( x ) δ (φ ( y ))dy
2

− λ2 ! Kσ ( x − y ) I ( y ) − f 2 ( x ) δ (φ ( y ))dy

The L2 directional H φ Hessian is given by
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with complex background. However, the generalized newton
provides a promising though for future research. In the
future, one might first analyze the energy functional for
image with complex background, and design an appropriate
inner product structure.

energy. The RSF&CV model succeeded to get the promising
segmentation result, because the selection of the inner
product structure contained some prior knowledge of the
image’s characteristic. For noisy image, choosing an
“optimal” norm would alleviate the sensitivity of the noisy.
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RUNNING TIME (SECONDS) AND ITERATIONS OF THE
DIFFERENT MODELS FOR REAL WORD IMAGE
RSF&CV
model
3.36(11)
7.08(11)
3.33(11)
7.74(11)

V.

CV model

RSF model

143.09(2500)
174.55(2500)
180.91(2500)
212.05(2500)

412.27(2500)
547.61(2500)
506.47(2500)
991.07(2500)

CONCLUSIONG

The applications of the generalized Newton method
make RSF&CV model much more efficient and accuracy
than CV model and RSF model. RSF&CV model doesn’t
need re-initialization. In addition high convergence rate, the
curve is smooth and insensitive to the noise. The selection of
the “optimal” inner product can be considered as a prior
knowledge of image’s information. The numerical results
show the pros of the generalized Newton method in
computational efficiency. RSF&CV model mainly segment
images with approximate homogeneous background. The
generalized newton method is an optimization technique,
which cannot help the RSF&CV model segment the image
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. The segmentation results of RSF&CV model: (a) original image and initial cure, (b) the results by using generalized newton method, (c) the
results by using gradient-descent method,(d) the results by using gradient-descent with the smoothing norm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. The segmentation results of different models: (a) original image and initial cure, (b) the segmentation result of RSF&CV model, (c) the
segmentation result of CV model,(d) the segmentation result of RSF model .The second and the forth row are noisy image.
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Adaptive iterative inclusion has also been proposed by Hon
et al. [11] for solving large RBF collocation problems but
its convergence behavior needs improvement by preconditioning techniques. Hybrid iterative-direct methods, such
as domain decomposition methods [34], [30], [36], [21]
have been widely used to solve large scale linear systems.
Additional preconditioning techniques based on transmission
conditions [16]–optimized with a continuous approach [6],
[19], [20], [8] or with an algebraic approach [31], [22],
[23], [24], [9]–or on coarse space techniques [41], [26] have
shown strong efficiency and robustness. Magoulès et al. in
[17], [18] propose an efficient algorithm to solve the SLAE
resulting from the formulation of the problem of image
reconstruction from scattered data by means of CSRBF;
but the authors did not present a suitable choice of coarse
space basis. In this paper we investigate several original
coarse space basis functions and compare their respective
efficiencies.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II the
formulation of the CSRBF-based interpolation problem is
introduced. The coarse space correction is described in
section III together with the iterative method considered in
this paper. Various coarse space basis functions are proposed
and compared in section IV. Finally, section V contains the
conclusions.

Abstract—In this paper we present an effective coarse space
correction addressed to accelerate the solution of an algebraic
linear system. The system arises from the formulation of the
problem of interpolating scattered data by means of Radial
Basis Functions. Radial Basis Functions are commonly used for
interpolating scattered data during the image reconstruction
process in graphic analysis. This requires to solve a linear
system of equations for each color component and this process
represents the most time-consuming operation. Several basis
functions like trigonometric, exponential, Gaussian, polynomial
are here investigated to construct a suitable coarse space correction to speed-up the solution of the linear system. Numerical
experiments outline the superiority of some functions for the
fast iterative solution of the image reconstruction problem.
Keywords-coarse space; preconditioning technique; iterative
method; radial basis function; image reconstruction

I. I NTRODUCTION
Interpolation of scattered data is a main issue in image
reconstruction theory. The use of Radial Basis Functions
(RBFs) for this purpose was introduced in [33] and [37].
From these papers it appears that solving the System of
Linear Algebraic Equations (SLAE) induced by this method
comes out to be the most time consuming operation of
the whole reconstruction process. Indeed, interpolation of
an image by RBF involves performing O(N 3 ) arithmetic
operations, where N denotes the number of data points.
Therefore, the computation becomes impractical over several
thousands of points.
In spite of this extreme computational cost, RBFs have
been widely adopted because of the good results they
generally provide, even in many other areas [7], [10]. Several
advances have been made, allowing to address quite larger
data sets, like the use of Compactly-Supported Radial Basis
Functions (CSRBFs) proposed by Wendland in [39], from
which the resulting SLAE becomes sparse. With this new
property, Morse et al. carried out the reconstruction of implicit surfaces from sets of several thousands of points [27].
While direct methods used in these approaches allowed
to afford less than forty thousands points, iterative methods
have been successfully applied for even larger data sets [5],
[3], [29]. Recently, the main attention has been centered on
partition of unity method where small solutions are stickled
together as proposed by Wendland [40]. Ohtake et al. [28]
have developped multilevel partition of unity implicit. If
the density of the points is not uniform, iterative inclusion
of new centers is used to estimate the small solutions.
978-0-7695-5060-2/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2013.49

II. C OMPACTLY S UPPORTED R ADIAL BASIS F UNCTIONS
In a generalized form, the interpolation problem consists in reconstructing a function from a finite set of linear measurements [13], [14]. This reconstructed function
can be obtained by a linear combination of basis functions, such as in [35], [15], [38], [1], [12]. The present
study considers Compactly-Supported Radial Basis Functions (CSRBFs) [39], represented by the formula
s(x) = p(x) +

N
!
i=1

λi φ(!x − xi !),

where s denotes the CSRBF, p, a polynomial of degree
one, φ, a radially symmetric function (called basis function),
λi ’s, the CSRBF coefficients, xi ’s, the centers of the basis
function and the symbol !·!, the Euclidean norm of a vector.
Defining an interpolating CSRBF consists to determine the
coefficients λi and the polynomial p such that, given a set
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of N points xi and values fi , s satisfies
s(xi ) = fi , i = 1, 2, . . . N

algorithm for solving the system Aχ = b can be written as:
(1)
1:

If {p1 , . . . , pl } is a monomial basis for polynomials of the
degree of p, and c = (c1 , . . . , cl )T the coefficients of p(x)
in this basis, then the interpolation conditions Equation (1)
can be expressed as a System of Linear Algebraic Equations
(SLAE) in the form
#"
# "
#
"
Φ
P
λ
f
=
,
c
0
PT 0

Initialize
r0

2:

b − Aχ0 ;

w0

=

r0

Iterate k = 0, 1, 2, ... until convergence
αk

where Φi,j = φ(!xi − xj !), i = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , N ,
Pi,j = pj (xi ), i = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , l which can be
simplified to
Aχ = b
(2)

=

χk+1
rk+1
βik

=
=
=
=

wk+1

=

(rk ,Awk )
(Awk ,Awk )

χk + α k wk
rk − αk Awk
k+1 ,Awi )
− (Ar
(Awi ,Awi ) , for i = 0, 1, . . . , k
$k
rk+1 + i=0 βik wi

where k denotes the iteration number, χk the approximate
solution, rk = b − Aχk the residual vector, and wk the
search direction.
As it is clear from this algorithm, each iteration requires a
matrix-vector product, dot products and linear combination
of vectors; the matrix-vector product representing the most
expensive task.

where χ = (λ, c)T is the solution of the SLAE and b =
(f , 0)T the values to be interpolated, padded with zeros.
III. I TERATIVE SOLUTION OF CSRBF INTERPOLATION
As mentionned previously, solving the linear system (2),
is the main time consuming part of the image reconstruction
process. Direct methods, similar to the one used in [33], [37],
[27], [40], usually fail when the size of input data exceeds
a few thousands of points.
With iterative methods [3], [4], [5], [29], [28], [11], large
data sets can be addressed, although convergence is often
difficult to reach, due to the conditioning of the system.
An efficient way to get rid of this limitation is to increase
the robustness of the algorithm by means of preconditioning
techniques [3], [11], [32].
Hybrid methods, like the non-overlapping Schwarz domain decomposition method [1] and the multigrid methods [2] have also been used. These algorithms offer powerful
tools for the efficient solution of the interpolation problem,
apart from the fact that their implementation in existing
software requires a quite high degree of skills.
In the following a simple iterative method with a
coarse space correction issued from domain decomposition
methods is proposed to solve the linear system (2). This
approach consists of a coarse space correction [26], [41]
applied to the solution of the interface problem arising
from the domain decomposition method. In references [17],
[18] for graphic analysis this approach is applied directly to
the solution of the linear system (2). Each iteration of the
algorithm involves a projection of the residual on a coarse
space basis. With a suitable coarse space, this projection
accelerates the convergence of the iterative method.

The proposed method consists in projecting at each iteration, the system (2) onto a proper coarse space, this projection involving the solution of a small additional problem.
Let rk denotes the k-th GCR residual, that is
rk = b − Aχk

(3)

The GCR algorithm can converge faster if, at each iteration,
rk is made orthogonal to a subspace represented by a matrix
Q, that is
(4)
QT rk = 0
Indeed, if A is symmetric, then this weighted weak form
of rk = 0 will reduce the error rk and thus accelerate the
convergence. For instance, a matrix Q with N + 4 linearly
independent columns makes the GCR method equipped with
a coarse space correction converge in one iteration. Yet,
it might be reminded that the subspace represented by the
matrix Q should be coarse enough. Otherwise, the process
of enforcing QT rk = 0 introduces a high unnecessary
overhead. Enforcing QT rk = 0 at each GCR iteration can
be achieved by means of a vector of the form µ = Qγ,
where γ is a vector of additional unknowns. Precisely, the
vector χk of a GCR iteration will be replaced by a vector
χ̃k as follows
χ̃k = χk + µk = χk + Qγk

The GCR (Generalized Conjugate Residual) algorithm is
here considered. Not only does the GCR present similar convergence properties than the GMRES (Generalized Minimal
RESidual) but it is also easier to implement in an existing
software, albeit that adds some extra computation. The GCR

(5)

Then, the correction term µk = Qγk enforces exactly at each
iteration k the optional admissible constraint QT rk = 0.
Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (3) and Equation (4)
shows out a projection of the initial problem Equation (2)
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onto the subspace represented by Q; this new problem called
“second-level” CSRBF interpolation problem is given by:
QT AQγk = QT (b − Aχk )

(6)

From Equation (5) and Equation (6), it follows that χ̃k can
be computed as
χ̃k = χ0 + P χk
(7)
where P is the projector given by P = I −
Q(QT AQ)−1 QT A and χ0 is the initial vector given by
χ0 = Q(QT AQ)−1 QT b Finally, by substituting χ in
Equation (7) by χ̃ in Equation (2) and multiplying the
result by P T , we replace the original CSRBF interpolation
problem by the alternative problem P T AP χ = P T b The
whole process is summarized in the following algorithm,
where matrix-vector products surrounded by parentheses are
simple vector variables and not actual computation. If so,
only one projection of the form P s and one matrix-vector
product are performed per iteration.
1:

=
=
=

Q[QT AQ]−1 QT b
b − Aχ0 ;
y0 ,

y0
(Aw)0

=
=

P r0
Aw0

Iterate k = 1, 2, ... until convergence
ζk
χk
rk
yk
(Ay)k
wk

=
=
=
=
=
=

(Aw)k

=

Lena image (512 × 512) used for the test case.

a choice can not be done in practice since these exact
eigenvectors are too expensive to compute. Thus, a first idea
is to approximate these eigenvectors numerically. An another
idea presented in [18] consists of choosing as a coarse
space basis some particular RBF. These RBF are chosen
upon the RBF as the minimum set of functions required to
reconstruct some basic black and white images. This choice
leads to a better convergence of the iterative algorithm with
the coarse space correction. A more efficient preconditioning
for the CSRBF interpolation problem was also presented
in [18]. The authors reconstructed simple images considering
as coarse space basis functions square waveforms with
different frequencies and some radial basis functions with
a bigger radius joined to the basis of the linear polynomial
p(x). For more complex images, Daubechies wavelet basis
(D4) was used. However, as the authors noted, neither the
eigenvectors associated to non-clustered eigenvalues of the
RBF interpolation problem, neither radial basis functions
seems to be efficient, and the choice of a “good” coarse
space is still an open issue.
In the following, several basis functions including
trigonometric, exponentials and polynomials are investigated
for CSRBF-based image reconstruction.

Initialize
χ0
r0
w0

2:

Figure 1.

((Aw)k−1 ,rk−1 )
((Aw)k−1 ,(Aw)k−1 )

χk−1 + ζk wk−1
rk−1 − ζk (Aw)k−1
P rk
Ayk
$i=k−1 ((Aw)i ,(Ay)k )
yk − i=0 ((Aw)
wi
i ,(Aw)i )
$i=k−1 ((Aw)
i ,(Ay)k )
(Ay)k − i=0 ((Aw)i ,(Aw)i ) (Aw)i

IV. C OARSE S PACE CONSTRUCTION

The Lena image with 262.144 pixels, displayed Figure 1,
is used to compare the efficiency of the coarse space basis.
Former experiments applied to acoustic scattering problem [25] have shown the good convergence properties of the
algorithm with a coarse space composed with trigonometric
functions. Besides by the fourier analysis they can represent
the dominant frequencies very accurately in the solution,
and thus improve the convergence of the algorithm. Table I
shows the number of iterations requiered by the GCR with
coarse space correction based on such trigonometric functions for two different stopping criteria. The best results with
the trigonometric functions are obtained with the sinc and
exp functions. As explained previously, the iterative method
with coarse space correction converges quickly when composed of orthogonal search direction vectors. For this reason,
Gaussian functions and Tchebychev functions are considered
and the results reported in Table I. Despite evaluating these

In [26], Mandel and Sousedı́k explain the principles of
the design of a coarse space in a simplified way. In [41],
Widlund shows a historically complete presentation about
the development of coarse spaces for domain decomposition
algorithms. The efficiency of the coarse space correction
is closely related to its key ingredient: the choice of an
appropriate coarse space. Our goal here is to build such a
coarse space in the context of image interpolation problem
with CSRBF.
The first tentative of coarse space correction to solve
CSRBF interpolation problem has been presented in [17].
Choosing as a coarse space basis the eigenvectors of the
CSRBF interpolation problem definitely improves the convergence of the iterative method. Only few eigenvectors
associated with clustered eigenvalues are enough to accelerate the convergence of the algorithm. Unfortunately, such
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In this paper, a coarse space correction is presented to
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Integral transform methods have frequently been used for
solving physical problems. The most recent approach is to
use the concept of the transformation methods theory to
recast time domain problems into a transformed space that
does not involve the time. There are several transform
methods that have been investigated such as the Laplace
transform, similarity transform, Henkel transform and the
Boltzmann transform [1-5]. The Laplace transform solution
methods for time dependent problems, which transform
parabolic problems into elliptic problems in the Laplace
transformed space, have been considered by many authors
[7-8]. A two-level time-domain decomposition method was
applied to obtain numerical solutions to time-dependent
nonlinear problems for European options [7]. The
pharmacokinetic system contains linear and non-liner
models which were solved by using time-domain
decomposition method using Laplace transform [8].
In this paper we will see some of the image processing
applications which combine with the use of the Laplace
transform. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, a brief overview is given of the mathematical
model of image in-painting based on PDE. In section 3 a
Discretization for the CDD model. In section 4 numerical
methods to solve some in-painting examples using the
Laplace transform is examined and section 5 describes the
results and performance of Laplace transformation method
compared with other methods.

Abstract—There are many image processing techniques based
on partial differential equations that perform well, but they
consume much computational time. It’s vital that rapid and
efficient ways of solving these equations are developed. Use of
the Laplace transforms permits solution to the time dependent
problems in a parallel environment. The solution procedure
requires numerical computation of an inverse Laplace
transform of which the Stehfest method was examined in the
tests. We investigated the performance and efficiency of using
the Laplace transform technique for the solution of a
mathematical model related to image in-painting and
compared the results with temporal integration.
Keywords - CDD in-painting; temporal parallel methods; time
dependent problems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Many real-world physical processes are modelled using
nonlinear time dependent problems such as image
processing, financial modelling, thermal engineering and
environmental science. There are various approaches to
solving non-linear differential equations; these involve
numerical methods, both parallel and sequential, which are
continually being researched and streamlined.
The standard solution method for numerically solving
time dependent problems is the time marching scheme
which is typically begun by discretizing the problem on a
uniform time grid and then sequentially solving it at
successive time points [1]. The dependence of the solution
on the previous time step makes the problems difficult to
solve in a parallel environment. This type of methods
includes Euler’s method, the Runge-Kutta method, and
multi-step methods.
In addition there is a temporal step size restriction in
order to ensure that an explicit scheme is stable. It is not
possible to compute the field quantity at the final time in the
time marching scheme directly, despite there being no
temporal step size restriction in the implicit schemes. The
temporal integration methods clearly do not provide the
parallel property within the algorithm. To overcome this
problem the time domain decomposition methods (timeparallelism) seem to offer some breakthrough in the
parallelization of the temporal domain [1].
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II.

IMAGE IN-PAINTING

Image in-painting is a term used to describe the process
of restoring parts of images and videos that have become
damaged or deteriorated and includes the removal of
unwanted objects from them. This is also known as image or
video interpolation and mathematically can be classified into
inverse problems. These methods can be classified into three
categories: patch-based, sparse, and PDEs/variational
methods [4].
A. CDD In-Painting Model
The TV in-painting model was proposed by Rudin, Osher
and Fatemi [4]. Although this technique is effective for inpainting while preserving the details of the edges, it is not
possible to satisfy “the connection and holistic principle”
while the damaged region is wider than the in-painting
object. Chan and Shen [3] noticed that in the TV model the
"
diffusion coefficient given by ! = |#$| is only dependent on
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the contrast or strength of the level lines and is therefore
independent of the geometric information. To resolve this
issue Chan and Shen introduced the curvature % = %(&, ') =
#(
#.
to redefine the diffusion coefficient D by including the
|#(|

function ) = )(|%|). In this way the diffusion coefficient is,
where necessary, strengthened by taking the geometric
information encoded in %. The new diffusion coefficient is
then given by
0
,=0
*(|+|)
(1)
!=
where )(,) = - .
,=.
|#(|
,/ 0 < , < .

(I-1, j-1)

(I, j-1)

(I-1, j)

(I, j)

(I-1, j+1)

(I+1,j-1)

(I+1/2, j)

(I+1, j)

(I+1, j+1)

(I, j+1)

"

Consider the pixel point 6G + , D7
H

To ensure geometric points that have a higher or infinite
curvature and thereby encouraging reconnection, the
equation )(.) = . can be used, increasing ! to the
maximum possible value.

)(|%|)
1
L:M
= IG + , DJ = K
|L:|
2
"
6NA ,O7
H

1
:(G + 1, D) E :(G, D)
:P IG + J =
2
F

To avoid the CDD model deteriorating into the TV model
)(0) should be chosen zero, but g(0) = a 0 0 can
potentially undermine the connectivity principle. Realizing
this, Chan and Shen suggested [3] g(s) = s 1 with , >
0 , 2 3 1 . CDD in-painting model is thus given by

1
(:(G + 1/2, D + 1) E :(G + 1/2, D E 1))
:Q IG + J =
2
RF
=

(:(G + 1, D + 1) + :(G, D + 1) E :(G + 1, D E 1) E :(G, D E 1)
SF

The expression for %NAT,O is written as

4$
45

*(|+|)

= #. 6 |#(| 7 #u 8 9
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CDD in-painting model can be solved by using temporal
marching schemes. Eq (2) can be rewritten as
= #. = , = =

>(|?|)
|#$|

An explicit scheme for Eq (3) is defined by
:@A" = :@ + Bt#. AC

#:

1
1
A 6i + , D7 E A 6i E , D7
2
2
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2
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H

H

III. Discretization for the CDD model

45

H

:
:
V P W " EV P W
|L:| NA ,O
|L:| N,O
X: :P
H
V
W
=
F
X& |#:| NA",O

where 9 is the damaged region and E is the region
surrounding the damaged region.

4$

H

where

(2)

: = :; 8 <

U

H

(3)

IV. Distributed algorithms based on Laplace transforms
The Laplace transform Z(,) of a function [(\) can be
`
!"#$%"!& #'(& )**& (")*& +& ,-& ./& Z(,) = ]; [(\)^ Y_5 a\ . In this
method transformation is performed on the given differential
equations along the temporal axis. A set of parametric
equations that contain only derivative terms with respect to
the spatial variables is formed. The set of equations are
mutually independent. The solution of this set of mutually
independent differential equations can be solved
independently for different values of the parameters. It can
be seen that the original problem which can only be solved
sequentially in the temporal domain can now be solved as
several independent parametric boundary value problems
where parallel computing technology may be used.

(4)
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A. Using Laplace transform for 2D in-painting model
Since the solutions at intermediate steps of Eq (2) are
usually not of interest for in-painting problems, it is possible
to apply the Laplace transform [2]. To evolve the solution
to Eq (2) from :b&, ', cO d to :b&, ', cOA" d linearisation
technique is needed due to the non-linearity. Each solution
in this iterative loop is produced by solving the original
equation in the transformed space and applying an inverse
transformation. Convergence for the time step cO to cOA" is
achieved when the difference between successive updates
meets some convergence criterion.
The temporal axis divide into j parts. Let :e be the
aprroximation solution of :b&, ', cOA" d . The linearrised
problem of Eq(1) defined in the time interval (cO cOA" )
4$
45

= #. 6

*(|+($)|)
|#$|

7 #u 8 9 (cO , cOA" )

Original Lake image

Initial field in with random guess

Output image
transform

CDD

in-painting

using

Laplace

Original box image

(5)

Taking Laplace transform of Eq (5) transforms the function
:(&, ') to fb&, g/ d and leads to the resulting differential

equation

gf(&, ', g) E :(&, ', c) =

>(|?($)|)
i|
|h$

#H fb&, ', g/ d 8 9

Initial field in with random guess

(6)

The solutions for Eq (6) are generated for various
/
parameters g/ = kl2, 2 = 1,2,3 … m, where m is even, if
j
one chooses to compute the inverse Laplace of f according
to the Stehfast method. In order to re-construct the solution
: in the original space, the inverse Laplace transform based
on Stehfast is computed using the weighted formula
n@H q
o/r" p/ f(&, g/ ) where p/ are the weights
:(&, ', c) =
j
[6].
III.

Output image CDD in-painting using Laplace
transform

Original image girls’ image

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

In this section, we demonstrate the above technique using
three different in-painting problems in order to test the
performance of the Laplace transformation for in-painting
algorithm. The computational times obtained by using the
current technique are compared with those of temporal
integration. Numerical experiments were performed by using
an in-house parallel computer, consisting of two dual core
each of 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron 2216 and six 4 quad core
each of 2.2 GHz AMD Opteron 8354 connected with
infiniband memory channel powered through Linux access.
The main aim of these tests is to examine the computing
time instead of the accuracy as this was already examined in
[3] and [4]. Note that for the image ‘Box’ the method when
s = 12 diverged. Therefore there is no result for this case
as seen from Table III.

Initial field in with random guess
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Output image CDD in-painting using Laplace transform

Image
Number of
processors
M=12
M=10
M=8
M=6

Sequential
Laplace
Transform
4.29
3.22
2.77
2.23

Girls
Parallel
Laplace
Transform
time
0.71
0.59
0.59
0.57

Time
Integration
CPU time
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

TABLE I. Performance obtained for the image ‘Girls’

IV.

CONCULISONS
Image
Number of
processors

In this paper a fast and etcient nonlinear Laplace
transform algorithm for solving a CDD in-painting model is
investigated. Numerical examples are used to demonstrate
parallel and sequential computing times. The results show
that the computing times are favourable and that the Laplace
transform method is a potential parallel algorithms suitable
for image in-painting.

M=12
M=10
M=8
M=6

Sequential
Laplace
Transform
1.28
0.77
0.58
0.46

Lake
Parallel
Laplace
Transform
time
0.18
0.12
0.10
0.10

Time
Integration
CPU time
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22

TABLE II. Performance obtained for the image ‘Lake’’
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]
[8]

[9]
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Image
Number of
processors
M=10
M=8
M=6

Sequential
Laplace
Transform
10.35
8.32
6.90

Box
Parallel
Laplace
Transform
time
1.90
1.84
1.87

Time
Integration
CPU time
6.53
6.53
6.53

TABLE III. Performance obtained for the image ‘Box’
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